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Abstract

This Conference dealt with high energy hadron collisions

with large multiplicity. Both experimental and theoreti-

cal works have been presented, studying inclusive and

exclusive processes. Review talks have summed up the actual

state of the research in this field.

Streszczenie

Konferencja poświęcona była zagadnieniom zderzeń hadronów

wysokiej energii z utworzeniem wielu cząstek. Przedstawio-

ne zostały prace doświadczalne i teoretyczne dotyczące

reakcji inkluzywnych i ekskluzywnych. Referaty przeglą-

dowe podsumowały aktualny stan badań.

Аннотация

Конферешщя была посвящена взаимодействиям адронов при
высоких анергиях, с большой множественностью рождённых
частиц. Представлены были экспериментальные i теорети-
ческие работы по инклузивным и эксклузивным процессам.
В обзорных докладах было представлено современное со-
стояние исследований в этой области.
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FROM THE EDITORS

The IH-rd International Colloquium on Many-Body
Reactions wae held in Zakopane from the 20th to the
24th of June 1972. This Colloquium was the third one
after those organized in Peri» in 1970 and in Helsinki
in 1971. Its aim wae to discuss problems concerning
multiple production processes in high energy inter-
actions. All discussions were tape recorded and then
included in the proceedings, together with the invitee1

talks and short contributions.

It is always difficult to find the golden mean
between the delay in the publication of the proceed-
ings and the perfect ion desired in the presentation.
Perhaps we have been too eager in trying to get these
proceedings published as soon as possible. Due to this
eagerness, not all participants had the possibility
of Verifying their texts or their comments in the
discussion which was generated from the tape records
ings. Any negligence, mistakes or errors are due to
the editors who hope that the authors will forgive
them for their transgressions. Unfortunately, although
T7p trieć to reproduce the ontjre dlsoussion periods,
small parts could not be recovered due to faults
in the recording.

We have tried to edit the discussion periods of
the colloquium In a minimal fashion so as to give the
reader the flavor of the Inlorvaality of the occasion.
TTe have left untouched the profound as well as the
eore Jovial comments from the floor. The reader is
invited to applaud, to laugh or to cry at the relevant
moments.

We also wish to express our appreciation to those
who eelflessly worked day and night to prepare the
following material for printing.

Finally, we wish to express our thanks to all
yarticipantt* of the Colloquium who through their
presence made the meeting a memorable physics
experience.
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ADDRESS AT THE OPENING OF THE III INTERNATIONAL
COLLOQUIUM ON MANY-BODY REACTIONS

M. Uięsowicz

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In opening the III International Colloquium on
Many-Body Reactions I would like, in the паше of the
Polish physicists, to welcoae all our guests.

Let ue remember that the first Colloquium of this
series was held in Paris in 19TO. It nas organized by
L*Ecole Polyteohnique together with help from the
Polish groups. At that time great initiative wee shown
by Dr R. Lestlenne. The second Colloquium was held
in Helsinki in 1971. The problem of «iany-particle
interactions was earlier the subject of discussions
at working meetings organized at CET1N by Professor
L. Van Hove,

In the early stages of preparation of the present
Colloquium two of our late colleagues, Oleg Czyżewski
and Leszek Michejda took an active part. The Polish
physicists assembled here would like to dedicate this
conference to the memory of these two friends and
colleagues who were also friends and colleagues of
папу of you.

On August 8th, 1971, Leszek Michejda died suddend-
ly, as did Oleg Czyżewski on September 9th of the
same year. Our country lost in the space of a month
two of its best high energy physicists. They worked
in the same scientific field and were even interested
in similar problems. Of their many papers some were
published jointly. They were close friends.

Today, ivestlgatione of strong Interactions in
«blob many particles are produced bas gained wide
Interest. Both Czyfcewski and Michejda were quick
to realize that an understanding of multiple produo-
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tion was of great importance to the physics of strong

interactions. Thanks to them and to the groups which

were formed in Cracow and Warsaw the Polish field of

particle physics, namely, the field of reactions

leading to many-"body final states was developed.

чгЬПе the processes in which two stable, or quaei-

-stable badrons or resonances arise are in principle

described by Piegge type models, the папу-Ъойу processes

are rather far froE "being understood through this type

of theoretical e'eseri: tion. It ras just the systema-

tics of exr»eric:ontal data in the field of 7Г r> reactions,

in cases where nervy particles arise in firal state,

arranged in such a tray as to na?:e possible comparison

between t*:e fistvi^utions of liven --aratict-rs witu

existing or sutfiosted nodels, that was tli.: ^roti -: en

which Czyżews!:i and Llichejda wert- working cnf. to the

rtevelopnervt of which they contri-utrd so nuch. ̂ inir

тгогк led to a considerable advance in this line of

physics1. The work started by them is being continued.

Oleg Czyźewsfci was bora In 1930. He studied at

the Jag lull omlea University where he also obtained
his doctorate. I was his supervisor. At first, he

worked in the field of applications of electronics

In nnolear physios «nd astronoo/. From 1959 he worked

in the Cracow high-energy physios Group. It did not

take us long to become aware that we had among us an

outstanding physicist. He was the organizer and later

the bead of the Cracow Bubble Chamber Laboratory.

Apart from his principal contributions to the general

study of many-body reactions, one could quote many

works in which Czyżewaki*s share was fundamental.

I uill mention only a few of them here.

Above all one may credit Czyżewski with finding

for the first time the occurrence of an angular charge

correlation (the so-called Goldhaber effect) ł n T p

reactions. Theee correlations were previously known

only in the products of pp reactions.
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It is worth mentioning here an early paper of
Czyźewsfci and Andrzej Krzywlckl concerning a certain
uncorrelated jet model. These authors were probably
the first to notice that the limitation of transverse
momentum, the assumption of small inelasticity, and
Independent emission of particles explain many featu-
res of jets observed at high energies.

I also wish to mention Czyzewslci'-s work on elastic
scattering at large angles.

Czyżewski spent his last year at CERN. He was
engaged there, together with his co-workers, for the
problems of Inclusive reactions. These authors dis-
covered that in It*p and K~p inclusive reactions there
exists a very simple exponential dependence of the
cross-section for the given process on the missing
mass.

Whenever I had the opportunity of listening to
Czyzewski's review reports at the International
Conferences at CERN, Berkeley, or Vienna, I was amazed
at the wide perspective of his views, going far beyond
the subject of his current interest. He was a man of
extraordinary versatility and talent but above all he
was a born physicist.

Lech Michejda was born in 1935. He began his
studies at the V'arsaw Technical University and in
1958 graduated as a civil engineer. But he was drawn
to physics, аи! т Л Ш е still an engineering student
began to study this subject at Warsaw University,
graduating in 1962. Halfway through his studies he
began to work as a scanner in the newly forming bubble
chamber croup at the High-Energy Laboratory. Even
before completing his studies he became one of those
most active in the subject of many-body reactions,
together with CasyAewslci and their mutual Warsaw and
Cracow colleagues.

But besides of envoivement in this group effort,
J.richejda made many own excellent contributions. I will
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perhaps cite Just a few of the ones which I rcaeraber

best.

I have in mintf, for example, the first observation

(and, at least, in part correct explanation) of the

correlation between longitudinal and transverse

aomenta, the «o-eallacl "seagull effect11. This work le

considered to be a permanent contribution from the

Varsaw group to the understanding of multiparticle

promotion.

To no, an exceptionally interesting ant] original

work by Michejda was that on t_:e notiou оГ ~cri?hora~

liBn. Tie presented it at tho Faculty of !ii+liour.tics

cv.C Tliysics of "Tarsaw University as a thesis 'от- the

dej/.rec of docent. I vrae one of the referees. I have

performed this task many times in шу life, but never

have i been so carried away in writing шу review as

I was in this ease. It was for me nnt altogether easy.

?й© problem of peripheral and central collisions is

one of the traditional topics of particle physics.

Michejda ahowed that the traditional way of under-

standing peripheralIsm is not unique. And, in fact,

he showed that for a wide class of reasonable models

one can obtain agreement with data but with a picture

altogether contrary to intuition. This result pointed

out a significant gap in our understanding of the

processes of multiple production.

Michejda*s last work, lilce that of Czyżewskl,

concerned inclusive reactions. Here, however, the

problem was quite different. Michejda, with his

speoial penetration, carried out an analysis of the

reaction pp-*-TT + "anything" by comparing Scandinavian

accelerator data forTT mesons witli cosmic data from

Echo Lake. He was the first to show evidence of the

lack of accordance of the "scaling" hypothesis in high

energy reactions in tbls range of energy. This fact

was incontestably confirmed by the ISH experiments.

We are overwhelmed at опт loss. Both, Oleg
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Czyżewski and Leszek Michęjda died at the moment when

their position among the world's leading physioists

in their field was established. Both of them were

experimental physiolets but their work and ideas were

firmly based on a deep knowledge of theory. Both of

them were distinguished by an outstanding and creative

imagination.

But there is still one more characteristic of

these men which I wish to stress,and we should like

our younger colleagues to inherit it. I have in mind

the sense of scientific responsibility. Responsibility

for Trhat one states, and above all for what one publi-

shes. It is this characteristic which we demand most

fron the scientist and they fulfilled this demand

fully.

And, finally, both of them had the wonderful

human characteristic of nobility and ethics in perso-

nal relationships. These were the traits which found

human expression in the fine persons of Olcg

Czyżewski and Leszelc Mlchejda.
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The idea of organizing the 1972 High Multiplicity
Colloquium in Poland occured to us during the very suc-
cessful 1971 meeting in Helsinki. It was in fact there,
when the Organizing Committee of Zakopane Colloquium
hold its first meeting.

Two of our late friends, Oleg Czyźewski and Lech
Michejda were among the most enthusiastic partisans of
the project. This was hardly a surprise to any of us,
because during ten years of common work яе had many
occasions to learn about their exceptional initiative
and leadership abilities. We followed many times their
advice and judgement and we feel that their contribution
was the main factor in the development of high multipli-
city physics in Poland.

The sudden death did not allow Oleg and Leszek to
take part in the Colloquium which they planned. After
a year of their absence we realize still more how im-
portant was their contribution for the work of both
Cracow and Warsaw laboratories.

We are grateful to all participants who agreed to
dedicate this Colloquium in memory of Oleg and Leszek.
We would like also to thank all friends and colleagues
who expressed the condolences.

The Organizing Committee
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OK EXCLUSIVE REACTIONS BY

P.VERBEURE (BRUSSELS)

I s INTRODUCTION

In this review I would like to give a selection

(and thus uncomplete) of experimental results obtained

on exclusive reactions* Contrary to «bat one might think

there are still some people working on preoise channels.

It is interesting to see the time dependence of the
percentage of sessions and of the percentage of papers
at Colloquia on liultipartlcle Reactions* We have 3 data
points now, referring to the Colloquia in Paris (1970),
Helsinki (1971) and this Colloquium*

Fig* 1 shows these percentages and although the
number of sessions increases almost linearly with time,
the percentage of papers follows rather a parabola (see
dashed curve)*

1 really do hope that this is not left-band branoh of
a Ó'- function.

Another word, in the title which I want to stress
is the word "experimental"• I will concentrate on ;

i) some general characteristics like charge multi-
plicities and correlations and,

il) various methods of analysis and the results
obtained with them.

•

II* CHARGE MULTIPLICITIES

Because of the simple relation between the integrals
of inclusive spectra and average charge multiplicity
there is a very much revived interest in these data*
At the Kiev Conference A*Wr6blewskl [ij has given a
complete review of then existing data* During the last
2 years a lot of new results become available*

a) The Serpukhow accelerator lias produced results in

the incident momentum region of 40 to 70 GeV/c*



There are *Ata froots
• hydrogen bubble chamber (lUrabelle) on pp

interactions at 50 and 69 GeV/o [2\ ,
- emulsion experiments with inoident protons at

67 GeV/o СзЦ and inoident negative plans at
60 GeV/o (Vj •*

- heavy liquid bubble chamber with 40 GeV/c ЗГ"
interactions ЦбП e

b) Л thorough and honest analysis has been done of
the previously published Echo Lake data [6j and
one of the results is that most of the < n . >

enobtained have now increased by about 0.2. This
is however well within the previously quoted
experimental errors*

c) Some estimates of < n n>have been made, using
data from ISR. The estimates are based on the
observed <y - ray spectra \Jl or on the particle
yield data M • Using the measured JT+ and ЗГ~
inclusive spectra and the particle ratios, results
consistent with the other ISR results were found [9_]

The available results on the average charge multi-
plicity in pp collisions are given in Table 1 and shown
in Fig* 2 (where, however, only the preliminary Echo Lake
data are shown) _

We can oonclude fron this figure that the Echo Lake
points seem to be definitely too low (even taking Into
account the above mentioned increase) and furthermore
that a deviation from the In s behaviour above "bubble
ohavber energies" is observed. It is obvious that very
careful and precise results are needed from the ISR*

Two years ago Czyżewskl and Rybickl QlO] proposed
to use the variable



and to plot the quantity

У - D • P ( n c h ) (2)

as a function of x* The parameter D is the dispersion
of the multiplicity distribution.
All then available data on charged multiplicity distribu-
tions were quite well described by one formula

C3)
2Г(dx + d 2 + i)

with the parameter d equal to 1.8,
Fig* 3 shows the multiplicity distributions of the

above mentioned Serpukhow results and the revised Echo
Lake data in terms of the variables (1) and (2) • It is
seen that the formula (3) also describee quite well these
new results*

In conclusion we can say that this parametrlsation
may be very suitable for theoreticians who can use formula
(3) instead of the experimental results and get rid in
this way of the experimental errors* As a concluding
remark we notice that A* Wrćblewski observed [ijQ a regu-
larity in pp interactions from 4 to 70 GeV/c t the
dispersion of the multiplicity seems to be linear in
<n n > , following tha formula

D « 0.585 [ < в л > - 1] .

This Is shown in Fig* 4*

2* THE LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE ANALYSIS

This section and the next three sections are devoted
to particular methods of data analysis and presentation
and to the results obtained with them*

We first give here a very brief status of the results
of LPS analyses in 1971 [jL2] i
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a) the distributions of weighted and unweighted
densities show considerable structures which can
be Interpreted in terms of cluster formation and
strongly different energy dependences were observed
from one sector to another*

b) different exchange mechanisms may be located and
some hierarchy may be drawn :

P > M > S > В > E

which means that whenever P exchange is allowed in
some sector* the density of events is larger than in пои-
-•strange meson (II) exchange and baryon (B) exchange sectors
while exotic (E) exchanges are almost negligible.

c) some weak evidence was given for double diffrac-
tion dissociation*

d) good evidence was given for the validity of
factorisation of weighted distributions in Pomeron
exchange dominated regions.

We now give some newly obtained results and for
convenience we start with lower multiplicities and then
increase these in a quantized way»

a)'Three-Bogy Final States

There is a nice streamer chamber experiment done
at SLAC on the reaction

0Т + З Г р (4)

in the energy range B 7 from 6 to 18 GeV with a statistics
of about 1700 events in reaction (4) • Pig. 5 shows the
hexagonal distributions for the events of reaction (4)
in three energy intervale and it is clear that the appro-
ximation made by projecting on the contour beoomes better
with bigger incident energy .This projection aa a function of
the angle со , defined on Pig* 5, is shown in Fig* в*
Almost all events are found in the из ««Interval of 120°



to 180°, corresponding to a forward emitted ar+UT" pair
which is mostly in the ą° mass region* Earlier studies
have shown that the Q 0 Is produced by a diffraotive
mechanism*

b) Four—Body Flnii States

Most of the LPS studies have been done on four body
final states or on quasl-three-body states whloh are
subsets of the latter ones»

Actually one of the most important questions is now
good is the separation of various production mechanisms
if cne considers various LPS sectors*

The Aachen-Berlin-'Bonn-CERN-Beidelberg Collaboration
[13] has studied this problem in the reaction

at 8 and 16 GeV/c, with DT^(3I+) being the fastest
(slowest) 3T+ in the CMS with the Incident ЭТ+ direction

as reference, axis*
The problem was studied by comparing various mass

distributions in "appropriateй LPS seotors (i«e*t where
one expects particular resonanoes) to the mass distribu-
tions in "wrong" sectors (i«e«, where these resonances
are expected not to occur if the separation la perfeot).
Let us just quote the results because this will be pre-
sented in more detail during the discussion time'i

a) already at 8 GeV/c the plon dissociation sector
is "clean" in the sense that no other low sage
resonances are occurring (like the Д°, д + + , .,) ,

b) however, the pion dissociation reaches at в <te?/e
into the meson-»exchange seotors,'

c) at 16 GeV/c there is quite good separation of
all low-mass systems»

This last conclusion allows one to look much шодо
in detail to the various sectors and an Important question
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is -i does charge independence hold for the various sectors?
problem has Ъееп studied in the reactions

ог*р-~ зт+зт + зт-р (5)

т г р — зт~1г+ ат-р (б)
by two Collaborations

l) at 11,7 GeV/c by the Geneva-Hamburg-Milano-Saclay
Collaboration [14] , and

11) at J.6 QeV/c by the Aaohen-Berlln--Bonn-CBBN»&eldelberg
Collaboration jj.5] #

The former one compared various features of the two
reactions, suoh as cross sections, mass and tf distribu-
tions, in the corresponding sectors of IPS for the reao-
tions (5) and (6) • They conclude that

I) diffraction dissociation seotors are charge
independent,

xi) slBilar ŁPS configurations have a similar behaviour,
iii) t' distributions are different in sectors where

no aboundant resonanoe production is present*

The ABBCH Collaboration at 16 GeV/c obtained a
somewhat different result • Starting from the observation
that for pure Pomeron exchange the ratio

of the squared matrix elements for 3T~ to 5T + induced
reactions should be equal to i , they oomputed В by
grating over the full diffraction dissociation regions
and obtained

Bj|-e 1*00 £ 0*07 In Hyc region

and
m ^*97 £ °*0 7 l n D« region ,
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te be оеиуаи* «1th Ж * 1.03 £ о д е *j*r elastio ОТ1 scattering;
Time oharge latepeaAena* held* fer integrated cross
aeotionri,

the ratios E«r as a funotion of the (33T)-mase and
t H a function of the рЗГ + ЭГ mass in the appropriate
U S sector» are shown in Fig** 7 and they are consistent
with one*

However, the distributions of * р _ р in the Bi-
sector clearly show a ©rose-over effect ( Pig» 8) around
t' m a*15 GeV**. This cross-over is also observed in JT +

and JT~ elastic scattering on protons and is interpreted
as being due to an interference between С • + 1 ezohanges
(P,f?..) and С « - i exchanges Ц°,В°, . . . ) .

One must гешагк, however, that this cross-over has
not been observed at 11'*7 GeV/c nor in the proton dlsso-*
elation regloBf*

In independent check of this cross-over is possible
because a SUJS group has measured the sane reactions (5)
and (6) at the sane energy £16] • They «Uspose of twice
2000 events and made also a study in the different LPS
sectors* It is, however, not possible to see if there
is a cross-over or not in the D̂ r sector because the
published distributions are in numbers of events on a
logarithmic scale and the errors made by reading off
the numbers of eventrs are too large to make any statement
(but this is a problem of data presentation in publica-
tions)*

There are now results available on cross-over of
t' distributions in Q° and <P produettion by neutral
kaons* A SLAC group has analyzed [if] the reaotlon

Kj P — 4 0Г-7ГР (S)

in the incident momentum region of 4 to 12 GeV/o
in order to study the reactions

*°P-Q°P (9)



*** r°p-Q°P- (10)

the region 4-~vas seleoted by the following outet

1.1 GeV < M K 7 n r < 4 « 5 GeV,

Мрэт+>1?*34,

flie events belonging to the react lone (9) and (10) were
then defined as

The enormous advantage of а к£ beam Is that there
la no problem ot relative normalization because the
beat Is composed of an equal amount of K° and K° •

The authors found that

both as a function of the inoldent momentu* (Fig* 9 )
and as a function of the mass of the (K*ST ) system
(Fig* lo)« One ean recall that above 4 GeV/c also the
cross aeetloas for K+p and ftfp elastic scattering are
about equal*

The Interesting feature is that they found a clear
crose-over of the t' distributions of the reactions (9)
and (10) (see Fie* il) « VhlB erosuNtver appears at a
value of |t'( =(o.i3 д 0.02)GeV2

#

Orne maj оевраге this with the cross-over observed in
elastic 1*9 amd KTp scattering at a value of % 0*2 GeV^

Flg« 12 ehows the variation with inoldent momentum
of the slop* В of the V distributions for the iveotione
(9) and (10) if the distributions are fitted with single
exponentials In the Interval 0*02 CeV a< |t'| 0*5 GeV2*
the dependence of the slope on the К* ЗГ mass is showm
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in Fig* 13* On both figures it is seen that the slopes
for the К ° induced reaction are larger than the ones
for K° induced reaction. Because the oross sections are
equal (see Figs .9 and 10) this means that the cross-over
is observed both as a function of the incident momentum

and of the K*3T mass* In attempt to Interpret these
results will be given later in this Coaferenee by Dr J.
Rushbrooke (483 •

c^ Five—Body Final States

For five particles in the final state, the number
of different sectors in LPS amounts to 2-2 = 30 and
it becomes rather difficult to have an overall sight on
the data. Therefore the ABCLY Collaboration has proposed
[i9j a method, called Binary LPS analysis, which consists
in labelling each forward going particle in a binary way
and summing up the labels for each event» For example,
in the reaction

one gives the label 16 for forward p,
8 for forward 1С",
4 for forward ЗГ"1",
2 for forward ЦТ",

and i for forward 0T°,

The kinematical configuration

Kp—*- CK"3T + 0T-) forward +(pJT°) backward
is then given the label 3 + 4 + 2 = 14
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between each of
the 30 possible configurations and the 30 labels one
can obtain. This method has the advantage of being very
easily applicable in SUUX giving an idea of how densely
are populated the various LPS sectors, but there is no
physics in it by itself.
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I would l ike to turn now to an analysis of five-
•-body events in the previously quoted streamer chamber
experiment at SJLAC [203 i n the reaction

(11)

where 1140 events were accumulated in the energy region
E • =» 6 to 18 GeV# The identical 3T

+and TT~ particles
are ordered according to their longitudinal momenta:
xf > X c 7where f(s) stands for the fastest (slowest")
of the two identical particles. Out of the 1С sector.-.
in LPS only 4 of them contain 81 ?« of the ev-Mits an i
they have In common that

1) x p < 0

2) Xj and x^ > 0.

These four sectors are shown in Ffg. 14 where t1

corresponding klneiaatical configuration is also given.
Some interesting masn distributions in the different
sectors are displayed in Pig»i5.

The (2 3T* 2JT') mass distribution in sector I shows
a large and broad enhancement around 1600 MeV, The SLAC
sroup has 3hown that this is аСЗТЛ^,) enhancement f2i]
with M л 155О UeV and Г cz 260 MeV and can possibly be
a G' resonance* bone evidence for the existence of a^ 1

came from an experiment at the ADONE electron positon
colliding beams* Indeed, the cross section for the reaction

shows a broad peak around 1600 MeV (Fig
In order to know whether this enhancement is pro-

duced diffraotively the authors of the SLAC streamer
chamber group calculated Ще ratio

120'
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The ratio В is 0.064 ± 0*01G, 0*087 ± 0.014 and
0.079 + 0.013 at mean photon energies of 8*12 and 16 GeV,
respectively» Within errors, these values are consistent
with no energy variation* Further evidence for diffrac-
tion dissociation of the photon into four plons in reac-
tion (11) was given in fief* 2Э*

Actually the most important sector is sector XIX
because it corresponds to possible double diffraction
dissociation of the f into ЭТ* 3T~ and of the p into

Various points were checkedt
1. The mass distribution of the 3Tt зтд system shows

a strong c° enhancement and the рзт^эг^
spectrum is very similar to the ones. found in
DT p, Kp and pp Interactions in the correspond»
ing proton dissociation sector of the four-body,
four—constr&Łnt reactions (Flg*15).

2, The deoay of the Jft Я г system ie very similar
to the deoay of the dlffractively produced of in
the reaction ffp—*~<2°p and has a sin в Н е 1 shape*

3* The slope of the t1 distribution Is 5.3 GeV"2

which can be compared with the slopes observed
in the reaction 3T"p-~3T~(jr*:jT~p)

at 14.7 GeV/c i (5.3 4 0.3) CtelT2

and at 16 GeV/c 1 (5.6 + Э«Л) OelT2.

4* The cross section for sector XXI is compatible
with being independent of В r (Plg.i7e open circles).

?heae results favour the hypothesis of double diffrac-
tion dlssoolatlon but I feel that much more accurate data
are needed, In particular in connection with the energy
dependence of the cross section.

One can see indeed that e*g.4also the cross section
for sector II, which corresponds to AQ • 1, is very
aloely oonetant with inoident momentum*
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The problem of the presence of double diffraction
dissociation processes in five-body final states has
previously been studied by Kittel, Ratti and Van Hove
Qsd and some weak evidence was presented for it. The
JiBBCH Collaboration has studied at 16 GeV/c the react-
ions [253

7Г ~ p —*• ЗГ - 3T jr p Ji \Vd)

and

and oonpared them with the single dissociation reactions
13Tip-^3TtJTt3T" p

irip-^JT1 p3T°

They checked if the reactions (.12) and (13) are
dominated by isoscalar exchange, if factorization pro-
perties hold and if no angular momentum exchange is
observed, i.e., if the (3 3T)* and (N3T>+ systems have
the same spin-parity composition as observed in the
corresponding single dissociation prooesses* Although
no striking disagreement is observed with what one
expects for the three above mentioned characteristics,
ray feeling is that there is no convincing evidence,
either* It ia probable that at least part of the reac-
tions (12) and (13) does correspond to double dissocia-
tion, but the fraction of it at the present energies
might be still fairly low*

An extension of the LPS method to still higher
multiplicities becomes difficult because the underlying
assumption that v£ > ?x is во more valid and because



even in the framework of IPS the number of parameters
becomes pretty large*

Nevertheless, the ШГИШШ (that is the European
Collaboration for the Analysis of High mitlplleity
Events) or equivalently the ABBCCDDHNPSTW Collaboration,
has studied the reactions

ЗГр—ЗЭТ-23Г+ p Qt 5,11,16 GeV/c

3T*p — ЗЗГ+23Г- p ot 5,8,16 GeV/c

in the framework of LPS method [$6_].
Also they aade a comparison of four-constraint

channels in tour, six-and eight-body final states.
The technique is then to "reject" the slowest 1Г+зт~ра1х*
In six-body events, and the two slowest OT+3T" pairs in
eight-body events, thus "reducing" them to four bodies*
The striking result is that, if the data are plotted
on the usual four-body LPS plots (in terms of the reduced
longitudinal momenta Xj) , the results ore very similar
to genuine four-body events* But this will be explained
more in detail during the discussion time* I just would
like to ask the question wheter this is really some-
thing important concerning the dynamics of those reac-
tions, namely that they are really similar and that
the main features of the dynamics are given by the
four fastest particles, or is it just for kinematic
reasons ?

4. PRISM PLOT AKALYSIS

A new and rather promising differential method of
data analysis has been proposed by Pleas and co-workers
at MIT С27З In an attempt to utilize all 3n-5 independent
variables, characterizing an n-body reaction* They choose
as variables

1) 2n-2 variables which define a generalized equi-
lateral rectangular hyperprl&m, composed of n-2
Van Hove angles and n klnetie energies,
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11) n-3 variables «blob are ohoeen according to the
specif lo pro Die* one deals with*

а) Т**ч*д* — body

Let ua consider the reaction

The variables used are the angle со In the hexagonal
plot, the kinetic energies В ̂  and E and the parameter
B / R | x with H being the length of the vector fro» the
origin of the hexagon to the actual point corresponding
to an event* I is the maximum value R can take for
the given value of u> .

The three-body pries plot 1» shown in Fig.18* The
upper half of the figure corresponds to pure phase space
generated events and the lower half of the figure to the
experimental data on reaction (14) at 3*9 GeV/c.

It is seen that the events cluster essentially in
three straight "tubes", each of thea corresponding to
a final state correlation, namely to the resonances

— Д + з г + .

b) Four—body final states

For example, for the reaction

ЗГ +р-~ЗГ +ЗТ +ЗГр (15)

one has to specify seven independent variables* They
are taken as - three kinetic energies В , Вэт+ , E^*
which form a generalized Dalitz-Pabri plot (see Fig.19),
- two Van Hove angles, defined in Fig.20,
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- one parameter chosen, eg*„the magnitude of the trans-
verse component of the sue of the proton momentum
and tbo 7T~ momentum»

If one displays the experimental events in the
generalized Dalitz-Pabri plot, then final-state corre-
lations occupy different planes of the three-dimensional
energy simplex.

The MIT group has written & computer program GłSj
which proceeds along the following lines t

i. One first generates a sample of Monte Carlo
events which contains the final-state correla-
tions that one expect8 to find in the experi-
mental sample» These correlations are all given
the same weights*

2» By means of a "closeness" criterion one now
"tags" some events of the experimental sample
as belonging to the various resonances.

3» The next step in the iteration is to use the
"tagged" events as representative samples of
the correlations and to generate again Monte

Carlo events with those final-state correlations in the
proportions as found above»

4, Again one compares the experimental events and can
"tag" them»
The loop 3-4-3 goes on until some convergence

criterion is reached.
The main result of this method is an extremely nice

separation of resonances in the mass distributions of
the tagged events* Fig* 21 shows the total mass spectra
for reaction (15) at 3*9 GeV/c [2$| • Only the C° and
the д + + resonances are dearly apparent. Fig» 22 gives
the JT+JT~ mass distributions for the tagged Щ0 events
and f° events* We observe very nice Breit-Wigner shaped
resonances and although the distributions do overlap
considerably in the variable MCJT+jr) , the claim is
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that the two resonances almost do not overlap In the
eeven-dlmenelonal space* In the ваше way a very nlo*
separation of the A^ and j£ is achieved In Fig. gi.

However, one should warn that there are still some

problems which are not solved t

i) The authors claim that the overlap between

various correlations is very snail but one

does not know how small, actually*

ii) One feels that the method should be tested on

various reactions in order to ensure that the

results are really independent from the input,

lii) What happens if there is a considerable fraction

of genuine background as e.g. in the reaction

iv) How dees the phase space weight vary in this

seven-dimensional space ?

In conclusion, I think that it may be a very

valuable method which has the advantage of being most

differential but there are still quite a lot of questions

to be anew*red.

I think however that this method can be adapted in

order to be extremely useful in comparing theoretical

models with experimental data* One could namely generate

Sfonte Carlo events with the matrix element of the model

as input and tlien compare the densities of points in

the multidimensional phase space with the experimental

data and see where the model is all right and where

it falls.

5. SPIN-PARITY ANALYSIS

For the separation and study of the mechanism

present 111(330* production, a partial wave analysis

(5Q3 has proved extremely fruitful*

One writes, for fixed sf t and М(ЭЭТ) the probability
function W as a function of two Dal it z plot coordinates
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s., and s 2 and the three Euler angles ф 0 and

as

W

where the 0 matrix elements describe the production

and the amplitudes M describe the decay into three pions

of a state of definite spin •} , parity P and z

component m • The amplitudes M^, are expanded as

з
where C L is the amplitude for the E3T,CTT
or f 3T decay in a state of definite orbital momentum

1 . -.P -.P e
_ _ and С, are then
m 1 > 1T12 ь

determined in a maximum likelihood fit, and the

number of events for each 0 p is determined from

the diagonal matrix elements.

This method has been applied to the reactions

7T+p —:JT +OT +:JT- p
and 0T"p — ЗГЛ + JT" p (20)

in the incident momentum regio:n of 5 to 40 GeV/c#

As an example we show the results for the reaction

(19) at 13.i GeV/c СзЩ in Pig.24.

One observes a very large and broad 1 | contri-

bution which peaks around M(3J0= 1100 MeV

together with various other contributions (0**, 2~,1p)

which are smaller and structureless. The 2 + wave

is very small up to a mass of 1*2 GeV, but peaks

at about M (3JT) » 1300 MeV and is Breit-Wigner

shaped. One notices that the 2 + wave sits on top

of a very large background and the authors find

strong interference between the 2 + wave and the

other waves.
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Very similar results are found by the CERN-ШЕР

Boson Spectrometer Group in reaction (20) at 40 GeV/c.

[$22 . Pig. 25 shows their results in two intervals

of the momentum transfer» It is evident from the

figure that the t distribution of the 2 + contri-

bution shows a strong forward dip and it peaks

around t « 0.12 GeV2.

An important problem is t^e energy dependence of
the cross section for the various contributions. If one
parametrizes this dependence by the usual simple power
law £T *" Рт г,""** t n ^n the following results are obtained

JT~p-~A~p ,1-0.4 (21)

'Jrp-~A~p a~0.7 (22)

ЭТ+р—А*р П-0.7-М (23)

ЗТ+п-А^Р П - 2 (24)

ЗГр— Aon n~2 (25)

Also in A2 production, Brockway et al. [341 have

found a large isoscalar exchange term contributing

together with the expected isoveetor (P) exchange term.

The large difference in exponent between the reac-

tions (22) and (23) as compared with the reactions (24)

and (25) can hardly be explained by the present Ilegge

exchange models* Therefore the exchange of f° was

suggested* But even then the low value of n in reaction

(22) is puzzling* An easier explanation can be gi\en

in terms of Pomeron exchange in addition to isovector

exchange but this would violate the Gribov- Morrison rule.

Some support for the last stateaent has come from theory

Г35, 363 and from experiment L37] •
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б* ISOSPIN SEPARATION

Another method of analysis which has proved useful

during the last years is the method of determining the

amplitudes for the production and exchange of various

isospin states»

The method has been known for a long time B83 and

can be applied in the s-channel ae well as in the -

t-channel. The application in the reactions

and

has been reviewed by TBrnqvist (?9j| and Kittel (403.

Let me only quote the main results:

i") the cross section &*,/<> * o r production of ̂ ч

I = 3/2 OTN system decreases rapidly with

incident momentum,

ii") the cross section GT . ,„ for production of an

I - i/2 3TH system decreases more slowly u:-A

some region in LPS can oe found where it ia

even constant with

iii) ^з/2 ̂ M I T N ^ * B domxnated by the

shows a large lot? mass enhancement

consisting probably of several N w 2 isobars,

t-'i'.t peaking atMjj- 3;13Q(}MeV well below all kno\m

Г ~ i/2 isobars,

iv) I - 1 exchange contribution to G ^ is compatible

with zero»

We now proceed to the presentation of some new

results obtained with this method.

a) the Brussels-CEEN-Cracow Collaboration & U has

submitted to this conference the preliminary results of

an I-spin analysis of the reactions
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N ( 2 7 )

and К + р-*К(7ГД 1 2 5 б ) (28^

at 5 and 8.25 GeV/c.
The reactions (27) and (28) are selected from among

the final states

and , , + lyOTT+TT+r,К p-*K JT л а

by applying ©ass cuts» In this way for each of the reactions
(27) and (28) опэ can study three charged final states,
e.g. the reaction (27) is available in the charge states

K+p—(K*°3T+)p

and

This allows one to compute the amplitudes M for
production of an I a 1/2 state and M, for production of
an I a 3/2 state, together with the interference term.

The results can be summarized as follows:
1) concerning the total cross sections: in both

reactions (27) and (28") |M0| is very large and
energy independent; in reaction (27) both | Ы11
and the interference term are very small, however
an appreciable I a 3/2 зтд system is produced,

ii) concerning the mass dependence of the amplitudes':

- the К* ЗТ I a 1/2 system is governed by the
Q-bump (see Fig» 26) ,
- the situation is more complex in theATT eye teas,
the I = 1/2 IT Л fiystem being broad at 5 GeV/e
and rather narrow at 8.26 GeV/c (see Pig. 27>.
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However, I would like to stress that these data

are etill preliminary*

b) the ABCLV Collaboration has studied the reaci-

tion KTp — K~(TrN) at 10 GeV/c &£J • They dispose

of three channels

and concentrated themselves on the (UN) system.,

Therefore they made the mass cuts

M(3TN)<(2 6eV< M(KOT)

in order to enhance lô r mass TTN and to remove low
mass КЗГ resonances. They calculated the three ampli-
tudes

p^3/2 . f o r i S O V e c t o r exchange producing an I = 3/2

system,
F. ' : for isovector echange producing an I = i/2 system,
and
1/2Po : for isoscalar exchange,

and neglected interference terms (which could be a good
approximation for integrated cross sections) • The results
are shewn in Fig» 28 • One can see that the I » i exchange
amplitudes are small and structureless while the I -5 0
exchange amplitude shows a broad enhancement peaked at
1.3 GeV in a way very similar to what has been found
in 7Г p interactions*

The authors applied the same method and the same
cuts to study the reaction

and found that in this reaction the isoscalar exchange
term is the least important one(~ 20 %), in agreement with
the Gribov Morrison rule о
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Recently a very nice lsospin analysis has been

made on the reactions

and NN-(AK)N

at 6 GeV/c by a group at the Cavendish Laboratory [433 ,

but this will be presented in detail during the discussion

time»

7. CORRELATIONS

In this last section I would like to report on sorae

work which has been done on correlations,

a) Correlations between transverse and longitudinal momenta»

It was actually a Polish group £44] which for the

first time pointed out that there are correlations between

the average transverse and the longitudinal momenta,

the well known sea-gull effect» Going fur their along these

lines Friedman, Risk and Smith have pointed out [AS] that

transverse momentum variables may be very useful in order

to distinguish between models» They use the angle ф

defined as

Г* • Г*
<p=arc cos,-I L

|rl|
with Г; being the transverse momentum of particle i»

Fig. 29 shows the comparison of the experimental data

on the reaction pp —- pp2 7T+ 2 3T~ at 23 GeV/c with

the predictions of a multiperipheral model (dashed lines)
and of a pionization model (solid lines)• The data in
Figs» 29 b, o, and e which involve only produced pions
show agreement with both models but it is clear from
Figs. 29 a and d that the distribution of the angle V
can decide between the two models as soon as the leading
protons are involved.
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Also other authors have shown U6J that correlations

in transverse momentum space can be sensitive indicators

of the nature of secondary production in high-energy

collisions,

b) Resonances

The most obvious foot of final state correlations

is the presenoe of resonances* The ABCLV Collaboration

has studied resonance production in the reaction [473

Kp—рК°ЗТ+ТТ-ТГ (30)
a n d к~р—рк° jr+3T-aT'3To . (3D

at 10 GeV/e* The most striking result is that Щ is

copiously produced in reaction (30) whereas no (Э is

found in reaction (31) , hut an equal amount of со0*

The authors find evidence for some quasi-three-body

states but no quasi-two-body states nor any nonresonant

background are seen*

In a similar study on the analogous reactions

:jrjr+:n" (32)
and ICJ)—'рК°ЗТ+Л+Л~Я° {ЪЪ)

at 8.25 GeV/c the Brussels-CEKN-Cracow group 0Ł8J also

finds that Q° is produced in reaction (32) and is

"replaced" by CJO° and q° production in reaction (33).

It thus seems that the addition of one 7T° definitely

plays a role in the dynamics of the reaction* in some

sense contrary to what we have seen by comparing six—

and eight-body final states to four-body in LPS.

Let us note that Rubinstein C49J has predicted this

effect on the basis of a dual model* The authors of

Baf.[48]also found a nonnegligible fraction of quasi-three-

-body reactions, nl. (22 £ 5) % in reaction (32) and

(10 д 2) * in reaction (33) , as well as some slight
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evidence for the quasi-two-body reaction

K*p— К* 0 д + +

y 1420 1236

890

They further made an attempt to have a qualitative
idea of the production mechanisms of the quasi-three-
-body reactions* The low energy and small statistics
prevent any definite statement but one observes generally
that;

1) The Ъагуоп is emitted backward.
ii) The mesons tori to follow the K* direction with

the exception of the reaction

where most of the events occur with small 1\~ c m .
momentum.

ill) There is a sharpening of the p T distribution
of 3T+ near pf в О which can be ascribed to Д + +

production*

8. CONCLUSIONS

We finally give a very brief survey of the most
important results which have been reviewed here'*

1. A considerable amount of new data on average
charge multiplicities has become available and
a deviation from the In s behaviour seems clear
above "bubble chamber energies*•

2* All available data on multiplicity distributions
are quite well described by the Czyżewski and
Rybicki parametrization*

3* Different production mechanisms are at work in
different sectors of LPS (at least in the centre)
and a good separation of low mass enhancements
is achieved around P l a b =» 16 GeV.
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4. Charge independence of diffractively produced

systems holds for integrated cross sections and

as a function of mass» Cross-over effeots in t'

distributions are observed for (ЗЭГ)— systems

and for the Q°-Q° system.

5". .Some, but not fully convincing, evidence was

given for the diffractive process f—2<XT4'23T""

and for the double diffraction dissociations of

qf —*-аТ"1"5Т~ and р-*-ЗГ*ЗГ"р in -yp interactions

and of ̂ ^(ЗТ^ЗТ+ЛПапй p — COTN)"1" in 3T±p

interactions.

6. The Prism plot method allows a most differential

analysis of multibody reactions, but some

problems concerning the method are not yet clear.

7. The spin-parity analysis of loir mass (330 ~

systems and the energy dependence of the cross

sections of the various contributionst confirm

the diffractive nature of the A^, but Indicate

a possible violation of the Gribov-Morrison rule in

A^ production.

3. New isospin analyses confirm earlier results

as to the nature of the Q-bump and as to the

spectrum of the produced I = 1/2 JTN_ system.

9. It is shown that correlations in transverse

momentum space are a suitable tool to distinguish

between various models*

10. Finally, one should stress that various different

methods of analysis (such as the four ones

described in sections 3 to в) are needed but
that they have to be complemented by studies In

terms of the "classical" variables.

I would like to acknowledge clarifying disoussions

with Prof. L.Van Hove and Dr B.Petterson. Thanks are Also
due to Dr P.P. Liu and Dr R.Elanner for ooonunicating
unpublished results.
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T a b l e 1

Values of the average charge multiplicity in pp

collisions

Ceffi»

3.08
3.50

4.54
5.10
5.97

6.12

6*43
6.84
6.85

7.43
7.44

9.7
li.4

il.4

14.9
19.7
23.5
28.4

36,1

30.2
44.7
52*7

21.3
30*4

44.3

62,2

<ach>

2.54+0.03

2.71+0.01

3.22̂ ,0.06

3.56+0.03

3.93+0.02

4.02+0.02

4.21+0.02

4,31+0.06

4.41+0.02

4.58+0.02

4.42+0.03

5.47+0.12

5.81+0.13

6.59+0.24

5*7 +0.3

6.1 +0,2
6.4 +0,3

6.7 +0.4

7*2 jtP*6

9.3 £i»4
10.5 +.Л.6

10*9 ±1.7

7.3 +1.1
9.7 +1.5

11.2 +.1.7
12.7 ±U9

Notes

Bubble chamber data

Mirabelle, Serpukhov

Emulsion, Serpukhov

Echo Lake/cosmic rays

T$--production, ISR

Charged particle

produotion, ISR
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143.0

21.7

23*7

49.4

151.9

18.8 +3*0

8*8 +1.9

9.0 +1.0

11.0 +2.0

16.0 +3.0

Notes

Cosmic rays

Cosmic rays

This table has been reproduced freer Ref .8 •
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DISCUSSION

A.KRISCH: The estimate of the average multiplicity

from ISK data involves an extrapolation of data points

to different variables and then dividing by the inela-

stic cress reaction, so it is quite uncertain»

F.VERBEURE: I do agree with that. I think people are

working on direct measurements of the multiplicity,

I heard there is a US-Italian collaboration preparing

such an experiment.

K.HANSEN: On the multiplicity of charged particles at

the I Sit: G.Daiagaard and I have looked at all the avail-

able data on differential production cross-sections for

charged particles, fitted a function to the cross-sec-

tions and integrated it. In this way we arrive at an

average charged multiplicity of 11.6 at s=(&o) GeV4*

in close agreement with the earlier estimates from the

У-гау spectra and from the charged particle yields,

but higher by about 2 than the multiplicity from the

Echo Lake experiment.

G.THOMAS: I heard that the Licho Lake data could be

a half prong too low and that the other ISil Й data

coulii be a half jjrong too high. Is tlut true?

F.VEHBEUHE: As we have seen in the first figure, the

Echo Lake data are consistently smaller than what one

expected from a straight extrapolation from the low

energy data, although the analysis lias been done very

carefully and honestly, liut I have not hoard of any

reason why they would be 0.5 too low nor why the ISR

data would be too high.

T.BENECKE: I want to object to the first point in your

summary, that logarithmic increase of multiplicity ia
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ruled out, because no one would have expected simple
logarithmic curve connecting the accelerator data wj.th
the very high energy data to be correct; and may be
there la still a logarithmic increase for just the high
energy part...

F.VERBEUREz What I wanted to state is that extrapola-
ting the Ink} behaviour of lower energy data, the Mira-
belle points do fall on the line,but the higher energy
data no more do.

R.SOSNOWSKI: I think that we have data on average mul-
tiplicity at still higher energies. The experimental
data on extensive air showers are not in agreement with
on assumption of logarithmic increase. It should be
either power increase of multiplicity or cross-sections
should increase with energy. It is an additional sup-
port *or non-logarithm!с increase of multiplicity.

T.FERBEL: You are stepping into my territory, charge
multiplicity distributions being inclusive!

С.вбсКМАШ: I wanted just to propose to discuss now
other subjects leaving the multiplicity question for
this afernoon.

F.VERBEURE: (to T.Ferbel): Actually I object to your
statement. Two years ago nobody spoke of inclusivcs
and then everybody spoke very much about the average
charge multiplicity.

T.FERBELj You showed some ratio two-pi to four-pi for
decays of С . According to my knowledge there is no
evidence for two-pion decay of С .

F.VERBETJRE: No, sorry. The ratio that I hare shown was
the ratio of the cross-section of S*-» 4 ТГ łs in the LPS
sector In which the four pions go for wards to the cross-
eectlon of гГ-»ЗГ+ЗГ~ with both pions for ward.
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T.FERBELi $m' it 1в not a $' ?

F.VERBBUREs No, that la f essentially for ЗГЗГ and in
the four' pion eyetm there might be a f* . That is «hat
the authors claim.

J.RUSHBROOKE: I should like to make an observation con-
cerning the prism plot analysis method. It seems to me
that the maximum likelihood method, in which one defines
a likelihood function for the process studied and maxi-
mizes its value for the event sample, also provides an
opportunity to study as many kinematics variables at
once as one chooses. The likelihood function, defined in
terms of model amplitudes, can also take into account
interferences in a satisfactory way. However, as far as
I can see the prism plot method tries to "tag" an event
as "belonging" to a particular contributing amplitude«
and so appears not to allow for interferences. This would
seem to be a bit artificial, in view of the Principle of
Superposition in Quantum Mechanics. I therefore would
claim that the prism plot method will only work when
there is a clean separation of different contributing
amplitudes into different parts of phase space.

F,VEHBEURE: I agree with that, but I never have used
this method. I only can say what the people have told
me. What they showed me is, in fact, for example in the
case of A± and Ag, that there is quite a superposition
in mass but if you look at it in the full multidimensio-
nal space, there you do see a clear separation of A ±

and A2; that* the separation is in other variables.

J.RUSHBROOKE: You can get the same selection of events
belonging to a particular resonance, say, from the maxi-
mum likelihood method by selecting events according to
the values of their likelihood function.
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Q.KANEi I would like to comment on the cross-over ef-
fect. It is certainly true that if that is confirmed
it would be very important for testing our understan-
ding of the diffraotive mechanism, but it has got to
be confirmed in several «ays. If you do a naive analy-
sis of the A. cross-over then at t*« 0 you have a cross-
section difference presumably from isovector exchange
which implies charge exchange cross-section. Naively
that charge exchange cross-section is at least several
times greater than that observed. So it is not clear,
what is happening. Also it would be very good to ob-
serve the cross-over for К "*• to compare with tbe Q
case.

P.VERBEURSx But there is always the problem with rela-
tive normalisation.

G.KANEi One should note that if you could check that

the slopes are different you have already got a basis

for stating that the effect exists. The overall norma-

lisation is then a quite different problem.

F.VERBEURE: That is right. There are also problems of
contamination by A etc. But if slopes are really dif-
ferent then one step in the good direction is done.

V.SlliAK: I believe that the prism plot type analysis
is going to be good as it makes use of all of the 3n-5
phase space variables. Other methods can not do it.
When you have analysed physical data with regard to all
variables in the multidimensional space you can not
miss any effect which would not be visible after per-
forming some projections on some planes of the phase
space. If you can not achieve separation of the reso-
nances in the seven-dimensional space then you certain-
ly will not do It In any other way. It seems to me that
this is the biggest adventage of tie method and I agree
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tilth the speaker that this method is useful not only
as the experimental method of separation of resonances
but also as the possibility for checking the theoreti-
cally obtained amplitudes for processes. One can pro-
duce by some Monte Carlo method like FOWL the amplitude
in seven dimensions. The comparison of those theoreti-
cal events with experiment would select the proper
events corresponding to the'theoretical amplitude in
full kinematic space.

К „PALER: It appet-re from the spin-parity analysis of
the ЗТГ system that there are strong interference ef-
fects present, which are quantum mechanical, and hence
it is not possible, in principle, to separate the ampli-
tudes. How does the method of Pless et.al. deal with
this point?

F.VERBEURE: I do not know this, I think they can not

deal with it at all.

A.KRISCH: I would like to make a comment on the same
subject. I think it is really very important to find
out just what the technique was in making cuts, split-
ting data into bine and only looking at some of the
data; when you bin this way the resonances are much
more prominent then they were in the raw data. Now, let
me speculate how this binning is done. You take data,
where a resonance is not prominent, you remove part of
the data where the resonance is much more visible. Now,
I am speculating that what you do when you generate
Monte Carlo events is to look how the resonance looks
in the multidimensional space and then you restrict
yourself to that area of the multidimensional space
where the resonance is prominent according to the Monte
Carlo program.results.

G.THOMAS: But they assume that the resonances do not
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overlap. We may ask them if they put in something which

does overlap in multidimensional phase space can they

separate them?

F.LOWt What do you mean by putting in things that

overlap?

G.THOMASi They have to put in an amplitude some place.

They have data points and generated points in a multi-

dimensional phase space, they determine the distance

between these two things and what it corresponds to.

Does it correspond to A± or N . ?

F.LOWt They are not writing a formula which is the sum

of resonances?

: No, but in testing that hypothesis they as-

sume that resonances do not overlap.

J.RUSHBROOKE: Even with the maximum likelihood method

you can still study concentrations of events in parti-

cular parts of phase space. Dut of course one has to

know something about which variables are important,

such as masses of resonances and van Hove angles, just

as one has to do with the prism method.

These variables can be used in the likelihood function,

which can look like a combination of resonant amplitudes,

including some van Hove angle dependence ( which is re-

lated to resonance dt^ay angle, I suspect). Having opti-

mised *ae parameters in the likelihood function using

the data, one can "tag" events as those having large

likelihood values in a defined region of phase space.

Events which have comparable contributions to the likeli-

hood from, say, two different resonances, can then genu-

inely be desorlbed as "belonging" to both resonances and

"tagged" on a fractional basis, if necessary.



F.VERBBURE; What I wanted to say is the following i

suppose that at the zero order iteration they have

a number of final state correlations, and they intro-

duce just their mass and their width. Then in the zero

order iteration they generate events and tag some expe-

rimental events, say 205b of the total sample, aa belon-

ging to different final state correlations. Then they

introduce also the angular distributions of decay of

a resonance in the tagged events belonging, for example,

to A., as representative for the A ^ They generate again

and have new events tagged, take their distributions of

decay angles as being representative, and so they conti-

nue.

In fact, they make some assumptions in this sense that

they suppose that the central region of the A. is really

representative for the whole A. . That is in some sense

a supposition they make.

B.PETERSSON: Even by using the LPS- analysis you "tag"

events in some sense. I mean, that if you look at a

certain sector, the resonances stand up more clearly

than if you take all combinations.

I think it should be kept in mind that doing such

an analysis first, may interfere with, for example,

a spin-parity analysis (as is shown in a Nice preprint)

because longitudinal momenta are not independent of

decay angles, in contrast to e.g, invariant masses.

H.MIETTINEN: I would like to ask the following question.

Suppose I write a matrix element, where I put in strong

interference effects then I generate Monte Carlo data

and I give them to Pless and his collaboratozs telling

them that it is the latest data of the ABBC....Collabo-

ration. Is it possible that when they analyse them by

their method they will get out only resonances?

G.THOMAS: They can not guarantee that.
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V.SllIAKt I do not know the answer for this question

but I think, that we are approaching a step as we have

done before we had GRIND» Before we had GRIND in bubble

chamber analysis it was not sure which particle is which.

As we already know-that only a limited number of the

particles exists in nature, we put thea into kinematics

and we use the kinematics as the rule for selection.

Now, as we know which resonances are produced, we use

Breit-Wigner shape for generating events and on this

experimental ground of analysis we can select real

events corresponding to given resonance hypothesis. And

similarly as after the GRIND or SQUAW, one can study in

detail the reactions with given resonances after the

resonance hypothesis selection.

K.BSCKMANN: On one of your slides besides the A± and

A2 signals obtained from the prism plot, the t - depen-

dence of the A. and A was shown. They lokked very zauch

the same. From this one would conclude a clean separa-

tion is difficult.

F.FERdLUUE: .In fact, the t - dependence of the tagged

events was something like this:

d€? A
dt

but from other studies we know it is more like this

£
di г\
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So I think tbat It is a serious point.

T.FERBEL: What is the lateot situation with K*(89O)

cross-section?

As I recall, the only evidence apparently which seems

to exist for the flattening of the cross-sections is

from the 14 GeV K~p data, which appears to be grossly

Inconsistent with 12.7 GeV data at Yale, not only in K°

normalization but also in the Л normalization; is that

the only evidence which exists for the flattening of

the cross-section?

F.VERBEURE: Yes.

T.FERBEL: Then what I suggest is to wait until others

will decide who is right.

A.WBÓBLEWSKI: 1 would like to protest to Verbeure's
О о

general statement that adding one Jl changes а С to CO .

This is may be true for К and K~ events, but for 1T~p

and 3T+p, in events with 3T , we find that oo and $° do

occur. So it is not general.

K.BOCKMANN: Do you think that double diffraction disso-

ciation in the )Tp experiment is convincing and in the

TTp experiment it is not?

F.VERBEURE: No, I am sorry, I would not say that it is

convincing, anf if I said, it was not my intention. But

the data show different points which are in favour.

This, however may be inferred from the energy dependence.

And I am very careful about that unless I have some more

evidence.

There is some evidence forIT p diffraction pro-

cesses, however my feeling was that it depends very

strongly and very critically on the cute» Namely, if

one varies the cute the values one actually obtains

are different*
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G.BOSSENi What do you mean by changing the cuts?^
In the paper that «as written most of the numbers are
only quoted for comparison with other publications.
There is a statement that double diffraction dissocia-
tion may exist which is made only on numbers at the
very end of the paper and they concern only one method.
It seems that it is the only method you can use so it
is the best method.

S.HUMBLE; One must be careful in identifying Hegge
exchangee from the energy dependence of the LPS distri-
butions. Por instance, in the process pp-*p3T~ &"*"*"
which I have been considering, in the region of the
Van Hove angle 120° <Ц CO <£ 180° the energy dependence

suggests a large exchange with aC1^ 1/2 whereas we be-

lieve the pion exchange should dominate this reaction

at the energies considered. Presumably there must there-

fore be more than one exchange which interfere to give

a spurious dependence with P^ab '

For this reason I believe we should be careful be-

fore concluding any system, including A^t is diffracti-

vely produced by considering its energy dependence in

a limited range.

A.ESKHEY3: I want- to comment on the double diffraction

dissociation. I would like to draw your attention to

the fact that with the existing data at the accelerator

energies, the statistics we have means about fifty

events in a thousand, and they are very difficult to

select. So to say that we observe now double diffrac-

tion dissociation is very bold.

H.MIETTINEN: One more comment on the Q-cross-over:

standard Drell-Hida-Deck model predicts cross-over in

Q and Q production, but the prediction is opposite to

what is observed.
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К.PALER: Another point on cross-over: you showed the
data for 11.5 GeV ЗГ-р and there was no cross-over in
the LPS sector corresponding to pion diffraction disso-
ciation.

F.VERBEURE: I do not understand that, in fact on the
picture I have seen, it is really hard in see whether
there is any cross-over at all. I would like to ask
dr Ratti about it, but he is not here. What I know is
that 16 GeV collaboration says that there is no cross-
over at 11 GeV, so I guess they have checked it more
carefully. But the picture is not consistent. One ex-
pects the cross-over to be ther*? also at 12 GeV, if
one has it at 16 GeV, especially since they have made
the same selection of events.

K.PALER: There is another point. In the K° data it
looked as if the cross-over was getting larger as the
energy increased. They plotted the two slopes as the
function of energy, one is increasing ami the other is
more or less constant. If the cross-over is due to some
Hegge exchanges, one uiight expect it to increase with
energy.
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CONTRIBUTION PBSSKNTED BY J.G.HUSHBROOKE

Isospin Analysis of Exchange Mechanisms and (YK)

- Systems i n N N - ^ (YK)N at 6 GeV/c.

J.A.Charlesworth, N. lute gar, W.W.Neale and J.G.Rushbrooke
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge

The reactions NN-(XK) N and NN — (ЛК) N have
been isospin analysed at 6 GeV/c* In the case of the
1KN reaction the predictions of the isospin invariance
can be obtained from a pyramid \J.~] construe ted using
measured cross—sections, which is a generalisation of
the well known charge independence triangle which applies
when there are two isospin amplitudes, as with the AKN
reactions*

The amplitudes for NN — AKN are compared with

those for NN-•-(!£K\1f2Nand a Deck model is shown to explain

the shape of the 1=0 exchange part of the combined (ЛЮ

and (^K)^2 mass spectrum»

We present firstly new data on four np -*• 5.KN charge
channels in the momentum range 4 - 8 GeV/c. Using
previously measured cross-sections for the three pp
channels, this means that a complete set of seven,inde-
pendent [2j charge—channel cross-sections is now available*

Data on the reactions np -*-2~K+p and np-*-XK°p
were obtained in a 17 event/pU exposure of the 1*5 m
hydrogen bubble chamber at the Rutherford Laboratory to
a neutron beam Q3i produced at 1° by 8.0 GeV/o protons
striking a 10 cm Be target* Most events occurred in the
neutron momentum range 4—8 GeV/c, and these were used
in this study. The data was first subdivided into two
intervals, 4-6 GeV/c and 6-8 GeV/c, and checked to see
if there was any momentum dependence of the cross-sections
and other features presented in the analysis below.
No significant variation was found and so both intervals
were combined and our results correspond to the mean
neutron momentum for fitted events of (6«0 + 0.1) GeV/c,
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The bee i с features of these reactions, np-«-З
and s°K°p, can be understood from a longitudinal phase
space analysis [4] . Polar coordinates for each event

"y 2 2 Z 1/2

arecqq.co), where q «(qx+<łK+Q(O , and OJ liai defined
in Fig. 1(а)ф To allow for the spread in beam momentum
we took О/Чдох ав t n e radius vector» where q a a x(to) Is
the distance to the hexagonal boundary for an event*
The bulk of events were found to lie near the resulting
circular boundary of the (4/4 a a x»

Ł°) plot and so a one-
-dimensional representation, dN/dco , of the data could
be used* This may be seen from the histograms offor each reaction, shown in Fig. i(b). Distributions
^ show prominent peaks near co -u 140° and to <s 32O°5
that for 5~K+p events is given in Fig. l(c) • These imply
that the events may be broadly classified into two cate-
gories? s either the 21-hyper on goes forward in the centre
of mass eyetern (c«m«e) and the nuoleon backward, or vice-
-versa. For definlteness we have divided co-space into
two regions, Н д and R , according to whether the ^-hy-
peron is along the beam neutron direction C2 n) or the
target proton direction (Sp) in the cm.s.;

54° and 2.$4°< co< 360

Counting events in each region gives the cross-sections
[5~] lieted in Table 1 for each of the four processes s

np

np

rip

*• 5 P,

P» (1a)

С1Ю)

(tc)

end ap —2°K°p. (1d)

We may go further and infer that for the bulk of
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events the lUeeson Is associated with the "5L «hyperon
rather than the nucleon otherwise the peaks would be
«ore likely to have cooured at co-values below 120° and
below зНо° rather than above these values* The distri-
butions in ш (£K) corresponding to each of the reactions
i (a) ~(d) are very similar in having a low-mass enhancement

e.g. in Pig. l(e) we show ш (т~ K+) fгош all 2"pK+ events.
On the other hand, the distributions in mCNK)may be
described as phase ьрасе-like in appearance.

The three pp final states 2 +K°p,iVp and^tK+n show
similar behaviour. Available data L6] in the same energy
range show little significant trend of cross—sections with
energy and we give our best estimates [ 7l corresponding
to 6 GeV/e beam momentum in Table i. The -j-~ distributions

have peaks at the same со-values; we show that for
pp — S°pK+ (combined data [8] at 5.4 and G.6 GeV/c) in
Fig» i(tlV, There a.~e also similar m(£K) low-mass enhance-
ments •

For the purposes of this analysis we t tire fore assume

that the reaction NN —-2KN occurs peripherally with 51

and К produced together at one vertex, and that other

processes: such as kaon exchange may be neglected.

We describe NN —*(SK)N in terms of isospin ampli-

tudes M1(ia0tlt2) having definite values of the isospin

I exchanged and of the isospin I of the (SK)- combination

(see Fig. 2(a))* The amplitude of the k'th charge channel

can then be written

T k = £ Cj M Ł (3)
i0

where tb» С i are products of Clebsch Gordan coeffi-
cients, and are listed in Table 1.
As we have seven measured G"k'

s the problem is overdeter-
«ained, the ^ s obeying the condition of charge inde»
pendence,

. (6)
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We find that this condition is satisfied within
error by the measured cross-sections{ the LHS of oqn.(6)
is (56.2 + 4.6) ub and the BHS is (58«в + 2.5)ub.
Tho measured (T^s were then least -squares adjusted using
eqn* (6)as a constraint, and the resulting values (last
column of Table 1) used, in the relationships,

e+c...

A pyramid abcde (see Fig. 2(b)) can be constructed [i,9]
having sides related to staple combinations of the integrates
quantities Mo,N^ and M 2 as follows*

The required vectors are then qo = M 2 Qp = M 0 and
qc = M 1 ?where q is the intersection oi the di.-jc
of the base. To .determine these vectors was therefore
a matter of simple geometry, and our 6 GeV/c oluLior
is shown as Piff. 2(b]L

Quantities of physical interest are tno шагг•>.«.«.:•!*•..
of these vectors and the cosines of the angles betw^.
them, -̂ ir solution gives the following values:

1/2

lMol=2.8-t0.25^ib , COSФ01=0.41 i0-25,

{N,1 = 5^0.8 ЦЬ42 С05фо1=О.12±О.О8, ^'

I M2I= 6.3±0.3 ДЬ <>
z сО5ф12 =Ю.О5 ±0.09.

We see that within errors Nj2 is orthogonal to both M o

a a d jNf , though the latter two interfere significantly.
the proportions of each isospin amplitude may be

described by the quantities

end «re find
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fo«(19.5±2.0)%

t =(36.4 ±3.5)%

and f2 =(44.1 ±2.7)%

Isovector exchange is seen to predominate at 6 GeV/c.
•lone among the nuoleon resonances the A (i9601) has an
observed С ~25t) branching ratio into ^.K, and this may
account for the fact that -p2 ̂ iaa t b e largest value.

Thy variation of each |Mj| as a function of m(SK) was
obtained from eqn,(j} by inserting fitted values dfT̂
corresponding to each mass interval, and these are plotted
in Fig, 3(a) -(c)« On the assumption that|MJ and I M 21
involve 7Г-exchange one may compare these distributions

with the variation of the measured cross-sections for
OrN—£K in pure I = y and 1 = 3/2 states. The required

expressions are

and

wheref(m(5.K)') is a dynamical factor obtained by evalua-
ting the one-pion exchange diagram Pig. 2(a).
Available data [lO] for these or- p -*• 2EK reactions were
used to obtain the smooth curves shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3/%c), whioh seem to be in qualitative agreement. The
etro&g peak in I M2| is attributable to the A (1950)
identified in partial-^rave ашЛуэав [iij of JT +p-»S +K +.
The relatively unimportant isoscalar exchange distribution
I M o| has no distinctive features; the curve shown in
Fig. 3(a) is a Deck-effect calculation incorporating
K-exehange with virtual K-N diftractive scattering. The
interference tenaRe(M0*M1) is shewn in Fig. 3(d), the
other two interference terms being ooaaistent with zero*
We now turn to the isospin analysis of theAKN final
state obtained in the saae exposure. In this case there
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are only two isoapin amplitudes, M o and M, correspoad-

ing to 1 = 0 and 1=1 exohange, with production of a

(AK)-system at one vertex (see Fig.5(a)} • Our reasons for

believing that the diagram of Pig- 5(a) applies aie

presented below»

The total cross-sections for the three independent

charge channels upon which we base our analysis may be

expressed in terms of M o and M , as follows:

where 2JdR implies integration over regions of phase

space to be specified below, multiplication by all

necessary kinematic factors, and summation over baryon

helicities* The factor one-half in (5 is required

because of the symmetry of the initial state. The neutron

channels are identified according to whether the Л g,oes

in the same direction as the incident neutron (for A n)

or target proton (for A p) in the centre of mass system.

As above, we demonstrate the basic features of this

reaction using a longitudinal phase space analysis*

Starting from the longitudinal momenta q A >q { <and q N of

the final state particles, we chose q/qmaKand со as

variables, where q=(q^+q^-»-q^)2is the usual angle (shown

in Pig. 4 a) andqmqx(cu) is the distance to the hexagonal

boundary for an event. In Fig. 4(b) we show the distri-

bution in q/q тах for all Лк'р events (dashed histogram),
and the preference for values near the boundary is clear*

The distribution in со ( Fig. He)) shows two clear peaks
which allow us to classify the Л as either A n or Д р .

For definiteaess we have divided oo space into two

regions, R n and R p with A n events falling in R n and
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Rn"-54°< oo < 234°

Rp : 0° < oo< 54° and 234°< co<: Збо!

FroB the number of events in each region we obtain
the cross-sections for reactions il(b) and 11(c),

a n d

We may infer from the positions of the peaks (at
values of oo above 120° and above 300°) that for most
events the K—meson is associated with the Л-hyperon
rather than the final state proton. This is supported
by the distribution in m (AK°)(dashed histogram of Fig. 4(e))
which . unlike that in rn(К°р)? shows a preference for
low mass-values.

The reaction ohannel pp -+ ЛК+р shows similar
behaviour. Available data [12] in the same energy range
indicate a more or less constant cross-section within
errors over the same momentum range, a linear fit giving
for the value at 6 GeV/c

6-(pp-~AK+p)=*(53.6±3.0)Hb.
1116 4Ałmax distribution is given as the full histogram of
4(b)« The со- distribution shown in Fig. 4(d)peaks at
about the ваш» values, and a lownnass peak appears In
the m(Alodiatributiou (combined data from [12 c,e]
given in Pig» 4(e) •

Por the purposes of this analysis we therefore assume
that the re&ctioa Ш — ЛЮ1 ocours for the most part
peripherally with Д and К produced together at one vertex
and that other processes, In particular kaon exchange,
•ay Ье neglected*

Introducing veotors £jo,M, each that
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one obtains their moduli and relative phase ф directly
from eqns. ll(a) -( O ) J

and |Mol|M<|cos6=|(^-
(r2)- C12.C)

Using the above cross-sections our 6 GeV/c solution is

lMoH3.8iO.2ub 1, (-13.Q)

\Мч\~Ь.4±0.-91лЪг, (13. Ь)

and COS ф= 0-62±0-16. (12>. С)

The proportions of each isospln amplitude, defined
as f^lMj/IMohlMJ) have the values

4± 3.4)% (14)
-f, =(58.6 ± 3-3)%

As an alternative measure.of the relative importance of
1= 0 and 1 = 1 exchange ire may consider their repsective
contribution to the quantity

This indioates that ~ 60Jt of this sum of cross-sections is
doe to 1 = 0 exchange.

We can now compare the results 13(a) -(c) with thofe
obtained tor the reaction NN-(5k),N , where the(5K)-system
is in a pure 1=2 state. This comparison is made in
Table 2. We see first that the phases and the fraotion
of 1 = 0 exchange agree within errors. This suggests that
we should check whether a diagram like that of Fig. 3(«o
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appllea, with the reaction

X + N - 2 N /

occuring at the top vertex • If this is so then the
branching ratio AKteK)± should be the ваше (apart from
effects of the A/2 masa difference) whether X is an
1 = 0 or an 1 = 1 object. This ratio will represent
some average branching ratio taken over the various
Jx= 4j resonances which are summed over in the interme-
diate state. We find by comparing modulit

1=0:

=1

The variation in | M ^ M J 2 and RetMô H,") for NN—(AK)N
as a function of the mass Гп(ЛК) is plotted in Pigs,, 5(b)
— (d)e Tt seems reasonable to suppose thatlM^ involves
pion exchange; the curve shown for comparison in Fig.2(c)
was obtained by multiplying the physical cross-section
[13] , |G"(JTp -*• AK°) by a funotionfCm(AK)) which arises
from evaluation of the one—pion exchange diagram of
Pig. 5(a).

To investigate | M J 2 further the.AK and(5K)idata
г

have been combined in Fig* 5(e). A process such as
diffraction dissociation may be responsible, for which
a possible model is the Deck diagram of Fig, 6(b),
incorporating diffraction scattering of an exohanged
kaon. The predicted distribution .is seen to agree quite
well with the combined data points. Howeverf a number
of N* - isobars in the mass region, those at 1700,1780
and 1860 MeV, have [ll]strange particle decay modes,
and so we should check whether any of these could be

contributing* Unfortunately no experimental values
exist for their diffractive production cross-sections.
Nonetheless, Fig. 5(e) tells us that the cross-section
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for production of any one of these cannot be > 6 ub,
and во for the above N*'e 04NN — N~N) < 5 / j j ^
For comparison the high energy production eroee-eeotione
for the enhancements at 1520, 1688, and 2190 lleV are
approximately 170, 500 and 120 pb respectively.
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TABLE 1

Definitions of oross-seotione cr̂  used in the leospin
analysis of N N — 2 K N , and their experimental values [
(see eqn, (4") and text). The coefficients cfj},c\k> and c£k)

are required in eqns,(3') and (.4). The amplitudes М ч 1 , 1 )
are defined in Pig* 3(a) and normalised so that

Integrated Cross
Sections <5~k in eqn. (4)

<V^<T(pp-*SekV

cr3 = o-(np-2"K*p)

C 5 - 4 - ^ G - ( P P * S + K V

cr6=-i<r(op*s+K+n

6-7«Q-Cnp-s°K°p)

Coefficients in
•qn.(3l

ł

-1
VT

-V2

V2

0

0

0

- 1
3>/3

- 1
3NT3"

з>Гз

-2^2

0

2

-2

-2
37?

з>Гз-

3vf3*

->/2

\/2
>T3

-2
3~7s

Sxperimental crk4(uti)
at 6 GeV/c

measured

b.7ti.3

11.4±1.0

8-8+0.7

12.2±1.O

10.<b+O.8

27-Ot2.0

Ю.0К.6

least—squares
fitted to eqnjS]

7.0*1.2

11.6+0.9

8.8±0.7

12.1 + 1.0

10.5±0.8

26.6+ 1.S

IO.5+;1.3



TABLE

Isospin amplitudes _Mj a n d relative phase for production

of (ЛК4)-eyetee and (5Ю -eyeten in pure I =-̂  state by

1=0 and 1-1 exchange in NN collisions* The^e solutions

refer to а ш«ап laboratory bean momentu» of 6 GeV/c.

Baalo reaction

NN-(AK)N 3-8±0.2

2.8i0.25

|M,|

5.410.7

5.2±0.80

СОС.Ф

О.62±О.1б

0.4U0.23

Kl/

0.4]t0.O4

0.35± 0.07
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i»(a) Van Hove plot [4J In terns of oentre-of-mass
longitudinal momenta q,EjqK and q,N with
definition of angle cu.

(b) Exerimental distributions in quantity ц/
for np*ZK"fj events (full histogram) and np-~ 5L°Kop
events (dashed histogram).

(o) Distribution in angle со for np^-sYp events.
(d) Distribution in angle co forpp-s°K^p events [8].
(e) Distribution in mass of (SV) -system for all

np —2Гк +р events*
All events aro weighted to allow for detection
effloienoy.
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з,2

* J 4 ,
2, (a) Diagram for the reaction N N " * ( S K ) N . The isospin

M defined inaaplitudes M O , M 1 and
the table»

(b) Constrained solution at 6 GeV/c to the isospin
pyramid for NN-*ferON with iscspin vectors M a ,
Mf 7 M 2 as indicated. The scales are in unite
of (jab) sr.
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a) IM.I'

d) R«(4T M,)

JO1

»
M(iK)

J*

Fig. 3(a)-(d) Experimental distributions in misrepresented
as constrained solutions to IM^jM^^lMjI2 endRe(M0*M1\
The curves are obtained from:(a) a Deck effect cal-
culation incorporating kaon exchange with virtual
K-N diffraotive scattering.Cb) evaluation of the
one-pion exchange diagram of Pig. 2(a) incorporating
a pure I="o" combination of physical cross-sections

for 3rN-*2K » where-f(m(^K)) l s a dynamical faotor
arising from the diagram; (o) likenlse for 1=3/2 com-
bination. The cross-sections used in obtaining the
curves of (b) and (c) are from Ref.QlO].
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Fig; 4.(a) Van Hove plot in terms of centre-of-mass longi-
tudinal momenta Я л 1 Ч к а п й ^N w i t h d e f i n i t i o n

of angle со.
(b) Experimental distributions in quantity q / q m Q X

for пр-ЛрК 0 events (dashed histogram) andpp—ЛрК4"
events (full histogram, data from ref• [8])*

(<0 Distribution in angle со for np—ApK° events.
(d) Distribution in angle со for pp —ApKL + events

(data from Ref.[8j),
(e) Distribution in mass of ЛК system for pp-*Apk +

events (full histogram, data from Refs«[12 cvej
combined) and np-*Apk° events (dashed histogram)
All events are weighted to allow for detection
efficiency*
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Pig. 5 .(a) Diagram for the reaction NN-*(AK)N. The ieoapin
amplitudes M o and M, refer to 1=0 and 1=1
exchange respectively;

(b)-(d) Experimental distributions in M(AK) for the
M M j 2 and Re(N0*M1l

(e) Combined distribution inm^A^)and т ^ Ю for
the quantity tM 0)

2 where the IK system is
in a pure 1= \ state, and is produoed in the
reaction NN-~ (2K)± 14 . The curves shown In
(b) and \e) are the result of a Deck effeot
calculation.
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N

N

(а)

i
i

К i
i
i

•A/t

(Г
—к
— N

(Ь)
Pig* 5 »(a) Diagram for production of a VK-eystem via

production of N1 resonances by exchange
of I—0 or 1 object*
Diagram of Deck effeot incorporating diftractive
clastic scattering of exchanged Kaon from
a nucleon*

DISCUSSION

J.BARTKE: As far as I understood, you used the van

Hove angle in order to separate Z and Л hyperons into

those coming from one of the two vertices. I «anted to

know whether in your case this corresponds exactly to

forward and backward emission in cm.system or whether

there is a difference between these two criteria?

J.G.UUSUBROOKE: in the sense that most events occured
for Van Hove angle near 140° and near 320° that is
correct.
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J.ВЛИТЫЕ: You mean if you put just a Halt of 90° in
см. angle for the separation, it would come to the
ваше?

J.RUSBBROOKE: No. The actual angle ranges «ere 64°<co<
234° for forward hyperon and 0<CO< 54 е plus 234°<co<
360° for backward hyper on. foil la omewhat different fro»
0<co< 180° and 180°<oo< 3©0° correeponding to forward
and backward direction in tbe cms. This tells us that
the initial np system does not have cms forward -Ьаф-
ward symmetry (as it needs not). In practice, of courtee,
this вакев a little difference to our-crose-sections.

B.PETEHSSON: I think your analysis indicates that some
of these reactions would be very interesting if done in
a counter experiment, in order to get high statistics.
Por example, pp-> (A x ) J a B t *

 N could give detailed
information about the diffraction bump that you showed,
if the reaction is peripheral enough.

J.RUSHBROOKE: Yes. Provided one did the experiment at
high enough energy so that the isoscalar amplitude is
dominant.

G.KiNE: It is of tbe mass plots not showing resonan-
ces, at least Integrated over momentum transfers or
for fixed momentum* transfer bins.
Why should anybody expect to see any resonances?
we know that in a lot of cases the resonances are pro-
duoed with different, t - dependence and you get an
average kind of thine. You might have seen them, but
it is not anything Surprising If you do not. The analy-
sis has to be done with given momentum transfer bins
before you can draw your conclusions.

J.RUSHBHOOKEj I think I will excuse myself here be-
cause of lack ol statistics for these difficult events.
In general I agree with your remark.
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К.В&СЮШШ| la there any difference if you make a
t -out Instead of the LPS out?

J.RUSHBSOOKE: Well, there are the general differences
in effect between t selections and LPS cuts, but I
suspect from tbe point of view of this analysis, it
would not make much difference.

К.вбсЮШШ: Did you study your t - dependence?

J.RUSUBROOKE: The 1 * 1 exchange cross-section has a
very sharp forward peak with a slope in t'of ( 6.3+1.0)
GeV~2 out to 0 ^ - t < 0.5 GeV2, nd then a break, fol-
lowed by a shallower slope. This is fairly independent
on S. К - паев. The I • 0 exchange cross-section has a
elope of (2.5 + l)GeV~2 for Z K mass <C 2 GeV, and
(o.5 • O.5)GeV~2 for 2 К mass > 2 GeV»

R.SOSKOWSKIt You said that curves from OPE fit well
the experimental points. Is there an arbitrary norma-
lization?

J.BUSHBROOKE: Each curve was normalized to the data;
from theory it is abost 60% as compared with the requi-
red normalization.

R.SOSNOWSKI: Were the calculations without form factor?

J.RUSHBROQKE: I simply put In a Ferrari - Seller1 form
factor used for pp -^2. KM. Tbe curves shown were fairly
Independent of form factors.

A.BIALAS: Did you have some information on Jaokaon
angle?

J.RDSHBROOrCB: No, not yet.
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B.PETERSSON: If you make a cut in the LPS plot, do you

then bias the slope if you «ant to compare with elastic

scattering and do you bias the Jackson angle if you

want to make a Jackson angle analysis afterwards?

J.RUSHBROOKE: The separation we made in the LPS was

simply that we divided it into two according to the

Van Hove angle. Provided that the hyperon - kaon system

is thereby cleanly separated into two parts coming from

the two vertices, there would be no bias of the Jackson

angle distribution. Quite possibly there is some conta-

mination from other processes, eg. those in which one

has kaon and nucleon correlated, require a different set

of isospin amplitudes. But their contribution would be

within the error of the analysis.

K.PALER: Could you comment on problems with the 2

selection?

J.RUSHBROOKE: Well, what sort of comment can one make

except one has to be extremly careful. The quoted errors

in Z cross-sections contain allowance for this uncer-

tainty.

H.SATZt I would like to come back to the question about

the possible bias in your LPS separation. Any question

about a bias introduced by such cuts can only be answered

for specific models; in general, without knowledge of the

dynamios, one just can not say what happens.

J.RUSHBROOKEi That is true.



CONTRIBUTION PRBSKNTKD BY A . W B 6 B L E W S K I

LONGITODDiAL PHASE SPACE ANALYSIS OF IT REACTION

Results of this work have been presented first In
Helsinki end then to Amsterdam, so new I will eoncentra-
te only on the most important points. First, I will
explain the oode ABBCCBDHNPSTW, that means toe Aaeben,
Berlin, Ben», CERN, Craoew, Dubaa, Durham, Heidelberg,
Nijmegen, Paris, Saelay, Torino, Warsaw Collaboration.
As a fact, there ere six independent experiments oombin-
ed together. Ono can «ее in the data whether there ore
some regularities of that.The first part of this work
has been devoted to the study of six-body channels,
four-constraint events, because these are the most cer-
tain from the point of view of identification. Of course
it is very hard to visualise an LPS plet for all six
bodies, bv* in fact one can make it much simpler.
I would like to remind yeu only that in the LPS
•nalyaia the events are easentially classified accord-
ing ta the configuration ef the longitudinal moaenta,
se if you have n particles in final state yeu can have
2n-2 possible cenfiguzations of their longitudinal
momenta. Se, far n»3 there are six possible configura-
tions. It means that there are eix regions in the Van
Hove plot and if you know the angle со you know in which
sector yaur event is.

Now, for faur-body channels the number of sectors is

14 and the LPS plot ie the three-diaenaienal cubocta-

hedron, it b«a i* faces and experimentally baa been

found that only four of them are important. The LPS

plet in this caee looks like that's

Tfp-»pOT" f a s t T f alow IT



The aost important rer.ioua are the triangular eaea,
one correapanda te the diffract len af theTT ( tJiree
pions шть going together in the forward heaiaphere)
and the ether is the diffraction aeeter af the pratan
(there is only the bean-like pien going forwarda and
proton witb two other piona goea backwards) . In the
case of four-body states it was feund that theae twa
sectors are getting aere and aare important if yan вате
to higher incealng energy.
Now, for aix-body channels the nuaber of aeotora ia

62, but fortunately, yau have identical partielea then
you can reduce it to 22 and if yeu forget about theae
events in which baryon ia gelng forward (theae eventa
contribute a few percent ef the total atatistics) then,
yeu can reduce further the number of the LPS sectors
to 11. We have dene in thla werk the atudy of the
energy dependence of the croas-seetiena in these 11

sectors, ror tnose events wnicn are not treated, ana
which we call "ДВ" events, because there ia an ex-
change of the baryon number between backward and
forward hemispheres, the energy dependence can be
parametrized as G" ̂  Р1а>,~

П» and n is of the order
of 1.5. The same energy dependence is found forAQ-3.
In this case, there is the exchange of charge 3 between
the forward and backward hemispheres in a sense
that in the initial state there is, let us say,

s IT going forward and in the final state we have two
7Г* s going forward, it aeana that A 0=3. For other

exchangee of A Q tb« exponent Is auch lower; for A 0=2
it la of the order of 0.4; and forД0=1 and also for
A 0*0, which oan correspond to diffraction diasooia-
tion in aix-body eventa, It ia conalstent with zero.
Whan we move higher in energy, say to 25 GeV data of
Wisconsin, we nay find the difference between theae two.
How about the aeoond result. The LPS aeotor aelectlon

Improves the ratio of resonance to background. As you
knew, in many-body states, e.g. in elx-body states.
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there are папу combinations of par tide», eo it is
very hard to see resonances on top of very large
background. If you look for example at the 7Г+ТТ~ mass
speotrum of all combinations you see tie signal of с
whereas the f° signal 1я almost invisible. Let us make
now the sane plot of the IT'lY'" aass in such LPS seotor
in whioh these plons are the only two pnrtiolee going
forward. The reaction would bei

if we plot thelTp3T~f: ease spectrum (there is only
one combination per event!) we oan see very good
signalв of both C° and f,what has been shown in the
ilrst sliae(Fig.l) .

Ae we can see the spectrum is almost as nice as in
two prongs, where we have two-body reactionsXp-*^N
orTTp-*• fN. This result shows that the LPS selection
can Improve the resonance to background ratio.

Now, the last point that I would like to mention is
the comparison between different multiplicities. We
were thinking about plotting somehow the results of LPS
analysis for many-body events. You can do this on a
piece of paper, if your plot is two-dimensional. A
possible solution would be to reduce the number of
bodies somehow. You know that in many-body events there
is a large number of pions with very small longitudinal
momenta, so the longitudinal momentum distribution for
pions is peaked around zero. If we just forget about
two slowest pions, say one ТГ+ anil one TT~ , the balance
of the p L is nvt very much changed. Mow, if we have
such a six-body ohannel reduced to four bodies by just
neglecting the two slowest pions, we are left with
four partloles and we oan use the conventional four-body
LPS plot to display our events. After it was done, we
have found out that the same features whioh were found
in four-body events are also seen in "reduced*1 six-body
events, namely that the two triangular sectors correspo-
nding to diffraction dlssoolatlon of the pion and



proton respectively, are the aaosi ргшаХшт* ones and
i-h#ir importance is increasing with the increasing initial

With such a plot, we can study the correlations
ths four fastest particles in eis-toody states.

But, o£ course, we cannot compare the егозе-section of
four-body states and this peeudo-£our~body swtee
reduced from six-body stated because the cross-sections

are an order of magnitue different. Xaatead, we have

compared the percentage of events fall ing into each

sector in four-body events and in nix-body «Tents. We

feave done the ваше for eight-body events which were
alao reduced to four-body by rejecting two slowest 3Tł s
and twe slowest ТГ~'5 . How we <»an compare the percenta-
ge beoause we do not worry about oreas-sectlens. The
first slide shews the results far Tf+ p reactions (Fig.2).
On vertical axis there is the percentage of «rents in
the LPS plot in each of tha four sectors, where sector
A corresponds to the diffraction dissociation cf the
TT and sector С is dlffractive dissociation of the
proton. We have here the four-body data of 16 GeV, ii.7,
в and б GeV/o and we know fro» previous analysis that
the two sectors corresponding to diffraction dissocia-
tion increase in cross-section and the other two
decrease. Here the ваше thing la shown In terms of the
percentages.

We find that the data for six-body ohancels and also
for eight-body channels follow more or lees the sane
dependence as the four-body data. Extrapolating our
results to higher energy, for example to 100 GeV, we
may expeot that in slx-prengs or in eight prongs we
shall find the same or similar p L configuration as has
baon found now at, let us say, 20 GoV in four pronga.
The triangular sectors ( corresponding to the fastest
partie lee going as in diffraction dissociation) will be
the most prominent ones. The last slide shews the same
reeultc forTr~p reactions (Pig. 3V.*ieo here wo can
draw curves through all points, but relative position



et polata la different, fceeauae 1пЗГ*р react Юна we
ЮТе two-body atatea (Л4"^ and A*" f) and In 3T~ p
we do net bare them. We find that alae In в lx-proofs
toe IT*" p and iT~p reaotiona ште different* We are far
froa eaylnf that the two or four rejected plona do net
•Mtter ttmm *&e point of view of production aeohanleai.
We Juat report on the regularity we have found and
there might be аоше physlea In i t .
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DISCUSSION

G.THOMAS: Did you find any systematics in the values

of cr

slow?

of cross-sections as you take off the IT IT pair to he

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Well, may be I didn't explain it clear

enougb. We are taking event by event and we are rejec-

ting slowest pions from every event and we are not loo-

king on the valus of the longitudinal momentum of re-

jected pione. We are just rejecting the two slowest.

H.ABARBANEL: Could you give us some idea what the

slowest pions mean?

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: In about 70% of events the slowest near.-

less than 50 MeV/c In longitudinal momentum.

K.PALER; I am not understanding this selection "slowest".

Does it mean the slowest 1Г and then the slowest IT ?

A.WÓRBLEWSKI: Slowest in the sense of the absolute va-

lue of longitudinal momentum.

K.PALER: Is it always one ТГ and one TT~ ?

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Yes, to have the charge conservation and

therefore to have possibility of comparing this to four-

body. We have done also the selection of two slowestTT's,

and the results are more or less similar, but you can't

compare them with four-body results.

H.M.CHAN: By the average kinetic energy of particles

do you mean the average energy of the remaining particles?

A.WRÓBLEWSKIs No, all secondary particles are counted.



о
П. CHAN: Have jou tried to remove one IT ?

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: We didn't look at one IT events. We looked

only at four-constraint events, because we know that in

one It0 events there is large background of spurious fits.

K.HANSEN: I think it is interesting to сошраге various

types of systems consisting of a group of particles

moving backward in cm.system.

In the pp reactions at 19 GeV we have tried to ana-

lyse reactions with production of one, two or three pions

in terms of these two systems.

We divide each event up i^tn its forward cluster

and its backward cluster. In each event we then go to

the rest systems of these clusters and take the momentum

of the clusters' pions in the cluster rest frame, and

what we observe is that these "internal" pion momentum

spectra are the same to a very high degree for МЗГ , N7TJT

and ЫТППГ clusters, and thus of a certain universality.

Have you studied the similar "internal momentum spectra"

in the TTp reactions?

A.WUÓBLEWSKI: No, but for six-body events, we have tried

to fit sone models and in these models of, let's say,

proton and fireball of five pions, we are transforming

pions into their own c.m.s. and looking for the angular

distribution. We found out that in lip interactions at

±G GeV/c there is a class of events, about 20-25%, with

very backward protons and the pions almost isotropic in

their own cm.system, but we didn't compare different

multiplicities.

B.PETERSSON: Some people argue that tiier are two clus-

ters in all reactions, while your idea of rejecting

events in the middle suggests that you have some acci-

dental slow pions.



A.WRÓ*BLEWSKI: You are commenting on what Hansen said.

I think he is simply not right. In his pp events pions

are also concentrated near p^ = zero. He says that he

is just taking this zero as a limit and so be regards

every pion which has at least + 1 MeV/c in p L to be in

forward direction. In шу opinion it does not correspond

to well separated forward and backward groups.

K.1IANSKN: They are on the average correctly separated.

0.PETERSSON: Цу question is in «hat ^onse you can see

that production mechanism is two clusters, or Jet ua

say, three clusters. You said somehow you used three

clusters. You take forward and backward clusters and

you forget about the prongs in the middle. It looks the

same independently of multiplicity. You would say that

these extra pions are produced in the middle.

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: No, I say that if you take the fastest

particle, let's say with p, = i GeV/c, then you can

really say whether it is forward or backward, while at

i MeV/c you can not say it. So,tie say that there

is a well defined separation in the fastest particles.

And about these two or four slowest pions you can not

say anything.

G.THOMAS: In the Nova picture, when you have one or two

clusters, you can have two slow pions but it does not

mean that you have the third cluster.

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Yes.

G.THOMAS: I have a question about your assumption on

longitudinal momentum being larger than transverse com-

ponent .

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Of course, this assumption is not true.
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At 16 GeV/o, 50% of partioles are having p L > Px for
six-body channel.

K.ZALEWSKXt There is a paper by Berger and Yen where
they claimed that among the slow partioles thers is
substantial contribution of particles which coma from
the decay of peripherally produced resonances. Do you
have an estimate of bow often the particles you reject
come actually from peripherally produced resonances?

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Yes, we have looked for that, and there
is very weak signal of the С and possibly some Д •
But you know that if you take pTT spectrum it is always
peaked at very low masses so It is difficult to estimate
the percentage of A that we are loosing in this way.
But it is certainly very low. So these two or four pi one
that we are rejecting are seldom in resonances.
They are too slow for Berger and Yen assumption. They
are closer to zero p Ł than they say.

K.ZALEffSKXi Did yon make the opposite test taking the
X and nucleon cases in the Д mass range and looking

bow often the pion is sufficiently slow to be rejected
in your analysis?

A.WHdBLEWSKI: No.

£.ZALB9SKZx This would he conclusive.

R.SOSNOWSKI: It depends on the decay angular distri-
bution.

K.&4LEVSKE: Yes, but this is rather peaked in right way.
In fact it has observable consequences in transverse mo-
mentum distribution of this slow piona produced fro» de-
cay of resonances. I do not know how it is in this cnan-
«el; it wee tested in otl r channel**.
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G.DOSSSNt As far as I remember there it а Д signal if
you plot the mas* of a proton and rejeoted ТГ4 .

Tee, it le «till there but it is diffi-
cult to estimate the percentage.

G.BOSSEN: The sane is true for the С .

A.ESXRETS: I would like to oake a consent, because I
bad a chance to check this selection, how «ell are sepa-
rated these slow pi one at 19 GeV pp Scandinavian data,
in six prongs. It turns out, that if you select these
slow pi one, 1Г and JT , and make a plot PL1T* versus
PLTT~ for slow and for fast, they are тегу much overlap-
ping, «o this selection Is not so clear» And I think
there is no big difference in your selection and in
dr,Hanson's.

A.BIAŁAS: I sec you are both wrong.

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: It might well be. The c m . longitudinal
aoaentum distribution of all plons in the six-body chan-
nel is peaked at p, * 0*
If we take out two plone, then for the remaining ones
there Is still a peak near «его. So of course, the sepa-
ration is not во good, but it is better than before re-
jection.

A.ESKREYS: Also I would like to know, if you have an
interpretation of double dissociation events in this
picture, where do you find them? In which sector? Or,
where you expect the diffractivo dissociation?

П.SCHILLER: Did you try to reject also randomly chosen
pions, to oheck whether there is any significance in
rejecting the slowest pione?



A„WRÓBLEWSKI: No, we did not, but if you rejected pions

at random, then of course you could reject by chance the

fastest and have a large nonconservation of p^ so that

the whole LPS analysis would make not much sense.

A.BIALAS: What happens if you reject them all?

T.FERBEL: You were able to tell immediately that Hansen

was wrong because he did something simple. And it seems

to me it is not so clear that he did something wrong

because he aid something which is much iu favour of the

LPS analysis. I was worrying actually what real re-

sult has been obtained with the LPS analysis, about

which people can say that it is purely result of the LPS

analysis of the last couple of years. I want somebody

to summarize that. Are there any results which could

not be obtained with other methods than LPS?

I am really trying to understand, but I should learn

the damned thing. I am a simple guy.

A.BIALAS: Can you postpone your question till Saturday?

Van Hove v?ill come on Saturday.

F.VEJ1BEURE: I would lilce to try to give a general an-

swer to T.Ferbel's question about the usefulness of LPS.

I see two virtues in this nethnd. First, it makes possi-

ble to present and analyze experimental daia in some

consistent way; before LPS there wore a lot of despe-

rate trials to look at the data by making various cuts

in masses, t or t' or whatever, and it was impossible

to зотраге the results from various experiments of dif-

ferent groups. Thus it enables one to give a consistent

picture of different reactions. The second virtue which

I see for the moment is that it had as immediate conse-

quence that a number of precise questions were asked,

concerning e.g. factorization, dominant exchange mecha-

nisms in particular parts of phase space, double dif-
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fraction dissociation etc. Some of tbese questions are

fairly well answered, for some other problems it is

clear that we have to wait for higher energies.

So I don't claim that LPS gives us heaven on earth but

it is extremely useful and 1 also stressed that this

and also the other methods have to be complemented by

the study of other variables such as masses and t.



CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED ВТ G.BOSSĘ*

How well doe* an LPS analysis separate production
•eobaniasui In IT +p interact lone at 8 and 16 QeV/o?

Paper 54 submitted to this Colloquium by
Aachen - Berlin - Bonn - СЕНИ - Heidelberg Collaboration

The IPS - analysis has been done for reaction

where and TT^ are defined

Be cane e only about 5% of the experimental data

does not_ fulfill P*(p)<0 a a d pt(Tr|)>0,
the analysis can be restricted to 4 sectors,
pjrameterlsed by x and x

P*

We expect that processes visualised by the graphs
In the picture, will dominate In the respective
sectors.
Whether this is true, is investigated by mean* of

mass-distributions. E»g. in region D^ we should see
the A-resonanoes and In region B 2 Д^е° and Л + + -f
production*



Experimentally this is oonfaraed for all raeonanoea
•xoapt the f° which at 8 GeV/c Is not found in
aactor B 2 but in D .

To check more oarefully if overlap from ona sector
into another exists, "wrong" mass distributions in
stripe along the sector borders are investigated.

A few example*t
Sector E. (str ip neighbouring sector D "̂) i at 8 GeV/c
there are saall A±, А£, Ag signals in ( 3ir) mass. At

16 GeV/c only small A3 signal. Both at 8 and 16 GaV/c

there are ^° and f° peaks visible in M (TT IT")

distributions.

Sector D ( strip neighbouring sector E2) t at 8 GeV/c

very strong f° signal in M(7Tj"f ТГ") , weaker at 16 GeV/c.
Conclusions from total of al l distributions:

Dissociation of the т on can be clearly isolated by
the LPS method both at 8 and 16 GeV/c. Baryon
dissociation ia fairly well separated at 16 GeV/c,
but at 8 GeV/o i t is strongly contaminated by the
reactions Д+ с° and even more by A+ +f .
Energy dependence of the LPS distributions

Bin cross-section behaves likeAw<»C P l a b ~ n with
n iO in rector Dor and pert of sector D . whereas in

P
sectors E and Eo the exponent n is much higher.
After folding out phase space by Van Hove weight, the

weighted distribution gives direct information on
the matrix element. It is found that in that part of
sector D-jr that is near to x =0 or x =0, the energy
dependence is Д w -v P, a b ~ n , n-^1. This means, that
a constant cross-section is not equivalent to ll'v s
at our energies in this region.
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DISCUSSION

H.SATZx I would like to come back to Ferbel's question.
There were a number of six body experiments which were
discussed here, a large number of variables has to be
used in the description of these. Let us assume for the
moment that distributions have been shown in terms of

invariant masses and in terras of momentum transfer dis-

tributions. Then I would guess somebody could have asked:

why do you use these variables? Can you show rae what

success in the past two or three years these variables

have had? So шу question to you is: why do you ask your

question so specifically? tThy just on the LPS plot?

T.FEHQEL: It appears that there is a simple regularity

when you examine data as a function of t. The question

is whether the LPS method can teach us a little nore?

G.BOSSEN: I have always stressed this point that if
you use t or things like that, you are uever sure that

you do not look at йоге exchange phenomena at the same

time. You have to look in the full phase space. As you

can not when the multiplity is high so you say: let us

look at the longitudinal phase space just to see if

really these exchange mechanisms are iu different re-

gions of phase space. If they are not, then you are in

trouble, but if you are using t, you are never sure that

you are pi citing out only one exchange aecbawisu,

T.FERBEL: What I would like to know is what you have

learned from this analysis?

A.BIAŁAS: The new thing is that you look without theo-

retical prejudices on the momenta, see where you have

macy events and just study in detail these areas.

Clearly it" is very important to learn how the events

aro distributed in phase space.



T.FERBEL: But has It been really succeseful?That is ay
question.

A.XMSCH; If I understand it, in some sense it haa to be
sueoevfol because it is just a plot of the phase space.
Putting in the reduced phase space, the reduced x, is
not relevant because you obtain x's by dividing all p.
by the ваше number.

G.BOSSENi It is only for convenience. If you are loo-
king at different energies it is convenient to have
a scale for coaparison.

A.KRISGH: But it is not an analysis, it is just a me-
thod of presentation.

G.BOSSENt It is a presentation, of course. After you
have seen that you can isolate in phase space some re-
gion which iв dominated by some exchange mechaniem and
then you start all your analysis, this is a way of pre-
sentation.

A.KIUSCHi But then all the analysis is independent of
that. I mean there is always something to do, you can
parametrize your data, calculate dependence at p, on p.
and so on.
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SJNGLE-PARTICLE INCLUSP'S REACTIONS.

T.Ferbel*
University of Boohester

When I trsse Invited to serve as a rapporteur for
this session I if as specifically told that I could talk
about anything that I found to be of interest.
I, naturally, ignored the additional suggestion that
I shonld also try at the ваше time to review any
relevant papers submitted to this conference. I there-
fore offer, rather apologetically, a somewhat person-
alized review of the statue of single particle inclusi-
ve reactions. In this review I will not diecueв
directly the most recent results from the ISR. I wish
to direot the reader, however, to the excellent presen-
tations at the Oxford Meeting by Lilletbun, Morrison
and Sens \_l] , and a recent review by Deutselmann at
the Amsterdam Conference.

The first item I wish to discuss is a measurement
at Argonne of the inclusive cross section for IT
production in 7F~p collisions at 5 GsV/o [2] . The
experiment measured 7Г production from a carbon Cc)
target, a copper target (Cu) , and a pclyethelene
target (CH_) . The data for hydrogen were obtained
through a CEL-C subtraction . The Я decays were detec-

ted using a 150 element lead-glass hodosoope, yielding
m typical resolution in the square of the IT0 of» 20%.
The data which I will show are preliminary and are for
the region of kinematics where in theIT energy in the
laboratory (bjj-o)is greater than 1.5 GeV/c and the ТГ0

transverse momentum (p ?) la greater than 0.4 GeV/c.

An interesting question pertinent to the inclusive
ТГ cross section is to how large a kinematic domain

John S.Guggenheim Fellow.
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can a t-channel parameterization of such a reaction be
applied, [з] . One possible way of answering such a
question ia го examine, for example, whether the dip in
the t-spectrum which occurs for the с-dominated charge-
exchange reaction 1Г p—*п*П" , is also present in the
inclusive reaction ( particularly for small missing
masses, M_, recoiling from the IT ) .

Fig. i displays the distribution In -rr for various
cuts on Ц_**< The smooth curve displays the absolute
magnitude of the charge exchange cross section (the
experimentally imposed cuts on p. and E ^ do not
significantly affect the contribution of the charge-

2 \exchange reaotion to the lowest II region.). We note
2that the data for the two low-M cuts appear to show

evidence for the expected dip at t4s0.5 GeV . The peak
observed near tssO.S GeV for the largest region of
2

If is partially of a kinematic nature - resulting from
our cuts on p. and Етт-о. (This was verified through a
comparison of the present data with the reaction
•JT̂ p-—» TT •*• f x*"++ a^ 7 GeV/c where t-chaunol
dominance is not expected [•*]).

Fig. 2 shows the inclusive cross section
<=F "cUdp" integrate:-' over our p™ range, as a function
of the x-variable (p*/p\ i i n c i d e n_ tJ - Рог соифеПзоп wr
give the ТГ cross section for ЗГ Cu and 7Г С as
well asTT^p. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the ТГ
inclusive reaction is sensitive to nuclear effects and
it is hoped that detailed nuclear models can be used
to extract further information concerning nuclear
structure from these data. [5]

The absolute invariant cross seotion forTTp-yTT + *L
for x^O.3 appears to lie approximately half-way
between the cross section for IT р-»ТГ ... andTTp —
for similar cuts on p T and E_o [i] . Having now present-
ed the only previously unavailable experimental result
submitted to this Conference, I will proceed to my
review of accelerator data. I will start this part of



ну talk by presenting invariant cross sections for
ceveral pion-produotion reactions plotted as a function
of the variable x and integrated over pT- The reason
I nee the integrated data is because I an only interest-
ed at this time in grosa features rather than in
details, and integration over p T provides me with «.his
prerogative.

So as to limit the number of figures that I present
to you, I have regraphed various experimental
distributions which can be found in the literature

I drew smooth curves through toe data pointa ao that
trends in the data would be aaaier to eatabllsh. This
smoothing has the unfortunate diaadvantage in that it
involves more artlstio rather than scientific imagina-
tion (I could net perform fits to the data since the
error bars were not always available ) . I have left
typical error bars on the grapha of the smoothed
distributions so as to give the reader a feeling for
the reliability of my smoothing prooedure. I have
presented only a partial amount of the data available
for oertain reactions when I felt that a trend did not
require further proof. Although the trends in the data
which I shall present in the next few figures are
reasonably well known, particularly to the "experts",
this ia probably one of the very few places in the

literature where all the results are presented for
convenient use in the same set of unita 1

Fig. 3 displays tfce invariant cross section
integrated over p T for the inclusive reaction

IT p — * 7Г""" 4- anything (i)
at several Incident energies (left-hand scale) .
The cross section data for the reaction

7Г~р » 7Г + + anything (2)
which are muoh more meagre, are shown on the aame
figure (right-hand ecalo) . We define all our invariant
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огоаа весtions (unless speolfied to the oontrary) ąa
foliowe i

.Yo r.cte th^t for reaction (Д) the cross seotion In the
nuclear fragmentation region, i.e., at large negative
values of x t essentially appears to scale with energy
between 3.7 GeV/o and 22 GeV/o. The region near x«+i.O,
which oorreaponda to projectile fragmentation, appears
not to scale in the x-variable ( aee later however) ,
and in fact, shows very interesting fine structure
which oan he attributed to leading-particle effects
and quasi two-body reactions [Y] . The cross section
near the central region( somewhat asymmetric about
x=o) grows dramatically with energy* indicating that
there is a lack of scaling at i=0. Except for the over-
all normalization, the data for reaction (2) appear
to behave in a very similar fashion to the data for
reaction (l) -

Fig* * preaenta the invariant cross section for the
reaction (з) г рр ~ > 7 Г % anything, a reaction whose

characterletice are quite similar to those observed
for reaotione it) and (2) . The x=0 region, again,
explodea with increasing energy. There is a sizeable
region of x (0.3 to 0.6) for which the cross section
appears to scale in the energy range between 6 and
30 GeV/o incident momentum. However, for larger
x-values there seeme to be a systematic departure from
scaling. This latter effect may be partially explained
by the fact that there is an ambiguity, particularly
at low energies, in how one normalizes the p* variable
( definition of x uaed) , If one were to examine the
invariant cross section in the rest frame of the proton,
ono would most probably observe that scaling at small
PL sets in far more rapidly than at large x (i.e.,
ttsis is a question of Feynman sealing as opposed to
the scaling in the formulation of Yang et al) .



Fig. 5 displays the invariant cross section for the

reaction:

u p - * OT" -ł- anything (4)

measured by Moffeit et.al.M . This reaction contains
strong leading-particle effects ( frosi diffractive
Q production) and the shape of the spectrum
consequently differs somewhat from those observed for
the previously examined reactions. The invariant cross
section at large negative x - values falls substan*
tially with inoident energy, while the cross section
near i»O risee somewhat. For the range of x>0.3 the
cross section behaviour is not unlike that observed
for reactions (l) and (2) .
Another reaction whion is dominated by diffractivо

channels is the reaotions

TT^p — * ЗГ"*" 4 anything (5)

The cross seotions for this reaotion are shown in Fig.
6 (elastic scattering cross seotion has been removed) .
The arrows on the graph indicate the general trend of
the data with increase in Incident momentum. The cross
section near x=0 appears to be partioularly insensitive
to variation in incident energy; there is, however, an
overall rise in this croaa section between 3.7 GeV/c
and 22 GeV/c. Hence, it appears that reaction (5) be-
haves in a manner similar to that of tile previously
presented reaction (4) .

Another reaction which is dominated by diffractive
channels 1st

7Г"~"р—>p + anything . (б)
The shape of this oross section is given in Fig. 7
(again, the elastic scattering events have been removed).
We note that the proton spectrum appears to fall
monotonically with increasing x, suggesting that the
flat spectrum observed in the oase of pp-*p + anything
may be due to the overlap of the two "independent"
proton spectra present in the symmetric p-p channel.
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The energy dependence for reaction (б) is shown in
Fig. 8 for several intervale in pT« ^e see that the
cross section near хчг-i becomes larger at higher
energies (gets compressed towards the boundary), while
it fa ile considerably for x> 0.9,
Д totally different type of behaviour for the

single-particle inclusive reaction 16 observed in the
reaction;

_ о
К p —* Л + anything (7)

(in data pertaining to the inclusive Л-product ion cros
section there is no separation between Д е which are
produced strongly or Л S which nrc derived from 2_

decay).
We observe in Fig. 0 that Л production fails

rapidly with energy over the entire region o/
x-varlable. As pointed out by Tudlam Ы . i: e fact
that the Л cross section drops uniformy, essentially
independent of x, suggests that a new channel r.urt ' с
opening up at positive x-values. This is bp.czws^ th;
forward production of Л S in К р reactions is known ^o
involve baryon-exchange while the bac'r^r-I Л

—production cross section 1з^шаinly attnbutet to stxup,c
meson exchangee, and partiallv to diffract ivr proces ser;.
It is well кпотш that baryon-erchange reactions have
a faster fall-off rrith energy than ijeson-exeliangcs
andt consequently, the uniform fall-off ir theAcroes
section can only be understood on the basic or the
onset of a rapidly growing cross section for large
x-values. The channel which Is held to Ъе responsible
for moderating the fall-off for x > 0 is conjectured
to be the diasociation of the K~intoЛр + pions.

Jn Fig» 9 we also show the cross sections for the
following reactions at 12.7 GeV/cj

K* V ~* Л * anytb.ing (8)
K^ P — A°+ anything (9)

17e also show the sum of the A and A cross sections.
The shape of the summed cross section has a structure
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which looks similar to the cross section for reaction
(7^ at 12.6 GeV/c. Barletta et al [8] speculate that
the cross section for reaction (7) will continue to
fall with energy until the large particle-exohange
contributions become insignificant compared to the
diffractlve contributions to this reaction. It is
expected, therefore, that the cross section for
reaction (7)will approach the sum of the cross sections
for reactions (в) and (9) , which In turn appear to be

dominated by diffractive processes already at 13 GeV/c.
(The cross section for reaction (d) changes only
a little between 8.25 and 12.7 GeV/o [9]).
New data for Л production in ТГ*р and pp col Is ions

have been made available at this conference. The ТГ p
data from BNL CioQ are shown in Fig. 10. These data are
also shown in Fig.11, folded about x=0, and normalized
by 6" _ ж ,. in an attempt to compare them to the pp

•Total* r -1

data from Bonn-Desy-lninlch L6J.A similar comparison
is made in Fig. 12 between the old К p data M * The
old pp data [li3 , and the new pp data from the
Scandinavian Bubble Chamber collaboration [V] . The
data for the incident meson channels were folded in
order to gauge the size of a possible natural
symmetrization effect in the pp data. Conclusions
which can be drawn, pertinent to the question of
factorization of the inclusive Л cross section In
the region of nucleon fragmentation, are that the
evidence for factorization is no worse than the
agreement between the various experiments measuring
the same process at the same energy! It appears that
these Л cross sections which should scale at low
energies according to exoticity criteria, show a weak
energy dependence. However, I wish tc stress that these
cross sections are difficult to measure and quantit-
ative statements concerning energy dependence cannot
be made at this time.
Fig* 13 displays the Indusive spectrum for another

type of reactions
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°"+Mx do)
К Г р К % М х

The reason for the quotation marks is that only a K s

la observed in both reactions, but the cross sections

are corrected assuming that tbe iterate is equal to the
Kg rate (and that К production dominates reaction
(iO) , while K° production dominates reaction (ilV) . We
note that reaction (lo) contains interesting structure
near xc%£i corresponding to large quasi two-body
processes (aainly К.Д4*). This structure becomes weaker
at higher energies where the cross section for reactions
(io) and (ll) develop similar characteristice.

Iii Fig. 14 we show a more detailed comparison of the
data presented in Fig. 13. Here we present the invariant
oroes-section as a function of incident beam momentum
for various values of z. It appears that for values
of x between 0.2 and 0.5 the cross sections for both
reactions may be starting to level off (leading-
particle diffractiva affects), Trtiile for negative
x-regions and large positive x-values the К р cross-
section falls below the К рcross-section. This latter
effect aay be due to the presence of large baryon-
exchange and larger quasi two-body rates in Kp a?
opposed toRp channels.

Fig, 15 presents data on K s production in pp and U p
collisions. The pp data, particularly at 12 GeV/c, [c]
are somewhat inconsistent with the previously published
results between 13 and 28 GeV/e [ll} . The arrow
appearing on Fig. 15 indicates the approximate degree
of inconsistency with the older results, (it should be
pointed out, however, that the Bonn-Deey-Munieh data
are preliminary) .

For theITp reaction, the cross section appears to scale
reasonably well for largo x-values (particularly in the
target frame) , and to grow strongly at xftsO. A similar
statement can be nade for the pp date, although, again,
I wish to stress that the discrepancy between



experiments is substantial.
Now, I will turn to more detailed questions concerning

approach to scaling in the fragmentation region for
some of the reactions >re have just looked at- I will
stress pion-produotion date.

Fig. 16 shows a graph from the LBL-Notre Dame
Collaboration Сб1 paper which presents data on reaction
(l) in the projectile rest frame. The authors also
tabulate the values for the integrated normalize
invariant cross section for pX 0.4 GeV/c. (The new
value for the Notre Dame data was supplied to the
author by W.Shepherd. The ABBCCHLVW Collaboration dota
were provided by H.Wahl and the BNL data by M.Ioffrdo
and K.Lai) . This cross—section is, again, very
difficult to measure» particularly at high energies
whore resolution problems temd to be severe. However,
it is olear from the data that scaling in the
fragmentation regions, as observed In the projectlie
frame, is broken by no more than^20% between 3.7 GeV/c
and 22 GeV/c. This 20$> value шоу even be smaller
(notice the scatter of the integrated measurements) due
to the difficulty of estimating losses resulting from
measuring-resolution problems in the tiuWio chamber
at high energies. I wish to point out that examining
Fig. 3 at x & l would not lead us to expect scaling
over this energy range. Thus, as it was clearly
pointed out by Crennel et al £63 , the rest frame of
the incident particle is often more valuable in

examining the question of scaling in the fragmentation

region than is the centre of mass system (i.e., the

x-variable) .

Our conclusion with respect to scaling for reaction

(i) Is that in the fragmentation region of the

proton, and of theTT , the reaction essentially scales

(within present experimental errors) . The situation is

quite different for the reactions presented In Fig. 17.

In this figure we give the normalized Invariant croaa-



•ееtlone at Pj»O In the laboratory frame, for IT and IT
production for various incident channele. We plot the
croas-aection as a function of the square-root of the
bombarding momentum in the laboratory ( aa suggested
for the fragmentation regime by Chan, Hsue, Qulgg and
Wang, and others, on the basis of A.H.Muellers'e ̂ initial
work). The points shown for infinite momentum (p'^sO)
correspond to the limits expected for the examined
reaotlons it oroas-sections faotorize end the exotic
channels (auoh as pp-VJT+ anything, or ТГ+р —VJf~+ anything)
soale completely. Now, we note that the cross-section
for reaction (b) falls rapidly with increasing beam
energy; and it is not clear at present whether the
initial sharp fall is duo to the presence of higher
order terms which may be present at lower energies
(before "true" single-particle inclusive behaviour sets
in ) , or tb'Zt this fall-off will continue at the same
rate for larger beam momenta. If the slope of the fal.*-
otf ohanges, as shown in the figure, then the IT
production cross-seotion will factorlze at high energies
and yield a TT /TT ratio ̂  2 at high energies in tae
fragmentation region of the proton. However, if the
croaa-seotlon for reaotion (s) continues falling aa it
does at present energies then 7Г production will not
faotorize; ąn interesting (but improbable?) possibility
arises in the latter oase: this is that theTT^jfratio will
approaoh unity in tbe proton fragmentation region.

It is interesting to note that the "non-exotic" cross-
eection*i^p-»"JT"+ anything and ТГр-»тГ+ anything, appear

to be consistent with factorization in their meson-
exchange terms as well as in the Poneranchuk
contribution; that is, the two cross-sections tracie
each other and approach the "exotic" limit at infinite
momentum.

In Fig. 18a we display results similar to those
found in Fig, 17 * Here we examine the same cross —
sections as before but this time in the center of mass
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(r.-var labie) . Identical oor ente apply for Fig. 16»
aa wara made for Fig.17 (our x-values ara net exceed-
ingly large and, oeaseąuantly, our rssults лть nat
severely affected by kinematics near the x« 1 boundary).
In Fig. 18b we examine the ваше reactions as In Fig.
18a> except for x =+ 0.6 rather than хв-0.6. At
x=+ 0.6 ve expeot strong leading-particle effaota
(d if Tractive oontributlona") to prevent the drop-off
of these oroae sections with energy; and indeed, it
appears that these cross-sections are essentially
energy independent. It is not likely that theae crosa-
seotions will approach the limit shown on the graph
for p-»oo , and I expect they will remain essentially
unchanged at higher energies.

In Fig. 19 I show the energy dependence of Д and K s

production in the nuclear fragmentation region. The
cross-section for reaction (7) falls rapidly with

Aoenergyt while the cross-section for Л production In
the ТГ p incident channel rises only slightly. Both
cross-sect ions appea* to approach the erosa-vaection
for reaction (s) (the latter may also be rising
somewhat with energy) . The cross—sections for K s

production in ЗГр and pp colllaions are rlaing in the
fragmentation region of the proton. Theae cross —
sections, again, approach the limits expeoted

at infinite momentum. These limits arm based on the
extrapolation of the К/IT-ratio to Infinite momentum,
assuming the K^/if-ratio Is equal to the iC/lf
ratio as p-»oo. For tnelTp channel the additional
assumption of factorization la required to calculate
this limit. The results in Fig. 19 suggest that
factorization In the proton fragmentation regime nay
be valid for K-productlon, as well as forTT- production,
at high enough energies. (I, again, raailmd the reader
about the inconslatanolea in the pp data) .

Fig. 20 summarizes some of the results obtained in
Fig. 19 end compares these to data from reactions(io)
?nd (li) . It appears that the oroas-aeetion for the
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latter two reactions may approach the factorization
limit from below ( this certainly seems to be the case
for reaction (ill). That la, assuming that these cross -
section* will. In feet, factorlze at p-><x>. (the same
approach to limiting behaviour may prevail for react len

I would like te make a brief remark concerning
transverse moBsnttm distributions. Pig, 21 displays
the typloal situation one observes at accelerator
energies, namely, the growth of the large p T cross—
seotion with incident momentum. This fact is not new,
Ulchejda pointed out about a year ago that even if
there is Peynman scaling in x, than the p T cross —
section ( integrated over x) will show an increase at
large pT-values. The effect which-id generally
observed is larger than that expected just from
Uiohejda's conjecture; it is very difficult, however,
to quantify the "how much*1. 1 would suggest that more
experimenters publish their г т distributions
v,oorrected for the enormous biases whioh usually

prevail at large (? _ values!) in order to ascertain
whether the shape of the —3—=- spectrum keeps
increasing at large p^-values» T

Because of this rise in -3—-r at large p™, values,
* Pr

it is clear that if one looks for confirmation of the
scaling hypothesis one can get any answer one wants
depending on what values of p T are being examined *
(reoall that scaling In x is always defined for. a fixed
PmO . Thus when one integrates the cross—section over
all p T values, the test of soallng in x is essentially
for small values and is thus expected to ooour at low
energies. However, for large fixed p T, scaling cannot
set in until higher energies. Keeping this point in
mind, 1 oonclude that cross-sections with exotic
quantum numbers (Chan et al definition ) are not far
from their soiling limits at the AGS and PS energies.
And, furthermore, cross-eeotions with non-exotio
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numbers appear to fipproioh llalta ooaalstent
with the faotarieat ion hypothesis.

Many groups have recently examined the question of
the validity at the hypothesis of Uniting fragment-
ation, scaling behaviour, and the factorization hypo-
thesis in inolnaive pion-production reactions [13] •
In general, the conclusion which baa been reaohed is
similar to ours in that these principle* appear to
hold to good accuracy in the fragmentation region of
momentum space! these principles, however, do not
appear to be valid for small values of emitted-pion
momentum in the center of mass system (i.e., small
x= Pl/plrJLncident) • to * a c t» «everal groupa (and
initially Mi cnejda) have pointed out that particularly
for reactlone such as:

PP —»> 7Г + anything (3)

!П"р — * 7Г + anything (i)
scaling near x*0 is badly violated И •
We wish to make here several comments and observa-

tions concerning indueive pion-produotlon reactions
near x=0 at accelerator energlea, and point out that
a great simplification results when the Invariant oroaa-
seotion for these reactions la extrapolated to infinite
momentum* The results of this extrapolation strongly
suggest that, to batter than 10% accuracy, factorisa-
tion of inclusive reactions obtains at x»0, and
consequently at all values of x.
Fig. 22 presents a plot of the normalized invariant

slngle-partiole production croas-seotlona (integrated
over P T ) at x*0 as a function of p*

1/* (n la the
bombarding momentum in the laboratory ayatem) . We
define the ordinate In the graph, the parameter с, ее
follow»*

oil
do. di Evaluated at
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The starred variables are Cli quantities; p£ is the
transverse momentum; рГ is the longitudinal momentum;
6^ is,aa before,the total cross-section for the
incident channel at asymptotic energies. For &j we
use 39.8 mbt 23.4 шЬ, 24.9 mb, 21.4 mb, 17,4 ml) and
99 uo for pp.TT^Pi TT~ p» K"p, К p and X" p, respect-
ively. Aa we mentioned previously, we have converted
all the available data for reactions (i) , (з) , (4) ,
(5) and (12) to this form. Reaction (12) is:

K^p -»ТГ~~ + anything (12)
We note that all the experimental points from each

reaction appear to fall on a straight line, furthermore,
all straight lines appear to extrapolate back to

a single point in the limit of p—*o© . The straight
lines drawn on Fig. 22 are not best fits to the data
but are just to guide the eye. The error bars provide
estimates of uncertainty in each data point (some data
were obtained directly from the published graphs,
others were obtained by extrapolation-error bars
reflect all uncertainties) .

We also note that for reactions (l) and (з) where
at least five measurements are available, the
extrapolation through the data points to small p
intercepts the estimated values of с near threshold.
( '•"• Inclusive measurements are available for p<2GeV/c;
we have therefore eetiatated the values of с at low beam
momenta by taking the known total ЗГ~ production cross?,
section 0* (not the "invariant" type)and multiplying
thia number by the ratio of C^WCv^" for the
lowest-energy experiment available. The latter ratio
Is somewhat energy dependent and the error bars on the
"threefeelfi* estimated data pointę reflect this source
of uncertainty) . Beoause there is, essentially, only
one momentum point available for reeotion (12) we
have consequently used the threshold value of e as
a crutoh point In drawing ftfie straight line.

Our reason for using a p ~*'4 form in the
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extrapolation, is based on Mueller's ideas contenting
the "central" region of particle production. It la
expected (first shown by Abarbaael) that at high energy
the remnant Jependence near x«O would be of the fore
p"*/* if a three - particle elastic-scattering
Ifaieller graph is relevant for the description of the
central region (see Fig. 23) , It is, of course,
somewhat astounding that the p~ dependence арреагв
to be valid dowu to alaioat threshold momenta.

(Mueller - Regge graphs which contain two three-
particle vertexes, rather than at least опэ Poneranc'nuk
-particle-particle vertex, must therefore not
contribute significantly in these reactions) .
A tempting conclusion one can draw from these results

is that the Mueller-Regge formalise for inclusive
reactions ia valid for the entire domain of x-nomentum
space. Furthermore, It appears that when the seeling
limit is reached (far above the ISH range of energies0^
inclusive cross-sectionc factorize for all values of
x (the limit having already previously been reached
at lower energies for the fragmentation regiae of
large x-valuas L*A])'

We have also examined whether data on ether pion-
production reactions are consistent with the sort of
behaviour observed for the reactions given m Pig. 22.
Data он the reactions IT p-VJT + anything, К p-> IT *

+ anything, pp —*eJT+" + anything and 7Г p_yjr% any-
thing are very sparse but in general consistent with
the overall picture. (The two data points from
reaction (2) show the strongest disagreement with the
trend, however, in general the high-energy TT~
production cross-section is very difficult to measure
in a bubble chamber experiment) .

Pig. 24 has a plot of the average charged-particle
multiplicity as a function of the laboratory momentum
(taken from Morrison's talk at Oxford) . Now, if there
is Feynman aoaling in particle production then it ia
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easy to alaow that the parameter с graphed in Fig. 22
i^ the same coefficient which appears in the expression
for tfc* llftUtlat average pert lei e multiplicity i

< T l > со С In p+ С

Although Feynnan sealine does not appear to be valid
at present energies, we can nevertheless approximate
the average multiplicity by assuming that the
expression for <n> Is essentially as given above
except, that с ie also a function of the momentum p.
The most reasonable function to be uaed for c(p) is
that given for the straight lino in Pis. 22. Thus to
calculate the expected charged-particle multiplicity
тге use the expression:

<nach> ж о С £( p) tn p + £ .
That is, a minimum multiplicity of 2 (for the incident

two protons) is added to a Inp tern:, which is in tura
modulated by the observed growth of the crossr-section
at x«O. Рог с (pi we use tho average of the pp—>tJT"+...
and »р-*7Г*.... channels(c (p^ = 0.70 j_4~ -̂ jj-j j .

Because of uncertainties due to K + II", pp etc.
production (as well as the complications due to the
r«aotion* such as pp — > 1Г pn) we use a free parameter
o£ to normalize our expression for <[ n

c a ^
t 0 *he data

in Fig. 24. Normalizing to the point at%ri3 GeV/c we
obtain the curve shown on the graph. The value foroC
is ft* 2.

The "fit" to the data is remarkable, and demonstrates
how our result in Fig. 22 can also account for the
data on charged-partide multiplicities.

Fig. 25 shows apparently an essential difference
between reactions involving pion-production and
Xaon-productioa. Again, we are concerned here with
the central region. We observe that the cross-section
for inclusive K s production in K~p collisions falls
dramatically at present accelerator energies and will
presumably eventually n e e toward the asymptotic limit
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expected on the basis of the factorization hypothesis.

Measurement of these inclusive reactions atc^lOO GeV/c
should prove to be exceedingly illuminating.
Beied on the extrapolation»! of K'/lf end р/тГ ratio»

to Infinite momentum I came up with an asyraptotio
picture for inclusive reactions which was quite similar
to that shown Ъу Morrison. I wish to close, my talk
with this figure and indicate that, contrary to our
initial trepidations concerning the central region of
particle production, often referred to as no-man's
land - it appears to me that the central region is in
a ttenae simplest to understand. At extremely high
energies the particle and ant1particle cross-sections
will probably agree and the obmerred production ratios
may be close to those denoted In Pig. 26. It is the
fragmentation region which will probably be most
complicated to understand with its leading - particle
effects, and strongly x-dependont particle/antipartlcle
production ratios, This large-x region should present
the greatest challenge to theorists.

It is hoped that this note will serve to stimulate
experimer tore to re-examine their data in more detail
so as to quantify more folly the present partially
qualitative findings. It la also hoped that an
explanation can be found for the premature onset of
the p~ ' behaviour, the significance of the numerical
value of the parameter c, and the slopes observed in
Fig. i. Our results also imply certain simple statements
concern in 5, for example, multiplicity growth which
we have already exploited and mean multiplicities at
large momenta (if n-elnp, than multiplicity is
Independent <jf ineldent channel) • Alee, forte of tbe
Pemeranelmk theorem will be poanlvle «item substantial
«ate on sleilar reactione in th<t ftf»> 3 p and JT~p
«hannels beoome avaliable.л

A» a final word of warning we note that we have

indloated a consistency of tbe presently «таliable
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data with a rather simple p~ ' behaviour. We have not
excluded other forms of approach to Halting behaviour.
This can only be done iff experimenters publish their
values of с ( using our deflations for x as a
convenience) , with appropriate errors, so that fits
can be performed to the data in order to extract the
exact form of the energy dependence.
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DISCUSSION

A.BLAŁAS t I understand of «nat you said that there is
now overwhelming evidenoe that the invariant croee-
sectlon at x • 0 rises with energy. I would like to
realnd you that this epeoltlo feature of the data was
first pointed out by lUoheJda in his contribution to
the Ee'lslnkl oonferenoe a year ago«



sT J K A* I recall, 1 had to report on Mlobejd*'*
pcp«r «t Jteaterda*; I dl&a>*t appreciate It at tfc* tie*
beoause I was not familiar with the pp data, but oa
rereading it recently I found it to be а тегу useful
paper*

G.THOittS s I have calculated the inclusive opeotra for
the reaction ЗТ'р —*• JT° + 1С aad find that there are
dip* at fixed value of t • - 0.5 GeV2 for all bat
highest values of the ease ML # №ig calculation ha*
been done using a B_ model* The reference i* PhyeJtev,

The curvature of the »iltipliu£ty plot shown Ът
Ferbel is against models like the nova model, and even
воя* etatietioal models» Actually to measure thi*
curvature 1* an interesting things Th« curvature shown
ie supported not во aooh by the ZSft data but by coavlc
ray data «bioh are not so reliable.

i The figur® Z have shown appeared in the CBRH
courier and wa kaow th&t the CSfiN courier is never wrong 1

GJEAKB ", Could oae say that the inoreaee in aultipllclty
совев aainly fro» the rising plateau at snail x'e ?

T.«RBBL t That is ay iepreeeioii, otherwise I would
not understand why the curve fits the anltlplielty
points.

Do you have any knowledge on the dependence
prlaary energy ?

T.PIBBBL :i There 1* a report by Japanese physicists i»
Progress of Theoretical Physios summarizing the rise
of <p f>wlth energy* The problea is that in bubble
chaeber experiments It Is «actresely difficult to ch*ok
large < p ? > data beoause of possible biases, and one
has to be careful* But<p T>de*s sees to grow.
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JvSAKft ч X woalu like to oontradiot Dr Thomas* The
tbermodyaamioal nod*!, лЫоп ia * statist load model,
gives Just this kind of curvature AS was shown*

«r,THOMAS t Z had ia Bind ft epecifio statistical model
havlag * cut-off for tiae transverse moatentua and contains
leading particle effects*

X would like to comment on the transparency
you «bowed of tti* С Ш М В Ь Н а а З data on pp -•» p • anytbina
for large x at Ш « ISR. H^g&asen and aqreelf used Allaby
data on pp -*• p + anything at 19 GeV/c which are
oo«yi«t*ly flat in s for fixed p T •
In their paper they present tables because they realize
that inclusive oroae-sections are functions of 3 variables
out of «hioh one ie kept fixed* Then the data can be
transformed to fixed -Q c m s to compare with Sens et.al.
who is working at fixed Q c r n S * "* find what appears to
be a kinematic dip in this x region, quite consistent
with Sens data. We could do tale because we had two -

dimensional data at fixsd e* If «тегу bubble chaiber
group could make tables available as Allaby does, it
would be an eaoraoue help for comparing different
experiments•

K&ISCH 'j In fact there are more old cosmic ray
data on multiplicity than Ferbel has plotted and I think
they disagree with each other* I can only conclude that
there is no evidence for anything concerning the s -
dependence of multiplicity except that it Is somewhere
between logs ead s 1'i

I disagree with the statement that there is evidence
that <p T> grows with energy* The only strong evidence
is that it remain* constant within 10 % aoouraoy* The
only deviation is seme ultra - high energy eosmlo-ray
data*
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T.FSBBKL ': The cross section at the ISR energie* still
grows at high transverse momenta hut < p^ > stays
вша11 because the small < p T > eontrlhntlen grows more
rapidly* At accelerator energies <p T> dees grew* A Notre
Dame, Rochester, Stony-Brook and Tale Collaboration tm
preparing a report on this question*

A*WROBLBffSKI t There is an evidence for the growth of
<p T>from extensive air showers* In my report in Kiev
in Pig.43 I showed a plot hy Wolfendale »t al* showing
a linear dependence of < p_> versus leg B l a D« At the
highest energy of Ю 6 GeV < p T > i s about 600 MeV/c.

A*D* KRISCH : It would be very important if that were
true.

H.SATZ i For the simplest kind of statistical model
which is reasonable, namely the unoorrelated jet model,
one gets a curvature similar to that shown by Perbel*
It starts as a power of the energy and then goes over
to logarlthmio behaviour*
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CONTRIBUTION PHBSBWTED SY K.ETBICKI (c3AC0w)

I would like to remind two pictures from the
paper of Czyżewski and myself» In the first one the
energy dependence of the average multiplicity <n> is
shown for Incident momenta between 4 and 70 GeV/c. It
is seen that in this energy region the power dependence
is muoh netter than the logarithmic one but what is
more important

i) the same exponent 0*66 describes both the Л" р and
PP results

i O the *JT"p multiplicity is higher than pp at the same
c*m. energy*

The second picture shows the dependence of the
average-to-dispertion ratio —jj versus the average
multiplicity* The upper figure is for positive incident
particles ( 3T+and p) ( the lower for 3T~p interactions.
The predictions of Poisson distribution are also plotted.
The data are the same as in the previous picture. It
is seen that the experimental '—r values disagree with
these predictions as well as with predictions of any
Poiseon-type distributions like Wang, Horn and Silver,
etc. The ^ remains constant (for JT~p) or decreases
very slowly (pp) с

In fact, it was this picture that leu Cleg Czyżewski
to proposing of the parametrization of the multiplicity
distribution* However at the moment we do not realize
the deeper meaning of this plot* I am not going to
consent on the linearity of the D vs <n> dependence
because it will be done more nicely by the next speaker*
I would rather jay about the consequences of the
constancy of the Ś n > /D ratio which were pointed

out by Kobe, Nielsen and Olesen* They wrote thai if
this constancy holds this will lead to positi -'+ correla-
tions of higher energy* The correlation integral f2 =
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D 2 - <n> • For Poles on distribution D » \J<n> and
• 0, The experimental multiplicity distribution for

Serpukhov energies becoaes broader than the Poiseon
one and 'f2 ̂ s indeed positive. I hope we will hear i
on this subject in Professor Koba's talk.

}

6 7 $ 3 Ю U 12

Fig. 1.
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CONTRIBUTION BY A.WR*BLBTSKI

show you only one slide which illustrates the
connection between the average charged multiplicity
and the dispersion of the multiplicity distribution:

D / , — * «v / *л >ч.2\ '/2=(<n c h>-sn c h> )

All available experimental data for proton - proton
interactions are shown in this figure, including the
latest Mirabelle results from Serpukhov at 50 and 70 GeV/c.
The Echo Lake data which, as you know, are somewhat
doubtful, are shown with dashed error lines* I find
that there is a very good fit to the linear formula

D= constant •[< n c h >-i]
where the constant i,« equal * <> °t585 with an estimated
error of about 0a01. This formula describes well the
data in the range from 4 to 70 GeV/c.

I have also plotted in the figure the predictions

of different modele for charged multiplicity distribu-

tion including some new and fashionable ones. You may

see that the experimental points coincide with model

predictions rather accidentally for some values ofv^..,4

In other words it occurs that at some incident energy

some model gives a good fit to the data and when energy

is changed other model is better. None of the considered

models predicts a linear dependence of D on < !iĉ >

If D depends linearly on <n c h> then the correlation

parameter<nc^(n(.L-1)> has to have a parabolic dependence

on <
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DISCUSSION

Q«THOMAS t In the nova aodel the dispersion тегвив<п>
would inorease faster than the linear relation «horn
toy •.Wrti'bleweki.

KJOBICKI s In our plot of <n c h>/D for 3Tp data
there ią a alight decrease with < n o a >. Bow would
the data look like on your plot?

AJTRtMJBISKI t For 3Tp data there are discrepancies
between points at the ваше energy and also not all
the groups discriminate between 1.2f 14 etc. prongs»
¥hls lnflmenoee both < n c n> anć. D. The eoet accurate
data that I know about are those at 16 and 25 OeV/o
and they U ay wry dose to pp line. Other TTp data
are less accurate.

•«OJCSISCIt 't The errors on dispersion amet be bigger
than on < n n > «

AVVB«BLBVSKI г The errors are comparable.

G.THOUAS x Recent analysis of data on pp annihilation
from Argonue (Fields et al, 1KL/ESP 7223) lie below
the Pol esom curre* This aay be due to the fact that
there is no possibility of diffraction there.
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CONTRIBUTION PERSISTED ВТ H.PIOTROWSKA (

I would like to present some results on "JT"p and
'3T"n at «6 GeY/o, studied in 2 m propane babble ohsmber,
Irradiated at Serpukhov*

In propane we can meusure е* Г pairs from T
quanta eomrerslon, and obtain information on ir° pro-
duction*

The overall average <njf«> - 2.51 • 0*06 for JT~p
an 2*39 + 0*09 for3Tn. The first slide enow* the dependence
of the <n 3 ro> on the charged multiplicity, n c n, for
IT» and JT"* n. In both reactions we оЪвегте a slow rise
of the arera<e number of TT°' e with the increasing -
oharsed multlpliolty* This result, together with the
distribution of n o n enables us to test some descriptions
of the total, i.e. oharged and neutral par tide multi-
plicity* We hare tried three deosriptionsi

a) Vteiai distribution described by a Csysewski-
-Byblokl formula, together with the lsospln
Independence hypothesis. We kept < n t o t> =
m(<nTT°> * < *&?)experimental * < nneutrons>
from isoepin independence*

b) H t o t a l described by a sum of two Pols son distri-
butions, plus isoepin independence* (This was
suggested by -a picture of two mechanisms for
partlole production t diffraction and plonisatlon).

e) * t o t - constructed out of experimental dlstri»
but i on for n w M»^«i *DA Polsson distributionsonarged
of а я о for each n ^ (taking < n aTo> for each
n ^ frea experiment) •

Slide 2 shews the resulting distributions of n t o t a l >
and slide 8 - those fer n ^ « ; notice that they are

тегу similar*
•aoh of these tare* descriptions of the total

particle mmltipllolty gires ooxreot prong number ( n ^ )
distribution mmd repreduees the obserred depeneVtnee ex



< n 7To> on n ^ . It is perhaps worth stressing that the
observed dependence of < n jro>on n i b van be reconciled
with the ieoepln Independence hypothesis• For details,
see two papers submitted to this Conference.
1* O.Balea et al., Report 1411/VI/PH, Institute of

Nuclear Research, Warsaw 1972, paper 33 submitted

to this Conference*
2* li.Bardadln-Otwinoweka et al., paper 34 submitted

to this Conference.
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DXSCUSSIO0

G.THCtUS : The Id»* thet the charge Independence work*
ia rather surprising because it assumes that each
possible iaoepln chain la equally probable* Slvera and
ayself hare looked at the data on average number of
7T°'a vereua n ^ for pp at 19 OeV/o and find that
thia model works relatlrely «ell. What Is the evidence
for the failure of the lsospln Model T

B.PSTBBSSONt To give you an example, H^gaaaen and
myself made this exerelse on K" p -• Д 4- pi ona at
10 GeV/o using the preprint of the ABCLV - Collabora-
tion* For this reaction the statistical lsospln hypo—
thesis falls*

T^HOPMOKL t We did a similar check for 16 GeV/c Л'р
«here the discrepancy between the. sumed exclusive
cross-sections and ^total l e o f t n e °rder of 20 %,
I have checked that this discrepancy Increases «ith
increasing energy,

J.ŁOSKIBWICZ 1 The discrepancy is 40 % for 25 GeV/o
7T~p data* This Is froe Klbert's thesis*

H.SATZ t Individually the model Is wrong more than a
factor of 2 in KV reactions In separate channels*
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CONTRIBUTION PRBSKNTBD ВТ J.ŁOSKIBTICZ (CRACOW)

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OP THE NET CHARGE IN TT+ P
INTERACTIONS AT 8 GeV/c

Aaehen-Berlin-CERN-Cracow-Warsaw Collaboration

ThetheJT+p interaction* the charge of the initial
state is equal two, henom the produced particles show
a net charge of the ваяю value* It is of interest to
know hô r this oharge is distributed along the longitu-
dinal direction.

At thó Oxford Conference the dQ/dx distribution
for inclusive JT" *" p reaction at 8 GeV/c was presented

(see Fig* 1) «

Now it would be interesting to see how does the

dQ/dx distribution change as a function of multipli-

city. Por elastic scattering the distribution looks

in the following way (see Fig.2").

Por some other multiplicities it is presented in

Fig*3* We can see here that at low multiplicity, e.g.

in three-body final states, the charges are still

concentrated near x » 1 and x = -1, i*e«f near to the

initial particles* As the multiplicity increases the

dQ/dx distributions are increasingly more and more

peaked near х г О . Most spectacular is the distribution
of ten-prong events where almost all net charge is
concentrated in very small x region about 0*1 long*

There is one more intriguing fact which is visible
in the figure* tfamelr the region of | x) near zero but
with x < 0 is more populated than the symmetric region
with x > 0 * This fact issy bo easily undestood for low
multiplicity events, e.g, for the channel p ОГ+ЗГ+ТГТ

Here the 7Г + mesons from A + + decay fall into the
Interval -0.4 < x < 0*0 • This is well visible in
Pig* 4 where is presented the p T versus p, plot for ЗГ +
mesons from A + + mass band*



Bewever, toe relatively low population of the
region where |x| is small and z> 0 persists even
in high «iltlplloity ehaoaelo where the percentage
©f эт+ from Л + + deear is low, e^g* in оЬмш«1
T^P -* Р 4 3Г+ ЗЗГ" where there Is about 20 * of
«hloh веяна* that osły «bout S К of poiitlve pione
в tea froa l\\

fh» relatively lew pepal«tlea ef dQ/dx dietri-
iratles in th* 0*1 < x<0.4 laterreJ is the retnlt
of the feet that the dQ/dx dletribetlon of the positive
pious репке at «lightly lover x value» than does the
вате distribution of negative plons* We looked in the
high snltlp.Uelty events twr soae neohanloi responslhle
for the observed enlft of JT+ end ЭГ dletrlimtions*
fhe search has been dene in a somewhat funny way,
aaaely «e ordered all pious in the order of deoreaslng
x and noted their oner fee* With 4 ЗТ+ and 3JT" шевопв
there are 35 different ordering* possible* In the
combined 8 and 1в OeV/o TT^p data we have 683 events
in the ehaanel ЭТ*:? -*р 4 3Г+ з 5Г~ , which aeans that
we expect ДО*7 events per ordering in the average.
In Table 1 we anew set» exasples how the different
orderings are populated.

'able 1

tiOnsri tild 1 ttfti — • """tlMI
eonflenratlom

<-i. ж +1

• - • - • • •

+ + • • — *••

+ + + • — m mm

Number
of events
observed

16
13

25

41

Difference
W в If

obs expected
in et« dev«

0.3

2.0

6.0



Other configurations not presented In the Table show
•ffeots «Bailer than 1*7 at, deviation»

If the Regge liultiperipheral Model would be the
dominant production mechanie» at those Bultiplloitiee
we should observe neither the first nor the last
configuration of pione presented in the Table 1*
It is, however, not the case* If we assume that all
pi one should be equally probable then the last confi-
guration is very strongly favoured.

bow we should ask what say be the mechanism
responsible for euoh a phenomenon. We think that it
may be caused by correlations and their charge dependence
which are also manifesting themselves in other phenomena
like the GOLP effect.

On tht other hand we would like to stress that
this effect would set a limit for meaningful LPS

is at higher amltiplioltles.

TT + P AT 8GeV/c

NET DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGE

dQ/dx

dQ
dx

-1

v -
m X

Fig Л
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Fig. 2

dQ/dx DISTRIBUTIONS тг+р AT 8 GeV/c

-1 dx

and
п тт*тт+

i
p2n+n-

р2тг+тг-тт°
рбтт+йтт-п0

. 3.

DISCUSSION

B.FSTBBSSOHFt In a high energy collision on r, proton,
how aany protons go out aa а Д + + In average ?

t Ibont 40 % at 8 GeV/ct estiaated from
•xelusive okannele (••* Fig* 62 in ay Kiev report).
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CONTRIBUTION PR9SBN7BD BY V.BLQBb-u I Boim<~Haaburg«4łunicb

Collaboration ) :

The data I «111 show соше froa & pp experiment
at 12 and 24 GeV/c laeitent •oR«ntun in the 2m CKRM
HBC whloh is performed by tb* B@mi«4I&£s&urg-»lhmloh
Collaboration. Most of our present datfe on inclusive

particle production have already been shoira at the

Oxford Conference; I will act ripest that presentation

but concentrate on special aepeots of the lnolusive JT~

and Tr+ production*

Pig. 1 snows the 3T ~ and •? *- inclusive production

cross sections as a function of T-apxeLity у in the
lab system, plotted for some fixed values of transverse
momentum p_ , together with data from the ISR. Our
data are represented by curves, shown up to the symmetry
point* Both the Jr~ and the 5T+ da-%& are s independent
for rapidities below zero» In the oantral region the
cross seotione are s dependent > the IT + crosu seotiona
are larger than the ЭТ" t but the Tf

+/"JT~ ratio decreases
towards 1 with increasing в in the central region.
This fact can also be seen is Fig» Ъщ %Ы distribution
of the total electric charge (lee*,,, thm proton distri-
bution + 7T+ distribution - OT" «uiatriaution) emitted
per Interval of у in the с*ю. eye te» (y*)« There is
a large peak from elastic coattaring» excitation and
fragmentation of the inoident protons о Towards

central region, this goes over into a very smooth
distribution, slightly falling toward y* a 0. The fall
is stronger at 24 GeV/o»

Although the cross sections in the oentr&l
region still depend significantly oa в aad on the
plon charge1, the dependence on the transverse momentum
•hows a remarkably Halting property 6lready in the



12-24 OeV/o region. This Is eeen from Pig. 3» which
•hows the logarithmic derivative with respect to p T

2

(i.e., the "elope)4) of the p T distribution» as a
function of y * . The slopes are shown at the two fixed
2 2 2

р^ values of 0.1 and 1.0 (GeV/o) , because the p T

distribution* change gradually from a steeper slope
2 2

at saall p T to a flatter one at larger p T • Fig, 3
gives direot evidence that the fora of the transverse
momentum dependence is already becoming independent
of s, in the central region* At 24 GeV/c the form
of the p. distribution is seen to be Independent of
_y_ up to about |y*4 • it i.e., the|y*| and р т

й

dependences factorlze in the central region up to
I 7*1- i.

Another way of looking at the dependence of the
transverse momentum distribution on the longitudinal
variables, is the study of the x and y* dependence
of the mean transverse momentum <p T> . In Fig» 4
< P T> of the 7Г

4* is shown as a function of x and y*,
with the definitions :

<p T(x)>=

I

f (-$зд
In Fig. 4a the well-known minimum of <рт(ч)> at

x • 0, the so called "sea-call effect" is observed.
Fig. 4b demonstrates, that <Рт(У*)>ав a funotlon of
у * does not «hew any slgaiflcaat variation with у near
the center x - y * » o. This suggests that the "sea-gull
effect0 at xftrO is better looked at as a oonsequence



2
of the near independence of the for» of thjt j^ distrl-»

s 3f v * in the central region*
The d is tr ibut ion of < p ^ y )>in the Fig. 2Ъ i s

affooted by the curved kineaat ic boundary of the ( y %
P T

2 1 spaoe which allow? tbe largest p^ 2 values only
at y * « 0* But we can r e s t r i c t ourselves, in forming
the average <Pf> , to e . g . the region 0 < ^ p )<.60O GeV/o.
The d is tr ibut ion of < p T ( y * ) > e o obtained i s a lso
ehoss ia Pig* 4b* I t i s f l a t in the region |y* |<. l , again
demonstrating the ease y^-independence in the central
region as was observed i n F ig . 3 .

DISCUSSION

R.SOSNOTSEI x The d is tr ibut ion of charge you have shown
i s d i f ferent from that presented by Łoskiewicz. But
this i s the e f fect of var iab les . In fact they are very
similar*

V.BLOBEL : Yes*
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY LING-LIE WANG (BROOKHAVEN)

A CERN - IHEP collaboration has recently measured

the diftractive inclusive cross section for p7T~-^pX~

at incident momenta of 26 and 40 GeV/c as a function

of missing mass(Sj4fl (Fig.i). .<-
do

I would like to point out that the cross section гггут—

exhibits approximate scaling in s/s f and that a small

non-scaling term Is aleо present, Fig.2. This scaling

behaviour is expected from the tripple-Regge formula.

To estimate the theoretically interesting triple-Pome-

ranchukon (PPP) vertex, Prank Paige and I C2] have

analysed the data by a three-term Regge pole fit,

where oCpCt)» i-̂ 0.5t ̂ ,,,(^=

The details of the work are given in Ref. 2. Taking

as an average value t =-0.26 Gev2, we find that th<a

best fit is given by

<ń ̂ ^-0.26&evŁ U)

The contribution of each tera ii shown in Pig. 2. Since

the shapes of the PPP and PPM terras are so similar, the

relative magnitudes are not veil determined. It seems

safe to conclude, however, that a non-zero PPM term is

present and that the PPP terra does not dominate in any

region at presently available energies. Our estimate

in Pig.2 of the PPP term is a very optimistic one.

As the energy is increased, the PPP and MMP con-

tributions remain.fixed on the scaling*plot while thegpl
PPM term decreases like (5)"^°^= 5~0'5 . if our
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estimate of the various terms is correct, then a signi-

ficant PPM contribution will remain even at piab~200GeV/c,

while the PPP contribution becomes larger than the MMP

one only for 75 ^ O'^5 . To extract the PPP term it

will therefore be necessary to do experiments at various

energies with consistent absolute normalizations and

to make a detailed fit.

S.D.Ellis and A.I.Sandл [з] have also done a Regge-

pole analysis of this and other data, However, they do

not discuss either scaling or the relative magnitudes of

the PPP and PPM term.

REFERENCES

1. Y.M.Antipov et, a l . t CERN-IHEP p r e p r i n t (i972) .

2. P.E.Paige and L.L.Wang, Broolchaven p r e p r i n t (1972)

3 . S .D.El l i s and A.I.Sanda, NAL-THY-30 (1Э72).
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DISCUSSION

H.D.bABARBANEL: I do not understand what you mean
by "PPP is so small!"

L.L.WANG: The flattness in s/$ distribution is given
mainly by the ЫМР term, however the increasing part
has to be given either by the fPM or vhe PPP term. But
the size of PPM term is restricted, that is it has to
hare a finite size, because of the difference between
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the two scaling curves at the two energies. What is
left Is due to the PPP ierm. However the data can Ъе
fitted by МИР and PPM term without a triple Pomeron
term at all. So our estimate Is the Host optimistic
estimate of the triple Poneron contribation.

????? t What is the t value ?

L.L.WANGi It is an average over t for t between-0.17
and-0.36 GeV2.

G.THOUASt Prom the figures that you have shown it seems
that the agreement is better at the larger aisslng mass
values even though one should expect that the agreement
should Ъэ better at the smaller values.

L.L.WiNGi If you look the data mort closely, the fit
is worse at larger missing mass.

J
ДI
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY M.TOLLER

GENERAL FEATURES OP THE MULTI PERIPHERAL AMPLITUDES AND

THE HIGH ENERGY BEHAVIOUK OP THE AVERAGE MULTIPLICITY

A. Bassetto, L.Sertor-io, M.Tollev

When we examine the results of multiperipheralism,

we see that some of them, as the scaling of the one

particle distributions and the logarithmic increase of

the average multiplicity, seem to be present in all

the models, while other properties, as the short range

of (inclusive) correlations, are characteristic of

a class of simpler models.

In order to contribute to a clarification of this

situation, we have tried to formulate the general fea-

tures which are common to all the multiperipheral mo-

dels and to investigate their direct consequences.

We think that these general features are contained

in tłu» assumption

B 1 n ) (4)
P __

where M is the n particle production amplitude, г is

an operator which permutes the momenta P*,..., P of the

n final particles, and the sum is extended to all the n!

possible permutations. The functions f are assumed to

have the factorized form

where the momentum transfers t, and the subenergles s.

are defined in the usual way. The positive function

d (t) decreases strongly for -t->o« .

Starting from this assumption, one can build the

whole mathematical formalism of multiperipheral dyna-
mics. The production amplitude can be represented as

& product ot terms, each one depending on a small num-
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ber of kinematical parameters, namely we have a kind

of (exelusivo) short range correlation in the sense.

introduced toy Chew, Goldberger and Low. The price we

have to pay for the generality of our assumption is the

fact that each factor is indeed a matrix of infinite

dimension. Then one can derive, by means of the usual

interative procedure, a multiperipheral integral equa-

tion, which can be partial-wave analyzed in terms of

complex angular momentum, giving rise to a general

Mueller-Regg© expansion of the inclusive distributions.

Of course, the leading singularity in the angular mo-

mentum plane is not1in general,an isolated pole.

Now we shall examine with more detail the conse-

quences of our assumption which refer to the multipli-

city distribution. Introducing eqs. (l) and (2) into

the integral which gives the cross section 6" n (s) for

a process with n final particles, we get, aftei sui-

table majori zations,

t-2V L'^^w2-] ~ ^ n ( ^ -
(.3)

where H is an integral containing d(t).

If we fix the total cross section
<5O

the choice of 6^(6) for which the averacre multiplicity

is maximal is given by

0 for n
§nfe) for ,

clearly, S> is determined as a function of s i>y eq. (4)

The average multiplicity <n>-can be computed

from eqs. (3") and (5) . After some majorizations, we

get
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Ve «ее that, if < n > inoreases with the energy
faster than log a, we hay*

Fro* eqs. (3) - (б) we get also, after I O M majo-
rlzatlonat

We aee that if eq. (7) hold*, <T<j5) decreases faater
than any negative power of a« Aa this result Is phy-
sically absurd, «e Itave proved that froa our general
assumptions it follnm that ^ n ^ cannot increase
faster than log s •

In a similar «ay one can prove that, under our
assumptions, ле have more in general

A clear experimental disproof of one of these in-
equalities would irremediably contradict any reasonable
kind of multlperipheral model.

More details can be found in the paperst

A.Baaetto, L.Sertorlo and li.Toller, Lettere al Nuovo
Ciaento 4,(1972),73, and Nuovo Cimento to be published,

DISCUSSION

J.U.WANGt You proved that in multiperlpheral model
for fixed energy 5<ri h a e t o vanish as fast as i .
Can you prove the same result by assuming only short
range correlation?

M.TOLLERt I oannot give this proof.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED ВТ GXSSLA RANFT (LEIPZIG)

S H I M PARTI CUB DISTRIBUTIONS AND TBB THERMODWАШС MODEL
t

G.lanftl*nd J.Bantt

Sektion Phyeik, Karl-Marx-Universitat, Leipzig, DDR

In this talk we shall discuss some results of the
paper* submitted to this Conference by our group [l-4]
and of R.Hagedorn and J.Ranft [б]. In these papers the
following reactions

pp—*JT +...,—>K~+-M—»p+—,—>p+-- (Kef5) , (1)
Л (2)

C3)

рр
are studied. For these investigations the essential
ingredients are:

i) the thermodynamic bootstrap model a la Hagedorn
and Prautschi as a theoretical model describing
the mass spectrum and decay of fireballs,

ii) the kinematics specific for the reaction consi-
dered,

iii) the velocity distribution function of fireballs.
This function is the only phenomenological input
into the thermodynamiс model.

Without describing the results in detail we just wish
to bring out the following pointst

i) the velocity distribution function of the fire-
balls is a universal function with respect to
- the energy dependence between 3.7 and 1500 С-эУус,and
- the kind of the particles involved.

In particular, the velocity distribution function ob-
tained by a fit to pp data between 14 and 70 GeV/c
also is appropriate in pp collisions at ISR energies
and in reactions Ktp-*...und7Ty*_(see reactions (i) to (4)1
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il) deviations from scaling in the central region
(y%o) have been found experimentally e.g. in
th» reactions

OT±p-*jr± at 3.7 to 18 GeV/c (5)

by the ABBCCHW collaboration (Beaupre et al.)
and by the Berkeley group (Alston-Garnjost et al.)

and at the ISR energies in

pp —*» *1Г"~+- • • •

-* P +-• (6)
-* it +••-
-*. й +•••

The deviations have been discussed in detail in Dr.Fer-
bel's talk at this Conference and in the talk of Dr.Sens
at the Oxford Conference earlier this year.
This increase of the spectra in the central region with
energy can be understood in the thermodynamie model in
a natural way:
In this model the structure function is given by

where 4£ is the rapidity of the fireball in the cm

system, u * is the one of, tha observed particle, и is
the transverse mass / JLL=p, +1ПП \ 7 T
the temperature of the fireball and G-fy) is the rapi-
dity distribution function of the fireballs

) в decay chain multiplicity function and
velocity distribution function of the fire-
balls),

у as O eq. (7) behaves like

For increasing energy, eray from 20 to 1600 GeV/c, the
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temperature increases to its asymptotic value T - * T O

this «ay also causing an increase of the structure func-
tion d'WdffdV at uWO. The rate of this 4 reaee de-

penAs of the mass of the produced par* *. Between 20
and 1500 OeY/e we find for ЗГ,IT г" -acrease by a fac-
tor of a, for p* a factor of 10.
In the central region the T " spectra,e.g. 1ц1Г р or
pp collisions,are due to the term in eq. (7), which we
might call the pionisation contribution. To the 1Г
spectra there are the forward and backward leading par-
ticle fragmentation contributions which overlap at ac-
celerator energies and contribute strongly in the cen-
tral region. With growing energy these two fragmenta-
tion contributions move apart and at the ISR energies
only the pi oni 8 at i on contribution remains at U*«0 •
The energy dependenc-з of the fragmentation and pionisa-
tion contributions to theTT spectra cancel each other
appropriately. Therefore the JT spectra in the central
region deviate from scaling behaviour. We have the ra-
tios

at 20 GeV/c
at 1500 GeV/c

In Flg.l we show the increase of the pionisation con-
tribution at x ^ O between 3.7 and 16 GeV/c as compu-
ted from the model. This is compared with data of the
ABBCCHW on 7Г+р-*»ТГ* + ... at 8 and 16 GeV/c in Pig.3
and with data from Berkeley on. Ш* р-*1Г+... between 0.7
and 18.5 GeV/c in Flg.3 .

The energy dependence of the structure function for the
reaction pp —*»-X in the central region is shown in
Fig.4 for accelerator energies within the ISR range.
The 1500 GeV/c results of the model on pp—а* у are
compared with the ISR data in Pig.5 .

Let us finally discuss the relation between the
thermodynamic model and the nova model by aeans of the
following tablet
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are described by the
thermodynamic bootstrap
model of Haajedorn (196б)
and Frautechi (l97l)

decay Into particles i i

aovas

are empirical objects,
introduced by Jaccb and
Slanslcy (1971)

decay into pione only

according to

(U-)e decay ohain ниIti -
plicity factor, depending
on tMe fireball mass

M - dependence unknown
N.(M) = average multipli
city

no such predictiensfrom decay spectrum follow
- ratios betweenTT, К, р

spectra and
- devlatlens from scaling

The single particle spectra folio»

in the thermodynamic model
from a aum over fireballs
weighted with their velo-
city distribution.

At say 20 GeV/c only one
fireball can be produced
in the average (aj can be
guessed from the email
multiplicity <JB>~4... 5).
This fireball can be pro-
dneed Tla Segge exchange
as wae discussed In the
multlperlpheral thermody-
namic model [б] in 1970.
Per Increasing energy the
•amber of the fireballs
«ill increase.

in the nova model as a sum
over novas with different
mass.

Similar arguments about
diffractive production
of novas have been used
by Jacob and Slansky (i9?l)
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DISCUSSION

G.THOMAS* You nave been making comparison between the
пота model and the thermodynamic model. So, I would
like to ask you the following question. In the nova
model the Invariant cross-section at x = О increases
like log s as s —*• oo . What is the rate of increase
in thermodynamlc model?

J.RANFT: This only was calculated numerically. Pions
increase by a factor 2 between 20 and 1500 GeV/c, p
by a factor of ten. No significant further increase is
expected beyond 1500 GeV/c. Plons have about reached
the limit, p not yet.

T.FERBEL: I have a question with respect to the decay
of your fireballs. Did you look into transverse momen-
tum correlations as has been done in the nova model?

G.BANFF: We have computed two-particle correlations
from the multlperipheral thermodynamic model, but with
respect to the rapidity difference of the particles
considered. I think it will be commented on in another
session. We do not have studied p, correlations.

K.ZALEWSKI: I would like to point out one difference
between the statistical and the nova model which is
very fundamental. In the nova model the mass spectrum
is essentially energy independent: with increasing
energy just the cut-off shifts to higher masses. On the
other hand, in any statistical model the shape changes
very significantly in the whole mass interval with in-
creasing energy. This is an enormous difference.

G.THOMAS i I would like to comment on Zalewski's point
concerning the nova model. As emphasized by Berger at
the Oxford Conference, whether you assume that the mass
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apeotra in tbe nova model baa a strong energy depen-
dence or not, is a matter of taste. One eobocl believes
tbat tbe mass spectram is energy Independent and there-
fore tbe model should be valid at asymptotic energies,
tb3 other believes that tbe model should be applied
oiily in tbe low energy range. So that «hat happens in
tbe high energy range (above, say, 100 - 200 Gev) is
an open question.

L.L.WANG: How would you get the difference between IT
and p in the thermodynamlc model?

G.RANFT: I did not attempt a presentation of the
thermodynamlc model, this will eventually be discussed
in a session on Saturday. Here, I only have considered
one contribution «olch actually describes the pionlsa-
tlon region - there are more terms to be considered,
e.g. for through-going particles or for particles cre-
ated in associate production.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY P.OLESBN ( COPENHAGEN

SEMI-INCLUSIVE EXPERIMENTS

In this talk I shall give a brief review of the
present situation with respect to semi-inclusive expe-
riments. These have been defined in a very general
way Ш , bat let me just mention an example,

a • b-*>c(p) + (n - i) charged + anything neutral, {{)

where c(p) is a charged particle. The momentum spec-
trum of с Is measured, and it is furthermore observed
that there are n charged particles. The neutral par-
ticles escape detection.

This corresponds to the situation in bubble cham-
ber pictures. Tc get the inclusive distribution one
adds up all the semi-inclusive distributions. Thereby
one gains something theoretically (e.g. the generalized
optical theorem) and experimentally (improved statis-
tics). On the other hand, it is also clear that one
looses much information by adding up the prong distri-
butions.

Partly with the hope of stimulating the interest
in experiments of the type (l), and partly for theore-
tical reasons, it has been conjectured by Koba, Nielsen
and Olesen [2] and by Satz И (for the special case
n • l) that the following scaling law should be valid

-=~ ъ .^ (a+b-wc+(n-i) chatted+anyttun^ neutral)

= h(x,PT,^[l+0(4)], x-J^, W
far S-*o« with /<чС> fixed (h^ooand.0).

The derivation of (2) was based on non-rigorous argu-
ments [a] of an exploratory character which suggest
that
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INCLUSIVE SCALING

(ALSO AT X - O) ( NON-RIGOROUS)
SEMI-INCLUSIVE

SCALING

Because of the non-rigorous nature of the arguments,
it is neoessary to check eq.(2) in some modele. So far
this has been done in two cases, namely

1) the uncorrelated jet model (de Groot, Miller and
Olesen D O ) , «here eq. (2) follows,

2) the Feynnan gas (liquid) model (Olesen [б] , Husklns [б],
Biebl \l]). In this model the cross section is not
always positive, but in the regions where the X-sec-
tion is physical, eq. (2) follows.

Let us now consider the consequences of eq. (2)z
a ) Scaling predictions

Take two energies a. and a,, and two multiplicities n.
and n, ( Then, if

ni

<n(s 2)>
(3)

i t follows from eq. (2) that

i der-n

should be the same (.ignoring the corrections to eq. [?)).
Since n Is a discrete variable, the simplest way to
check this scaling prediction is by means of an analy-
tic expression which fits the data at one energy.
Such an expression is suggested by the uncorrelated
jet model which leads to an expression of the type(4)

where Л^ and Яд are constants. This expression has
recently been fitted [4] to bubble chamber data at
19 OeV ( p p ^ 1T+ + (Tbjp-Oof* 5 + bnuthina neiAral) .
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b) Behaviour at

Since <n(5)'> is a slowly varying function, ^
is approximately constant for constant prong number n.
Thus, from eq. (2) ordinary Inclusive scaling should
be valid over a large range of energies.

This prediction has been compared with experiments
at 5.0, 8.2, and 16 GeV for n = 2 and 4. j£~ dV/Ё is
found to be energy independent as predicted. This is
a highly non-trivial result^in view of the fact that 6^
varies considerably over this energy range.

Let me finish by mentioning two drawbacks of the
method:

i) .No generalized optical theorem exists ("anything
neutral" does not involve the summation over a com-
plete set of states) .

ii) In general one can only show a logarithmic approach.
This question is, however, rather subtle, and the
approach is probably model—dependent. For example,
if one completely ignores inclusive correlations,
the quantity

approaches the semi-inclusive soaling limit at the
same rate as the inclusive distribution approaches
its scaling limit.
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OPENING REMAJiKS : _' A.

A year ago at the end of the oonferene* lv Helsinki,
I said to you this Polish phrase i

DO ZOBACZENIA W POLSCE.

For those «ho did not know enough Polish we provided

a Finnish translations

PIKAISIIN TAPAAMISIIN PUOLASSA,

and still for those who dia not learn enough Finnish
this was an English translations

SEE YOU IN POLAND.

As we can see these words came true. Finally we have
started this conferenoe and even the unexpected strike
of airline pilots did not stop you from coming to Zako-
pane.

As you all know, conferences are nowadays rather
common happenings. I have looked up a Conference Calen-
dar in Physics Today and picked up a list of physicists
meetings that are being held in these very days.
There are ten of them, three in Europe and seven in the
United States. (See Flg.l).

I have been thinking a lot to find a reason for
which our conference is an exception among the ten.
First,I was thinking that perhaps Zakopane has the smal-
lest population of all ten places but I found out that
Rolla, Missouri is roaghly twice as snail» Then I thought
that perhaps Zakopane is the most elevated of all ten
localities but again It is not so, because in this com-
petition Zakopane loses to Boulder, Colorado.

But finally I found the reason and it is not a

geographical one. We all have no doubt that our mee-

ting is the most important one, otherwise we would not

have come here. (See Fig.2).

I wish to all participants a, good time in Zakopane.
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THE GENERALIZED OPTICAL THEOREM BY P.HOYER

I. INTRODUCTION

In this talk I «ant to discuss some of the applica-
tions that have been made of the Generalized Optical
Theoren, proposed by Mueller [i]. As there «rill bee a
separate session on correlations, I shall concentrate on
single particle lnoluslve reaction of the form a+b—»c+X.

1. One-particle distributions.

The derivation [4,2,3,4] of the optical theorem
for the one-particle inclusive distribution a + b-»c +X
Is based on the three-particle unitarity relation. The
•inclusive cross-section (Fig.l) corresponds to one term
in the unitarity relation

Z с с

* fjf
b

for abc —>• abc in the forward direction. Uy doing an
analytic continuation this term can be Isolated as a
particular discontinuity in the missing mass IT «

(pa + pb " pc/ °* * n e a m P l l t u d e т(аЬС* —* abćjl Thus
the invariant cross-section is given by:

«here Flux <>- s m (pft + p^ at large energies. The

precise definition of discontinuity in (i) can be found,
for example, in Itef Qfl .

The need for an analytic continuation of the unita-
rity relation makes the derivation of (i) non-trivial.
Investigations [2 j 3 f 2~\ of the singularity structure
seem, however, to confirm that the continuation can be
done.
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2. n-partlcla distribution».

Assuming that the necessary analytic continuations
are always possible, the generalisation of the optloal
theorem to n-particle Inclusive distributions is straight-
forward. For example, the two-particle inclusive cross-
section for a • b —*• с + d + X is

FIUT
where M2 » (pft + p b - Pc - P d) Is the missing mass.

So, on the other hand, the optical theorem cansot
be simply extended to cover partially inclusive reac-
tions. An example of such reactions are the semi-Inclu-
sive reactions И • where one sums only over neutral
particles. Beaause the neutral particles do not form a
oomplete set of states, the derivation based on the
completeness relation, breaks down.

3. An application to resonance decays.

Satz 00 has recently pointed out that the optical
theorem may be a useful tool for studying the inclusive
decay of resonances. Let the resonance R decay into the
particle с + anything elese: R —» с + X. Just as for
the optical theorem we can then argue that the decay io
given by the discontinuity in the missing mass, m , of

the amplitude for R + с —-» H + с in the forward di-
rection:

'Assuming a simple dual model for the resonance-par-
ticle amplitude, Satzfól applied this relation to the
decay of a heavy JP » l" resonance formed in electron -



positron annihilation. The relat ion could a lso be used
for studying the decay of high-epir resonance in the
Dual Resonance Model (DRM) \j] , «here the resonance-par-
t i c l e amplitude can be calculated exactly.

4. Conservation Laws.

It is interesting to note that in the relation
there is no phase spaee fvctor to take care of four-mo
mentum conservation. Instead this constraint has to be
fulfilled by the amplitude itself.

The condition of four-momentua conservation takes
the form of sum rules [s]. If we denote dp г d p/E,
the general condition connecting the cross-section for
a + b —* с., + с + + с + X to that of a + b—-»

x » » • » n
«2 * "•+ V i + X l s

oLnV

The sum in (з) is over all species с л of the

h particle and the integral extends over all kine-
matically allowed values of p n + 1 . Sum rules similar to
(3) can be derived И for other conserved quantities,
such as charge, baryon number, etc.

Intuitively, thd relation (з) is easy to understand,
Ł1 tor any given event we sum up the four-momenta of all
.particles belonging to X in the reaction a + b — •
°1 + CZ +"*+ °n + X» w e ^ ш в* ее* р х » pft + p b - p c l -
• •• - P c n by four-momentum conservation. Since the re-
lation holds for an arbitrary event, it must also hold
for the distributions.
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The condition (3^ becomes non-trivial, however, if
we use the optical theorem (l) ( and its n-particle ana-
louges) to express (3^ as a relation between the discon-
tinuities of multlparticle amplitudes. This has been dis-
cussed by Venezlano ВД in the case of an idealised world
consisting of only one kind of stable particles (mass = ju).

He shows that if the discontinuity satisfies all
the sum rules (з) , then the optical theorem (l) must
be valid. Thus the sum rules and the optical theorem are
in fact equivalent conditions on the discontinuity.
(A plausible assumption about the existence of a facto-

Js 2rlsable pole at II • fl In the forward amplitudę is
needed to derive (l) from (з)) . In this sense, then,
the sum rules are a manifestation of unitarity.

The sum rules are also important as a consistency
check on models that we assume for the discontinuities.
In the Regge model, the sum rules enforce the vanishing
of the triple Pomeron coupling constant £iOJ. Several
other vertices involving the Pomeron can also be shown

to be zero [ll] • For a more detailed treatment I refer

you to Professor Low's talk, this afternoon.

II. THE REGGE MODEL FOR THE DISCONTINUITY

At high incoming energies, it is natural to assume

that the discontinuity can be described by a Regge pole

model. There are three different Regge limits for Disc

T (abo —» abc), corresponding to the kinematic regions

in which partlole с is observed. I shall bare only
define the Regge limits and shortly discus» their impli-
cations for the inclusive cross-section. It turns out
that in each limit, Regge behaviour implies a property
of the oross-seotlon that was actually proposed4already
before the optical theorem woe derived.
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i. The fragmentation Halt» b — » c.

This limit is defined by letting, S—(
while p remains fixed in the reat frame of particle b.
In terms of the invariants a, IT - ( p a + P b - Pc) and

* - (pb - 0
a a

»

t -fixed

Pie. 2 а
* The fragmentation limit b —• с

(all particles are treated as
incoming)

л'

Assuming the Regge behaviour indicated in Pig.2,
one finds (V|

(5)

where A (s/lr, t) describes the lower vertex in Fig.2.

Assuming that the Pomeron trajectoryoCm dominates
as s —> oo , we can put «C {0) =°Ci? (o) = 1 in (5)
and obtain

Thus, as s —*• 00 the Inclusive cross-seotion
reaches an e-independent limit. This is the stat«»ont
of limiting fragmentation fjL2] or scaling \t2].

2. Tha «central region.

I u I T h i " r e e l o n i e d e f i n e d by keeping Ą fixed, «bile
|PO I lncreee without limit as s —• oo in the retat
frames of both particle» ą and b .• In terns of the
Feynman variable x
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оо ч х — * О •> р -Cuxeci (7)

In termo of the invariants the limit i s :

Fig. 3

The, double Hegge l i r a i t .
1

Assuming that discontinuity is dominated by the
t',v;ge exchanges shown in Fig. 3 one fintfa |V|

where Jo \J~q~) describes the central vertex. Again as-
suming that the Ppmeron trajectory dotainatee at high
energies, putting

^ (0) =so£Tf (0) » 4 gives :
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Thus at high energies the distribution should be
independent of p c in the central region. This is also
a consequence of scaling [JLOj. It should be noted, how-
ever, that to reach the double Regge limit of Fig.3 con-
siderably higher energies are required than to reach the
single Regge limit of Fig.2. This is because in (в) both
•fc and IU| have to be large, while still tu ~ s.

3. The Triple Regge (та) limit.

Consider exclusive events of the type shown in
Pig.4. They are defined by s — > oo , ̂ _
and t = (pb-Pc) fixed.
The corresponding limit

X a a

for the six-point function is shown in Fig.4h. If we now
let also M —*• oo , we can regge i ze the reggeon-par-
tide amplitude in Fig.4b and reach the ТВ limit of
Fig.4c. Thus the TR limit is defined by

oo «so ,-fc fixed

In the ТВ Halt, for the exchanges indicated in
Fig. 4c

(12)

where (aesuming factorization)
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a CO) r,.j

In (13),8 1-С0 is a reggeon-particle-particle

vertex function) whereas i\. (+) describes tbe coupling

of the three reggeons. Baaed on the inultiperipherai mo-
del and other considerations, the form ([2) of the cross-

section in the TR limit had ;en derived [lb] before the

generalized optical theorem.

According to the condition (il) both УГ and ы/М~

have to be large in the triple Regge limit. This neaiis

that the incident energy has to be quite high for the

limit to be properly achieved. It is likely that triple

Regge behaviour can be conclusively tested only at the

ISA or NAŁ energies,

4. Conclusions.

As we have seen above, the optical theorem together

with the ttegge model has confirmed the general ideas one
had about tbe behaviour of the inclusive cross—section.
However, there are several advantages with the new for-

mulation:

(i) We can discuss the rate of approach to the limiting
distribution. This should be governed by the secon-
dary meson trajectories С ,| ,y, A,, with intercept
i/2.

(ii) Many methods developed in tbe study of two-particle
reactions can be used in the study of inclusive re-
actions p In particular, the notions of duality +
no exotics have proved useful. Also, the concept of
factorization can be precisely formulated in terms
of Regge pele exchange.

(iii) The data on inclusive reactions can be used in
order to obtain more information about Regge ex-



change. Thus the six-point amplitude makes it pos-

sible to study reggeon-particle scattering(Fig.4b)

and the triple-reggeon vertex(pig.4c). This, in

turn, has implications for reggeon-reggeon cut con-

tributions in two-body elastic scattering |i6,i7] .

III. DUALITY IN THE FRAGMENTATION LIMIT

Duality has been applied to inclusive reactions in

all three Regge limits. However, it is only in the frag-

mentation region that present accelerator energies are

high enough to test the predictions in a quantitative «ay.

I shall therefore discuss this limit first.

1. "The abc exotic" rule»

In elastic two-body scattering a + b —» a + b we

know tbat the total cross-section в* to*(at>) is indepen-

dent of s already at low energies if the (ab) system

has exotio quantum numbers. According to duality this

follows because the meson trajectories (f,C ,C0 , A,/

cancel in the imaginary part of T (ab -* ab). Hence

only Pomeron exchange contributes to the total cross-

section:

oC im T (ab - • ab).

The simplest generalisation [is] of this idea to

T (abc —*• abć"} ie to regard (be} as a particle. This

is reasonable in the fragmentation limit b-^c (Fie.2).
/ NO

as long as the "mass11 t = {pfc - p ) is not too large.

Duality as applied to two-body reactions would then im-

ply tbat there is early scaling (onlyTT exchange in Fi&2)

if the quantum numbers of the syptern (abć) are exotic.
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2. Correction terms.

Tbere have been several objections to this simple

rule [l9J . I can only give an outline of the situation

in this talk.

In order to be able to discuss the implications of

duality to the six-point amplitudę me first have to de-

cide on a general definition of duality. Probably, the

best definition available is the one provided by the

dual resonance model (У) * In this model, adding the tree

diagram and all the dual loop contributions, on- hopes

tu arrive at a dual unitary amplitude.

In this model we can see £20} that if abc" is

exotic then the tree diagrams, containing poles in abc,

cannot be present. Since the tree diagrams represent

шееon exchange contribution their vanishing is a neces-

sary condition for early scaling.

£bat do we know about the energy dependence induced

by diagrams containing dual loops? There seems to be a

general consent£2о} that such contribution are:

- Ngtpresent in the triple regge region (x*l)

- Non-zero in the fragmentation region

- Important in the central region (is; o)

Since we are considering the fragmentation region

we have to ask the quantitative question of how large

the loop contributions are. Although arguments for

emallness can be presented[20], they may not convince

everybody. Thus it ^ probably best to turn directly to

experimental data.

3. Data on energy dependence.

The best data on energy dependence exists for P—»1Г.

Reactions with
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Within experimental errors these reactions show no
energy dependence in the fragmentation region [21 t 22,
23].(Figs. 5 and б ) .

On the other hand, the nonexotic reactions

p
have cross-sections which fall with energy (Fig.5 and
Ref. [24))« The energy dependence seems to be consistent
with а 1/>ГГ law.

.There is also indirect evidence that the reaction
K. —p »1T shows early scaling, from the success of Uie

Pomeгon factorization (see below, Sect. iv). Thus, these
data give strong support for the simple exotlcity cri-
terion proposed by Chan et al. [le] .

It would be desirable to get data also on other
fragmentation processes. There exists data on the exotic
reactions p p >K^*and p • > Л . The data of Refs.

and [2Ś] support early scaling in these reactions.
However, the data of Ref. Г23] show a rise in the cross-
section for p —£—> Ks,A between 12 and 24 GeV/c. I con-
clude that the evidence for early scaling i* not conclu-
sive yet for these reactions.

4. An exception to the "abć exotic11 rule.

There is an important case in which one should not
expect early scaling to occur even if abć is exotic.
This is when be is exotic ( b -*-* c ) . In this case the
original argument of treating be as a particle clearly
breakes down. In the DRM one can easily check [26*3 that
if be is exotic then not only the tree diagram, hut
also the leading scaling term vanishes. Henoe one expects
the cross-section to be gmall, but it may «ell be energy
dependent.

In conclusion, there are good reasons to expect
early scaling for b -£*. с when abo is exotic but
h o i s not exotic.
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IV. FACTORIZATION OF THE POMERON TRAJECTORY

According to the criterion for early scaling dis-
cussed in Sect.Ill oaly the Pomeron trajectory can be
exchanged wh?n abc is exotic.. This makes a test of the
factorization properties of this trajectory straight-
forward jjl , 183. It the Poaeron is factorizable, we can
see from the Fig.2 that the only dependence on particle
a in b -2-* с eonses through the coupling constant at
the upper vertex. Пепое the normalized inclusive cross-
section.

d V ,, и. л ( 1 4 )

should be independent of a.

The distribution in (14) depends on two variables.

Thus experimental checks should be dane in two dimen-

sions, whenever possible. So far, there is experimental

evidence [27] for factorization of the Poraeron in the

reactions.

; P

An example of the experimental distributions is shown

in Fig,7. The two exotic reactions p • r > ЗГ agree with

each other to within 10-155» for sm^ll p..d) and all p..
TV*

The discrepancy at larger p | (

a is probably due to the

fact that the kinematic conditions for the single Uegge

limit of Fig.2 are* not fulfilled. The nonexotic reaction

p • - » ЗГ lies a factor of two above the previous ones.

This indicates that the non-scaling part in this reac-

tion is of the same magnitude ae the scaling part.

Predlctigna foc the ̂ olarizatioa

Further tests of factorization can be made by mea-

suring the polarization of one of the particles a, b

or с[28,3 3* O n e may distinguish two cases.
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(i> The non-fragmenting particle (a In Fig.2) is pola
rlfed. If a is a nucleon or photon, the dlstrl-

' butlon of с ( In the rest fra№?> of b) should be
independent of the polarisation of a Qts]. There
already exists some evldenoe for this from a SLAG
experiment СзД on p -£-*lf -

Xii) One of the particles b or с in Pig.2 is pola-
rised. The two dimensional distribution for any
given polarisation should be Independent of the
partlole а [зоЗ. For example, If the polarisation

. of с в Л is measured throughputs deoay, then
this polarization should be independent of a .
As pointed out in Ref. [30], the polarized and un-
pelarized inclusive cross-sections correspond to
different helicity amplitudes of the six-point dis-
continuity. The verifications of factorization for
polarized oross-aections are therefore important.

V. FACTORIZATION OF THE MESON TRAJECTORIES

In two-body reactions it is well known that the
conditions of duality and no exotios lead to exchange
degeneracies between Regge couplings. For example, from
IT IT — * Ж TT one may conclude that ф-jr-V" $jrjre * U e i n 8
duality in inclusive reactions we oan derive [32 1 33]
similar equalities between the fragmentetion vertices
for secondary (meson) exchanges; These equalities oan
then be used to derive relations bet*oen non-exotic're-
aotlans.

Consider for definiteness the reaction p -̂ -» TT~ .
Corresponding to the four mesonic exchanges f,c , Go and

there are four unknown vertex functions Af,Ac,A(o

A. (s/BTft)f (we assume the reggeon-two partlole
ooupllng constants to be known from two-body reactions) .
Now the abć" system is exotic if a »ЗГ"1", K + or K°.
Henoe the meson exchanges have to cancel among them-
••lvtis in these three reactions. Wa have thus three re-
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latlone for our four unknown functions. I t Is straight
forward to show [32] tha the solution i s

Af - Ac » A w o AAg "

We are now left with two unknown vertex functionst
for the Pomeron exchange and A^Cs/ir.t) for

the meson exchanges. A» can be determined from any exo-
tic reaction, for example p • ••» I or p • Jl

A>. is proportional to the difference between a nonexotic
reaction, say p • » IT , and exotic reaction. Having
obtained these two functions from the data we can now
predict the absolute magnitude _and shape of other non-
exotic reactions such as p -2L* if" (Pig.e) |32 , 34] or
р^£*1Г~ (Fig. 9) {33, 34]. The agreement with the data is
remarkable.

Predictions similar to the above ones can be made
for tha reactions p—• 1Г+ and p > Л О 3 2 i 3 31 •
In these cases there does not yet exist sufficient data
to test the relations experimentally.

Using charge symmetry it is easy to predict fragmen-
tations like n *TT~", Including the meson contribu-
tions. Again, there exist no data to compare with.

VI. THB CEJTRAL REGION

We have seen above that the concepts of Regge be-
haviour duality and factorization can be successfully
applied to inclusive reactions in the fragmentation
limit. I shall now discuss the Regge model and duality
applied to the central region (Pig.3). This has become
particularly relevant in view of the new experimental
data on particle production at large angles at the ISB
Об].

i. Features of the data.

Let me first remind you of some of the conspicuous
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features of the data arond z "m o (i shall only dis-
cuss pp collisions)»

(i) The cross-section r^ses from the PS energies

( pLab^; 3 0 G e V / ) t 0 I S H energie9 ( P^j, J> 25(J GeV/cJ.

The data within the ISH range are consistent with

no further rise.

(ii) The rise is larger for particles which are harder to
produce in pp collisions. Thus If rises more than
TT+ (Fig.б}, and K~ and p show the largest rise.

(iii) At the ISR energies the cross-sections for TT and
ТГ production are equal around x = 0.

(iv) There is a plateau in rapidity (scaling) forTT~pro-
duction at the ISR.

2. Regge and dual models.

The features of the data that 1 listed above are
quite hard to understand Г373 In a double-Regge model
like the one in Fig.3. One would expect the leading
contributions to come from the diagrams shown in Fig.10,
This picture would lead to the following predictions,
inconsistent with the data:

(O
Pig.10

(a) In p p — • TT~ X the meson exchanges M in Fig.iO a,b
can be only f and С . According to (iii) above one
expects the Q contribution to be considerably smal-

-w —
ler than f. But then IT and IT should have a similar
energy dependence at variance with (ii).
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(b) In the framework of the DRM Q3"Q one would expect all
secondary contributions to be positive. Thus the
cross-sections should fall tc their limits.

(c) Por the reactions pp — • K~ and pp •> p no
non-scaling diagrams are presented in the DRM. Hence
one would expect these reactions to reach their li-
mits at a low energy. In contrast, these reactions
show the biggest rise in the central region.

Based on the above evidence T conclude that the
diagrams of Pig. 10 are not domimoit ones at the PS ener-
gies. Instead, one has to Introduce some new exchange,
say Q [З У • Кол the double ftegge limit of the cc Ural
region is rather different from ordinary two-bodj" scat-
tering. Hence it Is quite difficult to know what the
properties of Q are. However, one may distinguish two
main possibilities:

(i) Daughter trajectories are important. The singularity
Q would then have а 1ои intercept (steep energy de-
pendence) . Thus at ISR energies the cross-section
could be dominated by the ordinary exchange of Fig.1Gb
It is possible that Q with these properties would be
just a parametrisation of phase space effects ( that
makes it difficult to produce heavy particles at low
energies). This would then explain why the cross-
section rises more for more "exotic" reactions.

(ii) Regge cut effects are important (e.g., Pomeron-
Pomeron cuts;). These would have a slow energy de-
pendence. However, In this picture it is hard to
understand the nice scaling seen at the ISR. In
particular, there seems to be no reason to expect
a plateau in rapidity.

In summary then, there seems to be no reason to
—1/4

expect a n s dependence of the cross-section at x«0
already at the PS energies. It is, however, very impor-
tant to study the behaviour experimentally. This can de-
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cide whether or not we have io deal «lth strong Begg*
out effects In the central region.

3. The Ж/ДГ ratio at the ISR

In Regge models the amplitude is usually regarded
as a function of invariant massee and momentom transfers,
In the oentral region the pj. dependence then enters
naturally through the variable (see Sec*Il)

This can be verified (38J In the OHM. In this model
one obtains an «universal distribution in the variable
ut/s (i.e., the distribution is Independent of the mass
of particle o). However, heavy particles still have a
small production cross-section In the central region.
This is because the distribution is sharply peaked in
in ut/s, and the physical region is bounded by ui
(see Fig.il).

Physical region for IT
production

Physical region for К
production

Pll. 11

The variable m + p^ also enetere naturally In the
tbermodynamioal model of Hagedorn [pą|. Furthermore, it*
use ha» been proposed basing on an Information theory
approach to Inclusive reaotlons [40]. Thus there art re-
asons to believe that regularities oan beet b« detected
by plotting the data as a function of the variable E2+pjJ,



In Pig.13 I have plotted the data of the British-Scaodi-

navlan Collaboration QMQ at x • 0. It may be seen that

the plon and kaon oross~seotiona have the same shape and

are nearly equal In Magnitude. The kaon distribution is

sofflwhat lower than the plon distribution. This is remi-

niscent of the SU3 breaking in TT p and Kp total cross-

eeotions.

VII. FINITE MASS SGM RULBS

As I mentioned above, in the limit when s/m is

large the inclusive croee-eection Measures ( the absorp-

tive part of it) the Heggeoo particle amplitude(Fig.13 )

a (t) + b — • R.(t) + b ,
X J

where t => (Pa~Pc) -

Fig. 13

The high energy (i.e. large M ) limit of the regge-

on-particle amplitude is given by the trlple-Regge limit.

Am in the oaae of two-particle reactions, assuming that

there are no complex singularities In hr one can derive

Finite Mass Sum Rules for the reggeon-particle scattering

[l*3. These earn rules relate an integral over the low M2

spectra to the triple Regge behaviour.In terms of the

crossing symmetric variables

the FlfSH take the form
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x (15)

At high M 2 and s /'O^ ( i / ^ M 2 and ty^s . I n (15) T t

denotes the signature of the reggeon 1, and ^ i ^ i s

the corresponding elgnature factor. The )f 's are reg-
geon-two particle coupling constants, and T1 ±* (t) is
the triple reggeon coupling constant. Note that both
the "s-cbannel11 I process a -—»с and the "u~chan~
nel" process с -•••> a enter in (l5V It is clear that
(l5) is meaningful only to the extent that the reggeons
factorise.

For the PMSB to be valid the conditions for triple
regge behaviour must be fulfilled, that is *)*$> N and
N large. Since these conditions are hard to fulfill it
is difficult to test the FMSU at PS energies ( Pj^b^C 3°
GeV/c). "~

There is, however, a special case where one may be
able to test the relation (15) with available data. Tbir,
is when the right hand side can be expected to vanish,
so that (l5) reduces to the superconvergence relation П2].
The right hand side should vanish if e.g., the quantum
numbers correspond to exotic exchange. In this case,
then, the integral must also vanish. Using duality, we
may speculate that the contributions to the integral
cancel in a semi-local way. Thus we obtain a relation
between contributions at low M 2. which can be checked
experimentally.

Finkelstein [42З discusses the following (apporxi-
mate) application of the superconvergenee relations.
In ę p — • C- p scattering, the dominant t-eharmel ex-
changes are the Pomeron (Ą t and. С , (Pig. 14).



The spin non-flip ovapling of the С to two nucle-

опв in the forward direotlon Is quite small. Hence one

may expect the contributed in Fig.13 te be considerably

smaller than P and f. Neglecting С exchange on the

r.h.s of (l5) we get a superconvergence relations

о

Assuming £42] that the N(938) and Л (123б) contribu-

tions to (IG) cancel by semilocal duality, we find

The last equality in (ll) follows from ieospln.

The experimental data C*33 'or the relation (l?)

are plotted in Fig.15. The agreement is quite good.

It is particularly interesting to note that the FlfSR

correctly predict the absolute normalization between

the reactions in (IT) . The factor 3/2 has earlier beam
obtained from data ал V p —* >Г р using the vector do-

minance model [44] •
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Tig.5 The reactions TT+p
Data are froa Hef.

TT*! at 6 and 22 GeV/o,
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Pig.6 The reac t ions pp *TTX X a t 12 and 24 GeV/c.
Data are from Ref. J23] .
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Fig.7 A test of Poneron factorization in the reactions
f

. The importance of the secondaryterms can be seen from the non-exotic reaction
p — £ — * v- Ref # [28] .
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Fig.8 A test of factorization of the meson trajectories.
The curves indicate the data of the reaction
ir~p *JT~X at 16 GeV/c, while the points re-
present the prediction, using data on К p—Vjf X
Сза] and K~p *ТГ X {34] . The hatched areas show
the limits of the region of validity of the pre-
diction. (Ref. [34j).
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DISCUSSION

A.KRISCH г Could you explain how you get —^— as a
natural variable in a Regge model, because certainly
the original motivation for that was more fro» geome-
trical considerations.

P.HOYER : In Regge models you usually express the
amplitude as a function of the invariants (u,t,S, • • - ) -
In the central region all invariants go to infinity,
while the ratio Ut/s is kept fixed. It is therefore
natural that the vertex function should depend on ut/s
In particular this is true in the dual resonance model*

H.ABARRAN^L : The right way to say it is, this ie not
at all tied to the Hegge limit* It is something you
can hold fixed, you cun hold p x fixed* However it is
an additional assumption not tied to the Regge limit,
an assumption that this is & right variable in which
to plot the data*

F.LOff ': I have comment and two questions* To the deri-
vation from Mueller formula of the triple Regge inclusive
limit, there should be added the names of DeTar and
Tan and Weis. First question! the derivation of Mueller
discontinuity. I know that there is a derivation of
Stapp and others, based on the field theory, and a con-
tinuation off the mass shell, because when you take
this discontinuity normally you have to go off mass shell •
And the Stapp derivation prescribes the way of going
off the aass shell, and proves the relations as an
algebraic relation'* If you did not wish to use field
theory, and have only on mass shell amplitudes, where

there are constraints relating the different invariants,
li there a constructive statement of bow the Mueller discoi
tlnulty is to be taken and proved ?



P.HOYER : I probably can not answer that question.

P.LOW : Is the Mueller formula right in S-matrix
theory ?

H.CHAN : Can anybody answer that question ?
(silence)

P.LOW t My second question is, that you included
assumption of factorization of the proton in inclusive
reaction. On the other hand, the photon coupling to the
vacuum trajectory only goes becasue of the fixed pole.
Does this fixed pole cause any trouble ?

L.L.WANG i No, that is all right.

HVABARBANEL : I have two comments* First is the question
of the relevance of triple Regge limit at relatively
low incident energies, the lower then that from ISR.
I think that L.b.Wang showed us some pictures of fairly
convincing demonstration, that you can make rather good
рагавеtrization of the data at AGS at typical energies,
using a couple of triple Regge terms.

P.HOYBR ,: Often you find that trajectories you exchange
nave a lower Intercept than you expect*

L.L.WANG s There are present low energy data, like CEHN
data* We analyse pp—-ЗГ + X. If you just take this
data ae it is then you find that the trajectory is

always at least one unit too low than ordinary trajec-
tories. But people have done some modifications to
that.

A.SCBmmtER t I have a comment concerning factorization
of ordinary trajectories* We know that in two body
scattering factorization fails for ordinary trajectories'*
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In other word absorptive corrections are very important.
I think it would be very surprising if for three body
amplitude factorization would work better than for
two body amplitude*

P.HOTTER ': You are at t » 0, of course*

A.SCHQmCESR 's Yes, but at the oross«-over point, t £ -0„2,
factorization fails'. I do not know if such a small

extrapolation *»«п change muoh.

P.HOYER t I think the agreement was fairly good, say,
10 - 20 *•

A.SCHWBaiER t Tee, the question is how seriously should
you take It*

G.KANE t I agree completely -nth the statement that,
analltically, factorization dees not hold because of
things like absorptive correction*** tat in practice,
numerically, if you stick to a single spin amplitude,
it works almost perfectly In a two body case because
the strength of the terms in different reactions are
about the same and a function which does not factorize
has about the sane value In a given sptn amplitude»
So, in practice, 1л two body case ax, t = 0 you find

good numerical agreement with factorization* And at
t в -0v2 you do not find suoh a good agreement because
of strong cancellation between terms whioh are appearing,
but it is still not so bad*

B.PETERSSOK i I have a question to Dr. Abarbanel. He says,
that it seem* like the triple Regge limit is working also
at the CBHN energies or even at the AGS energies. I wanted
го know if there is any conclusive evidence for the
very specific coupling in the behaviour of e, M 2 and t,
n a m e l T (-pji) where ct ft) should be the same or
similar as in two body scattering* Is there any shrinkage
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or is there aay intercept which can be related to the
two body scattering ?

H.ABA&BAKEL : In my understanding if you take data from
the ACS, from CEHN proton synchrotron and from the
missing «ass experiment in Serpukhov, if you take the
ordinary С -trajectory «hich is 1/2 + t, if you take
ordinary Pomeron trajectory (I don't know what ie the
ordinary Pomeron trajectory), say , 1 + 0.5 t, then
the s f•i M2 dependence which is the crucial feature of
triple Begge formula are consistent with the data, if
you take a very small number of triple Regge terms*
And you can fit all these data very nicely. What you do
ie, of course, у>и fit the vertex functions.

L uL.WANG I 1 tnink that the present data, which I have
shown ->sterday, is the best support for the triple Hefge.

В ..PETERSON i But for example If proton—proton goes to
proton ?

L.L.WAHG t If pp goes to p, 19 GeV data from CEHN was
pretty good, and the intercept ie actually zero. In
pp—-ТГ or Kt that ie with, bary on exchange, the ot
you get at tsO la at least one unit too low than the
regular trajectory. Exotic trajectories are consistently
lower than noraal trajeotory.

B.PBTBRSON t Is there any shrinkage ?

L.L.WAUG t Yes, there is shrinkage.

BePBTBBSCW x Is oc =i ?

L.L.WAMG t We also get that there is a reasonable slope
like one*
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G.RANFT : We also have studied the triple Regge graph.
We have made an energy dependent least aquares fit of
the All aby et al. data between 14 and 24 G*V/c on
pp—^от 1 K-, p/p and the ratios of К"*/зг~ and p/TT"
spectra at TO GeV/c. We have treated all Regge parameter в
involved as free parameters. The main points of our
results are:
1) For the intercept dominating the M* behaviour we find
in all cases values close to 1, i.e. we find approximate
scaling at accelerator energies from the data. In the
analysis of other authors this has been inserted as
input in the first place»
ii) The intercepts of the trajectories oc (t) especially
for K~,3!~and p production, are very low as compared
to the intercepts of trajectories known to be important

in two body reactions. In this we are consistent vuth
results of Dr. Ling—Lie Wang and collaborators and with
Risk in the range of energy where the data used to
overlap»

F.LOtf : So, what is the conclusion ?

L.L.WANG : The first statement is that you get reasonable
meson trajectories, and for the baryon exchange reactions
it is always not good; trajectories you get are too low»

H.CHAN : I think that it is probably best to state that
the situation is not very clear. You don't agree ? Well,
some people do not agree.

G.THOMAS ; Just one more connent on the same subject* In
our work Berger, Salin and myself using the triple Regge
formula, assuming a Pomeron exchange, we were trying to
understand whether one can use an ordinary baryon intercept
in pp —-3t+ and pp — * or" and we find that we, in fact,
can describe data. I have a feeling that there are difference!
in the data.



it I Just want to say that we have extracted an

exotlo trajectory froa inclusive reactions which gives the

same trajectory one has gotten by using the direct reac-

tions* Other people have done TTp -*» ZLK, We have done it

for Inclusive reaction and we get the ваше trajectory.

H.CHAN i Dr.Wang already stated that it seems to do better

for meson trajectories than for baryon trajectories, I do

not quite know the reason why, but that is the best statement,

5.ВАТТI i I nave a very short question. You were talking

about factorization and even exchange degeneracy of

meson trajectories, Is it the fair statement to say that,

within the limit you use in inclusive reactions, if the

factorization holds for inclusive reactions it must also

hold for exclusive reactions ?

P.HOYEH : First of all you never get t=»0, of course*

Second question is if you can check factorization in

discontinuity, whether this iз the same as the check of

the factorization in the amplitude. I t.^nk that you could

have non factorizable terra:; which do not contribute to

the discontinuity but which do contribute to the amplitude,

a priori. So, there could be a difference.

G.RANFT t Our results show that the triple Regge expression

is a very good parametr!zation of the data already at the

accelerator energies» The low intercepts are probab.y

obtained due to the limited range in the invariant mass M*.

L.L.WANG s The sealing does not require leading trajectory

exchange In the reaction* Therefore, even if you obtain

very low intercept you may still obtain scaling.

: I would like to clarify my comment about factoriza-

tion. The point is that it is an analytic factorization

that you are interested in, when you study the question



here, and that is not tenable presumably in the tiro body

reactione, but numerically one finds factorization, In

general, in the given spin amplitudes. So, finding numeri-

cal factorization вау have very little to do with analytic

factorization.

P.LOff : Is there any difference for the discontinuity

of the «hole amplitude ?

G.KANE : Not in the two body case.

H.CHAN t How does one check analytic factorization by

experiment ?

A.KRISCH t I would say analyticity is not an sxperlmentally

measurable hypothesis and therefore might not be tested.

G.THOMAS : I would like to add another comment abort

the triple Regge limit. People calculated the shape

of the amplitude for the six point function by taking

discontinuity and found that the triple Regge limit works,

in fact, outside of the region in which would ordinarily

be valid, namely large missing mass. So, this very simple

model may be sensible to extrapolate outside the region,

at least in fragmentation region» Surely we cannot do

it in the central region» But in terms of the Feynman

scaling variable x you can go down to x values of 0.1 or

0.2.

H.MIETTINEN : There пае been lot of discussion about

factorization of secondary trajectories and I think the

beet way to ask for that is to look at the data. There

are much interesting games one can do and also many people

here would match the data. So, I think that is the best

way, really*

BvSOSNCffiTSKI t There Is question about your statement on the
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ISR data about the plateau in у • Is that your statement

that you wouldn't expect such a plateau ? So, the theory

is In contradiction, with experiment or simply it cannot

explain why the plateau is there*

P.HQYER : If you have some kind of cut effects then you

are used to have factors like log(s) coming from these

cut effects. No-я, logl-f) would be proportional ty y,

the rapidity. So, it would be a power in y, and therefore

there wouM be no reason to expect the flat plateau in

у if you have such effects.

: If you insist on using the Regge model in the

central region, can you explain why secondary terms such

as a Pomeron daughter or a cut are hardly absent from

fragmentation region since the mechanism producing them

is presumably the same as in some kind of multiperipheral

model ?

P.IIOYER ? I think one can understand it. First of all naively

because fragmentation region is really more like two

body scattering» We have a quasi.-particle at small t. Also,

if we look at the dual resonance model we can really look

at the correction terms for the six point amplitude. Then,

it seems reasonable that the dual loops will presumably

he able to give contributions that we are not used to*

But in the fragmentation region, I think there are argu-

ments showing that these dual loops are not important.

On the other hand t I think in the central region they can

be important.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY H.SATZ

INCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE DUAL RESONANCE AND IN

THE STATISTICAL BOOTSTRAP MODEL.

The aim of my considerations ia to show that the dual

resonance model £l] as a specific dynamical description

fits into the general statistical scheme proposed in

the thennodynamiс model [д] . The existence of a rela-

tion between these two approaches seemed rather possible

ever since it was shown that both lead to an exponen-

tial level degerenacy, the thermodynamic model through

the statistical bootstrap condition 12,3j , the dual

resonance model as a consequence of factorization L4>5J*

The investigation of such a relation seems of particular

interest, as only these models attempt to predict -

- rather than just incorporate - the transverse momen-

tum bound in particle production, which is one of the

most universal features of hadron interactions. '>/e shall

thus proceed to look at inclusive single particle dis-

tributions in both approaches, making usfc of the gene-

ralized optical theorem [б] applied to the decay of

hadronic systems \J~\ to calculate the dual resonance

model distributions.

The basic constituents of the thermodynamic approach

are fireballs: systems of hadronic matter "at rest"

which decay into secondaries with bounded total momenta

of the order of the observed average transverse momentum.

As the hadronic collisions introduce longitudinal motion

we have a fireball situation only locally; the entire

process is described by a superposition with the arbi-

trary weights of many such objects. To complete the

thermodynamic picture we have only to require that in

this superposition the longitudinal«boost does not

affect transverse distributions: the assumption of

"no turbulence". It is then only in the transverse direc-

tion that we see the undisturbed behaviour of hadronic

natter at rest.
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Now we propose to show that in the dual resonance model

we have also needed fireballs of this kind and that
moreover they appear to be combined in a fashion intro-

ducing no turbulence. Let us begin by specifying a

little more what we mean by fireball. Consider ahadroniс
system F of mass M and spin J, decaying into a particle

с plus anything; we denote the energy o~ с in the ove-

rall CMS by p o, the partial decuy width by Vc tj,M; p0) .

If with increasing M at fixed j we obtain factorization

of the form

vctj «и; Po) **£#** 9 <M> *c cpo) (o
with g (ll) arbitrary, and''with -£c(po) providing a strong

cut-off in p (e.Q.ê  ̂ )such that it leads to an average

energy for с of the order of the observed average p T,

we ahall call the system F a fireball*

Consider now a mesonic state P of zero total spin and

charge decaying into meson с plus anything (ef.Fig.i) .

Through a generalized optical theorem Й the partial

width can be related [jj to the discontinuity over s of

the forward amplitude.
TcF ^ s > t a °̂  * o r t n e e l a s t i c reaction cF-*- cF

(cf.Fig.2) . Denoting by p and q the momenta of с

and F respectively, we have

The limit of interest here is for large mass of F, i.e.
fy-*o© , while p o is held fixed ( in the rest system

of F ) ; this implies S/u-* + i , in oontrast to the Regge

limit at t = 0 for a physical ргоеезв which gives

Now we choose a specific Veneziano amplitude

Tc F * ci C v &*) + v ( u^] + C2, V CS.U.)
with

™-c«*flrf,-ct|p)
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We have placed a spin one resonance as first contribu-
tion in each channel but will soon see that in fact only
of' matters here. The calculation of the discontinuities
is straight-forward; i t yields [73 in the limit

dis (s) V (s>yfc) ~ dia (6) V CU.t)

so that for large of the S,u term strongly dominates
the others. We thus find for this limit

i.e. the decay predicted by the dual resonance model is
indeed of the fireball form. Note that in the present
approach nothing can be said about the <C dependence of

We have here considered the decay of a single spin
zero hadronic state F to obtain the p Q - bound e Po .
In the B„ calculation for the single particle distribu-
tion [a,9j one includes automatically all spins and
non-leading contributions which would correspond to the
full superposition of fireballs in the thermodynamic
apporach. The result for large pj in the central region
however, again gives

> (7)

i.e. in the transverse direction our form (б) is pre-

served, so that there appears to be also no turbulence

in the dual resonance model.

One of the more interesting questions so far left
open is whether an inclusion of satellite terms in
a Veneziano model for the decay of a hadronic system
will also allow thecj^ - dependence o'^Cq a,p o) to be
determined.
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DISCUSSION

R.HAGEDORN: The dependence on the energy is exponential
in the energy square, (p^) whereas in the thermodyna-
roical model you get an exponential in the energy itself,

2
that is square root of p . Now, it is pointed out that
the Veneziano model and the formulae used by, let us

say Cerulus, Martin, Kinoehita bounds for the amplitu-

des because it grows too fast.

What is the comment on it?

The thermodynamical model would just give the

strongest possible decrease of the amplitude, namoly

the exponential.

Il.SATZ: I would just say that this is the property

of the Veneziano model as I have taken it. I «anted

to find fireballs in this model. If one could write

down a Veneziano four point function which gives rea-

sonable behaviour in the sense of the Kinoghita-Martin

bound then I would expect that it would behave simi-

larly here; but until this model is given I can not put

it in.

A.KRISCH: I just might say 1 would think that point

you bring up is something of red herrir.j; wLieli haa ceei.

around now for 12 years, because I really think that

the violation comes because you get the essential sin-

gularity at 5 = —oo . Now I think that involves extra-

polating the cross-section very long way and it was

measured over s in a very small region. I tfcink if

you observe cross-sections, there obviously are breaks

in them as a function of +s and something different

may happen as a function of -s . I don't see any reason

why it should be more smooth in transition from physi-

cal to nonphysical region, than it Is in physical re-
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glon itself. So I think these questions of analyticity
are hard to be related to physics.

Many people protest

H.CHAN: I would like to make a short remark about the
question of factorization. On this subject there is
a communication by W.S.Lam from University College,
«here he tried to check the factorization for two par-
ticles outgoing, that is two particle distribution in
final state. The two reactions concerned are

ТГ +p > ТГ~ТГ~Х or pp

Both of these reactions are exotic in the sense discus-
sed by Hoyer, so when you divide by the total cross-sec-
tion in both cases you expect the two distributions from
the proton fragmentation region to be Identical. These
are plotted now in terms of the rapidity variables, one
particle is c, one particle is d, and these distri-
butions are plotted for various values of у . as func-

С

tions of yd« The two sets of experimental points are
white and black ones, and they tend to fall into each
other. And it is again the same sort of accuracy as in
single particle distributions.

L.CANUSCHI: The total cross-section is the natural
normalization for the inclusive distribution. So, it
doesn't seem so extraordinary to me that once you di-
vide the Inclusive distribution by the total cross-sec-
tion of the incident particles you get something which
is not so dependent. What do you say abou it?

H.CHAN: Nothing.

L.CAHSSCHIt I wouldn't be surprised to see that if you
bare a strong difference, it must be an osсilatIng dif-
ference. And would call for the very smart explanation.
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F.LOWt No, the normalization is different, the inte-
gral of C. is the average multiplicity.

L.CANESCHIt No, it depends on the normalization, you
use. If you use the invariant function f(x) and inte-
grate f(x) then the integral is the total cross-sec-
tion, it is not a multiplicity.

A.KillSCH: No, you are wrong, the result is a product
of б'гр and <n> .

• • • • •

(General quarell - no conclusion about what }^i is.)

H.ABARBANEL: Sorry, may ask you a question, Luca?
My question is: What are you trying to say?
Are you trying to tell us that the equality of things
which are predicted by factorization follows naturally
from the fact that certain integrals are about the same?

L.CANESCHI: No, I mean that if the TT^p cross-section
is the half of the pp cross-section then almost auto-
matically you expect that for the pions you get there
is a factorization statement in the sense that you see
the fragments of the proton not dependently on the beam.

T.FERBEL: Unlees I am wrong, the result is trivial,
because as I understood it, there is no correlations
in rapidity between the pione, and since simple models
factorlze, then that what you have expected follows
immediately.

B.CHAN: Yes, first of all it is not the result of mine,
this Is Lam's. Secondly, I agree with you. They are pro-
bably two ways of saying the same thing. You do not know,
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of course, without looking at the data where there are
correlations.

T.FERBEL: The reason I say this is that I have not seen
anything that is new from the two partie1* correlations,
as yet. It seems to me that certainly, in the models
which people have as e.g. Nova or others tiie two parti-
cle correlations are described entirely by simple cor-
relation. So there is nothing to be done at present
energies and that I think demonstrates that tact.

A. BIAŁAS: I do not agree with this statement and hope
to comment it, but on Friday.

H.CHAN: Correlations will be discussed in a separate
session.

F.LOW to T.FERBEL i I thought that your own data are
rather in disagreement with that.

T.FERBEL: No, no, no, let me explain. I tell you what
I mean by this..... But o.k., on Friday.

Can. one check experimentally
the analyticity ?
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COWTRIBUTION PBBSKNTE» BY R.G.1OBBRTS

ESTIMATE OF HEGGB CUTS FBOU INCLUSIVE DATA
ВТ D.P.ROY AND H.O.ROBERTS, BDTHE1POHD LABORATORY

In the review talk lay Paul Hoyer it was mentioned
that several people hard denied finite energy sum rules
for Reggeon - particle scattering in lnoluslve reactions
[l]. I would like to point out soae interesting appli-

cations one can do with these sum rules and to report
on soae work carried out by D.P. Roy and myself [V) •

The inclusive cross-section for a fragmenting to
ct f ^a-*c) in the region of large S/M* is essentially
given by a graph of the fora

a

i#e« by the forward amplitude for oC b scattering, the
high If2 behaviour of which is assumed to be decsribed
by the exchange of Begge poles in the bb channel's

IP b
If we define expressions which are symmetric or

anti-eymaetrio under s^-^u crossing for the Reggeon
- partlole scattering

д e-f(a-c)i-f(c-a) CO

them we can derive odd or even SUB rules, just as for
two-body scattering1.
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f

where F.P. la the fixed pole contribution for °t b
aoattering to the FMSR. That la exactly analogoua to
the Sohwarz ami rule of two-body scattering.

So , in principle we oan calculate the graph

(3)

— + F. P.
)
[4)

and we aak what can we do with this* It is precisely
this fixed pole contribution which constitutes the Oribov
vertex in the standard evaluation of Regge outs for
two body scattering in the franework of the Gribov
oaloulus |j3j •
I.e. the cut ie given by

l»e* by the convolution of the fixed pole contribution
with ltaelf. Thua, as Ibarbanel GO *n* Unborn at al
QLj raaarked, the inoloalve dataprovldea an opportunity
of calculating Regge cuta in a aodel independent war*
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The prescription «hioh phenomenologlsts and other*
have relied on to give estimates of Begge outa «as th*
eikoaal model wbloh graphloally wee of the fore

i.e. the O6b scattering amplitude was approximated

by its "Bora term** The interesting question we can

hope to answer is "hew well does this ei!-.onal model

prescription for Begge outs oompare with the Gribov

theory ? • So we want to compare the relative magnitudes

of the Born term and the fixed pole contribution for

oC b scattering.

We have looked at data on the inclusive reaction

И + -Р_ к ° ада к~-£~ £° С&П to estimate the Q9 and AJV-
Begge outs in elastic pp scattering • We assume exchange
degeneracy between the Q and A*, which Implies we have
just two Begge terms in equations (2) ,(3),(4) correspon-
ding to pomeron or meson exchange In the pp channel.
We can use the two odd sum rules and the triple - Begge
expansion itself to determine these couplings (i.e. more
than one way) and plug these values into the even sum
rule (4) to learn the magnitude of F #P 9

However, in osder to reach the Beggs reglou In ЬГ,
the cut-off has to be typically 4-« CeV2 and the data
we have exists for e = 16,20 GaV*. Slnoe we an taking
only leading Begge terms, we expect ambiguity of order
-g— i.e. 26 %m

That is, re-writing (4)

'•p* • J 1 ^ • ***** *****
The last term la known only to within ~ 25 *.

The two terma on the rhs of (5) turn out to be roughly
ал big aa eaoh other (within 25 %) which is not unexpeo-
tedt. Thus we can not in fact get a preoise estimate
of Г.Р. from the present data - but instead we obtain
an tipper bound on Its magnitude at around 25 % of the
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finite вава integral* It also turns out that if we
caloulate the nueleon and Д contributions to tbe
finite mass integral, this too is roughly 26 % of the
integral. Thus we oonolude that our bound for the out,
as calculated from the fixed pole contribution, is at
the level predicted by the elkonal model*

When we go to «uch higher energies and consequently
reduce the ambiguity in the else of the Begge oontri-
but i one then we shall be able to get mich more preoise
estimates of P.P. If it again turns out at higher ener-
gies that the two tt =» on the rhs of (5) are roughly
equal, the bound on the Regge cut will be substantially
smaller than the elkonal model prediction*

One can proceed to extend the analysis to the oase
when channel bb is exotic, as explained in ref.£23, and
hope to estimate the 0 <p cut in double charge exchange
scattering.
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DISCUSSION

S«HTOIBLE <i Can I ask a question about the derivation
of the Finite Mass Sum Rules* The analytic structure
of the six body amplitude Is very complicated and as
Z understand It the trick one uses in deriving the
m S R is to go to euffleiently large s where unwanted
singularities go off to Infinity* My question is how
far in s one baa to go before it happens*
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JJDfUCDiSKI 'i In order to «rite the FUSB the Beggeon»

«particle amplitude has to be introduced* It is defined

aa the coefficient o£ the leading power In в of the
three to three amplitude and only for that part of the
inclusive cross section which may be related to this
amplitude the meaningful вив rules шау be derived*
Therefore в has to be high enough in order to guarantee
that few Beggeon-partlcle amplitudes controll the in-
clusive cross—section*

S.HUMBLK i I get the impression that one only gets
Reggeon-particle amplitude8 by assuming that there are
only normal thresholds, but of course there are anomalous
thresholds to worry about as well*

J.KWIKCINSKI t This question may be answered only
appealing to various models. Thus, for instance, the
dual resonance models, lead to the normal threshold
singularities. The same seems to be the case in perturba-
tion theory models* It has recently been shown by Sanda
that If the Beggeon—two particle vertex function does
not here oomplex mass singularities ^that can be proved
if the Reggeona are represented ля ladders) then the
Keggeon-partlcle scattering amplitude has only normal
threshold singularities•
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PROBLEMS OF DIFFRACTXVE SCATTERING

F. LOW (MIT).

Most of what I Intend to say is In the article by
^acharlaeen "Theoretical Models of Diffraction Scattering"
[i] • With the exception of a few new points which I will
make. Nevertheless, it is 72 pages and I аш supposed
to finish in half an hour* So perhaps it will be easier
to spend half an hour with me than to read it» I read it 1
(by the way this afternoon)» Before I start let me
defend myself against DrJCrisch; is he here ? Те ah,
Analyticity i£ important in physios» Example t resonances
are poles in the scattering amplitude* And it Is even
important to know that, becauset for example, If you
are in Berkeley and try to find poles in the complex
plane, you find that the location of the pole has much
more invarianoe from one experiment to another than
those of the width and the location of the maximum» So
analyticity is important there» It is important in
dispersion relations, when you derive dispersion rela-
tions using analyticity and then verify them experimentally,
Of course we do not prove analyticity experimentally,
but the use of the concept of analyticity, I think, is most
important and I intend to use this concept in my talk»
[Krlsoh(interrupting) x Tou can» This is a free country l]
In particular, analyticity in the angular momentum is
useful because it oomblnes information on the resonance
region in one ohannel with the information "ón high energy
scattering in another, not as precisely as we might
have hoped in the first glorious anticipatory days of
pure Begge poles, but at least qualitatively with respect
to exchanges of the quantum numbers and general locations
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of singularities• Now, in diffraction scattering the
situation is certainly difficult but perhaps not impo-
ssible* As I walked down I remembered Welsskopf's stary
of the end of the First World War (which he lived
through and most of us did not)• Apparently at the end
of the war the German newspapers described the situation
as "serious but not desperate", in Austria the situa-
tion was described as "desperate but not serious".
You oan take your choice in which way the situation is
with respect to the diffraction scattering problem.
So, diffraction scattering, what we mean by this, is
the essential constancy of cross—sections at high ener-
gies and the fact that the scattering amplitude is
almost purely Imaginary that reflects the production
processes or scattering processes in some other channel.
And, the question is how to describethe constancy or the
near—constancy of the total cross-section.

Let us try for a Regge description. There are
trajectories, there is at least one trajectory. I think
the <Э meson is firmly on a trajectory and I think one
oan argue about how many others there are* In any case
because of the existence of some, I think we are forced
to use this 1—plane language. Therefore, it is useful
to put these things together to describe diffraction
scattering. So, the first attempt to understand or rather
to account for constant cross—sections in the Regge
language was by Chew and Prautschi, who said : "Let there
be a trajectory" which they called the vacuum or Pomer-
anchuk trajectory otpCt). The value of this trajectory
at t =s 0 was one, and it is well known that this gives
asymptotically constant cross-sections. Now, this leads
also to asymptotic factorization of cross-sections, e.g.
the famous relation

which is bard to verify, unfortunately* One could try



putting nuclei Ьеге

but one knows that with the nuclei and with anomalous
thresholds the occurence of pure Begge phenomena waits
till very high energies and^therefore,it is also hard
to use nuclei for that purpose.

Let me say another point, i.e. the calculation of
the total cross—section from the Regge form of the
amplitude t

It go«a Ufce m 2=(-S) /3(-fc) + cross terms

We can now try from the amplitudę in a linear way
to calculate the imaginary part of the amplitude and,
by the optical theorem, the imaginary part of the ampli-
tude is proportional to the total cross—section to
within phase space factor and;therefore, a linear rela-
tion makes it possible to translate the Regge behaviours
into what is really a sum of squares, a bilinear sum
of all many complicated things» So, therefore, the opti-
cal theorem is exceedingly important for being able to
deal with the Regge behaviour and total cross—sections.
So now, the Mueller generalization of which we have
heard this morning from Dr.Hoyer accomplishes the same
thing for a much wider class of phenomena. As follows x
The imaginary part (I use the words "imaginary part"
instead of "discontinuity") of a three-particle amplitude
is related not to a total cross—section, but to a semi—
«•total ri.e. lo an inclusive cross-section,

(again without phase space factors); therefore, an
understanding of the linear Regge structure of the
3 — * 3 amplitude makes it possible, by calculating
discontinuities, to understand a.non-linear object which
is directly measurable, the inclusive cross-section.



Furthermore, if there are Regge poles, the pole factorizes
in m, and ГП, and, therefore , it factorizes in .
X— (,that is in fact a tricky statement, by the way, but

it is true)* Therefore, it is possible to test factori-
zation ^either analitic factorization or approximate
factorization) In a multiplicity of ways, as we saw this
morning; here there are tests not Involving nuclei,
involving less structured particles and Involving factori-
zation not of constant residues, but of functions of
several variables, so that there is a whole variety of
tests for the factorization hypothesis» The Mueller
extension of Regge methods to Inclusive processes yields
to immediate benefits. The first, is the factorization
of inclusive cross—sections and the second, as we will
see, is the use of sum rules added to the factorization
which makes it possible to derive inequalities and bounds
at the theoretical level* So experimentally, we can look
for factorization and theoretically we can derive all
sorts of restrictions on the permitted coupling constants
and values of trajectories* One has equations like

where со Is a subenergy and you put in your own phase
space* In this inequality, since one has the trajectories
on LOS and trajectories on RHS, one can derive possible

bounds on their couplings. This is all very nice and if there
were o. pure pole and nothing else, the whole situation
would be rather simple*

Let me now come to the problems associated with
the diffraction scattering, i.e. with an 06 (0) = 1*
The first problem is why exactly one and that is unanswe-
red question in this whole framework* I will come back to
that later*

The second problem is the existence of the cuts,
branch points in the angular momentum plane, which were
discovered very shortly after the introduction of the
trajectory oonoept by Aaati et al* The location of the
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cuts can be derived from the trajectories, via

M

and you see that for t • 0 if (Xp • ±t C(.c" i

therefore, the branch point is at the ease location ae

the pole at t a 0; therefore, the pole does not dominate,

and furthermore since the slopes are positive it turns

out that for any finite t the out leads the pole, unless

the pole in some way contrives to make the out go down*

In any case the situation is exceedingly complicated*

So, the simple oonoept of the simple pole is really not

tenable* There has been controversy associated with who

owns the cuts* Whether Jaatl, Pubini and Stangellinl

own the cuts or whether Mandelstam owns the cuts* I think

this argument is largely semantic,' actually* everybody

agrees that they are in the same place* Mandelstam says

to A.F.S. there are not your cuts, your cuts are cancelled

by something else, but there is yet another term to replace

them* tt is really a matter of how you add things up*

In any case, there are cuts, that is established, and

the question is to establish whether the leading trajectory

is going to one*

The third problem associated with a trajectory

going to one was pointed out many years ago by Flnkelstein

and Eajantie, Verdiev and collaborators, and that is

the following phenomenon* If you consider the multiple

Pomeron exchange, i.e. construct an n-particle produc-

tion amplitude and exchange a Pomeron at each of its

vertices, and the Pomeron has non-infinite slope at t«O,

then/as n — » « , the sum of the cross-seotlons goes like

where £ > 0 , and

(») violates the initial assumption ,

(b) violates the Prolssart bound and is not tenable*

So, this problem exists unless somehow the coupling



constant is set equal to zero. So, the way out was

to say that the Pomeron-Pomeron-particle coupling at

t = 0 is zero. It has been possible to refine and refor-

mulate the problem in such a way that it is considerably

more rigourous than it was possible in those days.

The old argument is convincing, but it is not quite

watertight, I guess it is watertight, but perphaps it

is not airtight. We tried to convince ourselves that

it was absolutely airtight, could not, and so we constru

cted our own framework. There exists an alternative

path and that is what I am adding to Mr. Zachariasen's

Let me tell you where I am going. I believe that

a leading trajectory, a leading pole at oC = 1 at t=0,

has to be decoupled from everything , including the

elastic channel and, 1 think, most of the worker? in

this field tend to believe that. The object of the gaiae

that some of us have played for the last year and a

half is to try to prove that. I have to define in a

precise way what we mean by leading pole. I have just

shown you that if you have a pole exactly at JL, then

it is not really leading because there are cuts on top

of it. Sc , a leading pole must be a trajectory which

at t = 0 is slightly below one* Then the cuts turn out

to be below it, so the pole will be leading. The ques-

tion we asked is what happens with this system as you

let ОС (О)-• 1 . The answer is, I believe, that It

must decouple at t = 0, So, not only this multiparticle

production vertex must vanish but the actual elastic

amplitude must vanish at t = O; that is to say, that

the original constant cross-sections would not be given

by this trajectory anyway. So t that is the object.

Now, I believe, it is not yet quite proved, but is now

becoming more and more clear that it will be proved.

I think it will be proved, and then we can threw away

the leading trajectory at 1 and start thinking about

what the alternative possibilities are*
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The proof conslet» of tne uae of the sum rules
that I wrote down before. The first observation has
been done by Henry Abarbanel and hi* collaborators,who
showed that the triple Regge vertex between three Pomerons
is zero. The assumption : three Pomerons near 1, and
now let them apprach i. And then using inequalities
based on the above sum rule, or things like it, they
showed that the triple Pomeron coupling, which we saw
drawn this morning,vanishes.

The triple P coupling at t = 0, let us call it gppp(o,O,o)
(that is, as oCp goes to one) essentially goes to zero:
gppp(o,O,O) = U. fhis was shown by Abarbanel et al., and
this is the same triple Pomeron vertex that would have
to come into the leading inclusive production of a parti-
cle by its like particle, say : 7T+ + proton gives JT"*"
+ anything. So, this is zero.

Now,there are other sum rules which relate inclusive
production to integrals of double inclusive production

> J
again, putting in appropriate phase space factors, so
that we are not double counting. If we only take one
region of phase space and one kind of particle, then we
still have an Inequality in which everything is positive.
Using this, and going to the point t

1 2 3
 ж °* t n*

leading term on the left is the triple'Pomeron vertex
whloh is zero, and also greater than the r*h«s* And now,
if zero ie greater than something then that something
la zero and furthermore one can show that one has the
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finite range of Integration In the relevant variable;
hence the Integrand must be aero, and it follows that
a large number of things has to vanish. Among them is
the vertex that enters into the production of a particle
with a Pomeron exchange <xp(,0>, a Regge exchange
and any particle, let us call it d.

d
i

Notice, if a vertex connecting a Regge pole and
a Foaeron and a particle, we call it d, vanishes, then
one might expect to be able to go to the particle pole
in t and henoe show that the elastic vertex vanishes.
This turns out to be another tricky question, because
t = О in a production process is out of this physical
region, so there can be all sorts of unexpected singu-
larities and ununiformities, so some proo* is required,
Brower and Weis have given one which shows that this
result implies that the coupling ( ot p(0), d,d) is equal
to zero that is to say that the elastic Poaeron vertex
vanishes at t » 0. Now again It is not quite airtight.
The reason why it is not airtight is that this inequa-
lity has another alternative in it. The other alterna-
tive also naively appears to require the vanishing of
the elastlo vertex but no one has proved it yet* This
problem has been assigned to Brower and Weis, who
undoubtedly will settle the matter shortly7)

*В«ИВПШШ0М i In the proof one requires a well separated
pole , Isn't it ?

F.LO* t les, tui* is a very speolfio proof* The pole is
less than on* and one derives Inequalities whloh are
related to the distance of the trajectory from one and
as this dlatamoe gees to sero, all these couplings
go to «ere. it Is * limit#



I belive that someone will establish soon that a Begge

pole going through one at t =* О must decouple at that

point from the elastic channel; in short, cannot give

the constant total cross—sections. It was invented to

do, and might as well be abandoned.

Next question is what are alternatives. There are

ŁWO alternatives : one is oC p (0) = i - £ , where t

is some small number, say 0.0005. If it is that small,

these coupling constants will not necessarily be small.

You know that zero is one thing and small is another

and 16 ТГ2'0 is still zero but 1GJT2. 0.01 is a good sized

number. So, you do not really know exactly how this

will work. However, I will have the same esthetic obje-

ction to this that I had to 1 in the first place, which

is why it is so close to 1, and what it is that it makes

it so close to 1* But I think one can have so far no

practical objection to this, since there is no contradic-

tion. The one thing that will happen is that we have

a trajectory coming close to 1, there will be cuts still

behind it. So,that if o6p(O)= 1 - 6 the first cut

will be at 1 - 2 £ , the next at 1 - 3£, and so on.

Thus there will be trailing cuts and the whole question

of the system of cuts is not going to be simple to analyse.

But there is no contradiction in that. It may be even

possible that the system of cuts could have some kind

of approximate factorization. It cannot have exact

factorization. Therefore.it might look very much like

a leading pole and be very difficult to distinguish

from the leading pole, except that we would find that

the coupling constant is not zero, as we work down the

chain of inequalities, perhaps multiplying by 160Tz

at each stage, some of the coupling constants will end

up being large.

I said there were two ways out. The first way out

is a leading trajectory lees than 1; the second is

anything else. Then one might try to list, what are

some of the possibilities of anything else. Here, I would

like to make propaganda for an old idea of Prolssart, which



ha» been shown for the first time In the recent years

in a way to be manageable in relativietic quantum theory.

The idea of Froissart is the following : suppose you

have a potential which grows as s 6 where C, is larger

than zero» Suppose also the potential has finite range,

so it is roughly V-v,s e~^r • He then showed that, if

you>have such a potential, the cross-section trill satu-

rate what is now called the Prolssart bound, that is

6~Tot '^ (.log(s)) . Now, (log(s)r is not quite a con-

stant, but it is an angular momentum singularity at 1

(actually it looke like a triple pole, but it can also

be given singular cuts)* So;Froiasart then gave,12 years

ago, a mechanism which gives the value j = 1 in a very

nice way» If you want to get 1 for a trajectory, it is

very hard, it has to be exactly 1, but if you want to

get i via Proissart, what you need is a value of £,

greater than zero, so it is fifty-fifty. Once в > 0 ,
then Fro i ss art will bring you back to j = i*.

The Proissart example was ignored for years«People
kept trying to calculate trajectories and they would
come out with an answer greater than 1 and they said :
"We must have made mistake because it was supposed to
be less than 1". Then came Cheng and Wu who carried
out a calculation and obtained a trajectory greater than
1. But they said t "We know that this is not a trajec-
tory» This must be a potential ". They carried out this

P..HAGEDORN x Ifhat does the ^ T o t mean if you speak
about potential, is it just the potential scattering
cross-section ?

P.LOW ; Yes, the physical argument of Froissart shows
that the elastic scattering total cross-section goes
like (log(s)) • Presumably also the Inelastic scattering

n

cross-sections will go like (log(s)} • The Froissart
proof has to do with the total cross-section, but does
not separately discuss the inelastio oross- action»
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calculation in massive electrodynamics. Their calcula-

tion

involved exchange of the pair creation boxes shown in
l+£ i

the figure. They саше out with an amplitude like a V
/Clog^s})2 • ThUBt they had an apparent fixed cut to
the right of 1 in the angular momentu* plane. They saidx
"This violates Froissart, so it cannot be amplitude it
must be a potential "• They treat the potential by
putting it into a Sohr8dinger equation and letting the
Schr6dinger equation guarantee unitarlty and the uni-
tarity guarantee Froissart bound. Thus, this model
leads to & T o t~(log(s)) • The model oan be viewed
as a quark modely if you like t spin 1/2 particles
exchanging spin 1 gluons, and the spin 1/2 particles
could be given quark quantum numbers and thus be used
to construct weak and electromagnetic currents.
So,it is rather attractive scheme. 1 do not mean to
imply that the Cfeeng-Wu calculation is reliable; rather
it is a theory of a theory. That is i they sum up classes
of Feynman diagrams and classes of approximations in
each one which leads to this amplitude. Nevertheless, they
have shown for the first time that one can find a path
from field theory to the saturated Froissart bound.

This is not a triple J pole, by the tray; it turns
out that in angular momentum plane it is a out with
a very singular discontinuity. There are problems with
this theory of various kinds' • One is that cuts with
singular residua, we bell#ve, are forbidden by Bronzan
and Jones, but we are not quite sure whether their proof
applies hero* That is again a subject for investigation;
Cheng and W u would ideally show that the general Bronzan
mad Jones's rule against singular discontinuities does
met held* The branch point here has to bar* a singular
dlaoontlmuity because It looks like a triple pole, and
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a branch point that looks like a triple pole Is a very
singular branoh point indeed; an example might be

* 3 /

Laat question t it is тегу hard to sea (logu))
behaviour, very dlffioult If the coefficient is, let us
say, 0.01* Sow, how then can you tell the Cheng and
Wu type model from, aay, a leading trajectory that is
less than 1* How do you distinguish between these two
oases ? Some kind of a cut - a serious out without a
pole and a trajectory which is Just a little bit less
than 1. That Is a very Important experimental question,
of course, because once you have outs you never have precise
factorization and you will not have a constant cross-
-section. If the factor in front of (log(S)) is 1 %
or об p(0) is 0.997 It will be a long time before we
learn from energy dependence of cross-sections whether

о

they are growing like (log(s)) , or going down like
j t h l n k f there are t*o ways separating these

two things. First, the elastic differential cross-section
in the Cheng-Wu aocel will have oscillations like

rather than normal shrinkage» Here f> and 2Г are
constants. The leading pole model will rather have
normal shrinkage. At present energies, the above formula
may be hard to tell from shrinkage, but eventually they
should be distinguishable.

Second, a leading pole with a trailing cut will
preserve some trace of factorization. Certainly the
pole will factorize and the cut behind it might have
a chance to factorize approximately, if it is weighted
near its upper limit as has been emphasized by Chew.
May be, may be not. In any oase the pole will faotorize,
so there «111 be a trace of it* The Cheng-Wu model, on
the other hand, specifically, explicitly Is non-facto-



. In particular if you calculate what Cheng-Wu
say about 2 particles going to 3 particles, which what
you might hope, would he Pomeron exohange, so this
should look like the double Regge formula, you find that
it iБ not at all like that. In faot, what happens is
that the incident particles are so strongly absorbed
that finite number of particles will not be produced
according to multi-Regge formulas. It is clear that this
has to be the case, because if there is any trace of
factorization in this amplitude then when >ou start
calculating multiple exchanges Flnkelsteln amd Kajantie
will rise up and kill you, since s (log(s)) is even
worse than s. So, it is clear that If you then have

о
(log (s)) behaviour in the total cross-section, and it
is not to kill you by violating Proissart in partial

cross-sections, and therefore being inconsistent, it
has to be very, very non—factorizable. So I would think
that the best place to look for a distinction between
these models, i.e. Cheng and Wu vs.a6p = 1 - 6
would be, basically, in the question of factorization,
and in particular the strongest violation night be in
the process like 2 —- 3 • This process would not look
at all like two Pomeron exchange» But again, of course,
< is always a numerical question*
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DISCUSSION:

G.THOMASz Experimentally it looks like a very diffi-
cult problem to test whether the triple Pomeron exchange
Is there, and even more difficult problem is to test the
factorization. So what statements would you make, for



example, for inolusive reactions conoerning the Pomeron-

Poraeron triple particle vertex and its factorization.

Would you be able to make any statements concerning this?

F.LOW: It is not as obvious to me as for the process

I mentioned, how it works,but I think the ваше thing

should hold there, too. It really seems that the Cheng-Ufa

picture has no factorization, whereas the leading pole

can have traces of factorization and might even perhaps

approximately factorize. lixact factorization seems very

difficult to understand.

G.KANE: Could one test in elastic scattering, say, the

difference between your alternatives by going a littlo

away from t = 0? I have in mind for oxamplo shrinkage

possibilities; or I think the real part is the opposite

sign for these two oases. I am not certain but I think

Cheng and Wu have a positive real part and a pole has

a negative one, a bit away from t = 0.

F.LOWz I would not take the details of Cheng and Wu

calculation, seriously to .the extent of the positive

real part. The' one thing I would take seriously however,

is the nature of the cut. By the way, it is amusing that

Cheng and Wu cut:o£c = l+cVt* (there are two because

otherwise there would be a singularity in the amplitude

at t a o and they have to be cancelled outj -was proposed

several years before by John Schwarz on the basis of

some a very remarkable property. The property is that

this cut'is selfconsistent; that is to say if you cal-

culate the cut due to combining two of these cuts

(using this formula that I wrote down for combined tra-

jectories) you get the same cut again. That is unique

solution. So this is the Schwarz selfconsistent cut and

this field theory of Cheng and Wu will give it to you.

However the things you are talking about, I think, have

to do with the nature of the singularity and that I am
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not sure about it all, how singular the residue is,

whether the ( logU^j in the cross-section is in fact

permitted by Bronzan and Jones and so on.

I should add here that a Schwara type self-oonsiitent

cut is probably even harder to separate from the Cheng-

Wu model.

B.PETERSSON: What is it implied for the events descri-

bed by triple Regge? You would not expect the Pomeron-

Pomeron-Regge you would not even expect Pomeron-Pomeron-

Рошегоп.

P.LOW: No, if you are dealing with non Poraeroii trajec-

tories, that is to say charge exchange process

•JT° + anything

then what I expect would be a trajectory-like behaviour

on s/M like a 9 trajectory, on either model.

B.PETERSSON: Цу question was about pp —*• p + anything.

Do I then have Pomeron-Poueron-Regge contribution or not,

because you said you would not have double Pomeron ex-

change? 1 mean two Pomerons at the upper legs and the

llegge downwards

F.LOW: I think you will certainly have a Ilegge, but

the Pomeron v?ill couple into it. The whole thing is

a difficult problem which has to be worked out in the

theory. Somebody should do it.

H.ABARBANELs If the singularity near ^ » 1 Is not

a simple pole, then its contribution to inclusive pro-

cesses does not factorize, then you can not even talk

about a triple Regge coupling by itself. You can not

talk about triple Regge coupling, you can talk about

some blob that is in the vacuum channel.
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P.LOW: But you can talk about what power you get.vhat gets

large and во on.

H.ABARBANEL: But normally you can look in the S varia-

ble and find whatever it ia that is associated with

diffraction scattering. Meanwhile in the M dependence

the problem is now to understand what replaces the

usual c£(0). But the issue is that if you find such a

behaviour in some place, what happens with the Pomeron

variables; that is the question.

F.LOW: Yes.

A.BIALAS: May I ask the question for prof. Krisch,

because I feel that he would like to ask such question.

If all this is so complicated, why you worry about it?

F.LOW; The strong interactions are complicated. And

they are there and we want understand them.

A.BIALAS: Does it mean, you think that there is no

other way to do it?

F.LOW: I would certainly not go that far.

L.L.WANG: I have two comments, first regarding to the

cuts. We with Truman and Paige at Brookhaven have

checked your proof including the cuts at t = 0 but the

Poraeron-Ротегол cuts seem not to invalidate your proof.

F.LOW: You mean sitting at one?

L.L.WANG: Yes, sitting at one.

F.LOW: So, you have an extension of our results.

L.L.WANG: Yes, that is right. I think that your proof

is valid including the Рошёгоп-Pomeron cuts.
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P.IJOW: That is very interesting and surprising. I would

like to see the argument.

L.L.WANG: Another comment. With the two alternatives
you give, it is very peculiar that we do not see any
triple-Pomeron like behaviour in the missing mass ex-
periment, like pif-*- pX at 25 and 40 GeV/o gives
very flat distribution in missing mass. I think that
this makes the study of triple-Pomeron like behaviour
in diffractive missing mass experiment even more inte-
resting.

F.LOW: Why, is it that small?

L.L.WANG: Yes.

P.LOW: Of my two alternatives, the first would tend to
make it small.

P.HOYER sin the Mueller language, you derive scaling
from the double Pomeron contribution. Now scaling is
a rather general feature. Do you think it could be still
valid if you had strong cuts in your model?

L.CANESCHI: Certainly yes. For instance, in the ab-
sorptive multiperipheral model suggested by Finkelstein
and Zachariasen, in which a multiply exchanged Pomeron
absorbs itself in a selfconsistent way (I will give
some details in my talk) all the inclusive distribu-
tions aoale in a strong sense, i.e. approach an energy
independent bounded value. Nevertheless absorption in-
troduces long range correlations, and for instance

a reflection of the fact that the leading singularity
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In both the two body and the Mueller amplltudee la not

a pole. Another obvioua example of a scaling theory

(but with unbounded acaling functions) that doea not

correspond in the Ifcieller language to a leading pole la

of course the diffractlye excitation model.



ТНД СЕШ INTERSECTING STOPAGE RINGS: TECHNIQUE AND PHYSICS

A. Hint en

At the- beginning of 1971, the f i r s t proton col l is ions
were observed i n the CKRN I n t e r s e c t i n g Storage llingfc>(ISH}[i]o
Ąoae months l a t e r , in April 1971, the f i r s t experiment was
s t a r t e d . Now, one year a f ter , a considerable number of
the experimente gave the r e s u l t s in an energy region which
previously was only a c c e s s i b l e to cosmic raye as p a r t i c l e
source, and tha r e s u l t s r e f l e c t the qual i ty of the labo-
ratory condit ions which they could never be obtained with
cosmic rays.

Together with a new range of energy, the use of pro-
ton storage r ings requires new approaches in the a c c e l e -
rator technique and in experimentation.

Both are at t h e i r beginning and both w i l l develop du-
r ing the coining y e a r s .

We w i l l d i s c u s s s t a t u s and prospects i n the following
order 5

1. Proton s torage r ings .
2 . Experimental technique.
3 . Experiments.
4 . Future.

1. PROTON STORAGE RINGS

1.1 Shcrgy and Kinematics.

The prominent feature of storage rings is the possi-

bility to obtain high CM energies starting from relatively

low laboratory energies and experimenting with relatively
low momentum particles.

In the CERN ISR protons circulate in opposite sense

In two Independent rings with variable momentum (Fig.l).
The rings intersect at 8 points with an intersection
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ancle ©С - 1*.в°. For individual energies of the circu

lating protons, В collisions occur at a value of a

(CM energy)2

The ваше CM energy can be produced by a conventio-

nal proton асеолбг.-' or of energy E Q on a conventional

proton target with mass M if

p
The standard set of energies used at the 1SR are:

BP
5

В

10.8

466

247

15.3

936

49S

22.0

19.36

1030

26.0

2704

1460

GeV

GeV2

GeV

The corresponding accelerator energies E are usu-

ally referred to as 250, 500, 10.00 and 1500 GeV.

The interseotion angle of 14.8° causes a transverse

ШОУing CM frame with a momentum

The velocity fb «у with riepect to the laboratory is

Measured particles are retransformed to the CM by

1 ' 0 1
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i.2 Current» and

Protons nre injected from the Proton Synchrotron
into the IS?. Subsequent proton pulses are stacked aide
by side on different orbits with different momenta by
RP accelerator. Due to Liouvilie's Theorem, the phase
space of different pulses cannot overlap, so that the
total nuober of stacked pulses is Halted by the total

12
available phase space. With N - 10 protons PS pulseone can stack

ps

** N PS

.42,

IS"R phase spa.ce
PS phase *

ps

400
protons in the ISR. This corresponds to a nominal circu-
lating current of

ST N ST ' 23TR

40 cm(e=1-6- l o 4 9 A-S , c-5-iu c m s

2R» 30 000cm, I5R mean diameter)
The status of mid-1972 is a maximum stacked current

of 11 Amperes and a norsal experimental current of about
7 Aaperee in each ring. The geometrical configuration of
a stacked beam with nominal current is a bunch of 6 era
3idth (corresponding to а Л p/p a 0.02) and of 0.5 cm
height.

norxooooo i
6cm

5mm
1
5 cm

J
15cm —

The circulating beans cross in the intersects and
If* ths beams vertically overlap, protons collide. The
collision region has a "diamond" shape.
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хлххл 0.5 err,

46 cm

The c o l l i s i o n _ d e n s i t y _ [2] i n the CM i s g iven by

mm ( 0П , • "Л* I \У„«| I V w " ̂ *

with n.,11 the beam densities [cm" 1, v ^ [cm sec" J[,

the relative velocity of the beams and 6" interaction

cross-section; the expressions in brackets are Loientz

invariant. The quantities n, v are readily available

in tiie ISR system. To obtain a collision rate they have

to be transformed to the CM and integrated over the

interaction volume. The transformation is that of the

four-vectors (<nir,'n̂  and (p it) in a direction with

В X VT C M , p c M 1 so. that only the fourth components

are affected:

cos -g-

Then we obtain in the ISit laboratory

sinoC

La-



(h beam height, » beam width,°C intersection angle)

where L fsec"* ca"~ J is the luminosity of the ISR. At

the present moment, with N.«a N s* i.4 • iO 1 4, h •=» 0.5 cm
-26 2

and 6Ь*&" t o t

o s 4*10 cm , we obtain
BO _4 -2

L — 10 iec cm

Te^LO
dt

Design values of the ISR are, with N^=N^,=4-10 ,

h = 1 cm

dt

50 -4 _

= 4 • 10 sec cm

= 160 000

These rates, although high for the purpose of ty-

pical reactions and events, are low by about 10 ^hen

compared with conventional accelerators, so that detec-

tion limits for rare processes or particle lie at much

bigger cross-sections.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Event identification.

Contrary to accelerator beams hitting a target of

condensed matter, In storage rings the beams see each

other with extremely low densities, so that background

processes may hide true beam-Ьеаш collisions. The den-

sities in the beams, n . in the surrounding vacuum of
—10' ^

10 tor,incj , and in the surrounding vacuum tube I L

are about nry.rn̂ : TI w« Ю
9 : Ш 7 : iO25 Г am" 5]

The numbers indicate that for the rate of beam-beam col-

lisions. S| b b 000
we expect in the ваше interaction' volume V the rate of

beam-gas collisions.



which presents a small contamination, whereas the rate

4ri from collisions of beam tails in the wall deter-

mine the quality and even feasibility of experiments.

The presence of background requires methods of discri-

mination, and three of these are presently applied at

the I Sit.

i) Background runs^

This technique consists of subtracting data obtained

from running with one__beam from beam-beam data.

Ibb d + Ib/obeams d-^Jbeami d+ J beam h

This procedure implies equal beam conditions in the

runs which is usually not the case.

ii) Georaetrical_reconstruction.

This method requires the reconstruction of seconda-

ry particle trajectories and their extrapolation to

the intersect region

Vertices of bb interactions should шар the inter-

action diamond, as is shown in Fig.2, where the re-

maining background is found to be 3%.

The method is "inclusive" since it does not require

any additional criteria than the trajectory of the

wanted track.
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iii) Chrono—trie selection.

ТЫа method consists of a measurement of time-of-
flight (TOF) between two scintillation telescopes
(beaa aonitors) in both downstream directions

Particles originating from the interaction region
pass for ft « l equal distances at equal time. Back-
ground particles passing both telescopes will have
a time delay л ̂  b beam-beam

back
Ф backqtound moińnu
TO a

36
fnsec]

-36 0
The monitors offer an ideal selection if it is ba-
sed on the particles of the wanted process, e.g.
elastic scattering: "exclusive". It may introduce
biases if it is used to ensure bb origin of an
additional particle с . The bias will depend on
the geometrical acceptance of the beam monitors;
the acceptance Is a functi of energy (multipli-
city) . Pig.3 shows dif ,ntlal cross-sections,
selected with method xl) and iii) , using monitors
with acceptance frojs 30% to 70% for energies E

P
from 10.8 to 26 GeV.
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2.2 Monitoring and normalization«

The beam-beara monitors offer, in addition to event

selection, their use as secondary monitors. Their norma-

lization factor depends from their geometrical dimension

and the beam energy; they have to be calibrated.

Monitors are calibrated and cross-aections are nor-
malized through a measurement of the luminosity

lnxs expression assumes that both beams have equal

vertical dimention h , of constant density, and overlap

completely wlilch is technically hard to achieve and to

verify.

l У////////Л

The correct generalized expression is

Na dx

4 a
The effective height ЬеЛ

пв*18 determined by a me-

thods introduced by Van der Meer [4~J :

The two beams ars steered vertically and scan each

other, and the ЪЬ rate, R is monitored for each dis-

placement S"



ihQ resulting rate R ̂ 5") is

«hare A la unknown and contains besides some constants,

the monitor acceptance. For optimum overlap wa get

further

i (a) ^ z ( -O d a

The u-ethud assumes that acceptance A ami densi ty ̂ i-

ii . 11.>t rluui^e with the displacement 5" . Koto also that

htjc is not simply the ̂ oometrital overlap )iel;:ht, but,

iH weighted with the absolute densities ^'CM .

ivcperioentaA results from tlie ISK have been recen-

tly reported and referenced [б] , [b] , [i] . Therefore we

limit ourselves here in lifting the main directions of

research and summarizing the principal conclusions.

Experiments can he split into 3 groups:

Vi) part tele production: ТГ , K, p, p, % ;

(ii) particle search; ĉ  ,W , V ;

(iii) elastic scattering and total crnas-soction;

(l) Particle ratios were measured using single particle

spectrometers over a large region of the (x,n) plane

at four energies [б]. Main results are for x < 0.4:

a constant "Л/ТГ ratio of 1.2, р/зг ratio of about 0.05,

а К/ТГ ratio of 0.1 and strong x dependence of T +/p

ratio. (x« - % = ; ) ł



Part ic le с товз-eect l ona were measured in the region
daer

of x T̂ 0.4, ami the Invariant r oes-section E ^ p ^

Is known for photons, pious and protons [8-ll] . All

par t ic les show the exponential p x d i s t r i b u t i o n ,

aecondai iea show an exponential dependence on x

In the fragmentation region for **.1^X^ С-I and s

independent e within t.v.'i (acnl lng), and a f lat у de-

pendence for th« itUltial IQftlOIl X 3rf U f Us In 1 ---- \ .
VJ I-pu /

The ilirfeieiilnl <• i OH.S -9e< i i mis 1 Д (Q ) for charged

j les и«н iieaHiiroi! in the angular region of

9O° [la.lJ]. Uesult la a distribution

in acL-ordance with cy 1 iiidrli-al phase s p a c e and flat

у d

(.•I) The differential ct oss-sect t on for ̂  , 1\~ and all

charged at 90 was deduced from (2) and (з) and pre-

sented t&s a function of счетцу [lO , 11,12 ,1.'з] . The

90 cross-section roughly doubles if compared with

accelerator onergies. Constant behaviour (scaling)

or further rise within the ISR range cannot be dis-

tinguished with the present accuracy of - 1Г>'<>.

lr>) The differential cross-sections (2) and (3) weie m-

tegrated of the complete kineraatlcal region and a

mean value of the particle multiplicity was derived

from

J P

The energy dependence of ч.п^^> con be parametrized

by [i<]

< n * > - 7.2 ( e 0 " 1 2 - i.o)

(б) The production of particles with charge e < i was in-



vaatigated in an experisn?.'.t i'4jug, hybrid tolescupes,

eacb of 9 scintillation oouotere and 6 proportioual

chamber plaaes, using energy-loaa and tirae-of-flight

information [ioj. The experiment Is sensitive to

charge 1/3 with fi> o„j.'>

charge 3/2 w i t h / ^ o.iir.

The result uho»^ no quai-k in u.o • u> charged parti-

cles passing through the detector, giving a limit uf
-— -32 2

о,, -Ч. 10 cm f o r q u a r k s w i t h n o r m a l aflcoiidary d i s -

t r i b u t i o n .

( ? ) The p r o d u c t i o n of r a r e bosona w i t h a d e c a y

W V fx у

V * j u + M~

Is being studied in total absorbtion systems for

inuons and electrons [i.6,17] . No such candidates have

bean reported so far.

Elastic- scattering pp —> pp «as measured in range

of O.O5^t^,u.4 GeV~. Describing diffraction scatte-

ring by

the values for the slope b were obtained as [l8j :

b = 12.9 GeV~2 for t<0.1 GeV2

b = 10.8 GeV~2 for t>0.1 GeV2

(9) By normalizing the elastic cross-section using the

Van der Meer method (section 2.2) the value of A is

obtained. Integration gives at E of 15, 22 and 26

QeV [да] P



Extrapolation tu i = " and application of the optical

theorera 2

at
neglecting real parts and spin-dependence of amplitu-

des, gives for i.ri, 22 and 20 GeV

t o t ( 3 7 0 1

( l u ) E l a s t i c a c a t t e r i i r ; w a s т м м п ч м ! п . t i n . 1 * u u l u : . i t i l i i l c r -

f o r e n r c r e ^ l u i i d o w n t o 'J. . i r a d [ r > J . ' I h i s l u p l l e * , i !'

u i » » i i s ' u r I I I J ; l J i . i e t i ' i s f i u i . i i i i e i i i t c r . - - i i t , > i e t. I M t 1 1 1 •r

s i - . i t l e r e d i n u t u n s U ' M . s t l : . u i Л i -i л . n v a y I t ' • ' <• < i i < ч -

l a t i n o b e a m , t , « . i n s i d e t h e i l l n o n s i o n s >>1" i -it . a n d . и U

v a c u u m c h i u u l i e r . l'no t e c h n i q u e a p / l Ł ^ U \ i s e s two : . i n -

t i l l a t o r l i o d o s c u p e s i n s i d e M o v a b l e p o t a , c o n n e c t e d by

b e l l o w s t o t h e v a c u u m o h a i a b e .

Ustug s t r i c t coll inoari ty, scattering; angle and or i-

iiin can be obtained. The measurer* d is t r ibut ion is

(A acceptance, L luminosity, GU) proton form factor,

ci = Ref/Im-fi <-'.I. interference te\ni between Coulomb and

real fliffraction amplitude).

A f i t to the data gives the normalization r)-L

from the Coulomb term, the tota l cross~sectlon from

the diffraction term and oil: from the interference

term. Preliminary re su l t s indicate [jL93

oC « 0.0± 0.4



b'uiure aork In 1972-73 « i l l ba

- maaisureraent of multIJJl^ici ty_ tind caul t ip l lc i ty d i s -

t r i b u t i o n by the de tec t ion of events i

- meaaureient of the toLai_cros£-3££tij&n by de tec-

t ion of the reac t ion secondaries eraorging from the

in te rac t ion region;

- detect ion of inelaat_ic_eventa In a 3pectromator

with large acceptance ( ьр 11 t-f ie Id-magnet) from
197 3 on [20] .

Main features of experiments r e f l e c t i n t r i n s i c pro-
pert ies of storage ring experiment»t1 en:

- very til 15I1 energies up to К = 15"0 <a-V;

- l imited range of cross-sect ions >, 10 1 пГ ;

- l imited acruracy in not iaal 1 zi\t i • n a: uiind 5-10'^ .

4, FUTURE [21]

Future development 01 the 1SH cuulJ ц;у in tlie fol-

lowing steps which mai correspond to their ,rder in time:

- higher currents up to the design currenta of

20 - 20 A 2;

- higher energy by acceleration in the ISU up tu

E « 32 QeV;

- higher luminosity by adding an additional verti-

cal focussing to obtain higher beam densities at

the intorsoction point ( low-уй section);

- conversion of the present ISR to a supaiconducting

SSR of (100 + 100)G<JV from CEHN SPS.
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Fig.2 Scatter plot and projections of intersection

points of straight, tracks with the yz plane,

Beam-beam events are separated by appropriate

cuts in у and z [l'S] .
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Fig.3 Differential crosff-sections measured with diffe
rent selection criteria for beam-beam events.
Points are purely "inclusive" data, histograms
are selected by additional beam-beam trigger.
A possible, blsa is seen at a cm. energy of
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DISCUSSION

F.LOW: In order to understand how large your quark

limit ia, could you look f or-П to nornalizo to heavy

particle production?

A.MINTENi It is difficult to detect, and it lives net

long, and has complicated decays.

T.FUItUliL: What do you mean by inelastic process?

A.MINTCN: I шеап inelastic events - »>.£. I pronps,N

production, something where you have uoru than two

particles, you do not have a strict kinematical corre-

lation, you need a reasonably large bolitl angle, and

we cannot do that now.

A.BIALAS: Was any-Ф- abserved in np Ł.'V*tt eriiiĄ in

bubble chamber, because that would {r,ivo you a normali-

zation.

T.FERBEL: In a hyperon beam at Brookhavon they are

seeing SX , vtith a fairly high rate,

A.MINTEN: On the quark cross-section: the experimenters

quote 10~ to 10" сш . б* а lo cm if the quarks

come out with th«s ahgular distribution like elastic par-

ticles, nhicb. is somehow an unreasonable assumption,
—32and 10 for a pion-like^distribution as it is measured

in inclusive reactions.

H.O'IIAN: I wonder why you never mentioned the spllt-

f i e lil uuif,not?



A.UINTEN: I vius not talking about experiments that do

nut «fork yet. There are three experiments now scheduled

for the split-field magnet. The first one is just to

take events as they come in, a bubble chamber-liko type

«rite them on tape without making a selection. The se-

cond experiment will be diffraction dissociation of N*

or production of Д , and the third one is a search

for new particles - another version of quark soarch,

vsith momentum analysis.
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a i u l a -.>uuuiary u f t t u * m u n r e s u l t s . 1м>г f u s t b c i t . o \ u I s

1 r e f t - r t ' ' . i j n 1 O x f o r d I ' u n l r i b u U ' i i i . L m i n l u l i ' ^ e t '

u e i i t i o n t h . i t t i n - i t 1 .u•»• s o v f i ' . i l n t h u r f i - i t - n l u x p t i n u c i i -

L a l r e s u l t - - 1'iib.i t h e '. t \ I S i l . I h i . - j o r t i s u l t л х ' о u x i c l -

l o i i t l y S U I L . . H i . f v . i :i . - о н а i , i p | H I r t o u i t a l k a i t lit»

O x f o r d I ' M i f r i t ' i i i c , 11. .u i i l 1 1 i o n t u t i n - s u i n r a a i у о Г " u :

i n s u l t s 1 w i l l i i o s - ; r r x b e b n e t ' l y a n a t t e m p t ( a e u n t r i l n i -

t u . u t . i ' , ! u ^ i n n f e i e i i r e ) t o f i n d t h u m o o i i m u l t i[>\ l e i t y

i ' i ' i : h a i t;cul i ' , u I n U ' b a t t i n . 1 S ! 1 o n o i ' g i e s .

T l i c l a y o u t о Г t h e e x p e r i m e n t i:^ s h o w n щ F i ^ . l .

l l w d e t e i t i o i i o q u i ^ n e t i t ( m i i m t c - . l or, t h e j o t a t a b l e p l ć i t ~

1 i 4 ! . i c o v e r t tic, a i i ' i l d b i ' . ' П ч . ' Ь ; u i i u l 1 n g r o u g h l y t o t h e CMb

a n g l e s 2Г> - l | c ) c u i i s t s t H o f t w o n i a ^ n e t s v M l - M i l ) ,

three s c t n t i l a t u r hodoseopes (ill - Нз) and s ix three-gap

n a g n e t o s t r l c t Ive wire spark rh^mbora (SCI - SCli) .

The time of .flight between Hi and 112 or H3 together

with the momentum measurement provides a p a r t i c l e iden~

fcification. This is illustrated in Fig.2.

I will not go into details with the long and diffi-

cult way from rough data to cross-sections, wbere it is

necessary to correct for the efforts of the target

(diamond) extension, the geometry of the setup, energy

loas, decays, multiple scattering, nuclear interaction,

spark chamber inefficiency, pattern recognition ineffi-

oieaoy and background contributions from beam-gae and

beaa-vaouuE pipe-collisions. The overall normalization

problem has been described by Minten at this conference.

Our preliminary results consist of a aet of par-

ticle spectra at four different values of 14~£j (23.3,



i.j.i, -ti.T, .,:.o) and at Гонг angles corresponding

roughly to W ... = 39? 73°, 57°, J9°. Fig.3 shows four

spectra, К %•§- plottod aa a function оГ р. forTT

IT grossed anil filieii eirclaa), all at 89 mid at the

four different values of ̂ s . They are remarkably simi-

lar iu зЬаро and normalisation and completely conetatent

with a Feyunam scaling behaviour «t x a o.o; and a

T V T T " ratio of 1,0 here.

On one of the spectra also imposed ч a apectrinn

П..in to GeV/V (Те '« п) рр -»*ЗГ~" +.... at x 'uiO.O .

Phore seem to be two mterasting featuroa of this сош-

pajltson with tt.e ISH data. The first thing 1в tho shift

tn absolute normalisation by a factor ^ 3. This la not

cousistont with an early scaling of pp —>Tf~ + ...

{allthotigh it scorns to scale for \fs > 20 Gev).

I woulu like to remark that it looks as if the*3T

might scale at .ч = о already at the conventional accele-

rator energy region. TJiis is ,i very interesting obser-

vation o.nd this diffororn-e in approach to a scaling li-

mit is to uiy kiiowleiJKe not yet explained.

The second intorestiiiK point is the difference at

very small transverse momenta^ 250 MeV/c) where there

is iin extra stronę интеаые [joiiij; from ь to 21.) iti Vs .

All these spectra (except the 19 ileV/c) seem to .

have the simple firm iu ~-\ = А о ~IJ'\ for p ^ и. 1 GeV/t

In r'ic.4 Т~з is fixed at 30,4 and the angle is

changed (one of the spectra has \Ts" = '14.7/.

Ar.axn vii I tho si1 distributions aro very aiuilui which

lnuicateb that Ы — ^ doeb not depend very much on

the longitudinal momentum or tho rapidity inside the

considered roRion (x<,o.04, у ̂ < i .0).^ Tills is further

illuBtrntoil in rig. 5, where Ц ~ l (c - d f \ is plotted
С dp' \ XoLfJdy /

for fixed pj_ as a function of y. This illustrates the

flat plateau in rapidity nnich is not present at conven-

tional accelerator energies.
)
Presumably the spectrum is that at p =? 0



Ad ал i l l u s t r a t i o n of t h e r i s e of L - — с - a t x Si ' i. u

Flft. i i shows t h e i n t e g r a t e d ( o v e r p x ) c r u e s - a e c t i o u '

1 w i l l c o n c l u d e t h l * b i ' c t i n n w i t h some reiir • Ics on

K~ a n d p , p* s p e c t r a . F i g . 7 showa LMI e x a m p l e <>i a s p e c -

t r u m of Ti , К , i>, p u t x a o . The Kaon s p e c t r u n I H

t o i t s i s t e n t w i t l i h a v i n g t h e same s h a p e a n d e x p o n e n t i a l

s l o p e <*a thoTT - s p e c t r a ( i n t h e r e g i o n 0 . 4 - п . * GcV/i

If this IH true for all value» of thu r a t 1 о b e -

in have t łu 1

x i s l c s -

trtot-n 7Г and К w i l l be 10.

'Ilu* p i o t n h «.ttitl a n t l p r o t u n s | i ( . 4 t i a MM

.s.iue slKipo, but tłie f a l l off n t t h g r » « 1 n;' x

.. t fi*;> Hum for IT .

The r a t to p/p i s as 2 . 1 w i l l r o i ' o r t h e r o a i l e r tr.

I ' I C . T f o r ttio r ; \ t i o betwoen ТГ and p , у .

An e s t i r a u u - of t h e t - i t a l a v e r a g e m u l t i p l i c i t i e s of

ttu- pfMilucoU r h a r ^ o d p a r t i c l e ; - has b e e n made f r o n . a l l

t!n' j u h 11 slico Ui l'f e i o n t i a l p i u u u r t i o n c r o s s - s e c t l o n u .

("•. iku.if,ai d and k . l l a n s u n t n a c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t i n .

i 'MilVi c i n e have f i t t e d two f u n c t i o n s i n x and p t o t h e

iT'.isiifi'il s e t s of c r o s s - s e c t i o n s forTT and "]X and by

4iU': ',r,itii)i) of t h e s e f u n c t i o n s found t h e a v e r a g e number

of 1Г* and 7T~ .

Tue r e s u l t s ; f o r >ПГ = GO GeV a r e g i v e n i n Та b i o I .

Table I

Int imated numbers of IT* and *ЗГ~ a t *Ts = 50 GeV

U<X<0.1 0.1<x<0.2 0.2<x<0.3 0.3<(x<(3.4 total

3.5

3.8

1,07

0.41

0.G5

i.G

0.12

0.23

1.9

0.05

0-09

2.3

4.2

4.8

1.16

* )
The p and p cross-sections in Pig.7 are probably too
Ion /add«50%/.



From the measured ratios K~/-jr£ ami (./-jy the ave-

rage number of К* and p from bary on pairs tan then be

estimated to be

m 0.9

Assuming that the charge difference! in tho 'IT cum-

pooent is balanced by the unpaired nucleou 4>npunent only,

the number of unpaired protons ia i.4, which i:; tho s»imo

number as at \ в =» б GoV.

The total charged multiplicity fouiu. irŁ this илу it

thus 11.8 ( + йй 15'°) at tf~s = 50 GeV, in vciy I'.uod a^roe-

ment with the earlier ostimatoa s tartiiu, i'i 'MJ the measu-

red ^ś - ray spectra or from tho charged partulo yioldu,

and also with the cosmic ray omulsio^ points in the ISK

energy region, but in disagreement with the multiplicities

found in the Eoho Lake experiment„

t •
GEUi.'

Л

SCI

F i g . 1. S k e t c h o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l s e t - u p , t h e s c i n t i l l a f o r
h o r o s c o p e s , H I - HI, t h e m.ignct o s t r ic t i ve r e a d o u t
s p a r k c h a m b e r s S c l - h a n J t h e d i p o l e m a g n e t s Ml a n d
M Z a r e m o u n t e d o n a p l a t f o i m w h i c h c a n b e r o t a t e d
i b o u t C h e b e a m c r o s s i n g c e n t r e f r o m 3 0 ° to 9 0 ° .
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DISCUSSION

T.FEItBKL: What is the upper limit that you have on the

breaking of Feynman'a scaling at the ISR energies?

H.B0GGILD: I would say 15% at least, may bo more. But

the data are consistent aith scaling and the ratio of

ТГ to TT does not differ from one by more than 10%.

There is a very weak indication for the increase of —-•*•

at 90° with energy.

tl.SATZ: I understand that your results are preliminary,

but when you «ill have finished, have you any idea поя

small the error bars are likely to be?

H.B0GGILO: I hope about 10?*. But the normalization

probably never be better than 1O'«, because of monitoring

problems. The conditions also change In time.

H.SATZ: So when you will have finished your experiment,

will you be able to tell from your different ISU points

whether there is constancy of -—=- at 90 ?

H.B0GGlU)t Yes, within ten percent.

K.HANSEN: It is an addition to the discussion on the

average particle multiplicities. We put some «eight on

the difference betweenTT andTT multiplicity. There are

4.8TT 's and 4.2 IT 's per event, so there is a charge

difference of 0.6. If one makes a guess that the kaons

and DS pairs make their own charge balance, then there

are 1.4 protons per event ( excluding 'hose produced in

BB pairs) , the same number as at 19 tieV/c. One may spe-

culate further and relate it with the limiting fragmen-

tation.

S.KATTI: I wonder if anybody has a number of the over-

all average multiplicity at the ISR energies?



K.HANSKN: Prom the estimated charged particle multi-

plicities we may go on to an estimate for the neutral

particles г

1.5 JT°
0 9 K°K°

n e u t

H.SATZ: \?hy should the K~" and K + make their internul

balance of charge? One can be produced only In pairs

and the other one also in asaociated production.

K.HANSEMi Their contribution is small во that they

do not really count in the total charge balance. Besi-

des most of K + and K~ are at xa^o and there we know

that K+/lOss i.

li.SATZ: But if you have a difference between p and p

then there is also a difference between Л and Л ,

2 's etc.

K.HANSliN; I agree that it is a guess but these are

very small numbers.

T.FERBELx You said that the ratio of TT+ to IT"* is Lib

and a minute ago you said that it is consistent with

one.

H.B0GGILJJ! One thing is for integrated spectra and

the other for 90°. At 90° this ratio seems to be one

but uot every pion is produced at 90°.



NEW ACCELERATOR PROJECTS IN AMERICA

Invited talk by A.D.Krlech

Unlike Dr Miaton I aia going to talk almost exclu-

sively about things that have not yet been done.

I will talk a bit about KAL and then about some other

accelerator projoctu that- are being studied in America.

F.LOWs Ah, than you are going to talk, about analyti-

cs i ty.

A..KJUSCH; The first slido is an aerial photograph of

the NAli accelerator aa it appeared about a month ago.

The heavy construction work is essentially all finished,

You can see on the slide the tunnel of the linae nhl^-h

sends protons into the booster ring which accelerates

the particles to 8 GeV. The particles are then injected

into the main ring, where they go around many t.'mes as

they are accelerated up to full energy. The bean then

î oes out along the extracted beam line going off the

left. I will eho« that in more detail later.

The next slide is a detailed diagram which also

shows the experimental areas. The radius of the ring

is 1 km. The proton beam is extracted at one point and

then split into three separate beass going to the meson

lab on the left, the neutrino-bubble chamber labs in

the center and the proton labs on the right, «here the

beam is again split into three parts. This system has

th» difficulty that it is difficult to do very much

physics without extracting the beam; end extracting

the beam has turned out to bo something of a problem.

At the aoment this is oao of the main things slowing

down the program. There is essentially no Internal

target area for doing experiment. A few groups, notably

the USSR-USA collaboration studying small angle p-p



e l a s t i-.- s i a t t e r i n g s w i t h N a l dct,- . u , r s , K.i.e put t l i ^ u

. l o t e r t o r s i n s i d e t h e i:iain r i ад t u n u i ' i . However t h e r e

i-• 1.4 > p a e e t o i n s t a l l m a g n e t s ami 1 а г д е d e t e c t o r s and

y, i; i .in o n l y do c e r t a i n c l a s s e s if exp-.r Mnents , .such

i e m u l s i o n e x p e r i m e n t s ar>d e x p e r i m e n t s l o o k i n g a t u : r y

i >)u e n e r g y p a r t i c l e s . P e r h a p s a t MHUW p o i n t , p e o p l e way

t r\ t " s q u e e z e more a n d t r y t o i n s t a l l moro m a j o r i -чре-

i i.:it!iits i n s i d e t h e t u n n e l b u t t h e n * i s no MICII p l a n

t i n s 11 mo .

ł . ui L'T.S(TL\̂ VN>. : I s i h«> e x t r a c t e d IHMIII a n t 4 e i t i . 1 l be.tin

hoiuu comm;' from a n l n t e r n u ! t a r g e t ?n i

>. klil. i'U: TtuMi1 is no pl;ui tu 4i;ivt> a n ttiternal tart'.'^t.

I'll-- plan !(>( (ixttiK tiiif1, tin1 beam is tłu» гомои.шсе i'-Ч-

traitton wliioh I will d i s c u s s l a t e r .

In slido л we can see the central area with Itnac,

the booster, and tłie taatn building as it looked about

a month a^o. Construotion is continuing on that buil~

ditiK and the two parts will eventually reach each other.

live ry tłilnr in the laboratory will eventually be moved

to thi.i building. Now people live in аоше old houses

which have been temporarily cutiverteU into office and

lab space which is called the village.

In slide 4 we can see the C'ockroft-Walton accele-

rator and ion source. The protons po from here into

the linac. This ib a quite standard system. The Cock-

roft-W&lton and linac work quite well, they were built

by a group of people headed by Don Youg and Phil Livdahl

and are quite reliable, and completely up to specifi-

cations .

In slide 5 we have a photograph of the main ring

at the position where the extructed beam lino comes out.

The main ring magnets are on the left with the extrac-

ted beam coming out along the thin pipe. Perhaps I will

now discuss the extraction system. The philosophy of

building NAL was to have an extremely high intensity
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On a rift:1.1 słioi t teii;i oas i s 1 ,иь a l śu ..ifraid ex-

t r a c t i o n i s a problem. There uru two kinib uf ox tvuct ion:

fast- extraction and slow extraction.

Fast extraction is essontiaily 'sin^le turn extrac-

tion vshere a pulsed mannet is energised and a l l the

protons are brought out i u a few jist-r which is ,i single

revolution of the main ring. This fast extraction is

uostly useful for bubble chamber exporiiuent.s anil possi-

bly for яогао \> - expt-riraents, since the V - flux is low.

Ou t'le other hand moat counter»»*park chamber require

slow extraction. In this you must ^et the protons to

ilrtbble out slowly in .i smooth «ay. There has been



some faet extraction with aa effioieaey of IQH or 20%.

There has been no alow extraction and X em afraid the

alow extraction may at!И be a long way off, perhaps

a year or more. Hanover, on Ш а I as more pessimistic

than Prof, Wilson. Soese of the aeoeesary hardware, suob

аа pulsed sextupoles is not yet ready,. Until there ia

smooth and reliable aloe extraction there el 11 not be

щиеп of a counter-physics program. I person/ lly find

this somewhat Ironic, because eaveral yeara ago I was

сов of the people eayisg that bubble chamber physics

at NAL energies «uuld not be very important.

Now it ia olaar that bubble oameber phyeioe will be

most of NAL*s program for the first year or so.

In slide 6 vio see the traoe of the main ring raa-

gnetic field in the basic acceleration cycle". In the

top mm have both the 200 G«V cycle fcad the future

400 GoV cycle. On the bottom these are shown with flat

tops. The repetition rate is about 4 sees, for 200 GeV

with a 1 sec flat top.

Slide 7 is a photograph of the beans and accelera-

tion cycle on a scope-trace. The magnetic field is

.shown and also the beam intensity when they first ac-

celerated to 200 GeV in Maroh i972.

In slide 3 we see a photograph of the main ring

which I believe is at the injection point coming from

the booster. The main ring magnets are shown and also

the injection magnets bringing the beam into the main

ring from above.

Slide 9 is a photograph shoving the experimental

area. In the upper left corner you can see the main

ring curving around. The extracted beam cowes down

through the middle. At the right bottom is the bubble

chamber building. On the left middle is the protor. lab

and on the right the meson lab. These are auite large

at NAL as can be seen. This is in fact a major opera-

tional problem. After deciding to do something Jt is

necessary to gather your forces, get ia a car, and



drive several kilometers tu thu problem. Thla generally

sloes things down.

la elide 10 w© see the meson building which is

partially built. This is v^hereiT, К ,<n , and lower in-

tensity p beams aro brought. In fact the protons aro

targeted ia an underground iharabor about JOO a to the

right and the particle beams ore separated and brought

to the mason building using magnets. A new feature of

NAL is the use of earth as a shield. With such high

energies it is much easier and cheaper to dig a hole

for the target and magnets and then cover it up. Lai-це

areas are built only for large coacontrations uf detec-

tors, magnets and people, Using conventional concrete

shielding bloc&s is prohibitevely expensive. It oould

be necessary to spend perhaps $ 100,000,000 and cover

a good fraction of the Cliicago area *»ith shielding.

In the щ&зоп i»b probably the firrt experiment will

be a S'̂crt. measurement. This will be done by a collabo-

ration headed by Cool. Thla still bo a fairly straight-

forward experiment, once there Is an extracted beam

with a smooth spill. There is no need for high inten-

sity. At this time the accelerator is running
li

reRularly at an Intensity of about 10 . While thi«r is

not enough for soae exporimentb it is certainly suffi-

cient for experiments such as the &\Q^. measurement.

Therefore at this tiine the critical problem is tu pet

.i smooth extracted spill. Later there will be experi-

ments to measure small an;<le elastic scattering by Lou-

,.(>. There will be an esperiment using a polarized target

by a liirpe collaboration headed by Chamberlain. Soraewfoat

l.Йог there will be a large goceral purpose single arm

spectom"ter built by a large collaboration headed by

IU tson.

In slide li vie see the building for the big bubble

chamber. This 1з famous because the dome Is built of

panels made of boer cans. Thia is Wilson's contribution

to fighting
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In slide 12 че sea the 14-foot bubble chamber being

instructed inside tbia building. It is not yet finished

but the construction work is well on its way.

II. LAN UEU: Incidentally, the beer oans wore donated brand-

new by some can company.

A.KHlSCli: This nil! be a super-couductlng bubble ch&m-

ber and will bo used mainly for V - physics. I believe

there is no plan to use it for strong interaction phy-

sics. There are problems in analysis in using such

,i l.vri'p i h.iuibcr Гаг strong interaction physirs. I should

comment that ;it NA1. V - physics was given very high

priority both in the bubblo chamber and in the counter

experiments.

In slide 13 we can see the V - and p. lab where

the V counter experiments Kill be done. There are two

of these; one using a narrow bond V -beam is being done

by the Klein-Mann-Flubbia group. These experiments are

essentially completely installed and have the advantage

of not needing too smooth a spill since the V -flux is

so low that accidontals are no problem. However both

need a high intensity and I think 10 is a little mar-

ginal. There is also a Cornell-Michigan State group ex-

periment already installed to study }Ju -p scattering In

this area.

In slide 14 we see- the proton lab which is divided

into 3 parts. This picture was talcen two months ago,

during construction, and these areas have now been co-

vered over with dirt. In the area to the right there

will bo two things going on. There will eventually be

a photon beau to study photoproduction and electromagne-

tic interactions. On a more short terra basis Cronin will

do an experiment there to look at single arm inclusive

cross-sections at very high pŁ. This should be interes-

ting to this Colloquium and this may be able to come on

relatively early because at very high pL the event rate
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ie low and a poorer beam spill шоу be more tolerable.

ID th» central area is Lederraan's experiment looking at

leptoa pair production at high pj_ in a search for the

inter»*diata boson. This ie the third accelerator «here

Ladora&n «ill have done this experiment. On the right

«Hi be two experiments., In the square агоа at the bottom

J.Walker ( Н М Л « Ш do aa inclusive stogie ara experiment by loo-

tUng in the backward hemisphere in pp Beat taring,

whli-h should be equivalent to the forward hemisphere

by symmetry. However th# particles поя have much lower

momentum and aro easier to handle. In the long part ray

«mup will later be doing elastic pp scattering at

very high p, with one particle suing along the for-

ward building and the slow recoil particle along the

building going off to tho left. Again this area is now

mostly covered over with dirt which acts as shielding

and the counters «ill be up at ground level.

In slide iS we seen an artists' model of the cen-

tral laboratory building wliich we saw under construc-

tion in slide 3. As some of you may know Prof.Wilson

1B something of an architect and I think he is quite

proud of this building. I also think it is quite an at-

tractive building.

I huve been telling you that the intensity is not

yet too high. However there is one thing that is very

plentiful at NAL and that is buffalo. In slide 16 we

s«t> one of these. Prof. Wilson started with only 4 and

the herd is now up to about 24 buffalo. They more or

loss keep the buffalo fenced in since they are bigger

than most of the experimentalists.

Let me summarize thing by saying that the present

status of the accelerator is not in very bad shape if

you consider tue amount of money that has been spent

and that work has been going on less then five years.

The original design date was July i, 1972, and beam

was accelerated to 200 GeV several months before that.

The problem is that some people, particularly Prof.



Wilson were hopeful that things would be working some-

what earlier. The result is that many experimentalists

are now sitting at NAL with a lot of equipment construc-

ted over the past few years and it now appears unlikely

that tney will all be able to run in the next year or so.

I think however there will be soae physics done in the

next few months. It will be bubble chamber physics.

Last year an arrangeaent was mada to bring the

Argonne 30-iBoh bubble chamber to NAL along with the crew.

Thie ehaober is no» installed and operating at NAL

in the bubble chamber beam. Last Thursday (June is)

they took the first pictures at 200 GeV. Thus it is

working. Although you can only do a limited amount of

200 GeV physics with a bubble chamber, I think you «ill

be able to get a good шеазигешэп! of the multiplicity

at 200 GeV which would be qui^e interesting to this

Colloquium. Even if the machine runs a little unstable

you can still get a fair number of pictures in only

a few hours of running.

The acceleration itself is a little unstable in

operation. Some of you may have heard that there were

troubles with the main ring magnets. In general, I

think that the conceptual design of the machine was

very clever and contained many good ideas some of which

Prof. Adams is including in the CEiŁN 300 GeV accele-

rator. Difficulties have come in the way when it «as

constructed. Probably the quality control was not as

good as it should have been for such a large project

and replacing faulty items has slowed things down con-

siderably. The main problems «ere the main ring power

supplies and magnets and the extraction system. These

make up only a small fraction of the total oost of the

accelerator.

There will probably be some physics out by the

original data of July 1972, and within another year or

two, if things continue to get patched up a reasonable



counter program will atari up.

I vtoulil llkt» to go on now and mention a few of the

other new accelerator projects In America. The great'

success of the CfclRh 1SU has boen an inspiration to many

physicists In America, «shu ноя feel that they should

put more effort Into ne» Ideas in acceleration techno-

logy. I will talk about some of these projects.

First is u project at the Argonne ZCiS to accele-

rate polarized protons. My ^roup has been involved with

tills project. The polarized protons from a low energy

polarized ion source, will be .u1 e lerated first by

a Cockroft-Walton to 75u KeV, then by the lmai to

50 MoV and then by the nook, focussing ZGS to 1J lieV.

Th© weak focusing is necessary to kt-ep depolarizing

effects from becoming too serious. Tho new ions truetion

work which la modtly fiiutshod utui be seen in elide 17.

On the left is the conventional ion source and Cockroft-

Walton for normal operation. Ou the ri^ht 13 the new

building containing the two domes for holding the pola-

rized source and the second Cockroft-Walton. The pola-

rized source should be installed around February 1U7J,

and we hope to start experiment in the spring. The po-

larized proton beam will be extracted and scattered

from a polarized target and we hope to study spin de-

pendence I D strong interactions.

SLAC has been particularly active in developing

now projeote. There are now several n«w projects being

constructed or proposed. One is SPEAR 2.5 GeV electron-

positron colliding rings. This is now in the commissio-

ning stage. They are now operating at a luminosity of

about 10 . This is similar to the ISR luminosity, but

for о - o~ interactions tho cross section is much

31
smaller than for pp, and perhaps 10 is necessary for

a good event rate, as pointed out earlier by Mlnten.

They aro working hard at increasing ihe intensity.

Prof. Panofsky has reoeiitly been trying to get



funding for a project called a recirculator. This

take elaotrons accelerated to 20 GeV and brine them

back to the front end of SLAC where they can then be

accelerated up to 40 Gev , One could consider this

a 2-tura acceleration with present SLAC as the RF sec-

tion. This project has not yet been funded but Prof.

Panofsky is trying very hard to have this project fun-

ded this year,

There is a third project which is a collaboration

between Berkeley and SLAC called PEP which stands for

poBitron-electron-proton colliding beams. This will be

a system of storage rings of perhaps 70 GeV for the

protons and of perhaps 15 GeV for the electrons and

positrons. This might be built either at SLAC or Ber-

keley. 1 think this is much further in the future.

It is thought out. I guess 1 loulri give this somewhat

lower priority than ISAUELLii which I will dlecuaa next.

This iB because PiSP is a rather expensive project and

I ara not sure the study of KM interactions Justifies

such a cost.

The ISABELLE project has been under consideration

by sounj Brookhuven people for a few years. This would

be a pair of 200 GeV proton-proton storage ring. This

has generated a lot of activity, in fact, I just came

last week from a summer study on ISABELLE which is

still going on.

In slide 18 we see the overall layout of the

Brookhaven site, showing the existing AQS facilities

at the bottoa and the proposed ISABELLE rings at the

top. The A.GS be аи is extracted in much the ваше «ay as

at the CEBN 13П and then it goes into either one ring

or another ring via the transfer tunnels. The way It

would work is you extract the beams at 30 GeV after

doing some complicated business with the AGS phase spaoe

so th» beam is very tightly bunched in time and thus

only takee up a small fraction of the AGS circumference.

Then hundreds of these tight bunches will fit into the



ISABEJuLb circumference, ail at the наше momentum. T M a

ta different from the ISR where each bunch fills the

entire circumferonce and they are instead stacked in

momentum space or equivalently radiua.

Then you have high intensity beams in both rings

at Ju GeV. IOU then start accelerating very slowly up

to 2uO GaV. If you tuKe, say, i/2 hour to accelerate

then the IŁF requirements are .similar to conventional

acceleration. While 1/2 .ir seems long, if the beams are

dtabla for a d«y Lt results in only a 2% loss. The othtr

advantage of alow acceleration ia that it allows the

use of aupoiconducting magnets, which cannot presently

be pulsed," but probably be slowly increased with a 1/.2

hr time constant. Thus the plan is to use supercundm -

ting laaguets, which seems tu ше ли at tt active nie л.

What would be the relative coat of I'hlr" and

1SABELLK?

I would estimate the cost of РЬГ and lbABELLE at

perhaps # i50,000,000 to & 200,000,000. However some

people at Urookhaven have mentioned figures of 1/2 of

this account. The l'KP project would cost in my opinion

00,000,000 to 7u.ooO.ouo £ and would thus be directly

competing with ISABELLA for funds. As I said before

1 personally would give ISABELLA a much higher priority.

These estimates are гду own.

In slide 19 we see a cross-sectional drawing of

the ISABKLLE tunnels showing a magnet dewar. There is

a single magnet dewar with two rings on top of the

other inside. The dewar keeps the entire magnets at low

temporatuis since they are superconducting. The present

plan is to have about 200 magnets each about 3 m long

with a fairly conservative maximum field of 40 KGauss.

In slide 20 we have an enlargement of the dewar

showing the two ring magnets inside.



In slide 21 we have a photograph of a test super-

conducting magnet that was constructed. One can see

the outaide iron core and the bandв to hold things in

place. Just maid© the bauds are the superconducting

«ires with separators between them. It is-^vly clear

that one сов make a superconducting magnet work. The

question in шу raind is whether they can шаке 200 magnets

Hork stably and reliably, over a long period of time,

at the tolerances found necessary at the IS11. 1 think

it can be done but it is a question of what the cost

will bs. They are working fairly actively on a test

program and have built tho above magnet. They will pro-

bably have a fair bit of time for thiB test program as

it seems unlikely that it will be funded immediately.

Until NAL is completely finished it seems unlikely that

another major project will be funded. I have been sug-

gesting that as a teat they build a single superconduc-

ting ring of perhaps 2 GeV to see if they can keep

a beaifl going for a day. That would be unequivocal proof

that the concept works.

In slide 22 we have the final slide showing a dia-

gram of a magnet. You can see the iron case, the coolant

space and then the superconducting wires with the sepa-

rators between them. Notice the bake-out space surroun-

ding the vacuum pipe. This will allow baking the vacuum

pipe as at the 1SR without completely destroying the

superconductivity.

That is about where new projects in America stand

and I only hope some of them turn out as well as the

СЕПМ ISR.
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JISCUSSION

it.LANiMSR: The first bubble chamber picture at NĄL was

a 10 prong event so no» you have a» average multiplicity

of 10 at 200 G#V.

A.KRlSCBi My goodneaal

Queąti_onj_ Wmfc is happening with the storage ring

bypass project at CEA?

A.KRXSCHs 1 as not very olose to that but 1 believe

it is running but the luminosity is a little low.

Perhaps Froncie could answer this better.

F.LOW; The luminosity is about 2-3*10 . They are

running with a non-magnetic detector looking for elec-

trodynamiс things and they «ill continuo to run for

olecton-positron scattering and new particle searches.

Л.KillSC111 Another comment 1 might make is that at

ISABELLE twe rings of 200 GeV each give an s=2*105(GeV 2).

Thia is equivalent to laboratory momentum 10 GeV/c.

Watching things at the CEIIM ISH I have become a real

storage enthusiast. I tbink this is the only concei-

vable way to obtain such energies. A conventional ac-

celerator of 10 OeV would cost perhaps $ 100,000,000,000.

I Just do not think any of us in аду country have that

much good tiill with our government6. Probably we do not

deserve it either I.
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МАЖ PAJRTTCLB INCLUSIVE CROSS- SECTIONS AND CORRELATIONS

IN НАВШШС PRODUCTION PROCESSES AT VERY HIGH ENERGY

Z . EOBA

THE NIELS вот. INSTITUTE,COPENHAGEN

This lenghty title is meant to specify the content

of my report as far as possible<• Indeed the word "corre-

lation" eaa mean so many things, but I shell restrict

myself only to correlations in вишу particle inclusive

crops-sectionee

Thue typical questions, I еш going to aak, or© the

following: Suppose a particle with momentum p has been

detected. Then, what ie the expectation for finding

another particle of momentum p in the same event ?

How much is this expectation different froa the case

where the first detection has not been aado ? The first

question concerns essentially the two-particle distribu-

tion and, the second one, essentially ooncerns the two-

-partiole correlation»

My talk will consist of two parts» The first part

treats model-independent aspects and contains three

i terns« (A") Cross—sections and correlations, (B) Kinoma-

tical constraints (sum rules),^O Coexistence of two

mechanisms* The second part treats predictions of raQdels

and contains (A) Asymptotic behaviour of correlation^ and

{в} Comparison with experiments.

I can cover only a esall number of subjects. Other

subjects of general interest will be disoussed by the

other speakers or taken up in the course of discussion,

1 hopo.

Before going ahead, let me just show you a list

of rcoont reviews and articles of general character which

treat ргоЫэшв of correlations (Table I) •

In particular this report owes much to the most

rooent turę© review articles by Caneeehi, by Pecoei

and Chana



Г» GKHBBLAL PUOPBSTIES AND BASIC RELATIONS
h» CROSS-SBCflOHS AN» COERBULTIONS

Difforest people use different notations ID a con
fuslog way* * apologise that I ш going to use шу own;
this is si «ply Ъло&иоэ I shall otherwise шаЬ© иого
errors in Uili report, Uy notation Is as follows;

HormmHsed iQvarlant iuoluaive orose-sections
(distribution funotiona) :

e t o .

г г 1/

o Is the eura of the cross-sections we are concerned with.

can be the total cross—section, the inelastic total
croas«soctlon or soraething elao^.

Integral of normalized inclusive cross-sections:

etc.

Correlations are defined following the pattern of

olustor oxpa»0lon . {Wilson, Mueller, Predazzi, Venezlano)

Л)>T̂bse Cracow group uses (̂  for(normalized) noninvarlant

inoluaive oroee-soctions

** Ttoa Cracow group в'ф le equal to our (w^... w Q) (p



perm

eto »

Although thla definition may not always be the most
suitable one for describing an actual situation, wo can
adopt it at least aa a working definition.

Integrals of correlation functions ;

k\p,,p2)d3pi d *P 2 '4w, 4 R l = s.ii\n o - . n>i iv^
2 ?

with D ~ч^П-^ ri^V'^

etc.

Now, let me enumerate the quantities we use for
describing multiparticle production vTable IIК

These quantities are oonneoted by relations some
of which are fairly complicated.

Mueller has introduced a generating function (used
also by Amati-Dertocohi-Pubini-Stonghellini-Tonin.Cancechi)
and combined topological cros8«eections, moments of
multiplicity distributions (integrals of normalized
inolusive croaB-seotions) , and integrals of oorrolation
functions into a compact form* Moreover, this genera-
ting function has a close formal analogy to the grand
partition function In otatiotical physics and so the
fluid analogy is made шогэ precise and explicit, (This
analogy is referred to in Muller's paper with oareful
reservation, and later extensively dieouseed by Biebl-
-Wolf, Bjerkeu, Bander,, Olesen) •

1

The Cracow group uses f instead of our R
(n)



ТЫ в t@obiiique has been further genera l i sed to
ftiBOtioa&l (Brows, Biebl-*olf, Kob&»N'i»lson»

-Oleaea, Shei-»?an) so tfaat a l so the more d i f f e r e n t i a l
q u a a t t t i e s are e l l included Into a unifying воЬвшв.
This ausetariaea a l l the kiaeKuuical r e l a t i o n s into a
oospaot fore» i, Table 1 I I > .

This kind of toohnique la knowr to e t a t i e t i o a l
phys ie la t s ainoe a long time» As I have learned the
generating functional n&s introduced by Bogolubov in
1945, ID oomiMOtlon with the taolecular d i s t r i b u t i o n
fimotloo, S o . l t oan be regarded aa another ooneequonco
of fluiil analogy»

В, К1КШ« *.C GONSTIUINTS ; SUM RULES ^ DUE TO ADDITIVELY
CONSERVE)

lChou~Yong, Tsar-Friodsaaa-Venoziano, Biebl—Wolf,Preda22i-
-Vonezianot Туе, Dalleatrero-Nulraan-Predazzi,Brown,

Ilgeafrita >,

Ifflportwice of kinflmotical -onstritnts is obvious :
wo slab to oeparat© kia^taatioal effects, as far as possible,
from genuine dynianio&l effects.

Eisefflatioal constraints on inclusive croas-soctions
and correlations can be derived direotly on the basis
of oisple pbysioal arguments. They оал be also derived,
in a quite general way, by utilizing the generating
functional.

In any case the constraint оал be expressed as a set
of relations which oonnact f'n) to a single integral
of f^0+i\ i . e .

Р«м'ипм

^ . . . . ) r e p r e s e n t o e r t a i n o o e f f i o i e n t s . Simi-
larly , for the correlations

with a slight difference in the coefficient of l.hoe«



Kor each additively conserved quantity (4 components
of energy «raosentura, oharge, strangeness etc.1 there
ciiflts one set of such constraints о Among them, the energy
conservation constraint for correlations plays a part i-

important role. We have namely

, t

m general

Hie important point hore is that the coefficient on l . h . s .
never vainshes, so that by division one can get

Fium Lhls follow two conclusions s

1N Correlation functions of any order can never
identically vanish. (Proof. If s =0 , then by the
above relation 0=9^ ~C' "•- • • • -Q.^ which is a
eontradiotion because G) is the eingle distribution
function)•

2) Denote N = \/s/m(maximum possible number of p a r t i -
cles produced). Then ^ together with the normaliza-
tion constant СГ , determines a l l the correlations
and a l l the cross-sections«,

Proof. By the above re la t ion, one can got from (^
sucoosively C>tn'' ,i^^N

 ( i . . .Q^ , This set of N correlat ion
functions can determine f(1) , f(2) f^N). But

•8 know f(N+1J- f t N + 2 ) = . . . . - 0.
Thus c ^ 4 " 1 , Q^N''2'), . . . . can ba determined q.e.d.

I find i t amusing that essentially a single function
includes a l l information concerning the multiparticle
production oross~SfflOtions0 I do not think this is so
tr iv ia l , because the ваше argument does not work ix we
tab© (~ and f̂ N , instead of <5 and



С. COEXISTENCE uF WO ^ OH MOHi;N PRODUCTION MECUANISMS

v. Wi l son, Lo Ooiiftc, B i a * a s - F i a ł k o w s k i - Z a l e w s k i ,
Bl l l s-Pinlsolateln-Peccei,

Suppose two mechanisms ^ o n l l them A and U^ w i t h
d i f f e r e n t dynamical c h a r a c t e r s (,e.ir.. <i i f i ' r a c t ion d
t l o n and p i o n l a a t i o n ) a r e p r e s e n t situu 1 t tuieously , Then,
assuming no i n t e r f e r e n c e , *bq re t j i i lumt t o t a l iT ' i sa-s t-r i

and tho r e s u l t a n t i H s t n b u i mn Гипг-м.мп i s
weighted mean of each d i a t r l b ' i t юн i'unc i i

But if one wishes to express tlie rosul tant corns1, i—

tton In terms of c o r r e l a t i o n s of each mechanism token

separate ly , then the r e l a t i o n is well complicated,

though elementary* ^Of course, tint- i • due in u •n-Hne,1i-

re la t ions between f and i; ) ,

For in tegra l of two p a r t i c l e c o r r e l a t i o n R f ;
example, tho following inequal i ty hoUU (. Ri j lds-FinIk r -v -

This etui be intorproted, rememberin(; 11 *̂" - D ~ ч. n > ,
as an inequal i ty botv»en dispers ions of m u l t i p l i c i t y
d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,

'• This i s a simple case of these authors arguments.



this is understandable beoauae the joint distribution
of two distributions (with different average values'1

will be broader than the avtrage of tiia original ones.
As as oxaiaplo of this relation, I refer to Giovannini s

model, who constructs a Furry distribution, which has

U \ 4 n \ as a superposition of a number of poisson
distributions, each of whloh has, of course, Dj =<n:>
with varying ч п ^ .

A simple case of Le Bellac's (шоге general) relation
CQII be understood in the same «ay* In this case the
aultiplioity distribution of diffraction dissociation
remains energy-indapendent, T,LUO that of short range
correlation mechanism has the average < n g> whioh grows
like In e with energy. Thus the resultant dispersion
square ^D') grows like tin si (See Fig» 2 ) .

di-ff rac+ion
, Short ranqe coreiotion

The important problem is how to separate (presumably)
coexisting two mechanisms* (This has been discussed by

Bander, Biebl, Bi&łas«Fiałkowski-Zalewski).



II. PBS)ICTIONS OF VARIOJUS_ MODELS

Д„ CO&BKŁJJIOliS AT ASYMPTOTIC ENERGY (QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION4*

O&% eotivatv.oa of etu&ytng many particle distributions

acd correlations is to make distinction between various

modelu, all of snioh give similar results as far as total

eroB8-aeotion and aiagle particle distributions are

ooooortiod.

i. ̂ mF^OflC BEHAVIOUR OF IbTTEUliATai) CORRELATIONS

Such a distinction b@tw©en various models can be

ladeed nade already by the most global aspect of two-

-body correlation, i.e., its integral over the whole

phase space,
, A }

12! f f i;
1 Cl f.\ U p ,

We ask, namely, how doaa R depend on the energy when

a -* °° aod чп>^1п а . Vai-ious models give different

answerэ, as are listed in Table 4.

Notice that R ̂  is bounded from below

R(2^ = D 2 - чП> Ч - ч п > ^ -In s

Consequently the proportionality oonstant a in this

table can be either positive or negative, but the con-

stants b and o iiust be positive

2 e LONGITUDINAL CORHHLUIONS

Aaiauthal correlations and spin correlations will be

dieousaed by Dr. Abarbanel in this session, so I shall

go over directly to longitudinal correlations.

Hereafter the distribution function f and the

This eiaple relation must have b«*n кпотго to many

people; but our attention was called to it first by

a remark of Białynioki«-Birulae



i4ire U\tion function Q represent those quantities which

ал е miearat eii over the transverse momenta and thus

jti'fMKl only on longitudinal variables.

Aa the longitudinal variable one can choose, as

uau.-U, either the scaling variable, x,

x = pn ''P„ max
sometimes together with : 1

or ttie rapidity variable
, W * P n

The advantage ^and disadvantage) of using these

variables le already well fcnoua in description of the»

single particle distribution» There ia s however, another

point in the oase of two (or more) particle distribution

or correlation» Namely, the energy sum rule takoe the

form, e.g.

Notice that the r.h.s. is naturally (i.e. without any

weight factor) expressed in x variable.

In the following w© shall both use xi""x2 P l o t a n d

у -У 2 plot for the two-particle correlation function

of three kinds of models» The X-—x~ plot is suitable for

descnulng the asymptotic behaviour and for understanding

how the sum rule is satisfied. The у„-у о plot on the

other hand, con be drawn only for a finite (although large;

епегщг, and is suitable for studying contributions to

>;k from various parts of the phase space, since

' •" 4 J ' 1 d y l

Fi • " snows <hr *, ~x o iJlot of asymptotic two«particle

corrolation function q- (x A,x o) of the UJM (Unoorrelated

Jec Mocti:l) with transverse momentum cut—off (Caneschi)

In Figa, 3 - 8 , the dashed line snows the negative value,

the lino -(пик- show* vanishing valu* and the chain
lino shows positive value*,)



In the regions X, X(, ̂ C where iw» particles cn

in the opposite directions there ts no restriction from

the enorgy-momentum conservation vwhich is the only

essential i&redient ot the UJu) aiui thus 'he correlation

vanishes»

In the regions X , ' \ , x 0 the thin solid lines

\,t\,=ii represent the к menial 1 ceil boundary of two-

-paxticle distribution tune turn, toitelde tins boundary

there 1Ы always a trivial negat i ve c o n e 1 at i mi t t. imply

because the two—particle distrihutuni funct п ш vanishes

while the product of single particle di;tj ibutiчп

survives, lnsi'ip the kinematln.il b.miia.ui , wt\ir|; i-: i ' .•

region of physical interest, theie i-•• ш 1 .и. [ и т г с К г urn

owing to the er.ero' —mi'tneu tura - H I U O I A it 1.1 w . This is

strongest at the point s. . x, - •*_ t/-, as • <m he intuiti-

vely anticipated , its value be mi; - 1 , The contours show

the points with values —О.^Ь, -ч,;,, ~o.2C f and —0.1

respectively.

The sum rule

requires that the iutectal о!' ^ ' al'i.", Uio line x.=consi

should just ctuicel the ci-rresponding vn!;;p of x. C^(>1\xi)

vthose curve in plotted below the -~, ~ . One easily

iocognizes how the sura rule is being satisfied.

From this figure one might get the impression that

the negative correlation due to the energy--momentum

conservation is really overwhelming. But of course that

is not true, that is simply because the x -x 2 plot

overemphasizes the fragmentation region. (This Is correct

for the energy sum rule^. To see this, we turn to the

Fig. 4, which shows the same contours in У^-Уо P l o t»

Ae an example, I have taken the values corresponding to

K- .=1500 GoV» rhe curves are asymptotic ones, but

the finite energy correction is very emalie (This remark

I o.»e to Dr.De Groot) . As is obvious from the figure,

the boundary region where tho kicematical anticorrela»



w.n \f- appreciable ia pushed fm to Hie corner arid

itî is i.-; a vast central rsąion with little correlation

л;и! '.Ь я res;1, on «трз.пс1з with aner^v., Fl2,„ 5^

чохт, let us study the shot i гдпд© correlation

ri.< lei, Гчг д-ssaple th© MPM* Sn;-h н model predlots that

i the rapidity space the coneU'ioiiH will bo appre—

«laoie only vthen , у »y., >-. ч , where t tie correlation

:eru'th x is usually evaluated '•• he - 2, No it is

я1"?а'1 to present th© correlation function In the

, -», plans. Fig» 5 shows the region where th© corrala»

M O D is 0^:pocteda ( Basset,to«Ser i ort o-Toller^ . The two

tmbrefiions whore the effects ol the houndary are Important

are also indicated.

The behaviour ad the correlation inside this region

у _y | ^ Л I do not know. But it is s function of

у -y n , and I have been told that it is positive «Therefore

the structure inside could be represented by some posi-

tive contours running parallel to the two border lin©9

У1~Уо = +,2 о The main part? of the subregionK near

t't undaries will bo negative kinematical correlations.

The same situation can be expressed in the х.-х„

plane, see Fig o6 e Tne two parallel border-lines^y.,-^ "± 2^

in the y.-y, plane is now two lines interwectlng each

other at the origin l̂ whon a •* •-̂ cО .I. When s is finite they

are hyperbolas). Once again we realize that the two

subregions U6FJ- kinematical boundaries appear quite predo-

minant, indicating the important rol© they play in satura-

ting the energy susa r u l e

A model drastically different from the previous two

is the diffraotive excitation model (DEM^ which is

alao a natural consequence of the limiting fragmentation

hypothesis (LFH), if no pionization is assumed. As an

example of this class of models, I take there the mathe-

matical model of Quigg, Wang and Yang> which represents

the characteristic features oi DEM and allows a simple

©valuation. For the purpose of illustrating main pro-»

parties of the model, it is more suitable to use th©



n o n - o o v a r i a a i form of d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n , v- ' i x i ч 2 V(.\

But h e r e , I show t h e c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n ( ^ с 2 ' ( ч 1 х г ) f o r

t h e s a k * o f o o m p a r i s o n -with t h e p r e v i o u s two с а з о в . As

I u n d e r s t a n d , I n t e r e s t i n g p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e model w i l l

be d i s c u s s e d tomorrow by D r o Wang; s o I J u s t m e n t i o n

пае .'Г '.wo p o i n t s .

K14» 7 shows t h e s«-v, , p l o t if a s y m p t o t i c > A ' ł in

t h l - m o d e l . The r e g i o n ; \ , x . , v 0 hu\ P \dJi 1 ah 1 I I - L . r r p ' . i

H u n s . *-a t i e f u r e . I n (.he r e s i i - n x x , , ч О ш • и s i •-!•'

t h.i t w o - t.uy > M - t e t n a t l r a l b o u n d a r y , 1 x + x , . "* 1 , ' lu-

v . f » e l a t l > u , i s - f 1 ' п г ; с n e g a t i v e . vTt t s -1 r\ г т у w h e r e

i ! i • ' i * . u b J * " ' 4 l : ' i b u 1 '. 1 1 ь i n a a p e i i f l t Г в л м п . . . :

thi-> p w t i c u l t x r model a n d n o t c o t o o n t o o t h e r DbAl).

Alon^ t h e K i n e m a t i c b o u n d a r y X j + x , = _+ i , t h e r e 1ч и

( 5 - f u n r t i i .n t y p r p o 3 l t i v c c o i r e l a t i o n , w h i c h o r i g i n a l

from tli*4 tvo—body e x c l u s i v e р ю т з б , \1п t h i s 1 l a s s <.• f

m o d e l s t h e t w o - b o d y e x c l u s i v e -i i i a - s e c t i o n r o u a i n s <чпт

i n d e p e n d e n t ^ » I n b i d e a m ! n e a r :).c ;. l n e m a t i c a l ' ua ' it 1-

' h e c o r r e l a t i o n i" л / a l r i и е ч й ' п. . ' , 1 ' 14411 ' ..• r r . ' •

we f i n d a c o n t o u r of v a n t d h l n ^ \.i'- • , л-1.»! In.-.; it и ,

'ln> c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e a.nd i>' • r? •, 1. j : ;ij> J 1! 1 ;• J. J •

a p p r o a c h t h e o r i g i n Tron any il: i ^ ' M t ;. j ,- •-' '0 • , \ N
 % '

e-wcjU a l ^ n g t h e x o r x., a x i - ? .

T11 o l d e r to s e e < at- b c i i a v l o u r reo.i ' hfr •••r'i|*<-i, \ '

I s d e s i r a b l e *.o po t o t h e r a p i d i t y j , l f. UMI ' I n s i s

not quite simple in this case becaus» this mathemati-

cal model is defined only for Ю asyaptotic energy,

while for у,-ул plot a finite energy is required.

Therefore the Fic. & which I have dranm with some

arbitrary choaen finite energy corroc*ionp, should be

taken only as a vory crude picture meant for quailta~ •

tlve arguaente. All, what 1 can nay, is that there

exista an expanding large regloa of stronę correlation

in the central region with rapidly blowing up maximum

at the origin. Also the contours of the positive values

are auoh ая to encircle the origime in sharp contrast

to the oase of short range corralatjosis, where the po—



s i i i w lontours m ih© central region run parallel to

у =*v ,,. Пня is of course easily understandable, because

in the lone range model like D S , the value of corre-

lation will depead not on.'y on the relative distance of

the pair in the rapidity space, but also on the location

of the center of mass of the pair.

Thus asymptotic behaviour of the correlation in

t tie contra! region will clearly distinguish various

mode 1s о

H. CUyPAHi.n N WITH EXPERIMENTS

So far for the aaymptotla. Now let me turn to the

actual etiergy and briefly summarize those works which

compare thoorotical considerations with experimental

data. Here, I restrict myself only to those papers

which have been contributed to this Colloquium.

In a series of works the Cracow Group has made

analyses of the multiplicity and associated multiplicity

of ТГ - .

Firstly, the multiplicity distribution of 3T - in

pp and JT p collisions was analyzed and the two-body
12) -

correlation integral R => D ~<n"> was plott«d as

function of v n > «(.Biaias-Zalewski) .

It was found that ftc2' (denoted as f o in Fig. 9) is nega-

tive at E < 30 GeV and its absolute magnitude decreases

with energy in the region >, 20 GeV, while the Echo Lalce

data give, although with large errors, positive values

ror It. So it was expected that H would change sj^n from

negative to positive at around ~ r>o GeV. This was later

verified by experimental 'at a at 60-67 GeV from Serpukhov

which give positive пк „ (FifUkowski-ltybicki-Wit) * Here,

I remind you also the tal кг of irybioki and Wróblewski

on the first day of this Colloquium, Their conclusions

are in agreement with this behaviour of R .

A further insight into the structure of the correla-

tion has been obtained by studying the associate multi-



+
y (.introduced f i r s t >>y Nieh and Wan--") of ^ in K+p,

'Жр and pp ooUlsloas at t2 - 1* GeV/c .( białaa-Fiałkowski

-Kit). I t i s found that negative contributions to R come

mainly from the region S..-0.3, and in the region of small

щ negative correlat ion i я weak at lower energy ami

becomes posi t ive at higher energy, (Sop F I I ; . Ю ' .

Strorig correlat ions ашопк я!от» plons have been fonnil also

in the Serpukhov data.

AJ, 1 thoso .vnalvean lea»! to i tie f о 1 1 i\? ; мьг i nt rrpre tat 1 >n :

At ч Г>0 G<?V the kmefflutlcal cunstraints lenur^y-monipntui?

couservaVlcn4 yielil negativp corre lat ion, which is itronu«at

near t\w boundary, and aominatee over posi t ive correlat ion

(of possibly uyniunicol origin ?) near x ^ 0 , The l a t t e r

Ьесотьз stronger, however, with increasinc energy, anil

at "> f'O GeV dominates abovp kinematical ant icorrolat ions

во th^t Rv" гНапкен ы i «n .

On the o'hor hLuid, a recent wo."к >f tJiis (;roup

Zalewska-Zalrwski-IH alas > hai. shown that T diffe-

rent models of w»-okly currelated (or sliort ranpe corre-

la t ion] c l a s s , with isospin conservation (.at l ras t appro-

ximately"1, a l l lead to ae,;ative values of U ' in ;.he

energy region up to few hundred GeV. Fig» I I shows

again experimental values of R ' \ a f o in the f igures) .

(Notice the different behaviour for pp annih i la t ion .

This potnt was also mentioned by Dr,Thomas on the f i r s t

day)» Ftg. 12 shows the r e s u l t of calculat ion compared

with those data» A def inite disagreement i s obvious.

This would indicate that a l l the models need be

supplemented with strong pos i t ive c o r r e l a t i o n , possibly

by unitar iz ing ths model in one way or another or by

including di f f ract ion processes (.which may be to a

certain extent equivalent to u n i t a r i z a t i o n ) .

Another contribution concerns calculat ion of the

2-partlole corre la t ion function Q ^ \ y l t y o ) from the_

Bultiperifiheral-thennr dynami cal model ( Hanf t-Ranf 11.

This contribution wi l l be discussed in Dr.Morrison' a

ta lk; so I wi l l meke jus t a few remarks and sho?» the f inal

r e s u l t s .



The thenaodyn&ialcal model I Hegedona—H*nf t) contains

an esBpiricsily determined velocity distribution fuaen-

tion of f irebal ls . As far aa the single particle d i s t r i -

bution ts concerned that is enough «ad i t s "Interpre-

tation" i a left free» In order to calculate 2-partiela

distribution or correlation, however, one haa to mako

a further specification of the production eeohaulsra.

Гпеве authora take the 00-oalled multiperipheral-theriuo-

lynamical mechanism and argue that at the present

accelerator energy one fire-ball production (Pig. 13"1

predominates. From this they calculate the correlation

function and its partial integral ( F I R S , 14 and 15) and

compart» with ' ' Л correlation for K*p collielona at

12 GeV.

> S-M

и

13

I. BASIC IlELATIONS

A) linifying scheme which connects cross»B©ct.ione,
correlations and fluid analogy.

B) Kinematio constraintso Energy sum rule arsd its
ijpijcations.

C) Coosistonoe of two different characters leads to
additional positive correlations.

II о PREDICTIONS OF MODELS

A) Asymptotic behaviour of the integral of two particle
correlation (evaluated frous th© dispersion and
average of multiplicity distribution) will distin-



guiłłh v a r i o u s modela. гпеч* modela revea l c h a r a -

c t e r i s t i c f e a t u r e s in the a s y m p t o t i c behaviour of

o — p a r t i c l e c o r r e l a t i o n in the r o n t r a l r e g i o n .

11) M u l t i p l i c i t y and a s e u c i a t e i l m u l t i p l i c i t y a n a l y s i s

has shown t h a i p o s i t i v e r o r r e l c i t l o n e uear x - и

become predominant uvei Hmemavi ia l a i i t i c o r r e l o —

t l o n s above f>0 GeV.

In pieparirn 1 . th lh гор'пЧ 1 tmve v»«ry mvich j : rof i t t ! i i

trom c o n v e r s a t i o n with fo l lowing c o l l e a g u e n : U r s . B i a ł a e ,

Caneschi , Ctian, I>e (.«root, N i e l a o n , Olesen, Tori, T o l l e r ,

Van Hove aiul par t i mil ал 1> Dr . Zalewsfci, our d i s c u s s i o n

l e a d e r , a l t h o u r h , of r u m s i * , tiieee people shoulv' nnt

be hlfimed f>r .uiythiiit- sinpivi I may tiave

TAMLK •

Recent Reviews and Articles of General Character

Treating Correlations

Zal owaki

Van Hove

Uerger

1970) Paiis

(197l) Helsinki

Colloquia

of

this

series

tfilson

Horn

Van Hove

Mueller

(1970)

(1971)

(1971)

(1971)



:, Ingbar, Mehta, Poon, Silvertsax, Stowe, Ting,

leatan

flag, Yaaiaa

Bjorken

», Toller, Sertorlo (1971)

(1971")

(1971)

Brown
Caneecht
Peccei
Chan

^1972)
i 1972)
^19721

(This i s аи incomglete l i s t .)

Table 2

E xclusive
cross sections

Semi- inclusive
cross sections

Topological
cross sections

Inclusive
cross sections

Correlations

Associated
multiplicity
(Partial integral)

Correlations
Partial integral

Multiplicity
distribution

(Integral)

Correlations
Integral

(Fluid analogy)



Taae 3

GENERATING
FUNCTIONALExclusive

cross secbons

for semi I,—
Semi - inclusive
cross sections

GENERATING
FUNCTIONTopolog col

cross sections

Grand partition
function analogy)

f .
HetmhotZ
Free Energy,



TABLE

Oacorrelated Jet Model

t, p cut off'

R

Oaeorrelated Jet Model ^ 2 ̂

Short Range Correlation Model ̂

Multiperlphertil Model,Dual

Resonance Model without Loops eto.

oonst. ч О

а -
\ a s о

^ 1 о *, о

aMw,a)

Multiporlpheral Uod«l with Absorption

<^
Diffraction nad Pionizmtion

Coexisting (6)

Ualtaxy Isospin llod«l (6)

Purry Diatributioa (.7)

(2) ;
R -s. b(ln •)

b >O

Diffrsstlve Excitation Model

(Limiting Fragmentation R ~ cs

Hypothesis (.without Plonization)) (8) с ч 0

(i) Bassstto-Toller-Sertorio, De Qroot, Sohlo

:2 ) Zalewekl

(3) Wilson, Mueller, Baeeotto-Toller-Sertorio, Jon-Kang-
-Shen-Taug, Haaelaoher»Hsue»Sinclalr, Oiebl-Bebel-
-Bokert, ArnoId-Penster, Поуег-Lara, Duras

( 4) Caaeschi-Schwlmiaer
(5) S©e I.C. of thia report
( e> Suijgrok
(7) Giovanelai

(8) Htro, Chou-Yang, Quigg«®ang»Yangp B®rger-Jaoob~Slansky
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ust wondering whether the experi-

DISCUSSIOH

T.PSREEL; I

mental results you чеге talking about, were

for two TT~ in the final state or ie there any data of

another kind which ie available; this is because of

the specific problem that ie known to exist for two

like-charged pions.

S.KOBA: That ie quite right, but this analysis, so

far, which I have quoted, has been on tho Л IT". Of

course, there are various reasons for thiss experi-

mentally, this is the most pure sample; and also for

theoretioal геавопвг this is an exotic channel ino

resonances there) and also in most of the cases no

contamination from the leading particle. I think9

D?» Caneechi and Dr. Schwiamer can give шогв arguments

to UB© -T-jr- particles.



L.CAIB8CHI: I wish I could.

f.FBfiBEL: if the ease resulta are not to be found

tor n r л thea «oat happens?

: 1 thlnkB frora charge conaervatlon quite a

difference can be es.pected»

O.fHdLLSt I would лкв to make a cosasant about the

previous remark. The Michigan State group txaa done

ч (]i' and Ji'-j: tao particle diatribtstione. The data I

have aeen aeem to loot very almilar to the Г JT

except for normalisation,.

le looked for the вшаэ thiag in ^ ' y, * 'Л * Л "

at 25 &©V/c and I would also вау it ie tether similar

toTVJT" coirrelations.

R.LA1D1H: We have done In the ̂  V,:1J"^*впй 7г*.ТГ aa

«ell. Aad ̂  *" ̂  " looke radically different from ^"3V

and Tit3TT. Aacl i think it must be charga conservatioa.

1*11 show thiB later.

1 would like to make a comment on the

Uaeorrolatecl Jat Hodel (OJM^ predictions* Wlint you

can prove is that the correlation parameter denoted
(2)

here ty Rv ie negativeo Hoi? if you assume, and that

is aot built in into the model, that the multiplicity

logarithmically with the energy, then, since и

ie always positive, R̂ *" can change logarithmically

or more slowly with energy» Eoio reservation "more

81ота!^я is very important practically. Because for

the cylindrical phase spać©e R goes to a constant

with increasing energy,

^«HDIJGROE: I objeot to the conclusion that isospin

eoaservatioa cannot lead to positive correlations,,

because ia oil thooo raiodols9 1 thjnk9 loospin сошзог—



haa oeen taken into account only In a atatieti-

csl таув whereas if you try to do It In an exact way

the correlations will be much stronger.

j.THOMAS: A constant about the iaospin-stodels. It ia

щу feeling that also ta the mult i peripheral modele

with charges put in, the iaoapln predictions а1ио give

tiiat R V Ł

T.RUIJGHOK: I can give you an exaiaple of a model where

it ia fuilt in exactly and where one obtains an incre-

asing dispersion D, which ia proportional to the

average charge multiplicity.

K.uALBWSKI: If you take simple multiperipheral models

of Caneschl et al.f it le very natural to get out a

negative R , but you can improve the models and the

Ruijgrok model ia in fact a usodel with a unitary

S-matrix. Then you can get a positive correlation.

L.CAITESCHI: Since I was mentioned„ I have to вау

something; the model which you referred to and was

studied by Schwioner and myself, ie weakly correlated.

Actually» it is an almost non-correlated model, in the

sense that the only correlations which we put in are

due to the isospin conservation» There is absolutely

no dynamical correlation. This isoapin correlation

goeat I think, a long way towards the right direction.

Starting from a Poiason distribution in the number of

part idea, you get by taking the ieospin conservation

somethiTg which is almost a Poisson distribution in

th© number of pairs,which is much better. If you plot

the dispersion in a number of charged particles you

get strongly positive correlation. Thene if you want

to turn the thing upside-downt and you want to have

positive correlations, then you can Insert a positive

dynamical term. And I hope, I will have time to enow

you how it can be made,, during my talk.



K.&ALBWSKI: Gould we have the second slide again,

please. You see» curves b and 7 are from multicast*»

phsral modele» Howe if ?ou compare them with the model

without correlation» yuu could take Wang 1 model, i.e.,

Poioaon distribution for pairs, it ie for n~ , whirh

will give the line f s>0. in low energy region the ЖШ

gives the line long way to good direction, ao it will

give almoQt good results» But at higher emergion it

goes also a long way t>ut in a wrong direction.

L.CAHESCHIs I think that the agreement in the '. irot

region ia completely acci^enta1, bpcauae, we кг. ̂ w the:'-

ure kinematic corroiatione, and these modelo that have boon

studied do not have othor corroletions.

A.BIAŁAS: 4re you fighting wlł.h multipheripłieral

model?

L.OANBSCHI: I am not married to the multipheripheral

model. I am engaged, but nut .jarried. J>o I aw open to

criticifnn. And the second thir.j.1; is ii" you were to plot

the dispersion in a number of charged pairs then you

«ill see that the data go very inch positive. But aleo

those modele go positive,

R.SOSMOWSKI: I have a question or may be it is a

comment. !Phe problem is the following: Does anybody

worrying about the explanation of the positive two

particle correlations чгаэ thinking about the influence

of resonances? Way I think it is important? At firBtp

we usually believe that resoneaoea are not important

at the high energies» because it is difficult to detect

them, but they are vary important for correlations,

because they mean that the particles are produced in

big groups^ 293» may be 5 perticles. If so, then D and

'-n"- is growing differently, because they group in



resonance а and not tsitfa partictea produced» SoB

getive eorr©latioo@0 wMeh &re probably du©

to thb energy—raoii&ontuti] cone9rvatioufle ia It not

due to the fact that kinaxaatio is aot important at the

high aaevgiea шш& reeooancoa are still importaat at

these aBargi©a? We imow that slier© is a strong Lint

tbat resoaanoes ara Important at the high energies

- high nultipliciti©eo Can somebody cmssoni oa that '

I would aot expect гоеошпсев to be

for :ТГ "Л " correlations,, imight be reflections

of resosanoee* but thla aJaould not bo a тогу strong

effeot. But for Tiv Tt ~ ©orr©latj.one this oould be very

otreag. But thia has aot been studied ia detmile fh.±s

ia ©aother ргоЬ1еш.

R.SOgSGlSKI: I do not agree irf.th this coî teat because

If you have Ą~ produced^ for ©хшзр1@9 th©r© ar© tnt>^T"

already with the «eight 29 as two jmrtielos ar© to b©

taken ss on©. So that is th© reaeoa e ^ It c©n b©

iaportant,, And for- M.gu eaergiras may be thgrs are

heavy гвэогшлоев giving three тг " „ So, it is the r

of mj worry»

G.THOMAS: May be I could s&leo coEmeat. I think that

the idea of resoaance production certainly ie essential

in the lova picture aad probably that explain® positive

correlations.

H.SOSBOWSKIt Yes9 but you can have no diffraction and

still reaorifinoos. 'Jo it Is eomethiiog more general.

a. THOMAI-. s /ее, уй8.

Su LAFDEfi: I tklxLk they have already covered the point

going to bray с That is0 if you have vary high

city event, you get thia Icind of correlation©

you call thss геэоаолсое or not. Right? You



juat requira that 0, ut if Ui«m being produced at the

аа.вк> time and fou cmx get fa_Lgb eorrelationsB positive

correlations*

IJ! Assume that you have two mechanisms:

one with high multiplicityB another with low average

multiplicity, then you can treat them as two reooaancea

produced. In that I a^ree with you,,

L.CANKSCHI: X ttuuit triat one of the strongest aviden-

cea, at leaat in »he framework of my way of thinking,

for the presence and th« importance of resonances at

high energies lo in a correlation between neutral

positive particles which was also presented here,

ng the first day. You know that if you observe the

average neutral multiplicity as a function of a number

of pronga at fixed energy as long ae yjiaee space does

not cut off dramatically, you have a positive kind of

correlation» The шог* од̂,!-; ,raore neutral particles,

tod thle can be understood in s rather clear way in the

aodel of resonance productions for instances in a

Ajaati-Pubinl- Stangellini model.

I would like to ask Koba if he could perhaps

sixsiply atat© what the result from the correlations

pradicte for rapiditye Uamely, let ua say if you fix

one rapidity and look at the other one» Would you

expect change in position or shape of the average

value or Juei in the croes-seotion» Wlsat are the

predicted correlationa?

7..R0BA: In the short range correlation model you have

the same shape„ irrespectively of the position of the

pair but only in the central reglom» fhe result will

be always the ваше irrespectively where ia the first

particle e fixed rapidity if you restrict both rapi-

dities nithin the central region,.



f.FSRHSLs So it is not oaly the shape but tha cross

-section аз well which does not change?

S.K.OBA: 1 think it ooneerns the cross-sections ae well,

f.PEilBEL: That agrees partially with the data at the

present energies in that there are essentially no

ahape correlations observed in the у variables (not во

.'or eroas-aectiona^.

A.KRWIH: fey 1 make a comment Just using this view

jjraph. It just seems to me that there is an experi-

mental point that appears in a somewhat obscure way.

If you define a correlation, I do not knot? v vfc nota-

tion they use, but let us call it

CvC P;>=(?лР, IV" ц ,UOц", v.p2)

Suppose you do a pp experiment, You don t even have

у Л" pairs until you approach multiplicities as high

as 6-prongSo

14'- - 'JT' .IT" VP * :n *• VH'

SoB no matter ^hat happens,, С (P^Pg^ ^ э goi^S t o b e

negative for four-prongs and two-prongs which consti-

tute a dominant part of the crose-section at low

energies, because (-'2 tP ,F2) m 0 for those cases. So

why should not this thing be negative at low energies,

and why is it not rather a trivial statement to soy

that it is?

A.BIAŁAS; I completely agree that this is trivial..

At low energies it must be negative, the excitement

comes from the fact that they are actually some posi-

tive corre±ations at relatively low snergy already,,

АсШШШг At relatively low



A. BlAŁASs Yee, 411 the data жьЛоп 1 know indicate

consistently that, startiag Г~кш 15 <ł®V or 20 GeV9

the correlations ar© already positive In th@ middle.

A.SR9XH: The effeot must dape&S on higfaer multipli-

cities and ther?» i a ao need to argua thare.

I Juat want to point out that correlation

tbat is written >1зяп and ®ч%ту ona writes doaa includea

©11 the possible correlations, 1яeluding the one juat

mentioned.

A.aERWIIt Yeae thie exprsaaion ^ г С , P^P^I is awfully

generale but that is also why it is тегу interesting»

R»LAHDS1: So may be xhxe is лог she beat correlation

function to ивэ 1л iaeiusive experLmeat. It includea

all the possible correlation?; :iaeaatic, production,

A.EBSIHi I aĝ -ae with that. 4I--3 you caa see why the TT+

and 5Т.ТГ" uii^t differ drcaaatias,'. lyB B&JV at low ©nargiee

baoaui s in one case v'"*"•"'") you лая get some finite^,

in the other case ̂ " ^ H you canuot for eomo low

sitltiplloitiss,, So when we go ?..> s higher еавгщт se

«ill perhaps 'oe able to say thr-,- .''Л and rt " т» " are

different.

JH: Perhaps I з̂ чЛл' шаке some propaganda from

esp©rim©ntal point, 1 think thsL is faet people are

defining wrong correlation fxmciioae I thinic that th©

oorrelatioa function should hare the following form

Thla Is because - aa you know, P is peeked

aeroв I think tfeat the correlation should be defined

in analogy to the left to right aeyBEsatrj co©ffioi©nt

in studying spija dependence at
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1» INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of work has been done on the

study of single particle reactions of tho type

G ł Ю ~- С + ану thing (1.1)

and the next logical step is the study of tvro-particle

reactions of the type

u + b •* C, + C2+ anything (1.2)

where we study correlations between the particles C{ and C2

Although we have written these reactions in an inclusive

fornij one needs to study both exclusive and inclusive

reactions.

The questions that we ask now and will try to reply

to later are t

1, «That are the experimental data ?

2 e What is the bosi way to presoat data ?

3 a Have we leąrnt anything new 9

4. Can correlations discriminate b@tire©n



V. -1

3« GGLP EFFBCT

fhe first axpertsaantal result on correlations,

derived la i860 by GoMii&ber, Goldhaber, Le@ and Paia"

[2,lJ «as that in low ©n«rgy jpp annihilation, the distri-

bution of tiia o.m* angle be teraso two pious depended on

the charges of the plonea Por pions of lik© charge, t 0Г *7\*̂

or \.'.Л"ТГ"> the a'erago angle waa less than for unlike

pious, \,V *||т"1 . Oose-Einstaln statistics f?©r© invoked

to e&pl&i1* these roEulta br.t were found to be aa inaflaquate

explanation. The eesoatiol GttLF result has been found

in aaay experiment® mid its despondence on momentum has

studied ^вев ref.;2.3J for further oonsuenta and

о The most recent w r k on this subject is

by the Cx'aoow»BruxelleH*<-CiSKN Collaboration [2.3] who

studied b.p reactions et JU26 GeV/o. They found a slmilar

effeot fork^"11^ pairs, i»e« the average angle was less

for K+JT ' pairs thsn for >< К orikK.°'^
+), or to be more

precise, was leas for exotio осмЫвв 1 ions than for non—

-vszotlo pairs. Tha CBC c l laboi at Jon also finds that

the GiaLP effoot could bo a r&flaction of two-particle

effective шаав distributions -- "*uilo this шау help, we do

not entirely understand all t^o-particle mass distribu-

tions for all multiplicities* Thus overall, we do not

y«t understand the OHHJP effeotc

The АВВССШ ColleboraticD [2„4] studied in 8 CeV/c

JTTp and 16 GeV/o ЭГ"р reactions, 3 and 4—pion oorrela*-

tions essentially defined in teras of the solid angles

given by tha particle ffiotseata* They find that the

distributions obtained depend on the charge of the pions.

The effects eaa ba fully oxplained by the GGLP effect

for two pions, but one o&naot, say whether th© two-pion

effect omioed the 3 and 4 particle correlations or

whether th© юаву pione oorvelatione produced the 2 pion

oorrelation»



I. T&ANSVRRSB ANGLE, CORHELATIONS WITH 1

One approach to the subject of o o r r e l a t i o a e i s t o
atudy the transvara© e o a e n t a of two p a r t l o l e e land oon-
eldar the long i tud ina l momentum as & secondary faotor
winob ш®& influenoe the two t r a n s v e r s e momenta ( t h i s
18 thus tha opposite approach to Longitudinal Phase

3 , i . l a i n t e r e s t i n g and encouraging paper by Friedman,
Risk and Smith [ 3 . 1 ] , discussed c o r r e l a t i o n s In terms
of the t ransverse a n g l e , ф defined as

<t>=Cos"'[q,-q ( 3 . 0

where q is the component of the particle s momentum

transverse to the beam direction, see sketch bolow.

Pig. 3.1

If there should be no correlation, than ф will be

isotropic, but because of momentum conservation, one

expects а рейс near 180 degrees, Friedman et al*studied

in particular the exclusive reaction

pp-^pp тг'^зт-тт' (3.2)
for which they had data at 23 GeV/c. They wished to see

whether the transverse angle was a useful parameter to

discriminate between models. They considered models to

b© of two types - associated and non-associated; by

associated they meant that the pions produced were

associated directly with the leading particles. They

took as examples two extreme types of model :



/ I s s -)C t a t o d

*° ' * p

•Mat is the f i r s t model of the mul11 per i p h e r a l type
i fhi le the second la of a "pi oni a n t i o n " type (;ire e.f..
r o t ' . [ 3 , 2 | *" o r a l o n g e r i4acuss lo i\> . Friedman e t a l .
mule c a l c u l a t i o n s w i t h t h e s e models and d e r i v e d tv.i>
q.iaJit i t les .

a^ Лаутше t ry of the ф d i s t r i b u t i o n : . ">f pp fii '.al s t a t e
i .ucleons for r e a c t i o n 3.3, ( w h i c h has m u l t i p l i c i t y N = '" ^

and for N •• 4 and - , at J 3 , 100 mid -ion UeV/c. The
i\m] is 'if the c a l c u l a t i o n s a r e r.iven in Г i . , . 3 .3 where

i i can be >oen that tin- two models t ! i v e d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s
,u.il that tl-.e d i f f e r e n c e hecoues snore ir.ar!ce.l a l h i g h e r
vi:ci^j. Thus they s>ui;t',ebt t h a t the t r a r . n v c r s o a n ^ l e ф
i s а ь е п л t i v e v a r i a b l e to use to d i s c r i m i n a t e between
models .
M The $ d i s t r i b u t i o n s for d i f f e r e n t p a i r s of p a r t i c l e s
was calculated for the two models for reaction 3.2 and
compared with the experimental data at 23 GeV/c. The
results are given in Fi^, 3.1. in Fig. 3«4 a, where the
two particles involved are the two outgoing protons,
the two models give different predictions and i t may be
seen that only the "non-associated" or "pionisation"
model is in agreement with experiment„ Similarly in
Pig. 3.4 d, the "pionisation" model is favoured, tMs
is for the proton with the largest |p^( and the pion
with the largest |p J* | . The other three graphs,, b, с and
e, are for different choices of two pions, but here
there is no effective discrimination between modelseThus
i t may be concluded that the study of correlations of



: r.uisvertie momenta between leading particles is more

\.setrl for discrimination between models tlian studies of

non-leading particles.

Aitheugh these results favour one calculation rather

thai: Another, the authors cautiously warn the reader that

tt ma. be still possible to fit the data with other

models by a suitable choice of parameters. Recently Adair

3.3' using u l>i f tract lve Excitation model, was able tn

reproduce the experimental data of Pig. 3.4 .

There are four other experime-ual papers on corre-

itiMons involving transverse momenta.

.; .2 Stuny IHook-Vanderbi 11 Collaboration ( H • 4 1 h.ive

presented results for pp and p<j reactions at l2-,.'> and *- (.

reactions of 9 GeV/c i'or dCvfi^u1 • i.e. tlie distribution

in 4

S for all possible pairs of the particles of multi-

plicity r-, - thus they do not distinguish between the

case of two leading particles and t lie case of two nun—

—leading particles — if we accept the results of Frie-

dman et al.,this means they may be reducing their ability

to discriminate between nodels. They corn ;\rr their data

with two models which they call "Proto? tatintical" ал.1

"l'rotoperipheral", but unfortunately, these two models

c!o not include energy consent tion among their properties,

however the models give reasonable fits to the data.

3.3 The Ecole Polytechnique-Saclay-Ihitherford Collabo-

ration [З.П] studied at 14.3 GeV/c, the reactions,

K~f p-k°+ T\~ + anything (3.3)

- Д +ТГ+ + anything (3.4)

~-Ą +'JT" + anything (3. 5)

Results are given on the distribution of ф for the

V° and the pion, but to understand the significance of

the results it is necessary to understand known effects

which would cause deviations from isotropy, such as

©nergy and momentum conservation and resonance production.



, сAnother result is that the pj_ of the V and the {J x
of pion are approximately Independent for snail p^ vgiv«n

ьа ч 6СЮ MeV/oi e Ш 1 result shown in Flge» 3.5 and

3.G is iafcereebiag шхй ajenta further study, again in

ю;ща of RineMatiea, raaoaanee production, and relative

values of tha rapidities of the two particles.

3.4 The Aaohen-Dorltn-GERM-Londoa-Vienna Collaboration

[Э.б] studied correlations between the transverse momenta

of leading particles in the reaction

K~+ p • k°+ p +• anything (3.(0

at 1С GeV/c. First they plotted, in Fig. 3.7, the

average px of the K° against the average p x of the»

proton, and thia for four different intervals of the

Реупшап x variable, defined as X = Рц*/Р*тах • **
 m a y

be seen that in first approximation tho<p x> of the K°

is always about 400 MeV/c, but in more detail it tendp

to increase as cL of tho proton increases. Also tho

rate of this 1псгельс 1s greater the large, the |x| -vah.'1

of the proton t.e. thn more peripheral the proton is.

However this increase • r. <p x> of the K° rtoes noł pprri'T
1/

the transverse (Hrectior nf the k° relative to the

transverse direction of the proton. Hence it was usauraort

that the transverse direction of the proton was the z-axi?

and the component of the pj, o" the R° on this z-axis

was plotted against the px of the proton and this is

sho-wn in Pig. 398 again presenting tho results for four

different intervals of the зс-value of the proton»

Prom this figure it may be seen that the proton and \ś Q

transverse momenta are correlated for all p x -values

(this is contrary to the result above in 3.3, but that

was for different particles, a V° and a pion, i„e.

a leading and a non-leading particle)*



3,5 The Rochester group of S. Stone et al [3.7J have

studied ф d i s t r i b u t i o n s for the react ions

КЛ L' -» k° f TT"+ anything (.3.'"^

- V + 7T~ + anything {i.&>

» .V + 7T~ + a n y t h i n g ( 3 . 9 )

71** p •* тт"+1Т" + a n y t h i n g (>V)

for K. p reactions at 12.7 GeV/e and TT p reactЬть at

7 OoV/c. They give 4> distributions for various intervals

•.if the mtsuiiig mass aquared in Fit',» 3.0 and for viuiouj

nitervalri of tlie diffoience in rapidity AW-svrVj

u Flf,, 3.10. L'ho data are compared with phaac ^pace

Monie Cailo calculations for "typical" sub-react ions,

e»i'.. k'p-^Kp-^^ for reaction (3.T) . Also in Fig. 3.11,

are presented cJcr/dф distributions for reaction (3*7)

for vai-lous bins of missing masB squared and of Д « .

Here the curves are simple phase space. Oveiwll tho

agreement between phase space and the data is rather

good. This again suggests that if one wishes to d i s c r i -

minate between models i t is better to study correlations

between two leading part ic les , as was shown hy the

results of Frie'Uuan et a l . £3.1.1.

t . CLUSTERS

The idea that high energy reactions proceed by the

emission of clusters is an old one, in particular there

was the two-fireball model [4,l](whlch now re-appears

as Diffraction Excitation models [3.3] and [4.2j)and the

Principal Axis of Jets [4.3] • However the great problem

was always how to identify the members of a cluster and

how to separate them.

The Vanderbilt-Brookhaven Collaboration [4.4J have

presented a paper to nis Conference based on 3,4, 5

and 6-bodies reactions, all 4-constraint channels,from

pp and pn reactions at 2S*5 GeV/ce They suggested



two techniques for separating the particles Into two

clusters,

4.1 Largest rapidity difference between two neighbouring

partlclas, i.e. all the emitted particles are arranged

according to their rapidity value and that interval in

rapidity which is the biggest is taken as the dividing

line between the assumed two clusters»

4.2 Largest rapidity difference between clusters hero

all combinations of particles in rapidity values of

the clusters, ar© taken.

For 3 and 4—body channels, that is

Р+П — ptp»TT" v-1. И

and p tp -* p f p 1- TT % 31 (.1 2)

strong evidence of clustering is found аз p(pJT~)

and р(рзт*ЗГ) respectively. The method of separation and

thii result are explained in an interesting manner in

Fig. 4.1 where for each channel the rapidity of all the

particles are plotted, though in a special way. The

most peripheral proton is taken with positive rapidity

and the other is given negative rapidity. The pions are

then ordered in rapidity irrespective of their charge,

such that the pion with the most negative rapidity is

taken first and this curve is plotted in the bottom

part of each figure, then the curve is plotted for the

pion which is the second most negative, etc. Thus it

may be seen in Pig, 4.i b that for the reaction pp-^ppor+

tho two pione tend to have the same rapidity as the less

peripheral proton. However it may be seen in Figs. 4.ic

and 4.id that the separation into two clusters is less

good for the five and six-body reactions. In general,

the two separation teohniques give somewhat similar re-

sults.

The exchange of quantum numbers batween to© two

clusters is studied. It is found that for the 3 and 4-

body reactions AQ =» 0 and ДВ =• 0 sxonange dominate.
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However for the 5 and 6-body cases, AQ • 0 and A Q » 1
exchange are equally probable and also ДВ • 1 exchange
is larger than expected. The authors recognise that the
method of selection could bias these results (if the
maes is large then almost any separation teohnlque of
this type (e.g. the Principal Axis of Jets) will give
wrong results). Thus it would be necessary to perform
some type of Monte Carlo calculation to check these
questions. The results found by the separation techni-
ques used in this paper, for 3 and 4-body reactions
agree essentially with those previously found by con-
ventional methods for quasi two-body reactions.

Another technique for selecting clusters is to use
the Longitudinal Phase Space, L.P.S. method [4.5].
Here, for an n-body final state, phase space is a (n-1)
dimensional hyperplane with (2n-2) faces. It is assumed
that each face represents a cluster. For 3 and 4-body
reactions the problem is fairly simple and has been ex-
tensively studied. For 5 bodies, there are 30 faoes and
the problem of data presentation is more difficult.
The Aachen-Berlln-CERN-London-Vienna Collaboration [4.6j
have presented a solution to this problem in terms of
a Binary L.P.S. analysis system. The essential idea is
that each face can be given a single number, the sector

number, by the following procedure: each of the outgoing
particles is given a number, which is a power of two,
i.e. 1, 2, 4, 8, ... and if the particle goes forward
in the cm', system then this number is used while if the
particle goes backwards the number is not used. For
example the ABCLV Collaboration treated the 5-body reac-
tion,

K"+p — J I 2 "' 3 (4.3)

to which the numbers allocated were

n К Ж ТГ !П"
P 1 2 J I3 (4.4)
16 8 4 2 1
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The face that corresponded to proton backwards and(Kirxnr)

forwards then had the sector number 8+4+2+i = lo. Рог

reaction(4.3) there are 30 faces, each with a unique

sector number. The number of even*a corresponding to

each sector number is shown in Fig. 4.2. It may be seen

that the largest cross-section is for the face with

sector nuuber 15, corresponding to the proton backwards

and all other mesons forwards, there is a contribution

of diffraction dissociation to this face through L-meson

production, i.e.

K~p -~ pL~ —

idoro generally one considers this as a nethod of sepa-

rating clusters and the quantuu lumbers exchanged across

x = 0 can be studieu, e.g. faces i to 15 have Д13 = о

while faces 16-30 have ДВ = 1, and as can be seen from

Fig. 4.2 the cross-section for Aii = 1 is very siiall.

Jiuilary, as narked in Pig. 4.2, the cross-section for

AS = 0 is greater than that for AS = 1- also the

AQ = 2 faces have very suall cross-section. However,

it is necessary to check whether this method of sepa-

rating clusters is reasonable. This was done by the

AUCLV Collaboration by obtaining the cross-section, (Г

for each face at two incident mouenta, pn , , G anu
' *• l a b '

10 GeV/c and studying the exponent, n, in the relation

As has been shown previously[4.7]if one corrects approp-

riately for phase space effects, then n is a measure

of the quantum numbers exchanged. It was found that the

values of n obtained agreed with previous results for

the exchange of quantuu numbers. Y/hile this result is

encouraging, it is necessary to confirm it over a wider

range of incident momenta. This is both л aethod of
rating events Into clusters,, and a test of the method
of separation.
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5. Two-Dimensional Plots

In this chapter we wish to discuss the direct pre-
sentation of the experimental data on correlations.
Essentially this should be done on a raany-dimensional
plot, but this is difficult for more than two dimensions.
A one-dimensional plot, is easiest to understand, but,
particularly for correlations one often needs two-dimen-
sional plots. If as in the LPS analysis, one concentrates
on the longitudinal momenta, then the two types of plots
used are

a^ 1 ' 2 • •• plotted on a graph of x

against

d2t5"».ч dt5
b; • . plotted on a graph of y. against y„

dy t • dy 2 i d

At incident momenta less than 30 GeV/c, one tends
to prefer using the x-variable for leading particles
and the у-variable for non-leading particles but both
plots are always possible though it should be noted
that the rapidity у has severe limitations on the
transverse momentum available for leading particles.

The ADBCCHW Collaboration [5.lJ have plotted
( E ^ - B ^ ) / ( n 2 • p o

2 ) . dV/dXg'dx for the reaction

1Г"+ р-*ЗГ~~ (fast) •*• p + anything (5.1)

and the results for several different multiplicities
are shown in Pig. 5.1. Here ЭГ~ (fast) means the selec-
tion of the 3\~ with the largest value of р Л It may
be noted that as the multiplicity increases the region
of the plot occupied by events changes (this will be
discussed again in the next chapter).

While reaction (5.1) was chosen to study effects
with two leading particles, there is some bias intro-
duced since one selects always the fastest 3l~ whereas
we know from other experiments that the "fastest" par-
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ticle is not necessarily the same particle as tbe cor-

responding incident particle. To avoid this problem,

the ABCLV Collaboration t5.2]studied the reaction

anything

at 10 GeV/c and the values of dx

(5.3)

are shown
^ 2

in Pig. 5.2 together with the kinematic boundary. This
plot and Fig. 5.1, answer a question raised by the Nova
model as to whether two leading particles can be pro-
duced in the one reaction. One difference between the
various diffraction excitation models [3.3, 4.2] is the
ratio of the cross-sections <э", and <3"2

 f o r single and
double excitation defined for ЗГр reactions as

ЗГ

-1 PROTON
NOVA

Pig. 5.3

respectively. The Nova models original characteristic
was to believe that single excitation was dominant but

Figs. 5,1 and 5.2 tend to show by the concentration of
events In the bottom right-hand quadrant that two lea-
ding particles are frequently produced together.

Tbe above results for d cr/ux. • dx are for lea-
ding particles. Several groups have presented results
for non-leading particles and nave studied й<т/оу±* ау 2

Por example tbe Notre Dame group [5,3] for the reaction

p-* ЗГ" • JT+ anything (5.4)
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at 18.5 GeV/c, have plotted in Fig. 5.4 ^ 2

against у 2 for several intervals of y±t this is a
manner of converting a two-dimensional plot into a one-
dlfflenslonal one so that it is easier to compare with the
calculations of a model. The model that the data are
compared with in Fig. 5.4 is an early calculation of the
Nova model with ^/(CTj + 6~2̂  " ° i ł e* в 1 п в 1 в ^cita-
tion only. It may be seen that there is considerable dis-
agreement. However when the Nova model was recalculated

with some double excitation, <3"*/(<5"i * ̂ jp " 3 0^' g o o d

agreement with the Notre Dame data was then obtained.
Thus it is encouraging that this correlation plot was
able to discriminate between two values of a fundamental
parameter, сз"2/( О"

 +(3"2^ °* а n o d e l * r t should be no-
ted, however, that as pointed out by Białas, Muryn and
Zalewski [5.4J, the Nova model/does, not give a large
enough cross-section for neutrion production unless
3~/(<3~ + cr ) is increased to more than 5054, thus making
it closer to the value of 75% proposed in the Adalr type
[з.з] of Diffraction Excitation model.

6. Correlation Functions

Hather than express the results simply as a double
differential cross-section, e.g. dTr/dy^ • dy2, a cor-
relation function, C(y ,y_), is often used instead.
The most frequently used correlation function is that
suggested by Wilson [G.lJ

( ). ( — ~ ) (6.1)
V d / 4 d ^

that is, (the 2-dltnensional density distribution) minus
(the product of the projections). This is shown in the
Fig. 6.1 below
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FIG. 6.1.

One would like to believe that if there are no correla-
tions then С(у.,У2) в О, but as explained below there
are problems. Several groups have studied correlations

between non-leading particle*, in particular in reactions
of the type

A* + B +-* аГ%:?Г '+ anything . (6.2)

Some results from Notre Dame [5.3] expressed in terms
of d «•/dy.'dy2 have already been shown in Fig. 5.4.
Results for tbe same experiment and also for 6.05 and
18.5 GeV/o JT~p react lone are shown in Fig. 6.2 in terms
of CCy^Yg) ąs a function of y 2 ( = y d in figure) for
various values of y.. Dramatic correlations are observed.
How these com» about my be seen from Fig. 6.3 obtained
by Ко [в.2] who shows in Fig. 6.3at d (Г/йу^ dy2 as a
solid line and (1/?*т) *(й<У/йу±) • (do/dy^) as a dotted
line. While there is moderate agreement, on subtraction,
the correlation function C(ylty„) obtained, shown in
Fig. 6.3bf gives a strong positive correlation near
y2~ yi * °» a n d negative correlations elsewhere.

While the correlation function C(y. ,yo> has many
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uses, in particular in connection with tbe form of the

multiplicity distribution, one is tempted to ask "is it

sensible"? for a variety of reasons we will list below.

But first, we would suggest another definition of the

correlation function:

Correlation function о (What you find)-(What you

expect) (6.3)

where (what you find) would normally be a double dif-

ferential cross-section, (E* EJp/Я2. p*Q

2) -(dV/dx^ dXg)

or (dV/dy/ d y o ) . With the definition of (6.3) then the

correlation function would be zero if there were no

correlations.

Let us next consider the problems of the correla-

tion function defined in (6.1).

l) Different raultlpli cities are used In different

terms of the correlation function C(yjL.y2). Thus for

reaction (6.2)

d cr/dy1- У 2 needs > 2 TT and therefore ̂ .G prongs

(d<37dy ") and (do/dy,) need >iTT~ and therefore^4

prongs

<Ĵ , needs £0 IT and therefore ̂ 2 prongs

and these represent samples of «15%, 7Oft» and 100% of the events

respectively at сц 10-15 GeV/e. Thus to get the Corrola-

tion function one subtracts one data sample from another

and uses a third data sample as the normalisation con-

stantly). As the data samples used will vary with the

quantum numbers of the four particles a, b, c 1 § c o in

the reaction a + b -• c. + c 2 + anything, comparison of

correlations in different experiments and reactions is

rather meaningless at present accelerator energies.

2) If one auds two particle distributions that have

different boundaries, then the sum will have correla-

tions because of the different.boundaries. Now, each

multiplicity has boundaries different from other multi-
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plicitles (as con be seen experimentally in Pigs. 5.1

and 6.5), by energy and momentum conservation and hence

addiug all multiplicities to obtain an inclusive reac-

tion, will produce important correlations.

j) Kugler and Roberts [G.3] have shown that the cor-

relation function is only well defined when the three

functions C(yt у,) , d
2<5/uy ay,, and (ciaz'dŷ -fda/ciy.,)

ure defined over the full rectangle with sides y± urn.

у . But energy and momentum conservation ^ive a uon-

rectani;ular boundary as can be seen in Fif-. 5.2.

The «ibovo discussion of correlation function:-, i..;

perhaps a little bit dry. It may be infornativc to [-\\n

л f*iw cXvU3<)les. As an example ol the efjeet of cuuiiic
n

together t«o density distributions (i.e. d^b/dy^dyo)

with different boundaries, consider the example bclmv

where we add 9 squares 'ilus one central square to obtain

the summed aensity distribution shown

i
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that la there are appreciable correlations and in parti-
oular there is a strong positive correlation in the
centre of the plot. If we wished to obtain in all nine
squares zero correlations, starting again from 10 events,
then a possible density distribution would be

(6.6)

+ 10

- 30

+ 10

- 30

+ 90

- 30

+ 10

- 30

+ 10

and this would give for the correlation function

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Thus while the correlation function С(у.,У2) of equa-
tion (6.1) has many Important theoretical uses, its
practical application to experiment does raise some
problems.

Considering again the definition of correlation
function as (What you find)-(What you expect), It is
clear from the above discussion that (lA>j,)*(da/dyj)'
•(de/dyg) is not what you expect in inclusive reaction.
But then the question is what doea one expect?

Discussing fundamentals for a minute, let us write,

Experimental results «(Kinematics)x (Dynamics) (6.7)

«(Phase Space)x "Physics"

then we can extend this to:

Experimental result
(unknown physics)

=(Phase Space) x(known physics)x
(6.8)
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In high energy collisions, the principal results
of 4mown physics" may be summarised as

1. Energy and momentum conservation
2. Transverse momentum small
3. Leading Particle e f fect
4. Uesonance production,

- more precisely (3) should be written "Incident parti-
cle effects11 as discussed in Chapter 7 of Re f. [3.2].

Thus in the definition of (6.3) of the correlation
function, (What you expect) should contain ae many as
possible of these four parts of "known physics" so that
any difference from the (experimental result) would then
allow us to find the (unknown physics).

For the traneverse angle ф , Friedman et al. £3.i]
compared their data with a plonisatlon model and tvith

a multiperipheral model which satisfy (l), (2) and (3).

Tho Stony Brook-Vanderbilt collaboration [3*4] cou^ared

their results with protostatistical and protoperipheiul

modoIs which satisfy (2), (3) and momentum conservation.

The ttochester group [з.О]. compared their uata wiółi phase
space (i.e. (l))anu also with (l) ami (2).

For correlation functions, two comparisons of data
and models or "known physics1* have been luaae :

a) itanft and Uanft [6.4] compared data from the
reaction

K"1" + p —». Ж~+ JT~ + anything (0.У)

at 12 GeV/c from Ко fG.2j with calculations based on
the Multiperipheral-Thermodynamic model [G.5J. They
obtain reasonable agreement with the experinsntal data.
However in the calculation they assuue single fireball
dominance, or in liova language, O^/(O" + <У2) щ о, but

аэ the Nova model now appears to need <T/ ( cr+ o O >50?i
we may be meeting the well-known problem that the fact
a model fits certain data, is a necessary but not suf-
ficient condition for the model to be correct. It would
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be interesting to know if this model satisfies the. test

suggested by Białas,liaryn ajadZalewski [5.4] for the

fraction of neutrons emitted in TTp collisions.

b) The Aaelien-Uerlin-CEUN-London-Vienne Collaboration

[5.2J studied the correlation function for two leading

particles in the reaction K" + p -• R° • p + anything

at ДО GeV/c. The invariant cross-section distribution,

has already been shown In Fig. 5.2. If we write (6.8)

as (Exptl. result) =(phase space) *| If (known physical '

I M(unknown physicsl2 =(phas« space) -|M(bj|2*l«{«Я2 (6.10)

then the ABCLV Collaboration compared their data with

three calculations with various JM(k)f* :

(A) Phase space only,

|M(k)|2 = 1 (i

Cylindrical phase space

(M(k)|2 = exp (- ł 4pJ (ń.12)

Leading particle effect + Cylindrical Phase Space

= exp (i.7tpp)-exp(o.7tK-£o)exp.(- Д 4pJ)

•twhere the coefficients 1.7 an<l 0.7 «ere ilexiveci frow сл-

yer i mental distributions (this function (G.l.'i) v^s also

used independently*, by Friedman et al. [3.i] - for .1

fuller discus.'iou see chapter W of Ilef, [3.2.2).The cor-

relation functions were calculated for each multiplicity

and then added together with «elgj&ta (derived from sta-

tistical isospin factors plus knowledge of the cross-

sections of certain fitted channels). It wa*found that

(A) and (B) gave very poor fits to the data, but (C)

gave a qualitatively good "it to the correlation func-

tion distribution..and this is shown in Fig. 6.4. Hence

the difference is composed of |M(u)j2 plus the experi-

mental error. This difference could be considered ini-

tially as caused by neglect of t*e.sonanc«" production
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(expecially near the edges of the plots) and of details
of the reaction mechanisms. Again the results suggest
that a study of the correlations between leading parti-
oles la better for discriminating between models than
is a study of the correlations between non-leading par-
ticles.

7. Correlations aad Multiplicity - t Function

There exist relations between multiplicity distri-
butions and correlation functions and these are fully
discussed in the companion talk to this Conference by
Koba [7.l]. Firstly considering the single particle in-
clusive reaction, a + b -*- с + anything, then integra-
ting over the single particle distribution

I(d3cr/d3p)-dap =< n >c- (7.1)

where n is the multiplicity for particle c. For inclu-
sive reactions giving two identical particles e.g.
P + P-*3T"+ !•**"+ anything, the correlation integral f„ is

-f2=<n(n-i)>-<a>
(7.2)

Thus the theoretical importance of the correlation
function can be seen as the integral over it is related
to the multiplicity distribution. Similar relations
exist for reactions giving two non-identical particles,
3,4... particles etc
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One reaaon for the interest in fg is that very

different predictions are given by a variety of models,

thus :

f » 0 for a pure Poisson distribution of

multiplicity

-f2 oL log S with the multiperipheral model [7.2]

£ oL sl/z for diffraction models

f oC (log S) r o r multipheripheral plus Diffra-

ction Dissociation

[6.1, 7.3] and hence there is some chance of discrimina-

ting between the different models. The present situation

is shown in Fig. 7.1 . The theoretical curve is for the

Nova model and can be seen to be in disagreement with

the Echo Lake data [7*4]. Although the multiplicities

obtained from these cosmic ray data are known to be low,

especially in comparison with the I.S.ll. data (see Fig.7.2)

and from comments by the authors, it still seems that

the discrepancy is real and this must be considered as

evidence against the Nova model.

In looking at Fig. 7.1, -P2. i s negative up to ̂ .60 GeV/c

then goes positive and may flatten off above 100 GeV/c.

It is interesting to interpret thia behaviour of ^ 2 in

terms of the two regimes suggested by Berger and Krzy-

wi clci [7.5] who suggested that below 100 GeV/c, р л « р *

and hence in the centre of momentum the distribution of

particles was essentially three-dimensional, i.e. in terms

of a Peyrou plot

on the other hand above 100 GeV/c, p L > p ^ f o r n o 8 t

particles and the distribution of particles is essentially

one-dimensional, i.e. on a Peyrou plot
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The change over from one regime to another would of course,
be smooth. Some evidence for Berger and Krzywicki s
klnematical picture is given in Fig. 7.2, as they show
that one expects <rn> to vary as S 4 / 3 at low energy and
loq S at high energy. 2

Now- the theories giving f 2 behaving as I oq S or (I oq S)
are essentially asymptotic theories, and hence to test
them more data are needed at energies above 100 GeV/c.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We may now try to answer the questions asked in the
Introduction!

8.1 experimental data - this is mainly given in the
figures•

8.2 What is the best way to present data ? There are
several ways - the trasveree angle Ф.рд., search for clus-
ters (e.g. Ł.P.S. analysis), double differential distri-
butions, correlation functions, -fz , GGLP etc. It is
beet to try all these ways of plotting data and there
is not an obvious "best" way. But to Interpret the data
we must always compare them with what we expect - "known
physics"•

8*3 Save we learnt anything new ? At first sight, pro-
bably very little, apart from the evldenoe against the
Nova model. But on the other hand this is, historically
speaking, on|y the beginning of the study of the subject
of correlations and in the last year we have learnt a lot
about how to present and interpret data and this is an
important beginning*

8.4 Can correlations discriminate between models ? There
some Indications that correlations may be able to,
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in particular by using tbe transverse angle ф and the
-f function. Also there are indications that tbe study

of correlations between leading partloles is more profi-
table than the study of non-leading particles.

Thus in conclusion, tbe future of tbe study of

correlations is hopeful*
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DISCUSSION

R.LANDIR : Your Monte Carlo calculations of correlations
indicated that qualitatively you oould explain all the
big correlations* But Monte Carlo calculations did not
put in the production correlations, resonances, did it ?

D «MORRISON i No. The resonances were not put in. The
charge conservation is put in*

R.LANDEM t Were you saying that these correlations that
you don't put in are smaller or had little effect, like
resonances ?

D.MORRISON t Well, the effect is of second order. This
is the trouble. If you want to see an effect you should
look on the right plot. If you want to see resonances
then you should look an mass distributions.

R.LANDER t I want to see whether it is fair to say that
the correlation distributions are understood now.

D.MORRISON : No. Qualitatively these three factors that
I quoted t energy**iomentum conservation, the effect of
boundaries, small transverse momentum and leading particle
effects explain the data; of course, the leading particle
effects reflect something about physics, but this is in
a very emphasized way. The agreement is qualitative, it
is not quantitative. We need more, we need better eompa-
rison with the data, we need better theories to eompare
the data with* It is stage 1. Now we have to do stage 2.

••WROBLWSKI t I would like only to remind you the plot
X was showing the other day, of course, Douglas did not

sea It because lie was not there.

D•MORRISON : Sorry.
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i The D, dispersion, seems to grow linearly
witb <n> . In that oaee it is Immediate result tbai
the coefficient f2 has the parabollo dtytadtiM «a < m > .
This fits all the data, with the existing data fro*
Ш. rebelie, oven almost the Bono Lako data. So, I do aoi
agree with this drawing that you bare shown*

D.MORRISON t It is experimental • Let us look at It again,

A.WRÓBLBWSKI i I made a compilation of pp data, plotting
the dispersion versus1 < n > , and all the data fire a
nioe linear fit which means that this coefficient fg Is
parabolic»

D.MORRISON t Bat not Including Bono Lake data.

A.WRÓBLBffSKI t Tee, but you have sketched the expected
behaviour of f«»

D. MORBISON : It is not going to be e, It might be some-
thing else, but the data Is not good enough to say*

A.WBÓBLEPSKI : What I am saying is that if this linear
dependence will si.111 be maintained at higher energies,
than this f dependence must be parabolic*

0* MORRISON j It may become log s, because multiplicity
will go as log s. If you plot <n> against p, - you get
something like s ' • Then there are series off data which

are entirely different which are consistent with log s.
Certainly there are two different regimes. There seems
to be a round-about at 100 GeV, it does seem to change
over*

Т*РЖВВШ| t I feel a little desperate trying to understand
•em» of these correlation problems* It aeems to me, you
don't need better theories* At lower energies, no matter
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how great your theory is, you are never going to compare

anything, models, with fantastlo number of parameters

are Just too complicated. I think, to really get a feeling

of how these correlations will behave, you have to go above

100 GeV. Mo sense dlsousslng models in great detail at

thin point*

D.MORRISON x I half—agree with you. Because in fact we

have gained a lot of knowledge of physios by studying

things up to 30 GeV* Also you are getting exclusive

reactions which are quite difficult to do at 100 or 1000 GeV,

T.FKRBBL i Two particle correlations are extremely detailed

things if you want to fit them properly. I don't think

you learn a great deal by looking at low energy.

D«MORRISON t Ton don t learn by not trying.

L.VAN JIOVE i I want to make a little remark in the direc-

tion of Ferbel, perhaps not entirely so pessimistic, but

still give a oertaln amount of warning, that one should

be very careful not to judge things on, essentially, a

year of work* The procedure followed in all the papers

practically presented for such correlation problems is

in the logical order CFT- "oompute - publish - think" «

The problem, on the other hand, is one of the most

difficult problems In physics* It is not a two-body

problem clearly, the number of bodies and therefore the

number of parameters Is much larger than two* I think

it is a cultivation of absolute naive optimism to claim

that this is an asymptotic many body problem, because

the multiplicities at the highest energy which the tax-

payer will offer us for a moment, namely the ISR energy,

la at most 12 for charged particles, and the neutrals

may be half of that, and you should remember that there

are) at least 5 or в types of particles which are diffe-

rent and have very different properties* Protons and

itrens are quite different In pp. collisions, and
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7Т;*:тс1Г"аг« different* So per type of particle, the nunber
of particles is very «Ball. It is really a typical fe<w-
-particle problem, but not very few* Therefore it will
be very hard» To illustrate how correlations can be very
different remember that the word "correlation work"
really refers to all the work that deals with more than
one particle» You can take the question of resonanees*
It is known that in certain classes of six-body collisions
that were studied by a big collaboration on "̂"p — » six
charged particles, if you have a configuration where two
pions of opposite charge go forward, and four particles
go backward, it is almost totally Q and f, very strong
resonances. Cn the other hand, this resonance problem does
not reflect strongly on the two-body distribution in
rapidities or In x value* And that is because we have
a few-body problem which is of six-body type, with three
types of particles, p 7Г+, 3T~ and just there is no magic
formula, one formula of correlations giving you everything:
The problem is very complex* There is a kind of line of
what you may call "area bombing", of trying every kind

of correlations that you may think of, put it in the
computer, publish and wait for somebody to think about
it» Or, there Is the search, very patient search, of
"compute, think, compute, think", and eventually, after
five years or so, we probably will get a picture* Because
at least one thing can be certain compared to the many-
-body problems of the past, of statistical mechanics, of
thermodynamics» At that time the number of physicists
was very small compared to the typical number of parti-
cles in the system*

LMIOHRISON I Essentially I agree with you. Now, that
I have given my talk, I can say that correlations are not
my favourite subject* It is only because my friends
have asked me to talk***
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L.VAN HOVE : You should not discourage people from doing

it.

D.MORRISON : No, no, no,

L.VAN HOVE : There is something to be found, but not

in one year. In one year you can only publish, but not

really find something.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY R.L.LANDER

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PION PAIRS PROM K*p INTERACTIONS

I will present here very briefly data from the

reaction

K* + p —*7Г4-1Г + anything (i)

at 11.8 GeV/c. The data «111 demonstrate some of the
many possible correlations that exist between pairs
of pions. Two correlation functions will be used. The
first is the usual correlation function

d.6- 0L6"

«here у is the rapidity in the c.ro.s. and 6j is a to-
tal cross section of seme kind. Usage varies. In this
work the total cross section, including elastic scatte-
ring, has been used (l7 mb). For reasons that will be
mentioned below I do not particularly favor this corre-
lation function, but exhibit it for the benefit of those
who do prefer it. Fig,l shows (solid histogram) the
first term of (2), the double differential, ov "coinci-
dence11 term fc negative pions. The dotted histogram is
the second term. The values arę plotted against yo-y4

and are the integrals of (2) with Уо-У^ held constant.
The difference is just Q tyi^g* » a n d i s s n o w n l n

Fig.4. Fig» 2 and 3 show the separate terms of (2) for
ТГ41Г+ and Х*ЗГ*~ pairs respectively, while Fige. 5
and 6 show the correlation functions. You can see that
there is a rather striking structure in these correla-
tion functions for like pion pairs, and in particular
the function is positive for y^-y^ 0. If the inelastic
cross section (15 mb) have to be used lor 6̂ >, then the'"
1Г~ЗГ~ correlation would be negative everywhere, going
t o ^ 0 at У2-УА = О. The ТГ

+1Г+ function would still be
slightly positive at У2-УА * °» and the ЗГ

+ЗГ~ distri-
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butlon would change very l i t t l e , remaining positive
over essentially al l of the У2~

У1 range.
The definition given by (2} suffers from ambiguity

in the "oorrect" onolce for 6V and* also mixes all pos-
sible kinds of correlations. A somewhat simpler corre-
lation function may be defined for a given charge mul-
tipl icity, namely,

e d V _ Cn-Q d<T d€

«here n is the number of particles of the desiveU kind

that are prodaced in the chosen charge multiplicity.

€ГП is the partial cross section for the produriion of

the given multiplicity. For example, six-prong events

yield two 31" mesons, and for these events G 9 (1Г~) ruay

be defined by (3) with n = 2, The particular normaliza-

tion used in (з) now guarantees that G will be

if the particle pairs are distributed in у i

tly of one another. The integral of G n over У^»Уо
 w i l i

also be zero. Pig.7 shows G„ (IT ) for six-prone; events

of reaction (i) . We see there is a positive correla-

tion at.y2-y^ = 0, as we found for g. Now, however,

Gg (TT") approaches zere from above at the kinematic li-

mit. GJJ (TT~) is shown in Pig.6. The data are from the

eight-prong events.

For unlike pairs (1Г+7Г~) the definition oecones

\ __J f_d£\ ( dc" \
. ;n+ru 6-n+n. V dn + Jn+l dy_ )

Fo: four-, sixr and eightr-prong events used in

this work here are nine different pairs of values of

n+n_ . Thai э too many figures to show. We take the

liberty of s> ' .TLng (4^ over these nine combinations.

Tne result wiU still be representative in some sense

of the sort of correlations that exist between ТТ^Л"

pairs. Fig.9 shows the result. Fig.10 shows the result

of summing over the number of IF mesons.
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Pigs. 7 through 10 demonstrate the existence of
distributional correlations in the rapidities of pion
pairs. They will serve as a test for models of strong
interactions.

This work was done with Winston Ко. We have bene-
fitted from discussions with D. Pellet and P. Yager.

2000
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Ы
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1000 Г
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(X.
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Fig. 1» The two terms of the correlation function ^

equation (2) of the text, for ir~tr~ pairs. The solid line represents

d o/Cdyjeiy-), and the dotted line represents o_ (do/dy.)(do/dy_).

The y's are computed in the center of mass. The cross sections have

been Integrated over y1 and y_ subject to the condition y» - y« •

constant. Hence they are symmetric about zerc.
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DISCUSSION

S.OTWINOWSKI: I wanted to ask about the last picture
concerning six prongs. You said that the maximum is
at Д у » 0 . It may be connected with the GGLP effect,
because it is due to the particles which are produ-
ced with similar momenta.

R.LANDER: Well, if you say that it looks like a simi-
lar effect then I say yes. But if you say, that it may
be explained by the Goldhaber effect then I am sot sure
that I can agree with you. I do not think me even un-
derstand how to explain the GGLP effect.

A.ERWIN: Are not the percentages of the GGLP effect
too small to explain everything with it?

T.PERBEL: The Goldhaber effect makes a dramatic diffe-
rence between ЗГ+ТГ" and ТГ'ЗГ'Ж+ТТ4'

L.VAN HOVE: I have a question on your distributions.
You have the two-body distributions and then you sub-
tract something that comes from the product and is in-
tegrated. Now, I would ask the following question: did
you try for example to take the product distribution
and move it up and down by normalization ch«w$e, to see
whether it can fall entirely on the outer wings of the
true two-body distribution and then find out whether
the shape In «Ц* middle of the true two-body distribu-
tion is dlffdrfeat or not? You see, you can for example
ask yourself whether the tall which correspond* to the
А у big (which may be uncorrelated) is at leapt of the
ваше shape as in the (interrelated dietrlbutlone. The

normalization you would then decide by shifting. And
then from that yon would find whether the middle le
different or not. Did you try that?

•r



В.LANDER: No, «o have not done that.

P.LOWt I think шу comment is very similar. I think
that it la adding to the confusion to normalize these
distribution» by their integrals, because in fact you
would expect the Ay distribution to factorize in
some regions of phase space, but without any extra nor-
malisation. If you take the central region and then
compare the «bole thing I think it would be interesting.

G.THOMAS: U I an not mistaken, the very important
point in understanding your data is that you not only
plot the data for six and larger number of prongs. You
are taking just six and eight prongs. You do not take
higher multiplicities than eight.

R.LANDER: That is right. The cross section is already
small for si*» and eight- prong events and it is essen-
tially equal %o zero for ten prongs. At any energy
of course, there will be a limit to the multiplicity
available.

M.BARIIADIN-OTWINOWSKA: I would like to say that our
results for 40 GeV/c 1Г"р Interactions support the re-
sults obtained by dr Lander, namely that the correla-
tion coefficient depends on the charge of the particles
Involved. Por the pair of (+ -) particles we get a lar-
ge positive oorrel:i:o. and for a pair of two negative
particles the correlation is big negative, whereas for

a pair of twoTfo1s and a pair !T4fo-*tne correlation
Is somewhere In between. This may illustrate the

influence of charge conservation on the value
of correlation parameters.
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CONTRIBUTION PBBSBNTED BY A.BIALAS

A.BIALAS » First of «11, I would like (as usual) to
agree with Professor Van Hove ....

L.ViN HOVXh (interrupting)
We always disagree m private ••••

A.BIALAS '« We did all things you required (CPT) • Appa-
rently, the results of our thinking «ere not very great but,
anyway X would like to present them here.

Let me start first with some remarks about defi-
nitions* The definition of the correlation function
is as follows

D ) - 1 d N 1

Р

The point 1 would like to eaphaeize is that there are
normalization factors -<=- . These factors quarantec
that the quantities entering this formula are normalized
to one event.

The different definition of the correlation func-
tion arises when different choices for G are made.
The most popular ones are 6"=G^0t and

 <o = (^inel.
Let me stress that I see no, a priori, reason why one
choice is better than the other one. It depends on the
problem one studies.
r. »

We have heard a few minutes ago that the group at
Davis uses 6*tot* We used 6* jn€i, Let me try to justify
this choice. At this point I would like to agree (as

usual) with Dr Morrison who pointed out that we hove to

try to separate out the trivial things which produoe the

correlations* It Is very easy to convince yourself that

the elastlo scattering does indeed produce the positive

two-partiole correlations* Since we know that the elastlo

scattering is there and that the multiplicity distri-

bution looks something like



elastic inelastic n

it seems to be very reasonable to investigate the corre-
lations only within the broad bump of inelastic scattering»
Having said so much, let me now present, how look like
the data in the aooolerator region. Before I'll do that,
however, I would like to agree (as usual)with Dr Krisch,
-ho correctly pointed out that the correlation function
should be normalized to the single particle distribution
in order to obtain an idea about its real significance.
This has been done and shown in the Fig. 1. We plotted

where ̂  P<) is the slugle-partlole density* The data
were taken from the Smiths thesis. You see that for
large |xl=|PL/pin| there are strong negative correlations
in these data. This is the reflection of the energy-momentum
conservation' (if one pion with large momentum is pro»
duced than the probability of producing another one is
strongly reduced)* However, in the central region(small
ixI)it earn be clearly seen that Д 2 increases with
increasing energy and at the two highest available
energies it is positive. If these correlations would be
of short range then, as pointed out some time ago by
Nieh and Wang, A z should be energy-independent, in
contrary to what is seen in the data*
Ямш, we can say that we observe here some long-range
correlations1! these are not correlations due to phase
space, because phase space would give you negative
correlations*

H«lf.CHAN t wbat do you теш by long range correlation* ?
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A.BIALAS t Something which lnoreases faster than log s t

when integrated.

H,U.CHAN : How do you know how fast it grows ?

A.BIALAS i This is discussed by Nieh and Wang.

H.U.CHAN i But this is an asymptotio prediction.

A.BIALAS : Yes, It is, of course , possible that the
situation will ohange in the. asynptotic region. To see
this we have to wait for more data. However, it веешв
to me that the present trend is very suggestive.

H.M.CHAN t I think the final conclusion should wait
until we have data at higher energies where the range
of rapidity is large enough.

A.BIALAS : I agree. Let me come back to my report and
to > agree again with Dr. Morrison who pointed out
correctly that it is important to take into account the
obvious things. He listed :

1) Energy and momentum conservation,
2) p ^ cut,
3) Leading particles.
Let ae add one more thing, namely the isospin con-

servation.

We considered all these effects and we are con-
vinced that they produce negative correlations. Con-
sequently, if one finds negative correlations, there is.
nothing to be excited about (unless a quantitative
calculation is available) • However,once you find the
positive correlations, I think this fact is non-trivial.

Now, the question arises, from where these positive
correlations соне ? One of the possibilities is, an has
been pointed out by Le Bel lac, that there is an inter-
play betv, *% diff ractive dissociation and the pi oni z a-
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tlon. I already pointed out that if you include elastic
scattering, you get strong positive correlations• We
subtracted elastic scattering* However, we did not subtract,
e.g. N"*(i400) production* We could not do this. Con-
sequently, in toe data the diffraction and pionization
are mixed together* Such a mixture is a source of the po-
sitive long-range correlations. T M s problem was discussed
in detail by Professor Kobe, and I will not enter into
details.

Tji such picture is right, then at high enernes one
observes two peaks in multiplicity distribution :

log S
"^SL^ PiomzcHrion

diffraction

Since the separation between the two peaks
as. log s tD'

w(loq s) and consequently fg^Ciog s)"".

Actually, 1 believe that such interplay of two
mechanisms oan be applied such more generally than just
to diffraction and pionization. Perhaps, this is also
the way to handle the resonance production.

Finally, I would like to propose to organize vtting
in order to decide which notation should be used n
further world think that if we would succeed in agreeing
on one- set of symbols, this would be probably the grea-
test contribution of this Colloquium to the further
progress in the field* I hope this question can be
settled during the reception, tonight*



TWO PARTKXE CORRELATIONS

p p — T - . T " . ANYTHING

SMITH DATA

. 1.

DISCUS

G.THOBIAS: You wrote down four assumptions:

1. Uncorrelated production
2. Small pi *
3. Leading particle
4. Ieoepin

These give f. which goes like a minus constant tines
In s, so you need soae kind of addition to explain the
data.
I would like to report on calculations which I made
«lib Dennis Slvers in which we considered adding other



possible abort range correlations not contained in the

uncorrelated jet model, Examples of such correlations

are i producing pairs, or triplets etc. in resonances

and then letting them decay. Proa a fairly general

argument we found that one still gets fa proportional

to log s, but the coefficient can now be positive.

V.SlUAKt If your A function is normalized to one

particle distribution, how does this depend in your

compilation on the normalization that was proposed by

Krisch. I mean, is there any difference?

A;BIALAS: -os, there is a slight difference.

H.CHANt I would like to repeat my comment on the

absence or presence of long range correlations.

I think the question is not whether correlations exist

or not - we all know there must be rorrelations - but

whether the correlations are long ranged. One way to

decide whether your energy is high enough is presuma-

v;iy to see, whether at the energy you are looking at

there is already a flat plateau in rapidity or not.

For example the result of Wang and Nleh is asymptotic

in the sense that everything is already dominated by

the flat plateau in the central region. At the ene.- 2f

you are looking at there is no plateau. Your result

is evidence only for the existence of correlations, but

not evidence for long range correaltiohs.

P.HOYBRt I would like to ask you about the normaliza-

tion of the correlation function using the total cross

section or the inelastic cross section. Let us assume

that tne elastic scattering is the only diffractive

component and all inelastic events have short range

correlations. Can you* prove that if you normalize by

6 inel the correlation function has a short range?
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A.BIALAS: I think that if you assume it, you can

prove it.

D.MORRISON: Could you explain what you mean by short
or long range, how do you define it?

•

A.BIALAS: Essentially I define them in this context
by the energy dependence. If the integrated correla-
tions increase like In s or more slowly, it is called
short range.

D.MORRISON: And in terms of rapidity, how 'Jo you
define them?

A.BlAL.iJ: That would mean that it disappears ех^кто»-
tially with distance in rapidity.

A.KRISCH: I would like just to try to answer your
question. I agree with Białas that С inel is the right
one, because if you integrate the • • • over every-
thing you should get one, which is what you want.
If you use ^tot w n e n У° и integrate and get one that
means that the experimentalists made a mistake.

A.BIALAS: I agree with the result, but not with the
argument.

H.CHAN: I think Hoyer's-question was: you define the
correlation function by normalizing to б inel. Will it
be short range if. there is no other diffract I've compo-
nent, apart from elastic scattering?
I think the answer, is, yes.

A.BIALAS: I agree, I, would like to make another com-
ment about the problem where these positive correla-
tions come from. Suppose that, .as we believe, they ap-
pear because of the interplay of .two mechanisms. Then,
we can ask ourselves (the discussion is given In the
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p«p«r by Fijałkowski, Zalewskl and myself) whether one
can look at something which has certainly no diffrac-
tion, and how the correlations will then look like.
On the slide you see the pp data which rise; now we
took the pp from which the annihilations were excluded.
They are at mich lower energy, but anyway they are
certainly consistent with pp data. Then, we look into
annihilation channels. For annihilation channels we
have no diffraction, and therefore we do not expect any
positive component to be built up. And you see what
happens, these points are strongly negative. Of course
there might be other explanations. The production

mechanism is different in these two cases but anyway
it goes our way. (See fig* at the end of the discussion).

H.MIETTINEKt I would like to make a comment to the
Holer's question. 1 am not sure if I understand Prof.
Chan's answer corapletely; even if there is no diffrac-
tion interference, it is enough to mix two mechanisms,
to e,et immediately long range correaltions, even in
the case when you normalize by 6" 4 n ej. There is an
example of two Polsson's which go up with different^
speeds, that immediately gives you a dispersion which
grows up quicKly enough to give, by definition, long
range correlations.

H.ABARBANEL: The most interesting thing that Blałas
mentioned, was the question of having two different. ~
mechanisms which produce constant total oross sections.
And I wonder If you could, first of all, discuss that
a little bit. Tell me what physics is, and secondly
tell me whether or not there is a slightly more sensi-
tive way of discovering that It is true, than just by
looking at this integrated correlation function.
I could think of other ways in which that would be like

9

.(logs) . There will only be one mechanism, and I find
that will be just ae sensitive.
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A.BIALASt About the physics I can perhaps comment
a little. It it the physic» which Wilson and L# Bella?
have suigested some tlae ago. They discussed the dif-
fractlve production of particle* which mainly populate
the low Multiplicities.. In fact, what I have in mind
here is that < a > of dlffractlvely produced particles
tends to ficito Halt at high energies. The distribu-

tion of the
like that
dN
da

n of dlffractlve production Is sonething

J V
ffmct-ivre pToduchon

n.

The pionizatlon, according tą multiperlpheral model,
predicts ^Л> #V/ log s . My impression is that it is
not the only way to produce positive correlations.
In fact, if you have & multi-peripheral model, you can
think that you have contributions froa different ex-
changee. Some of these contributions may perhaps add up,
in such a way that everyone Individually gives you
a constant cross section. I do not see the reason why
It cannot be его. And «very one of them will probably
produce a different single particle distribution, be-
cause coupling constants sire different. Consequently
you will find some (log s) dependence if you combine
them. So, let me summarize that, I think, finding (logs)"
dependence is essentially trivial. Positive (log s) is
something, that I would expect now on the basis of what
I know froa theory. Also Canemchl and Schwiamsr have argu-
ments for that. You have to have very tricky cancella-
tions to make D «v log s .
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BLI Bui it йоде not give you everything. Didg g
you aay that the measurement of D - <Cn^> is not a sen-
eitlve «ay to teat your mechanism because many diffe-
rent things might give (logs) behaviour? However, If
you look at 6"n(e) for large в as a funotlon of n,
amd you do not eee that hole in the middle you cannot
вау that you have two mechanism*.

•.BlaŁAS* lut the point la that at low energy you ean-
not aaa the dtp. However, you can probably aee BOB» ln-
dloatiems of «hat happens by imroatigatlon of the cor-
relation parameter

B.LANDUs I Just «anted to point out that in the second
correlation funotlon i
duction of n prongs.
correlation funotlon «e иве 6"д cross section for pro-

Z.KOBAi My question to Blałas 1st «hen you have two
•echanlsns you hare certainly positive correlations,
and you give aoaa arguments tnat they are strong in the
contra! region. Because that tt «hat you have In the data.

X.BIALASt The formula, «hioh you got is the following:

The conbined correlation function, is the sun of the
correlation duo to plonizatlen, the other one «hlch
I called diffraction and there ia a tern which provides
you long range correlations. This last tern is a product
of difference of two elegie particle dietrlbutlone in
one nechanlsn ana in the other. In this case «e really

do expect that thie difference «ill be biggest in the
middle, Just because pionlsation probably gives you
seething like thats



piomza+ion

and the diffraction gives
you something like that) X

diffraction
If you subtract them the difference is huge In the

middle. Thus, for this particular mechanism It would

be huge in the middle. I do not know what It will be

for other mechanisms.

T2
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PP
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annihilation
pp annihilation
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CONTRIBUTION BY B.PETERSSON [ ORSAYJ :

I will report on a work done in collaboration with
Andreaj Krsywlokl [l, 2] . In that work, we try to make
a phenomenologlcel treatment of the Inclusive
quantities, somewhat in contrast to the formal use of
Mueller's optical theorem • Regge pole saturation.
Below, I will preaent an integral equation which we
have oonjeotured for the one particle distribution,
but first I discuss the quslitative motivations.
At very high energies ( а>1000 GeV2) , seeling seems

to hold for the one-particle distributions; while the
inelasticity of the incoming particle remains small,
a central pleteau for the produced partioles is develop-
ed.
This scaling can however be realised in several ways,

lndiatingulahable in the one-particle distributions. We
formulate two alternatives (in rapidity space) .

l) All events look like the average situation ( as
given by the one particle spectrum)

I I 1 1 I >
ii) There is clustering in individual events, but the

dynamics is such that the average is smooth
INI! ^ + 1 inn и ^

Informstlon about this at high energies come as yet
only from cosmic ray data, we have made critical
analysis of s recent article in Phye.Rev. Letters [з] ,
where the authors make the spectaoular conclusion that
scaling is not valid even for S > 10* GeV2 and that

' rapidity distributions are nearly Gaussian* We tried
to snow that, in fact, the cosmic ray data are not
inconsistent with; the now experimentally verified)
scaling, if alternative li)(clustering) is true.

Our orltlolsm of ref(3jie shortly tbe following s
a) Tbe icoomlng energy is In principle unknown. To
determine it by a speolal symmetry hypothesis
(castagnoli metbod) , will bias tba above conclusions.



The e y e et гу hypothesis woald Ъо leas daBgereas If
alternative 1) waa true.
ъ) Statement about Gaussian ahape la hard to reoenolle
with ether information ( highly aayaaetrlc, two-fireball
evonta) [4] whloh la faot rapport seeling [б] •
e) Quantities independent of the incoming aa«ror, like

where у la practically = log tan 9 L A B , вшу be aere
nodel independent. The experimental sample uaed Is
Ret .[3](aa far «a It can Ъе traced) hae

<>
Their "theeretloai" eoallag extrapolation has

« г > ^ 1.5
It la then a priori olear that a dleagreeaient will Ъе
foand.
fbe groat experlaental difficulties in coasie raj

experiments, and how ono trioa to take thoa carefully
into accooat, can ho fonad e.g. In the article by
Mlfaowlos [ii} . Anyhow, fro* the above ohaorratlona
wo argue that the eoaalo ray reaalta аау aapport oar
oluaternlng alternative. The qneation ahoold, of course,
bo aettled at «be ISR.

At the oenventlonal accelerator energies (S<iOO CieV2)
the central plateau la not developed. Here, there
should, however, be enough material to study the
existenoe of clusters, and to what extent the one-
particle apeotra of produced particles are klnematlcal
reflections of the well-known dynamical faeta, like

the sharp p̂  cut off, the value and growths of the
average multiplicity, and the loading particle effects.

To formulate too above In a constructive way, wo
have written down a recurrence relation, using the
loading particle distribution as a dynaaloal lapet. The
loading particle distribution may bo defined In varloua
models. What ono lacks Is a more oaroful experimental
Investigation and definition. Anyhow, it should obey
the general restrictions,
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, р х )»0 * < Q (beaa - like)
J^Vt4=i .

Then one otn write down the Identity

which define* the conditional probability^ that If
there la a non-leading particle with aoaentum p , the
leading one baa aoaentua p±. Thla 1» in fact a very
apeolal two-particle correlation function.

What la ^i In eoate aimple modela?
l) The alngle diffraction exitation model.

Hare, once the leading particle la taken away, al l
dynamical memory of the incoming direction Is lost.

The primed quant It lea refer to the treae where

2} The multIperipheral model

In ftl^^g<ł*f to Cs',p') energy шоп en turn cone ervat Ion is
taken Into account.
3) The "Ideal" Feynaan-Wilaon gas.

Ttila la preaumably aoaewhat more general than MTV.
The aaae reault would however Ъе expected; reaeving
partlolea very oloae to the walla would give

where a'can he rather different froa a.
With the hint from tne laat two exaaplea, we oan

aharpen the above relation to an integral aquation
for the one~partlcle diatrlbution:



Mote that all quantities involved aro in prlnelple
experimentally meaaorable. For tho oaae «nan tboro are
two imeorrel«tod loading partloloa tbo above aquation
can bo generalised to а more symmetrio fashion.
Noto farther thrt tbe equation la oonaiotont with the
Feynman breaeetrahlung płetwo at high energy i a
-dimenaional aoltttlon oan eaaily bo Bound, where

leading-
correaponda to

dx x
To oontinse this work In a quantitative way,

would be helpful the following experimental Informa-
tions
1) The nature and distributions of loading partloloa

Ex.:

faat , *> fast ^
pp*> p л n , д4"4" + X

2) Correlationa between leading and non-leading
partioleert

pp -* p + IT + X
Those correlations are free oar point of view more

intereatlng than correlations between non-loading
part Idea.
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DISCUSSIWf

J.MAlCfSLOWSKIi Did y«u ever sake • oontect witbin the
MFM b«tw««n your «qoatlon and that of
Chaw, Ooldborger aad Lav'a?

B.PBTBBSSOVt Aa far aa I tmdaratand i t la not «xaotly
the ваша eqnatlon aa taoao written dean
in tbelr art lole. Fartharaiora va would
Ilk» to tako tee kernel froa axperlaient,
not froa a tbeoretloal bypotheala.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY H.ABAHBANEL

SPIN DEPENDENCE IN INCLUSIVE REACTIONS

Professor Koba asked me to speak briefly about '
spin correlations in inclusive processes. There are two
kinds of spin correlations one can study. One can go
to the store and buy a spinning particle or one can buy
two non-spinning particles and through their relative
orbital angular momentum make up an effective spin.
I «ill discuss these things in order.

The ke observation here is that the inclusive
cross sections are proportional to forward elastic ab-
sorptive parts of some scattering amplitudes, so that
the momentum transfer between particles is not only
zero but comes from a null four vector. When one classi-
fies the exchanged objects in a crossed channel by the
invariance group of the momentum transferred across the
exchange, it is clear that one is dealing here with a
four-dimensional symmetry since the transfer vector is
(0,0,0,0)1 This means that an exchange ( Reggeon , par-
ticle .«.....) can be characterized by an additional in-
variant quantum number beyond the usual complex angular
momentum oC С0). This additional number, usually called
M, is a measure of the memory of azimuthal information
carried across the exchange. It tells one how much cor-
relation in an azimuthal variable relating the spin on
each side of the exchange may be present.

It enters a process with spin as follows: suppose
particle a carries a mixture of helicities so its spin
state is

Now imagine it undergoes forward.elastic'scattering
from a system S which is spinless..
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t = О

\fben an exchange at oC , is present in the t-chan-
nel, the contribution to the lie 1 i city transition

•Л a — ^ A a from a value M of the new quantum number
is

So clearly M governs the amount of allowed heli-
»:ity flip. If M = о , zero helicity flip U owi nates;
Ы -- 1 , Д Х а = i , etc.

The question for physics be с ernes : what M values
shall we expect and what can we learn by the observa-
tion of various M's. It appears that all ordinary
simple pole exchangee(Pomeron, с f f,Ag tc0 , particles)
with the possible exception of the pion, have Ы = 0 .
Cuts in the angular momentu* plane, built up out of two

poles which always have some orbital angular momentum
between them, have a mixture of M = 0,1,2,
Measuring II, then, ie an indication of the presence of
branch cuts in the angular momentum plane.

Before describing in detail bow one measures U
let me say a few words about why one «ants to do it.
As is now patently clear (see talks by Low and Abarbanel
at this Colloquium), cuts in the J - plane especially
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at t = J are definitely going to be present and this is
a direct «ay to get a handle on their properties. Why
spin dependence and not just energy dependence? Because
one does not look for s /lug s versus s type of
effects, but looks for (cos^)n n)> 0 versus n = 0 type
effects, where the coefficients of each power of the
azimuthal correlation angle are a priori more or less
the same size. The point, in brief., is that it is a ve-
rv sensitive probe of the presence of cuts or equi\a-
lently non-factorizIng singularities in the J - plane.
Furthermore one examines factorization in one experi-
ment, not by comparing different experiments, in prin-
ciple, that should not matter in practice, it may matter
a great deal.

Now how to proceed? Let us state what one expects
for spin correlations for M = 0 exchanges, then devia-
tions from that are the signal for cuts.

Let Ui consider the inclusi\e process a+ h —• с * л
in the fragmentation region of с . The cross section is
given by

no łu'Iłoity flip hejitity flip one

for a ff»t of M = О exchanges oC ̂  . Me* ori ally wt> have

This equation says that if oC ш а х ia 1 (Pomeron), then
no spin flip takes place until order 1/s relative to the
leading term.
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Ho» do »е see this? Consider tbe process up-^jT + X
which baa actually been done at 2.8, 4.7, and 9.3 GeV/c
linearly po Hur i zed photons at SLAC. The spin state of
the photon Is quite generally

ana

I 2

iii the proton fragmentation region - that i s , slow
2

i»ions i n the l a b . The second term i s down by s 1
cause the h e l i c i t y f l i p i s 2 . Par i ty t e l l s us that

and then

so the cross section Is independent of the photon pola»
rization in the proton fragmentation region. The actual
experimental results Indicate that remarkably enough
only 11 = 0 is present. Since only I) > 0 or 2 can enter.,-
we may just be missing something interesting In M « i
about cute - that can be seen In electroproductlon of
single detected hadrons i t t p —*. ш * hadron + X.
Possibly nore interesting «e are learning tha< either
cuts are If « o, which is a strong constraint on theories,
t>r even stronger, there are no cuts I On the basis of one
experiment, however, such drastic conclusions are ob-
viously a bit hasty.
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So now we have a living exaapl» of a real «pin-or-
bital angular loientui correlation!

SJ-

epin

\ orbital angular (momentum

since a spin dependence correlates the sp*n "vector of
a with pTo and tbe bean dlrece*on.

Now i t ie clear that to see an orbital-orbital cor-
relation не must do a two particle inclusive experiment:
a + b —>» с + d + X and separate с and d by a large
rapidity or energy. Consider them in the single Kegge

exchange region, that is s —*• <=x? while

Уа - y c • yd " y c • P-rc • PTd « d с оЧ*Р тЛа/Ргс Prd
are held fixed:

The multiple differential cross section turns out to be

in this limit for an oC ± , M exchange

d6r(a+b-* с -i- d + x )

independence implies 11 в о and 'further that the cross
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section fасtori»es into a product of single particle
fragmentation functions f a c and f b d .

Despite a number of attempts to extract the
dependence from two particle distributions there is at
this time no experimental evidence to report. The clea-
nest and hardest experlssnt requires the five fold <16Г
above. To integrate over the у and pj variable one
must either cleverly parametrize or take from single
particle experiments the functions f• Since the latter
seems quite reasonable to do, I would expect it to be
done relatively soon and thus allow the ф dependence
to be properly examined.
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DISCUSSION

B.PETTEHSSON: Why do you expect the double fragmenta-
tion region to become important «hen s -

H.ABARBANBL: The double fragmentation region comes
whenever the missing mass is larger then, let us say,
5 GeV 2 and rapidity difference is larger than about 2.

F.LOW: You did not mention it, but it follows from your
last formula that in the leading term, whatever it is,
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cut or pole, the II в о quantum number must give large*.

contribution, because if It does not, you get negative

cross sections.

M.TOLLBR: I would like to add a comment to Or Abarba-
nel*s talk. Assume that only the Pomeron contributes
to the two particle inclusive distribution in the
double fragmentation region. Then one can show that
there is a non-leading term of the Pomeron contribution
which behaves as в and contains a factor совф .
This contribution to the aslmuthal correlation can be
computed completely in terms of derivatives of the one
particle distributions and it turns out that it is Im-
portant in some kinematical regions. Or МогПвоп asked
this morning for the theoretical predictions to compare
with new experimental data on azloutbal correlations 7
this Pomeron contribution could be an interesting terra

of comparison, even if other contributions can be pre-

aent. It is probable that this Poraeron contribution is

more important than the contributions of cuts at pre-

sent accelerator energies, while cute should dobunate

at ISR or NAL energies.

G.KANE: If the cut discontinuity vanishes completely

at t t 0 for the Pomeron, then for t = о perhaps M>0
will decouple so that perhaps one can not see the cut
effects at t = О for the Pomeron.

H.ABARBANEL! Yes, ndw, i/ what you say is that the

cut in fact decouples! at t = О then you are left with
some kind of simple pole.



CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY S.POKORSKI

DEPENDENCE OP THE AVERAGETT° MULTIPLICITY OK THE
NUMBER OP CHARGED PARTICLES AND ON THE ENERGY

Average 3T° multiplicity considered as a function
of charged multiplicity ncfa and energy s, n ^ n ^ .
is related to the *JT° distribution function for a semi-
inclueivo reaction of the type

a •»• b -»7ГС • n charged + any number of neutrals.

We assuiiie ( for a qualitative discussion ) that
pione are produced only in the plonization region. Then
following the arguments and aaauaptions of Koba, Nielsen
and Oleaen. one can prove the following scaling relation:

«here ń .(s) is the average charged multiplicity and
F is an arbitrary function. Sealing relation (l) has
been tested experimentally using data at Ю , 25 and
40 GeV/c. The results have been shown in Fig.l. Scaling
seems to work for points at 25 and 40 GeV/c.

Finally one oan try to discuss the shape of func-
tion P and relate it to inclusive correlations, in the
pionlzation region, between neutral and charged pions.
Assuming (as suggested by experiment) that the total
average ЭГ° smltlpllclty satisfies a relation

/ one can distinguish the following two extreme
possibilities:

then ^^(n^.e) = n

Ch/z
 апй t h e average IT multipli-

city for a given prong number does not depend on energy.

the average IT multiplicity does not depend on the
number of prongs.
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Possibilities a) and b) correspond to definite
relations between inclusive nultlpartlcle distributions
integrated over transverse momenta ( we denote them by

Case a), if realized, would Imply the relation:

*

i.e. inclusive oross sections at x • 0 would be
trlc under the Interchange ^°«*-*3Tc'1 and (11°^") corre-
lations would b* the saw as (it * ITch) correlations.

In case b) one would have

(од 0 ) e v c o )V-.-<. ( 0 A 0 )

what corresponds to independent production of 7Г S and
vanishing (^ir**1) correlations.

Extreme possibilities a) and b) are not suppor-
ted by the data (Pig.l) which nevertheless suggest much
weaker correlations between neutral and charged plons
than between charged pione themselves.



CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY J.BENECKE

INCLUSIVE SPECTRA AND FLUCTUATIONS OF CHARGE IN HAD RONI C
tfULTIPARTICLB PROCESSES BOKN-HMffiURG-MUNCHBN COLLABORATION

A b s t r a c t

Speculations on the inclusive 2-particle spectrum

at infinite energy are used to read off trends expected

Cor finite energy spectra. These expected trends are

then confronted with data on IT"—production in pp -col-

lisions at 12 and 24 GeV/c.

A study of the charge distribution inpp collisions

Sives rise to the hypothesis that fluctuations of charge

may attain a non—zero limit in high—energy tnultiparticle

processes.

The forward-backward distribution of "Ж~7Т^ t and

all charged particles is compared to the assumptions of

a) a binomial distribution of the given topologies

and b) a factorized distribution for the two hemispheres,

A full account will be published in a forthcoming paper

of the collaboration.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY K.J.BIEBL

INSTITUT FUR HOCHENERGIBPHYSIK DER DEUTSCHEN AKADEMIB
DBR WISSBNSHAFTBN ZU BERLIN

BBBLIN-ZKJTHBN, DDR

GRAND CANONICAL AND SEMI-INCLUSIVE SINGLE PARTI0US.
DISTRIBUTIONS

The grand canonical single particle distribution
is a generalization of the inclusive one which has
most of the advantageous properties of the inclusive
distribution, in particular a simple scaling law, and
may therefore be convenient for an analysis of the data
and comparison of them with theories.

We want to take the point of view that the genera-
ting function considered by lAieller [i],

Cf <t)

should be regarded as a grand canonical total cross-sec»
tion for a reaction

* + Ъ " Charged l»> • Neutral' 1 5

H e r e Xcharged(z) contains any number of the charged parti-
cles each of which is treated in (1) with a weight factor
or efficiency z = e ̂, oC being the chemical
potential of the charged particles £2], whereas ^ п в и^ Га1
(1) contains any number of neutral particles with the
usual inclusive efficiency Z M U t r f t l«:i (°< neutral"0).

The coefficients 0" t o p

t n ) are the topojogioal oross-
-section in the n-prong channels. The brackets in (1)
denote the expectation value of the efficiency operator
e * N in the final state | V >-(3-l) I ab > t N being the
charged particle maber operator' [2] •



More detailed Information is obtained from the
measurement of the grand canonical single particle
distribution for the reaction

e l k )

with one momentum analysed particle o(k) besides the
grand inclusive ( = with weight faotors) anything of
the reaction (1) • This cross-section (И^Чк.г) is the
generating funotion £"3 л 4J of the semi-inolusive (-topo-
logical) single particle distribution v>,top(k,n) in the
n-prong channel C^J» Por z*i it is ner:caeary to treat
the normalized distribution which may be regarded as the
single particle density in a grand canonical ensemble [2],

since we can expect a simple scaling only for the density
but not for the numerator and denominator in *(4) separately.
Prom this density we get Ly integration and summation
over all charged particles the grand canonical mean chargeu
particle number,

which determines Q(z) completely, whereas the corresponding
integral of the semi-inclusive density.О*°Р(к,п) ТЮр{к)

1

gives merely the value n •

A measurement of the grand inclusive quantities
which for z=»l coincide with the corresponding Inclusive
quantities can be made fora fixed value zjfl quite similar
as in a usual inclusive experiment, now with the weight
factors z11 for each n-prong event* For a measurement



in a continous range of z, however, it is шогв convenient
to measure first the semi-inolusive and topological
cross-sections and to transform then the results from
this "canonical" (fixed ni for» of the representation
of data to the grand canonical form by means of the simple
relation (4) • The advantage of this grand canonical
representation la:

1. that for many modele the expressions have a more
simple form on the grand canonical level than
on the semi-inclusive (canonical) one, and

2. that the grand oanonlcal density has many advanta-
geous properties, a few of which will b* numerated
in the following [6].

1) The basic property of the grand canonical'quantities
are their very inclusive character represented by
the summation over all n—prong channels in (1)
and (4) which allows to exploit all events of an
experiment and to make the analysis of the data
with^ (k*2) for г>1 шогв sensitive to contri-
butions of large n than with the inclusive density

2V The relation of the grand inclusive density to
integrals of the inclusive correlation functions

which is analogously to the expansion [[1]

7n
implies that the investigation of the z-dependence of
t?f (KZ) gives an information on all multiple correlations
of the particleCik) observed at the point к of the
momentum space with n other charged particles somewhere
in the momentum space* This is of particular advantage
for a treatment of kinenatical correlations if С(Ю is
observed in the fragmentation region*



The most remarkable property of the grand canonical
density is its scaling behaviour which derives
from (6). If the n-particle inclusive distributions
scale, have no long range correlations and depend
in the central region only on the rapidity diffe-
rences [i] then each term in (6) has the same
scaling and plateau behaviour as the first term
coinciding with the inclusive density 9, (Ю.
We therefore get tor the inclusive density in a
continuous range of z(0 < z«{S/m) the scaling
l e r W nr dr

equally as in the inclusive case (z=l) • For the inte
grated quantities we have the limiting relations [ij

lnd(z,s) —* p(z) In s + q(z) (g)

,s>—с <,z)ln s + z - . (10)

wherefC^^Z-^r is the traneversally integrated density
of all charged particles in the central region.

Therefore Z = e is a suitable scaling variable
which is independent on s like k x • The weight
factors z11 evidently do not disturb the usual Inclusive
scaling. Note that (,8) does not apply to the cross-sec-
tions in (4) because of (9).

An experimental investigation of the scaling for
»=1 and thus the test of the above assumptions oan be
made therefore in the usual way by comparison of the data
for Ct

q Сk,z) obtained for different energies s ^ s 2 at
the same value z в z± » z 2 # (Since already for z=i
the scaling is only slowly approaohed one may, however,
try to compare the grand inclusive density at slightly
different valr«is z^ and z g for s and s 2 t respectively,
and get, in th iase of a better agreement t curves of
eoallng in the г^д-plane which for finite s are not
parali»! to the s-axls).



4) The grand inclusive density satisfies the вале sum
rules for an arbitrary z as the inclusive one [2j

so that a l l conclusions drawn from these sum rules must
be val id also for an arbitrary z > 0 (The sum extends also
over neutral p a r t i c l e s ) . +

5) The semi-inclusive (canonical) density (j'1 (k,n)
can be obtained approximately in a simple way
according to the standard s t a t i s t i c a l relat ion
between canonical and grand canonical qant i t ies,

with z determined by the condition

(13)

For large In s eq.(13) reduces according to ( io) to

and gives the scaling of the semi-inclusive density [5]

U5)

where z CO) is the solution of the equation
(Eq.(.12)is applicable if In s is large and z n not, at
a phase transition point)* The energy dependent scaling

V variable s) of the semi-inclusive density involves the
difficulty that for finite s the value In в (or In s+o)
is ambiguously defined whereas the energy independent
scaling variable z of the grand inclusive density is
well defined for any s. Therefore we may expect that the
grand inclusive scaling law (8) is approached less slowly
than the scaling lav (15) which is based also on the .
additional approximative validity of eq.(12)«
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY J.RANFT

TWO РАНТ 1СLE CORRELATIONS FROM THE MULT IPERIPHERAL-

THERMODYNAMIC MODEL
J.RANFT AND GISELA RANFT
SEKT ION PHY SIX, KAHL-IURX-UKIVERSITAT LEIPZIG, DDR.

Our aim is to start from a model which desorlbes
the single particle spectra rather well, and to find
out which new information can be obtained from
applying this model to inclusive two particle
distribution* and correlations. In this approach we
agree completely with Dr Morrison's talk.

The thermodynaaic model of single particle spectra
can be written in the ferm

00\
where /3 - ai«n(*-O/Gkł), fi and Y being
the Lorentz parameters of the fireball, X o is the )C
-parameter of the cm system, E'is the energy in the
fireball rest frame, T the fireball temperature,
FfAiYoHs a velocity distribution of the created
fireballs and qCA^a) is the fireball decay chain
multiplicity factor. LCX,V0") transforms the decay
spectrum from the fireball rest frame to the cms
(cms variables are denoted by )
As has been shown in earlier sessions, Eq.(l)

describee Indeed many features of the data very well.
The interpretation of (l) is left open when

considering single particle spectra. It oan be
understood aa a continuous superposition of particles

being emitted from different volume elements of the
oollidlng system (definition of a non-ideal fireball)
or aa a superpoaltion of ideal fireballs moving with
velocityЛ. The latter point of view was adopted by us
previously M where we considered the multlperlpheral
produotlon of fireballs.
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Tnie looks like the nova model but indeed it is

not. These fireballs here are theoretically defined

objects described by the statistical bootstrap model

and we consider not only Pomeron exchange; therefore

particle i has not to be identical to the incoming

particle at this vertex (therefore we Uo not get the

difficulty with neutron production as is obtained in

the n.va model)-

Due to the limited multiplicity <u^>^;4 to 5 the

first two graphs from above Trill dominate at energies

up to aay 20 GeV/c.

We compute the longitudinal velocity distribution

of the blob in the single blob graphs by using the

result of

because the топк itил spectrum of the blob and the one

of particle i are identical in the erne. From (г) by

integration the velocity distribution function

(3)

can be computed, it turns out to be in good agreement
with the function F (X) determined empirically.

We would like to stress that we use the triple

Regge expression (2) mainly for the purpose of demonstra-

tion that the interpretation of thermodynamic single

particle speotra in terms of one-fireball production

makes sense. In the calculation of two particle correla-

tions we shall use the empirically determined F(X).

We consider now Inclusive distribution of two
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newly produced particles. At the energies considered

both particles result from the decay of the ваше single

fireball.
The inclusive two particle distribution from the

decay of one heavy fireball in its rest frame can be
expressed in the following way
d6 N,, A ,т

The two particles ere produced statistically uneorrela-
ted if we disregard conservation laws for energy,
momentum, charge etc, a procedure justified for suf-
ficiently heavy firebar's. In the actual calculations
we take however energy conservation into account by
introducing kinematical cut-off's in the rapidity
variables.

In our model all Inclusive twc particle correla-
tions result from the fact that one fireball is formed
in each collision moving with different velocities -Я ,
The inclusive two partiole distribution in too сев is
obtained by integrating Eq. (4) over all possible
velocities A of fireballs in the oms. This is done in
the same way as for the single particle distributions

in Eq. (l) using the same velocity weight function F{X)

Б* * _*!_*« ^1 * *fv

C27T)6 dXTCX)а

Introducing rapidity variables and neglecting the -
we obtain

•t
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where ^ is the rapidity of the fireball .
Integrating over the transverse momenta resul ts in

]

c o s h

with
00

(8)

The expression (7^ has been calculated numerically.
The inclusive two-particle correlation function
obtained

» . d2N*a dN* dN»

is compared in Fig. 1 with the data of Ко [з] .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Integrated correlation function C±2 (y4 ,y*)
calculated aooording to Eq/s.(9) and (7̂  eompared
with experimental data of Ко ОЙ in K+p-»TMI+anything
at ±2 GeV/c. The error bars give the error of the
experimental curve due to uncertainties of -7*> in the
absolute normalization.
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DIPPRACTIVE PRODUCTION PROCESSES
BY J.G.RUSHBROOKE (CAMBRIDGE)

I. IHTRODUCTIOH

Despite the absence of any satisfactory model,
let alone theory» of diffractive production processes,
there still seems to be reasonably clear agreement as
to the sort of properties [1] such processes should
have. We agree that we would recognize events as coming
from diffractive processes if:

О The cross-section is approximately as s-independsnt
as elastic or total cross-sections; in practice
this has come to mean <5*~р. . where n~0.2 - О.*:>.

2) There are zero quantum numbers Q,S(BtI... in the
t-channel. Recently fairly detailed isospin analyre-
lieve been used to isolate 1 = 0 exchange events, a;
will be discussed below. Also, the so-callea "сг̂ г-ч-
-over" phenomenon in d Cjydt has proved useful in
verifying that events are predominantly diffractivo
and assessing the degree to which other processes
contribute; this is also discussed below.

3) They occur in the appropriate part of phase space,
i.e. at low t, or in the correct longitudinal phase
space LPS 3ector, and/or when appropriate mass-
-selection3 (eg. (Э ,K* etc) are made, and so on.

There are also a number of hypothesis which have been
proposed, some of which depend on a specific theoretical
point of view, but all of which still require experi-
mental confirmation. They arise to a large extent by
analogy with elastic diffraotion scattering.

1. Factorization [2] of diffract ive amplitudes, which
requires theoretically that they involve the
exchange of a simple pole in the t-channel.



2. That the Pomeron ^whether simple pole having
Intercept unity or not) is responsible.

3. Helicity conservation in either s- or t-channel.

4. A parity-change rule [3] » A P • (-1; - This
follows trivially on making the crude assumption
of a scalar Pomeron in the case of me eon dissocia-
tion 0"-» 0", %*92~, •••) , but la otherwise
without proper theoretical foundation.

There are also a variety of specific topics of investi-
gation, such as the form of t-distributions and
produced mass-distributions, the question of the
existence of double-Pomeron exchange, and of double
diffractive production processes, etc...

In this review of recent experimental develop-
ments, I shall be considering as specific topics the
questions of factorization, helicity conservation,
and double-Pomeron exchange. But firstly, I propose
to discuss recent experimental methods, amongst them
the use of isotopic spin exchange analysis, the cross
-over phenomenon, LPS sectoring etc. especially in
relation to diffractive slopes and mass distributions.

DIFFRACTIVE SLOPES AND MAS? DISTRIBUTIONS

MESON DISSOCIATIONS
i

The ABBCH collaboration [4] have recently
observed the "cross-overn of d<5"/dt' distributions
at t'« 0.15 GeV2 <t's | t - t^nl), which is evidence

for interference of С » +1 ( p ,f°...) exchanges and
С = -1 (Щ ,B0...) exchanges in pion diffraction
dissociations. Events of the type

ЭТ-р—(ЭТ±ЗГ+ЗГ)р CD

at 16 CfeV/c were selected from the appropriate LPS
sector A (Fig. 1). In terms of these exchanges the
squared matrix element can be written



for ЗГ+р and ̂ "p reactions respectively. Por this
LPS sector the ratio of the cross-sections is

(Г[згр(етзгзт)р1 . rt

D g r 4p=1.00±.07
* G-[aT+p*(jr+jr+ar-)p]

indicating that any interference effect is lost in the
integrated cross-sections. Pig. 2 shows that the two
distributions in t1 for 7Г±р-»СЗГ± JT+3T" )p cross-over,
indicating interference. The mass distributions for
(Д-ЗТ+ЗГ) systems, together with the ratio Rjr as a
function of mass are shown in Pig. 3. Their close
similarity is indicated by the faot that R ^ is close
to unity, except possibly for a low value between the
A.j and A^ mass.

We note here that the average of ЗГ-p distri-
butions is given essentially just by |M I , for in
Kq. (_2) the interferences cancel, and the fact that
reactions (1 ) have cross-sections approximately energy
independent indicates that | U 3 J is small. This
applies for all m(3 3T), for the cross-over is observed
in each mass interval. The resulting average elopes

(for .02<t'< .4 GeV2) obtained by fitting an expres-
sion d <5"/dt' ж Ae~Dt' are plotted as a function of mass
in Pig. 4, where they will be compared with those
derived from the other reaction studies, discussed
below. In another contribution [5] to this conference
these authors have considered the question of how much
a particular sector of the LPS plot is contaminated by
"wrong" events, migrating from an adjacent sector.
Fig. 5 illustrates that in the case of sector A at
16 GeV/c there cannot be much A ° , Л + + о г N"*(3T+JTp)
contamination, and so this sector is "clean" • We can
therefore have reasonable confidence in the slopes
derived above for the diffractive production process
3Tip-*Tr±JT+or-)p at 16 GeV/c.



Clear evidence of "cross-over" has been seen in
K ° p — Q°p, K?p-*-Q°p at 4-12 GeV/c by the SLAC group
[6] , using events obtained in the one experiment with
a V?L beam. Questions of biases and relative normali-
sation that be-devil comparison of K*p -̂  Q+p and
K"p -*• Q""p therefore do not arise. The К*зг mass
distributions are given in Pig. 6a» and their close
similarity is born out by their ratio in Pig, 6b , and
by the ratio of the cross-sections

°^-f =0.99*0,08

where the Q region is taken as 1.0< m (К ТГ)<1 • 5
The cross-over which occurs at t' « 0 . 1 3 + 0.03
may be seen in Pig. 7.
By analogy with K°p and K°p elastic scattering these
authors write (ignoring helicity indices)

where Av(A^) represents Ĉ ° or to° (A 2 or -f °) Regge
exchanges and A^p represents Pomeron exchange. On tu»
assumption that for the exotic K°p reaction the net
Regge amplitude is limited by duality to be predo-
minantly real, we take the Pomeron contribution to be
represented by K°p -+ Q°p, and the slopee as a function
of mass for .02 <t* < .5 CeV2, are included in Pig. 5.
For comparison we also show experimental slopes for
КГ"р — Q~p at 10 GeV/c [7] and K*p — Q+p at 12 GeV/c
C8].

The ABBCH collaboration [ 9 ] have also studied
events of the type

(3)

at 16 GeV/c, where (ДЭТ) + signifies (pJTa) and
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and the pions have been distinguished by the LPS
separation method, it ia being assumed that the pione
to be aeeoeiated with a nucleon are backward in the
c.m.s., and the remainder are forward. The analysis
was confined t o O ^ ^ ~ events in the A1 - region
(1.0 < m (33TX 1.2 GeV, O.S6< т(7Т +0Г)< 0.86 GeV) .
The (N7T)+maee distribution was esentially a broad
enhancement at low masses, ezoept for the presence of
a A (.1236) in amount consistent with that seen in
single proton dissociations at 16 QeV/c« which was
subtracted for cross-section determination. On assuming
therefore that the (NOT)-system is pure I • 1 / 2 t and
that the squared matrix element for the reactions
can be written as

where с and c. are Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. They
o i

estimate the percentage contribution of the inter-
ference terat(6"-6'-'4/(<5'"+(r

l>) , to be 11 + 5%, end
proceeded on the assumption that I a 1 exchange is
likely to be small. The diffractive slope- for \theae
selected events was found to be 9.1 + 1.1 GeV" , which
if factorization is correct, is given in terms of the
slopes b^for TTN-*(?7T)N, b for 5TN—-3T(NJT) and
b e l for 7TN -»• TTN by b =». Ь э т + b - b e l e

Only values for b jf(» 10.2 нЮ.4 GeV"2) and
bfll ( • 9.0 + 0.3 OeV"*

2) exist, b being subject to
considerable uncertainty (8 - 13 GeV" ) as we shall
see below.

These authors also performed a spin-parity
analysis of this diffractively produced (ЗЗГ)-system
in its rest frame, using the orientation of the normal
to the decay plane, where об and p> are the asimuthal
and polar angles, and T the rotation angle of one
direction within the plane around the normal. The beam
direction was taken as the Z •*' axis, corresponding to
choice of the Jackson frame. They evaluated the moments



of the D-functions, according to

where the sum rune over the events in the sample. An
interesting comparison could then be made with the
(3IT) - events of reaction (1) above, to see if compa-
tible shapes «ere obtained in the >case of single and
double dissociation processes» The comparison is made
in Pigs. 8 and 9» where ч ^ о о ^ » < R e D 2

O 2> ,<Re D
1 ^

and <Re D 2

0 1) are plotted againe (ЭТО-mass. The first
two show a similar shape in the A., region, indicating
that 1* events occur similarly in both dissociation
processes^ 3onu- 0" , 1 + interference is indicated by
<Re D'^i^ t whilst <Re D 2

Q 1 > suggests 1~,1 + inter-
ference for reaction (3) » which may be due to back-
ground events such as ТГр-»ЗТ^Л and DTp-*co^4 in those
5-body channels.

Assuming 1 + states are dominant, the derived
density matrix eleiaents Смм 1 were plotted (Fig. 10)
аз a function of momentum transfer t' , where fair
agreement is suggested for the two dissociation procee-
d s , best perhaps at low t' • Using the fact that the
moments ч Re I) 2 "*

 a r e least likely to be contaminated
oy the C" and 1* background, they recalculated the
I » 0,1 interference to be now only 1+55S suggesting
that a purer diffractively produced sample has in fact
been obtained*

The slopes assembled in Fig. 4 for the various
meson dissociations discussed above show good agree-
ment, though it is not dear whether flattening is
continuing at masses above «bout 1.5 GeV. Other proces-
ses than diffractive production are evidently still
contributing to the diffractive ŁP3 sectors at these
beam energies, and purer «fcmples are needed. Also
values at large masses are more likely to be unreliable
because of contamination at large t.



Г. ВАКYON DISSOCIATIONS

When 16 GeV/c events of the type

ir±p —3T±(lT +3T-p) (4)

were obtained from the appropriate LFS sector В (see
Fig. 1) by the ABBCH collaboration [4] no cross-over
in d^Ydt1 either for the «hole sample or for each bin
of рЗГ+ЗГ mass «as observed. The fitted slopes for
U ̂ t'<- О.л GeV are plotted in Fig. 11. The correspond-
ing mass distributions from 3T+p and 3Tp events are
shown for comparison in Fig. 3 where t;.eir close
jlnilarity is apparent* However, this LPS sector В is
seen in Fig. 12 to be strongly contaminated by Л^-f °
-»: vents from the adjacent №-exchange sector С ( see

Turning to two-rbody diasociatione of the proton
...' fj--TiEider a recent isospin analysis of events of the
t: p- УГГ -+• K*\3TN) observed in the three charge states

Кр — ЮГр, (5)
kp — к-7т°р (e.)

and

Kp- - K > + n (7)
at 10 GeV/c by the ABCLV £lO] collaboration. Three

1/2
distinct isospin amplitudes are possible, F1 and

~\ /o •

P1^
/ corresponding to production of I = 1/2, 3/2 3TN

states by isovector exchange and the isoscalar exchange
1 to •

amplitude FQ . In terms of these the amplitudes for
reactions ^5) - (7) are

and
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к solution for the three quantities U Q ! ,
2 a n d| p^3/2|2 i B o n l y p o s a i b l e i f interferences

are neglected.
To restrict attention to low-mass XN systems and

remove contamination from t* resonances the cut

.0 GeV<m(K3T) (8)

was applied. The derived cross-sections corresponding
to the F*s are shown in Fig. 13 plotted as a function
of m(OTN) «here the isovector exchange processes are
seen to be small and to have no significant structure.
On the other hand, the 1 = 0 exchange process gives a
broad enhancement peaked at about 1.3 GeV, well below
the mass of any established isobar. A similar enhance-
ment has been reported from a 16 GeV/e study [11] of
"3rN-*ar(7TN\ the isoscalar exchanged-produced m CJTN)
distribution being shown for comparison in Fig. 14.
Unfortunately no isospin analysis of the t ' distribution
has been reported for this process. However, the reac-
tions 3T*p-~:jT(N3T) 1 /2 3/r2 at 8 GeV/c have been found
[123 to have similar elopes and as isoscalar exchange
is contributing significantly at this energy we take
the fitted curve shown in Fig. 11, to be characteristic
of it.

The isospin cross-sections subject to the cut (8)
are shown in Table 1 where the dominance of 6"̂  1'2 is
apparent. The t; distribution belonging to isoscalar
exchange was also determined and the slope derived from
an experimental fit in the range 0 < t'< 0.2 was
7.4 + 0.7 GeV2; this point is included in Fig. 11.

in analogous treatment of K*4890) events of the
type (5) - (7) with K * replacing E in each final
state, yielded the results shown also in Table 1. The

isoscalar exchange process is now seen to be the least
important one for the reaction K"p —- К"*(890)ТГН, in
contrast to the K*"p —•* KTHJ case. Thie can be inter-
preted as evidence in favour of the Gribov-Morrison
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rule, which aaye that the transition К-•• К * cannot
occur diffractively. If this ie the case, the 42y«b of
isoscalar cross-section belongs to non-diffractive
production.

The isospin analysis of HH — (YK)H at 6 GeV/c
described elsewhere [13] has also enabled the iaoscalar
exchange part to be isolated. The m(YK) distribution
shown in Pig. 15 is also seen to be free of obvious
resonance structure although there are several 1 = 1 / 2
N *s having known decay modes into YKt namely the
3^(1700), Р-Л1780) and Р 1 3(18бО). The slopes corres-
ponding to YK-maes ranges above and below 2 GeV are
also plotted in Pig. 11.

Finally we show the slopes obtained using counter
missing mass techniques by Edelstein et al. [143 for
the production of H's at 14Ю, 1520 and 1690 Me? in
pp-*-pH* at 10 and 15 GeV/c. These authors observed a
"shrinking Pomeron" since the slopes increased with s
in the range 10-30 GeV/c.

However, we would be wise to attribute the large
spread In slop» values shown In Tig. 11 to uncertainty
in the data; cartainly the IPS sector belonging to
ТГр— ЗТ(рЗТ+ЗГ) dissociation has been shown to be
contaminated by meson-exchange. As we are comparing
baryon dissociations with both incident mesons and
protons, strictly we should remember from factorization
that

Though in practice the last two terms nearly
cancel. An analysis by Satz [15] leads to the view
that diffractive slopes should asymptote from high
values (~ 10 Ge7("2)at low maes down to one-half the
elastic slope (o» 4-5 GeV2) at large mass. The data
of Pig. 11 would seem to cast some doubt on this.
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3. FACTORIZATION

Theoretical aspects of factorization in diffract!-
ve processes have recently been discussed in an article
by Van Hove C2] , who points out that it may apply
asymptotically in в at fixed t on the assumption of a
simple Regge pole exchanged* The transition amplitude
for aa* -*• bb* is written

where X Q > X a

 e*c- describe the coordinates and
quantum numbers of the particles.

Experimentally one should look for evidence of
factorisation of diftractive oross-eections, slopes
in t (or t') v mass distribution* and " ] р composition
of diffractively produced systems.

4. SUfGLE DIFFRACTIOH DISSOCIATION

A useful test has been provided by the ratio R
defined as

where Л ^ is the weighted quantity defined by Kittel
et al. [16] and Z is some system resulting from disso-
ciation,, of the proton. A comparison of 16 GeV/c ЗГ~р
data and 19 GeV/c pp data has been made by Yamdagni
and Ljung [17] when X is а (р!П +ЗГ) system and by Ljung
[18] when X is either a (p^°) or (p 7t^"3T°) system .
The results are collected in Table 2 when good agree-
ment is seen. The indicated choice of x-regions has
been necessitated by the need to avoid spillover from
the adjacent LPS sectors.

Secondly, some "charge independence" tests using
<3T±p data have recently been made. The following ratios
should have the value unity* whereas the experimental
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values are ae indicated:

(0.69*0.13 (Vl&eV/c)

[i.03±O.O7 (16GeV/c)

0.90±O.O5 (11Gev/c)

1.00 ±0.07p—(23ГТГ+)р]

where the 11 GeV/c values are from the OHMS Collabo-
ration [19] and the 16 Ge7/c values are from the ABBCH
Collaboration [4j .

A similar relation to the first of these but
involving four-body baryon dissociation has recently
been checked by the DGHMS collaboration [2O] using
11.5 GeV/cTT-p events. This is

and the experimental values were found to be 1.14 + 0.31

Finally we show in Table 3 a compilation of
values ofs

<Г[Ар-~Ар] .

( involving unweighted cross-sections this time) from
the K+p World Collaboration [21] t using K+p data from
5-12.7 GeV/c. Some values for JT- and p beams are also
given and in general the experimental values are very
consistently near a value R % 0,06 •

We conclude that factorisation is good for single
diffraction dissociation to about 10 - 20%.

DOUBLE DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION

Some receat checks comparing' single and double
dlssoeiation are ehown in fable 4. In general there
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is eeen to be poor agreement with factorisation. Howe-
тег, a background of non-diffractive event's is almost-
certainly included in the event samples considered,
e.g. the (p7T°) -mase spectrum in the 19 OeV/c pp data
[18J reveals the presence of some Д (1236) events
requiring isovector exchange and these have not been
eliminated from the sample. The last entry in the table
relates to the ABBCH collaboration*в work [9] reffered
to above in section 2. They performed а ~%p-analysis
in order to isolate 1 + events and so were able to check
factorization for that part of the data belonging to
I a 0 exchange and being in a fairly pure "Jp = 1 +

state. In these circumstances they obtained much better
agreement of the ratios given in the table; istead of
(0.058 + .006) : (0.032 + .003) • (1.81 + .25) : 1

they obtained (1.1 + .25) : 1.
We tentatively conclude that factorization pro-

perties can be revealed in double diffraction disso-
ciation provided obviously non-diffractive background
is eliminated.

4. HELICITY CONSERVATION

Helicity coneervation [22] requires as a neces-
sary but not sufficient condition the azimuthal isotro-
py of the produced system around the axis for which the
conservation holds» Shis must be true for any choice of
analyzer eg. in 3-body decays the direction of the
ngxnal to the decay plane in the 3-body rest frame or
*he directions of any two pions (the third pion not
being independent because of momentum conservation).

The question of helicity conservation arose by
analogy with elastic scattering and rho-photoproduction
experiments, where s-chaimel helicity conservation
(SCHC) holds «ell* There Is a little doubt that it is
strongly violated In diffraction dissociation. Instead
t-channel helioity conservation (TCHC) has been postu-



lated, but at thie stage it appears that there is only
approximate validity of this hypothesis.

Recent experimental results are summarized in
Table 5, relating to Q± , (330 and (pTVjT")diffractive
production over a large range of momenta. In the column
labelled "Observation" в Is the Jackson angle, since
for TCHC we require the Jackson frame in which the
quantization axis is along the direction of the inci-
dent particle which dissociates: ф is the azimuthal

л А

angle. The symbols n. and ЗГ indicate that it is either
the decay plane normal or a pion direction used as
analyzer.

When the <£ or A., region has been produced by
an incident spinless meson, so that the dissociating
system is in a 1+ state, the density matrix elements
provide a direct test, namely

Q =1
000 T=1 , TCHC

P:: •= 0 i-P L Ф J
The usual observation made has been that C 0 O+ I when
observed over a range of t-values.

Two contributions to this conference have raised
particular points of interest. Firstly, an BBS colla-
boration [23] have demonstrated TCHC violation in a
simple graphical way for the K"3T+JT~ system produced
in 14.3 GeV/c tf~p Interactions, by plotting ф versus
cos в for the chosen analyzer. In this case the ir+

was found to be a more sensitive analyzer than the
decay normal. The result for both s- and t-channels
is shown in Figs. 16 for the two mass bands, m (КЗГЗГ)
<1.5 GeV and 1.5^m (K3TJT)<2.o GeV, respectively .
Also the ф projections are shown separately for the
two hemispheres 0.0 < cos 0 < 1.0 and -1.0 < cos 0 < 0.0
of each decay distribution. Helicity conservation
would require on such a plot an isotropy in ф for
each cos 0 band. It is interesting to see that for
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а ф distribution integrated over all oos Э the
northern and southern hemispheres contributions «ill
nearly cancel each other masking in part the breakdown
of heliclty conservation.

Secondly, the АБВСН collaboration [24] have made
a careful oheck of the sensitivity of the rotational

isotropy test, the result being shown in Pig. 18*
A number of randomly chosen events of the type

эт~р — зт-зт-:л+р (9)
et 16 GeV/c were plotted in the usual way in LPS, and
for each event its path in the LPS is shown during a
rotation of ф by 360° in the(ЗГ'ЗГЗГ*-) rest frame
-results in both Gottfried-Jackeon (GJ) and helicity
(H) frame, are shown. It is seen that in the GJ frame
the events describe curves enclosing a large part of
the triangular sector, во that the method is very
sensitive to rotation of TCHC in the LPS region of
interest, since it is required that the density of
points in the IPS region is to remain constant. As
the point with the largest distance from the initial
point Is that obtained by a rotation of 180°, this
value was used to the end-point of the simultaneous
rotation of all events* A typical result is shown in
Fig* 19, where a comparison is made of rotated and
unrotated distributions. We note first that rotation
in the pir+ЛГ GJ-frame (thin bars) dqes not change
the distribution very much in the proton dissociation
sector B. This effect has been checked for bands of
different рОГ^ЗТ"-masses, and the authors conclude
that proton dissociation is consistent with TCHC.

However, the situation is different for the pion
dissociation sector A after rotation In the GJ-frane.
The upper left part of the triangular sector becomes
somewhat depopulated in favour of the centre of the
triangle, this effect occurring systematically for
reaction (9) at 16 OeV/c and for

'ОТ^р (10)



at beth 8 «ud 16 <łeV/o. О м author* were able to Tariff
that the effaet docs not come from any oompeting mecha-
nien auch aa Д + + production. They therefor* concluded
that there U some weak, but systematic, violation of
ТСЯС in pion dissociation. T*is effect «aa studied aleo
as a function of 33V паев in 3 intervals corresponding
to the A.., *2 rogion •**<* above, as has been shown in
Fig. 20, for sector Л alone. The same thing is seen,
except possibly for the highest mass region above
1.5 GeV.

The similar tests applied to SCHC, shown also in
Fig. 19, indicate that it is badly violated for both
pion and proton dissociation even though the test is
relatively insensitive, as the loops in the H-frame
are small (Fig. 18).

These authors also gave careful consideration
to the choice of analyzer for TCHC tests, and concluded
that the violation could only be deteoted when the
"beam-unlike" pion is used as analyser, because the
violation is averaged out by the other analysers.

We therefore conclude that TCHC is violated,
perhaps in a subtle way, for meson dissociation. Whet-
her it is also violated for baryons is an open question
though, a separate Investigation item 6, of Table 5
using the azimuthal angle of a A?"** within a diffracti-
ve p ЭТ+<зт" system, suggests that violations occur* The
choice of analyzer is also important, aa the effect
can be masked. Questions remain as to the degree of
violation and ita cause eg. is it non-diffraotive
background events which are displaying the effect?
Finally, one must ask the question - if TCHC Is viola-
ted, is the concept useful, or even relevant, to the
study of dlffraetive production processes?

5. DOUBLB-POBBOI EXCHANGE

This question was singled out by Yan Ноте [25]
at last year's Colloquium as one of considerable
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Interest. Since then it hae attracted further attention
of experimentalists.

The basic idea is to search at the centre of the
IPS plot for soae structure, such as a saddle point,
distinct from processes originating in the surrounding
sectors which could conceivably belong to a diagram
such as that, shown in Pig. 21. This situation has
been investigated by the ABBCH collaboration [5]
referred to above, using the reaction (10) at 8 and
16 GeV/c. The mass distribution ot the TT+3T~ system

(where the JT+ is the slower in the с .т.е.) is shown
In Pig. 22. The q° and f° resonances are absent, even
though they are klnematically allowed. So perhaps the
ITT system is in as S-state, not allowing ^ or f
dynamically. Is its isospin 1 = 0 , as would be neces-
sary for double Pomeron exchange produced roughly at
rest in the cms, as shown in Fig. 21? The decay ratio
into 3r*3T~and ЗТ°1Т0 expected from isospin in variance
would be

0 O

for I > 0, 1, 2, respectively. Fig. 23 gives the
weighted distribution of the Van Hove correlation
angle Co for the quasi 3-body state ЗГ^р-^Э^еЗТ^гОр
(solid line) at 8 and 16 GeV/c, where the final state
pions have been labelled as fast and slow in the cms.
Only events with m(3Tg7T~)<o.65 GeV have been chosen,
to stay below the C° . A corresponding distribution

for no-fit events 0Г+р-*тг+21ор , where jn(20r)^m(Z)<0.65GeV
is also presented, as representative mostly of
ЗГ1р-»ЗГ1'(ЗГоЛТв)р events (dashed histogram) . One
should look near со ** 120° for double-Pomeron exchange.
However, although the data is inconsistent with R = 2,
no conclusion can be drawn, as the region near со «120°
is very likely affected by overlapping tails of other
mechanisms, auch as pion dissociation at ы > 120°.



Higher beam energy is certainly needed here*
At last year's Colloqium an analysis (?6) of the

World Data for the reaction pp —*-ррЭТ*0Г" «as given,
the s-dependence of the croes-eection for producing
events near the IPS central region being studied (we
ere now considering Pig» 13 with the beam 3T + replaced
by a proton) • Although it «as hoped to see a flatten-
ing of the s-dependence characteristic of double-Pome-
ron exchange, these events were clearly influenced by
processes in adjoining sectors, so no evidence could
be found. In a more recent investigation of this data,
Rushbrooke and Webber [27] have attempted an analysis
within the context of the double Regge model for the
quasi 3-tody process pp—*• p(3T*5Tp) , selecting events
in a triangular region of the Dalits plot lying under
the hyperbola specified by Chan, Kej ant le and Ranft [28]

0Т7Г
where double Regge exchange is likely to be important.
The further selectloneni(pXJO > 1 . 7 GeV and |C0S8*|?O.S
(where 0 * is the cms. angle between correlated
incident and final protons) were made in order to
minimize N**s and increase peripheral it у, though the
results are relatively unaffected by these selections.
The s-dependence of the cross-section for production
of events in this region, is shown In Pig. 24, where
comparison is made with predictions of a double Regge
exchange model calculation assuming either double
-Pomeron exchange (dashed curves) or combined Pomeron
-Reggeon exchange (full curves) Including the effects
of interferences. For the purpose of this calculation
a Pomeron of «его slope and unit intercept and a
Reggeon slope 1 OeV" 2 and intercept 0.5 were taken,
though otherwise the calculation is parameter-free.
Ihe results are given for 3 regions.of ОПТ mass, below,
Including and above the <? region, normalised Indepen-
dently to the data in each mass region. These results



show that, over thia range of в at least, Pomeron
-Beggeon exchange le adequate to explain the data
without any contribution from double-Pomeron exchange,
furthermore, preliminary results of a spin-parity
analyels [27] of the ЭТЗТ eyetem indicate a substantial
P-wave contribution, again arguing against double-Pome-
ron exchange*

Finally, we refer briefly to an inclusive study
[29] of the central or plonization region in pp
Interactions at 12 and 24 GeV/c, reported elsewhere in
this Colloquium, By studying the Lorentz invariant
single particle distribution in terms of the с .т.е.
longitudinal rapidity y* * Slnh"1( P* 1^\^тг)щ)
(where P*( and p T are the longitudinal and transverse
cm* momenta) , they test the prediction for asymptotic
s that

with f(P T) Independent of y* and a (apart perhaps
from log s terms) » and of the quantum numbers of the
incident particles* This behaviour corresponds to
double-Pomeron exchange in a doable-peripheral model.
They fled distributions becoming independent of y* at
small { y*( for all pj. with this plateau becoming wider
with increasing s* Although cross-sect ions are found
to be e-dependent, indicating that we are not yet in
the pure scaling region, «he form of f (рф) Itself was
found to show a Halting property already in the
12-24 GeV/c region - namely that it is independent of
plon charge and independent cff y * up to about j y*J* 1
(the c m . rapidity of th* incident particles is 1.62
at 12 OeV/c and 1.97 at 24 GeV/c). It would therefore
appear that ваше of the features expected for pioni-
zation are present, and it would seem hard to under-
stand that they could be generated by background
processes such as proton fragmentation or excitation.
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5. COHCUJSIOHS

The present experimental situation would tend
to lead one to the following provisional conclusions.
1). That LPS technique* are convenient for a prelimi-

nary identification of diffractive events, though
checks are needed against background from adjacent
sectors.

2). Utilization of different charge channels of a given
reaction ( such as 3T M -*• ЗГЗТ N) for isospin analyses
is very valuable for isolating ieoscalar exchange
behaviour. The cross-over phenomenon is also able
to give an indication of the amount of non-diff-
ractive background.

3). The relationship between slope in t' and mass of
the diffractively produced system is being esta-
blished, though the actual slope is subject to
considerable experimental uncertainty at high mass.

'4). The composition of diffractively produced systems
are clearly needing further study eg. do baryon
systems have any structure in mass, what is the
concentration of (N5T) events below the N""(1400)
due to, what are the spin-parity components?

5). Factorization of cross-sections is good for single
diffractive dissociation, but double diffraction
dissociation requires further, study, particularly
in relation to non-diffractive background. Do non
-diffractive processes factorize?

6). SGHC is strongly violated. TCHC shows small viola-
tions for meson dissociations, and is suspect for
baryone. The source of these violations should be
investigated as they could still be due to back-
ground. She choice of analyzer is clearly important*
Is TCHC still interesting theoretically in view of
these small violations?
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7). The teibov-Morrison rule ДР =(-1) has support

for the meeon case 0"-* 0"*, 1+, 2~ , but the rule
is still unconfirmed for baryons.

8). It is a trivial observation, but perhaps one still
worth making that the exchange of a scalar (if a
simple pole) would yield factorization, TCHC and
the parity change rule о"*-*- О"% 1+, 2~ ... An
obvious difficulty ia then how a Reggeon could
behave in th same way as a scalar and yet have

intercept near one as required for asymptotic
cross-sections.

9 . No clear evidence for double-Pomeron exchange yet
exists, and it is a very difficult problem experi-
mentally &% present energies.

The author wishes to acknowledge helpful discus-
sions with H. Abarbanel, G. Kane, K. Bockmann and
P. Verbeure.
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Table 1

Isospin-aeparated cross-sections for the processes
— Kirn and K"p -*-K*(890) subject t o

m ( П ) < 2.0 OeV< ш (KOT)or m(K^JT) .
4

К"*(890)ТГН

3/2
54 + 41

24 + 14

81 + 25

85 + 14 /lb

170 ± 26
/ . _ i

42 + 12



Table 2

Experimental values of R for single diffraction
dissociation (see text) •

Selection

i P * I mCpgre)> 1.32
j 1/1б<|х о |<3/8

-1

i

0,46 + 0.15

References

Ljung [18J

0.46 + 0.04 Yantd&gni +
Ljung [17]

1 • 0.41 +0.13
/4 !

•

Ljung [18] |

Particle

K + <

к 4

K +

K +

K +

K+

K +

V

TT

TT

P

Beam
momentum

. 5

5,5 .

7.3

8.2 5

9

10

12.7

16

11

16

19

Ratio R (A, p L a b )

0.073 * 0.009

0.059 * 0.010

0.069 * 0.009

0.068 " * 0.011

-0.059 i*' 0.015

0,061 * л* 0,009

O.Ô ii * 0.006

0.0G3 * 0.003

О.ОЬ? * 0.0OS

' 0.050 * 0.003

0,0f/] * О.ООв
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JĘCTOR D
• SECTOR A

I SECTOR С
SECTOR В

ст.
I

1. LPS plot for3Tp-~$
apace considered i s x

ЭТ' The region of phase
••£ "> 0 > x . Ihe diagrams

represent exchange mechanisms expected to dominate
sectors A,B,C and D, respectively. P stands for
the Роюегоп, If for charged meson with G = - 1 .



тгхр — тг* я* тг"р AT 16 GeV/c

Fig 2. Four-momentum transfer distributions
the reactions ЭТ^р — (7Т*ТТ+а1")р In the"plon-disso-
clation sector.

2 3 2

EFFECTIVE MASS . GeV

Effective шаев distribution for the (,Л"*ЗГ*зГ)
In the pion-dlseoclatlon sector and the pTT + 7T"
syatem in the proton dissociation eeotor for
1Ttp-7ti3Tt'jT"p at 16 GeV/c. Ratioe R-jr and R
as defined In the text, as functions of the
(ТГ*:ПГТГ) and(pTl1-JT") mass, respectively.
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MESON DISSOCIATIONS
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Fig б* Comparison of паев dlatributione for К"4(890)+пт"
(eolid bletoer«m)«nd X^eSOV^I^daebod histogram),
using «Y«ata for utiloh t ' < 0.5 Gev and
Xp3T f)> 1.34 0«V| (b) ratio of these as function
of шав.

N

Т2ГО

0.01

Па 7. -^f, for K"p -*• Q-p aod i° — Q ° p отвг the
momentum range 4 to 12 QeV/c.
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PROTON DISSOCIATIONS

_*тг»(рп*п1l6GeV/t

*1O
)*Г p p — p ( N n )

4-NN-*N(YK),I-0.6GeVfc

— TT*P-»TT(TIN) BGaMfc

"p—R(nN).I=0.10GeVfc

mass(GeV/c2)
Pig 11. Fitted alopee b in - j ^ , - Ae"bt> for various

baryon dlaaooiatlona (aae text) .
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at 16 GeV/c

ROTATION IN (7Г-7Г-1Г*) G..J. FRAME

•I

9

JTAHON IN {тг'тг-тг*) НС.L.FRAME

15. Path of several randomly chosen events 3tp-*-3r"i]T ;
in LPS during a rotation by 360° in the(TT~3T~3T~')
rest frase. In the top part» the Gottrt-led-Jeekec
axis Is used as the rotation axis, in the bottom
part, the helieity axle.
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Pig 2 1 . Diagrsua for double Pomeron exchange in 'П'р -*"ЗГ+(згзг) р.
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Fir. 22. Effective mass distribution of th
system in the three regions indicated, around
the origin of the IPS plot.
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•го 180" 60° I2C

ANGLE ы . DEGREES

ISO"

Pig 23. Weighted distribution of the 1Г*р-»ЭТ^(ЗТ57Т )f>
(solid line) and ТГ'р—"ЭТ"|'(ЗГ0:п-0)р (dashed line)
croes-aection against the correlation angle.

DISCUSSION

L.VAN HOVEt I would like to consent on the double
Poaeron exohange question, I agree with all what you
«aid that tbe problea la unreaolvedf and that the
evidence la againat the ocourenoe of tbe proceas. What
I want to atreaa that it is not reaaonable to expect
that the a dependence of the phenomenon ia a good way
to approach it* Even In aIngle diffraction dlaaooiatlon
it ia quite clear from the data that whereas the
diffraction dlaaoolatlon of a meeon baa a oroaa-aeotlon
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pp_*.pp«*ir WORLD DST

DATA о 260 < т п к < 640 M*V
• 6 4 0 < m n K < 890 MeV
x 890 < mK% <UQ0 MeV

THEORY — "Ft*

АО 50

s GeV2

24. Croee-eeetion in three regions of 7ПГ яаяа for
the reaction pp —•-. p(3r*3T")pin the doubla-Begge
region (eee text) versus e. She full ourres are
double-Regge-axehange model prediction» for
Fomeron-Reggeon exchange» and the daasad ourree
are for double-Pomeron exdmnge. Data i e fro*
the World Collaboration on pp —+- pp ТГ*УГ .



whloh is rather oonatant, the diffraction dissociation
of the proton baa a croas-seotian which is not so
constant; in faot, it deoraases at a very visible rat,e.
At all energies whlcb ar« araliable in the experiments
you talked about, i*r double Pomeron exobange, the
effective energy of а Рошегев is very low indeed. And
as a <~onaequenoe tfce energy dependence, cannot be
axpeoted to be anything like constant. Shat means that
the search for a ć«termination of the quantum numbers
of the *wc pion systea >.s very imp or tea t indeed. It
baa в** led to results yet. May be the energy i« two
low. Bat that is the usual excuse. Иву be one has to
try herder. I would like to say that one obvious
thine one should still do is pick out those states
where if тГ has ша11 effective masa, say up to the С

or below the P t mn& look at the longitudinal rapidityooplots for ths sample including also the 3V IT channel.
Than шау be that you find your ratio one half is
t little batter rsnporieó by tbc ilata. Other ideas
mey ba oomlng alrof ?f ocurso, Y. think that the

eaaraetarlsation of the 31 J Г eystt* as la osp in 0 system,
if it eould be achieved, would be tke best test of
the double vacuum

Yell, I eertalnij agree with what have
bean «aid. However, we ware somewhat gratified on doing
the model calculation that the double Pomeron contribut
ion looks very different to the Pomercn-Reggeon
contribution entf that we are jest in the s-region
fc oao oar see clearly the difference.

L.VAK HOVB: If th-гге ,.s 1ле Pomeron, then It would
b,» Pmmoxoa plea lower singularity and that would give
a decrease Is в rather than the Increase in your

Н.Л1АЖВАМЕ1.: Could you show the picture again and
explain the point that Is Juet emerging. Is it a double
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Poaeron contribution? And la It Juat shoving lta baad
to become aiore Important at higher eaerglea? Ton are
not aaylg that yon have evldenoo for paper oandldate
for Poaeron oxehange?

J.RUSHBBOOEBs No, I Just say Poaeron-Reggeon exchange.

F.LOWi m e correot formula normally !• not juat like
the single Begge exchange. It la «ore compllooted.

•
G.KANE: The part of your point la that your Regge
tern has aayatotloaily to go to a oonatant; it bat
got a Poaefcon in it. So you are at ill at very low
energies and that 1» that.

L.VAN HOVEs There are onta Involved In the plot
shown by Or. Buahbrooke.

j.RUSBBBOOKE: That la true.

L.VAN HOVE: llay be the B<|gge tore goes to a constant
with a single Poaeron*

J.RUSHBROOKE: The area of triangle on the Dalltz plot
is pretty well constant as a f«notion of a. Does it
give asy help?

L.VAN HOVEs I do not know, you ba-$e ao many cuta that
I cannot aay anything.

J.RDSHBROOKEr The other thing X aa going to aay la that
we are hoping to pin down the other spin of tho ayatsa
froa a aoaent analyals. Bat, at the aoajont it looks
aa if wa hare to lajaot further awdol assumptions, in
toraa of a dependanoe.

S.BATTIi I Ьато two ooaaenta and oa? question. One
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t la on the equation of the double Pomeron
*e observed the tear ds/di and we made

analysis la terms of Taag fraction*, you know, the
numbs* of plona with email energy In cms aa д function
of • and p ^ , and extrapolated the formula to •-<=o .
It t a m e d omt that the osest-ant term is cons latent witn
zero if we want te hare two pi one In the middle, while
it might be different frost zero for one plon in the
middle.

The second гнимнпГ concern» the crossover of the
slopef. of the diffraction dlaaoclation regions in IT
and ТГ* at 11 GeV. I woo?* like to mention that in the
diffraction dissociation of the pion the two slopes
ara 7 . 3 - 0 . 4 to be sompared with 7.0 t they are the

same within Ш е errors aad they are going in the same
direction. At smaller energies the IT has slightly
smaller slope than the IT . The overall cross-section
is l*i. the ratio between the croes-aectione ia i.O
го if the area is the ease the slopes are different.
There must be a very little crossover. But within
the errors we cannot claim that there is a real
crossover. And Ш о ва&п effect is for the diffraction
ox' the proton. Within errors we have to compare 5.6 ±0.3
and 5 . 3 - 0 , 2 . They are just in the limit.

The question ooaoerna the moment analysis of the
double diffraction dissociation. If I remember, the
first analysis of tkls kind was done by Durham-Nijmegen,
Paris and Turia Collaboration at 5.1 GeViT p and this
waa probably published in 1971, in Nuovo Clnento. I
wondar how tfc.ts analysis compares with the other one?
I cannot reaeatHtr whether they did find that fancy
interference effect between A^ and A^,

J.RUSHBROOKE: They found a variety of interferences,
I remember looking at that paper but I cannot remember
the details.



S„HUMBLE: My question is about t - cbennel helicity

conservation. How maty cuts havo been made to check

whether the t - channel helicity is valid?

J.RUSHBBOQKE: Sometimes just the approbate LPS aector

is taken. Otherwise a variety of t and mass outa.

T.FERBEL: I have a coament regarding the slopes in the

t' , crossover end all this stuff. I do net know how

to talk of this result because the crossover in the

elastic scattering is in t not In t', in elastic

scattering it does not matter but certainly in inelastic

scattering it does matter.

L.VAN HOVE: At 16 SeV the t-t difference is small.

T.FEEBEL: I just made a calculation that at 16 GeV the

t~t for 2 GeV mass is something pf the order of O.O6.

So this is a fairly- sizeable thing and so it is Important

to know how this formula changes, that was my question.

H.CHAN: I am a little bit confused, I think that

dr Verbeure suggests that the Gribov - Morrison rule

is violated end you say it is good.

F.VERBEURE: I said that in A~ production, the slope

of the cross-section versus energy dependenoe is of

the order 0.65. So this is definitely very low as

compared to the elope found in charge exchange A2

production. People here tried to explain it as being

due to the f exchange. But then, I do not see why we

have eueh a small slope. So people say it «net be

Pomeron exchange and if it is Pomeron exchange, the

rule will be violated.

J.RUSHEROOBEt I think that there is evidence for

validity of Gribov - Morrison -ula. The example I
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mentioned at this conference, however, concerns the KK
coupling, and you just can not talk only about the
depression of the cross-section, you have got to
consider the в dependence.

H.SATZ: Could you show again the picture showing the

slope c£ the baryone versus mass. I em just wondering,
when you define diffraotion dissociation essentially
as a vacuum exchange, how far in mass do you go? For
example, on this green curve, at 3 GeV, you are seven
hundred MeV above the Threshold. With that definition,
do you consider diffraction dissociation up to the
phase space boundary?

J.RUSHBROOKE; They have taken all the date, then cut in
mass, then plot it as a function of t, up to about
0.3 - 0.5 GeV; so all these elopes erf straight lines
in a lof» plot up to^O-4.

A.łOlISCH: I think that this strong dependence of the
elope on the mass comes to some extent from а к intrantic
effect. People in Michigan took all these date and
plotted them as a function p_, and found that it removes
the slope dependence. I think that from kinematics, if
you assume that the cross-sect ion depends оь_, on ŷ ,
with the constant slope, then wben you vary the mass
for a given p- bin, you get a ciuch bigger t bin as y
go into a deeper mass.

H.ABAJiBANKL: What sort of slope you get in p T?

A.KRISCH: I think it la ebout 8 or 10.



CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY R.SALMERON

PART I: TESTS OF S AND T - CHANNEL HELICITY CONSER-
VATION IN (ртг+тт"\ O T T T ^ T T ^ A N D ( i r ^ i H
PRODUCTION IN 16 GeV/c TT~p AND 10 GeV/c K~p
INTERACTIONS.

Aachen - Berlin - Bonn - CERN - Cracow - Heidel-
berg - London - Vienna - Warsaw Collaboration.

Necessary conditions for в and t-ohannel heli-
city conservation are tested for (рТГ+тЛ, (к"Л*"if/and
(зг£ТГ*ЗГ) states produced in 16 GeV/cTT~p and 10 GeV/c
K~p interactions by means of a method which *s indepen-
dent of specific spin-parity assignments to the states.

For each event we first calculated the polar and
azimuthal angles "C and *f of the chosen decay analyser
in the Gotfried-Jackson frame ( GJ frame). This frame ie
defined as the ТПГТГ (КТГТГ or piTJT) rest frame with the
z-axis along the incident particle ilne-of-flight, the
у-axis along the reaction normal and the x-axis such as
to define a right-handed coordinate frame. Next an arbi-
trary rotation by y3 around the y-axis was performed to
obtain new polar nd azimuthal angles 8 and <b given by

cos 8 = cos тУ cosjb + sin ̂  sin/i cos Ц>

tan Ф =' — — — — . .
—COSTS' sinji + sin "С cos/3 cos ̂

The ф dependence of the data in any rotated system
was then tested by means of the quantity

L-d M=l f
which vanishes, iJ there Is no ф dependence.

It is to be note i that this quantity is sensitive to
all ф dependences including those which vanish when
one integrates over cos в.



A search was then made through the whole physical
range for -he rotation angle y8 giving a minimum
value ofX • For t-channel helicity conservation i t is
necessary that j& . = 0 and for s-channel helicity
conservation that jb . » у • "here ^ is the crossing
angle from GJ to H frame, given, at high energies, by

c o e

- mo - ш 2) 2 - 4m 2m 2

where m is the mass of TT Cor К or p) and m and t

are respectively the mass and the momentum transfer- to

the ЗППГ (or К1ГЗГ or p^sf) system.
For the рТГ 7Г states, the results are in gene-

ral compatible with ТСПС (t-channel helicity conserva-

tion) except possibly for the uass range between the

N (1460) and N (i7io) . In the N (l.46o) region, the

azifliuthal distributions are isotropic for aill analysers

and xhe predictions of both TCHC and SCHC (s-channel

helicity conservation) are trivially compatible with

our data.

For the (ЗТГ) systems, except with the unlike-char-

ged pion as analyser, at low masses, the frame with

least azimuthal dependence tends to lie close to the GJ

frame. However the X 's for the like pion as analyser

tend to be too high for consistency with the TCHC.

For the (к ТГ ЗТ ) system, neither s not t-chan-

nel helicity conservation holds, because with the IT as

analyser, the results consistently lie between the pre-

dictions of SCHC and TCHC. Other analysers tend to have

X. minima approximately associated with the GJ frame,

and hence consistent with the TCHC.



PART II: TEST OP HELICITY CONSERVATION FOR THE K ~ T T V

SYSTEM DIPFRACTIVELY PRODUCED IN K~p INTER-
ACTIONS AT 14.3 GeV/c.

Rutherford - Ecole Plytechnique - Sac lay
Collaboration.

U.Darloutaud, A.Borg, P.Brun, D.Denegri,
C.Louedec, F.Pierre, M.Spiro, D.J.Miller,
K.Paler, J.J.Phelan, T.P.Shah, B.Chaurand,
B.Drevillon, G.Labrone, R.LestAenne,
D.Linglin, R.A.Salmeron.

We tested helicity conservation in s and in t-
channel for the diffractive production of the К~11+аГ
system in K~p interactions at 14.3 CeV/c. From about
6000 events fitting the reaction:

K~p * К""1Г*1Г" p (l)

we selected the К 1Г*"ТГ events with mass in the range
1000 < M (К ТПГ) £ 2000 UeV.

We eleminated the A (1238) and the events with
momentum transfer t ^ 0 . 6 (GeV/c) .

As the J of the К ТГТГ system is not well esta-
blished outside the Q-region, не used a method which is
independent of spin—parity analysis. Helicity conserva-
tion is tested in terms of the polar and azimuthal .in-
gles of some direction connected to the К1ГЗГ system,
taken as analyser. We used two types of analyser, both
defined in the К ЗГЗГ rest frame г

a) the normal to the К ТГ1Г decay plane;
b) the direction of the momentum of theTT .

In either case, 9 and ф of the analyser were
measured for each event with respect to the Gottfried-
Jackson frame (for the t-channel) and the helicity
frame (for the s-channel). If the K3T7T" sytem is dif-
fractively produced, ire expect it to be in a state, or

P • — + — +mixture of states, from the J series 0 ,1 ,2 ,3



If the incident particle helicity zero is preserved in

either reference frame, only the | JKi"> =? | JO^ states

«ill, be populated; this in turn implies for the distri-

bution of the analyser an azimuthal isotropy in the

corresponding reference frame, i.e. we expect an axially

symmetric distribution with the axis of symmetry coinci-

ding with either the incident К or outgoing proton in

the case of t-channel or s-channel helicity conserva-

tion respectively. The axial symmetry is only a necessa-

ry_ condition for helicity conservation [YJ.

We subdivide the КТТ1Г mass spectrum in four regions:

1100-1350 MeV, '1350-1550 MeV, 1550-1800 MeV and 15OO-2u->0

MeV. Fig.l shows the spherical harmonics moments <\\ ̂ >with

of the normal to the decay plane, with respect to Łho lie -

licity frame (the moments with m ^ 1 are systematically

consistent with zero). The significant and systematic

nonvanishing <Cile Y,, ̂ > moment shows clearly an incompa-

tibility with the oCHC over the whole region of К ТГТГ

masses uvestigated. Fig.2 shows the equivalent moments,

but now reffered to the Gottfried-Jackson frame. We sec

that the ^ Y ? /* moments are consistent with zero

for all К "JTTT masses, suggesting a possible TCHC. If

however theTT is used as analyser, there is clearly in-

consistency with the TC11C as can be seen in Fig.3, where

the 4 Y , ^ moments are displayed (we show again only

the moments which are not systematically consistent with

zero). It is interesting to note that the ^ R e Y 2 ^> mo-

ment is very different in the two parts of the Q bump,

suggesting a structure in the Q enhancement. Furthermore,

the novanishing of the <Yte Y* ̂ > moment in the Q re-

gion indicates a spin 2 contribution even outside the

К (1420) region.

Previous analysis of the Q spin-parity have always

been consistent with a pure d assignment.

A simple graphical way of displaying the helicity

non conservation consists in plotting ф versus cos 9

for the chosen analyser (the 1T+ in our case, as it



proves to be a eore sensitive analyser than the normal).
We remark that hellcity conservation would Imply an
isotropy in ф for each cos 9 band. In Pigs. 4 and 5
we show for two К1Т1Г ease hands, the scatter plot
of ф versus cos в in the Gottfried-Jackson and he 11-
city frames. We also show the ф projections separately
for the two hemispherest 0.0 < cos 6^1.0 and - i . ^
<0.0. It is evident that for а ф distribution inte-
grated over all cos 9 the contributlone of the two
hemispheres will nearly cancel each other, masking in
part the break-down of hellclty conservation.

In conclusion, our data are definitely at variance
with either s or t-ohannel holicity conservation for
К ЭПГ masses ;£ 2 GeV.

REFEItEKCES
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M

Fig. i Spherical harmonic moments of the normal in

the heliolty frame as a function of the (к"ЗгУ)
mass, with Д4*excluded and |t|<0.6 (веУ/е)2.
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Pig. 3 Spherical harmonics moments of the ЗГ in the
Gottfried-Jackson frame as a function of the
(K~3!*!f) mass, with Д excluded and |t|<0.6
(<JeV/c)2.
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CONTRIBUTION PllBSENTBl) BY

I would like to present some results on double'

diffraction dissociation in the reaction pp~* ррТГ+1Г~ЗТ°

at 19 GeV/c. The main results were already mentioned

by dr. ttuehbrooke, but I will shortly mention them again.

I have investigated the factorization of the above

mentioned reaction by comparing the ratios:

К. —
1

These ratios shouu be equally Ы д

However , I got, the results:

if factorization holds.

-*- U.OUG

It was shown by ur. iiushbrowiu-, that for the jiuf'ic

uisbuci .tioi: processes the ratios A v..uu .. , have 'OC-JU

independently shown tc be in ar.vceueiit with the иууоГе-

sis of factorisation, so I started looLin. • >ч t.hu ; J..-

son why the factorisation te^t fails here. LouLJn^ at

the (piT) and (n1T+TT" Ł W S S distribution for the

three involved channels one finds some significant dif-

ferences :

PP ""** i'P ЗГ

PP —* pp3f*7T""

pp—* ppir^irir0

и
small
peak

very

(pTT°)

Д 1236
at л/1400 UeV

strong Л1230

M

bump
peak

bumps

(pTI

at
at

a t

1400
1700

1700
1900

bieV
MeV

and
MeV

see Figs 1 - 4r.

Thus It seems that the reaction mechanisms in the reac-
tion pp —» pp ЗГ"*"1Г1ГО differ from the mechanisms in
pp—» ppTT0. Higher energy would be needed to clarify
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whether or not there is double dissociation present.

There is a paper from the SLAC, P.F.Liu et al.,

submitted to this Conference, where double dissociation

of the process **~p—*CJrV~) ( t t V p } at b - 18 GeV has

been investigated. The results are compared withTi p

data from the Aachen - Berlin - Bonn - CERN - Cracow -

Heidelberg - Warsaw collaboration and with pp data

from Cambridge ~ Hamburg - Scandinavian collaboration

and Rutgers - Columbia data. The nuabers shown in

Table I are, inside erxors, in agreement with the hypo-

thesis of factorization.

Table I

Comparison of the ratios of partial cross-sections

inJTpjTT p, and pp reactions

Sector
ratio

Energy -16 GeV

.096+.014

.053+.014

10-14 GeV

.079+.013

.035+.014

11 GeV/c

.061+.006

.052+.005

Ew=14-18 GeV

.079+.015

.055+.024

16 GeV/c

.063+.роз

•Q59+.003

Proton momentum 10 GeV/o 19 GeV/c GeV/с

\.064+.007 .061+.008 960+.009



number of events/20MeV

N)

number of events / 2 0 MeV

31
in

number of events/2Q MeV

Б

number of events/20 MeV

ы 73 -

- 66:
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY S.RATTI

I will not be able to oover all that dr J.llush-

brooke has kindly left on шу shoulders.

I will contribute on the possible factorization

of the amplitude in NON-DIFFRACTIVE processes by using

the data published early this year (cTomasini et al.

N.Cimento 7A, 65i (1972)) од the reactions

U ) TT*p — » ТГ^ЗГТТ1" р at about 11.5 GeV/c

and now data on the reactions

г
± -*._+ [ at the same energy

•IT IT

obtained by the Durham-Genova-IIamburg-Milano-Saclay

collaboration.

The production cross-sections and the numbers of

events used are given in Table I.

Table I

S* (iab) No of events

п

1.14+0.11

1.24+0.11

0.68+0.05

i.45±0.±4

1.48+0.14

0.40+0.05

3410

3902

1993

56S8

G558

2445

I shall limit most of ray considerations to reactions

Cl")and (2) due to the fact that the statistical signifi-

cance of reaction (з) is considerably lower.
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For reactions ii) and (г) the L.P.S. configurations
of Interest, leading to NON-DIFPRACTIVE final states
(i.e. charge exchange configurations) are reported in .
Table II.

Table II

ir-p

(ЯГГР

тг' (р airy1"

(irjf)(pTI+)

{чтя*) ( P m

n

(ззг

A w t
Aw№

Г+Р

(ргзг)+

i)CnV)(pi

Dp

to

Esch.
G par

1

1

-i

-1

object
. Charge

0

0

1

1

1 1

1 1

U) i i

Aw(B)OrWKpin te) i i

Considerations on the first two sectors D̂ - , D
have been already done by dr. J.Rushbrooke. I «ill con-
centrate шу attention on the second part of the Table.

In view of the definition of £ w(see W.Klttel,
S.Rattl, L.Van Hove Kucl.Phye. 3O8i, 333 (i97l)):

and due te the integration «e have to perform in order
to obtain A^(l) t\t (

IJ) etc* °* * given sector^ we have
to мак« sure that corresponding sectors in reactions
initiated by TT* and ТГ respectively displays

•) similar паев distributions
B) siallar tf dletxlbutlone
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Flgs.l and 2 show somt examples of mass distribu-

tions ( Fig.l) and t* distributions (Fig.2) for reac-

tion (l) . Figs. 3 and 4 show some examples of mass dis-

tributions (Flg.3) and t* distributions (Fig.4) for

reaction (2).

The similar structures shown in the figures gua-

rantee at least that we are integrating functions ha-

ving similar shapes.

By then keeplqg in mind that we "measure11 overall

average values of A w on all the sectors considered

we can compare what the experiment suggests. In parti-

cular let us calculate the ratios between Av's for

sectors having the same pion configurations in the for-

ward direction. It is tempting to speculate that, if

the factorization holds for exchange processes one

should find identities between particular ratios. Using

the notations of Table II the experimental values are

reported in the Table III.

Colunn 1 contains the sectors chosen, column 2 the

expectations.

Table III

1 0.89+0.13

iw vu p// aw (Dp) 1 0.90+0.05

wUin 1.94+0.54 g
(il) /SL//Aw(l) J 1.63+0.16

A"w/A+
W ( I ' ? ) £tU£L. (ii*Y*j 1.62+0.42 g

Aw/A"w (И,') А Д , (i ' ) J 1.6З+0.З6 *

AX//A"W (A) Â //Aw (Б) 1.96+0.41 •§

Syl&g (в) A^/A W U) 1.74+0.38 ® t
о a
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AM one can see from Table III these ratios are si-
gnifloantly the ваше within the errors (on the first two
lines dr. Buehbrooke has already made comments).

Thus it is even more tempting to push the expecta-
tions a little further in the following sense:

For a process a + b —• A + В

we are entitled Xo write an amplitude as

but not

since the last expression implies factorization.

None the lees we can test experimentally whether the

last formula will hold or not for high energy exchange

processes since we can measure

12.

for 16 different LPS configurations while we used only

'twelve different parameters. Out of the sixteen LPS
configurations four come from reaction (3) and by the

time of the Conference they were not introduced yet in

the fit.

The different Ay/' s measured are summarized in
Table IV.
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Table IV

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

——1

(sir)'
(зтт)

ЧРИ*)
0 CpTf)

(зттГ(ртГ)
(ЯГУ
Oaf (pif)

(мг)с'(рэт")
(2irf(pTf)

air)"
caif

cmf
toiT

СгзгГ

(af
(230°

(pifif)

[pirV)

(ртГзг0)

(тяГзГ)
(тл^зг4)

Aw

1.89

1.18

0.35

0.67

9 . 4

8 . 4

1.7G

4.66

0.81

0.58

0.23

0.37

0.56

0.22

1.33

0.76

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
"H

tu
§

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

&
4-

1

1

4 5

tt
1

1

1 1

1

ł

6 7

1

1

1

1

1

1

8 9

li
i

i

i

i

i

i

1 0

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

1

1

1

1

11 12

If

1

1

1

1
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Prom Table IV It easy to recognize which parameters

enter In the weighted cross-section of each LPS confi-

guration. In a sense t frc) = f (G»+i), t(<£') = f (G=-l)

can be considered aa representing the strength of the

coupling of the exchanged object to the pion and the

nucleon.

Reaotlone (13) to (i6) are not included in the fit

so that in a preliminary way we fitted the system (l)

to (l2^ with 2 degrees of freedom.

The results obtained are summarized in Table V.

Table V

f (23Г)°

ram"
f(5TT)°
П З Т Т ) "
f(pTT*)
f (pif)
f(pirV)
f(pTTTf)
f (fr-*l)
f(Cr—I)

3.28+0.14

2.00+0.10

3.50+0.20

2.00+0.10

1.13+0.05

0.84+0.05

0.33+0.04

0.27+0.03

0.35+0.01

0.86+0.03

2 degrees of
freedom

X - 9.5
confidence level
= 1%

Surprisingly enough the confidence level is not com-
pletely discouraging and it might as well be that the
factorisation property holds for the amplitudes descri-
bing the ŁPS sectors considered.

X may mention that f (G»+l} =f (Ga-l) would imply
exchange degeneracy. The experimental results however
seen to indicate that the strength of а С -like exchange
is about half of the strength of аТГ-like exchange; &
fact that sounds not unreasonable at the energy conside-
red in the analysis presented here.
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DISCUSSION

G.BOSSEN: You should be careful, believing these num-
bers because we analysed our data at 5 GeV/c and we
found the numbers compatible with factorization and
this has to be by chance because we know that at this
energy there are lot of overlaps. So, you should very
carefully define your sample and calculate your numbers
again.

S.ilATTI: I agree that the certain LPS configurations
might be dominated by certain exchange mechanism. That
will be true probably at the high energies, but we will
never reach the energy high enough to make these things
distinct.

L.VAN HOVE: The factorization results of Dr. Ratti are
very puzzling even at 11 or 16 GeV, but they are very
interesting and I think they may be non-accidental be-
cause of the two following considerations. On the one
hand, you deal with the integrated cross-sections. The
fully differential cross-sections will certainly not be
the same for the sectors that you compare. In addition
to these interference effects within the sector, there
also might be interference terms due to the fact that
other sectors of diffractive type, which are certainly
bigger, have a tail reaching into the region where you
work. However, once you integrate over the full sector,
the integral of interference term may very often be zero.
This is illustrated in the question of cross-over, in DD
(diffraction dissociation) of if",TT"1" on p, where obviou-
sly thę t distribution is not the same, but cross-sec-
tion is the same simply because the cross-over takes
care of adding a little at small t in one reaction
and removing exactly the same amount at larger t in
another reaction. This may be a reason that Dr. Ratti's
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flndlngs are valid and significant. The bow..*.

has never been explored except in the work of Pless is

multidlmesional techniques. Pless has remarked and found

out practically that, because of the very large dimensio-

nality of the problem (for four-body collision the di-

mensionality is 7) t what looks to be enormous overlaps

of the two dimensional LPS plot (which is the projection

of 7 dimensions on 2) turns out to be much more separa-

ted cloud arrangements in 7 dimensions. It might be once

you make certain cuts, that what you do wrong in one

place is compensated by doing it wrong in another place

in another way.

S.KATTI: The analysis in terms of the extended prism

plot is worth doing if you find some coincidence which

might suggest the possibility of verifying souething

which has some physics inside, otherwise one would pro-

bably have to go into 7-dimesional distributions.
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DIFFRACTION UISSOCIATION

REVIBT TALK BY H.ABABBANBL (NAL, Batvia)

The topic of primary interest in this session is
the nature of various reaotione, elastic and inelastic,
which persist a« the lnoldent energy in a oollieion
becomes very large* In the first figure I have shown
a representatien of the amplitude for such procossee
noting that it will behave up to logarithms as в to a
power which is very close to one.

Dr Buehbrooke [Vj has just summarized the experi-
mental situation for us and it is my taefr to reveal the
possible wisdom that has been brought forth on this
matter C23 • *n * ° * second figure the present theore-
tical situation is succintly summarized : there are two
Issues s

1) What is the structure of the transition matrix elements
A — » - D and В — » • С ? and

2) What is the structure of the exchange mechanism respon-
sible for the scattering ? (Each of these is represented
by the appropriate question mark).
These matters are not totally separate, however, it
does make some sense to address them separately»

The key facts we need to begin our thinking are ihats
1) the energy dependence of the amplitude is about s"1"

- I put the one in quotes for reasons which will become
more and more clear*

2) By studying the quantum numbers of A fB, С and D in
diffraction, we learn that the exchange mechanism
carries quantum numbers of the vacuum*

3) Whatever the exchange may be t it experimentally appears
to factorlze in the vertical (t) channel.

Let us begin on the little question marks in the
transition matrix elements* A variety of proposals have
been put forth on this. The most interesting general
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statements are that the product (-1) F( «here J and P

are respectively the spin and parity of any particle,

le conserved at each vertex [3] . Thus in Pig* i

(-1) Рд=Ч-1) PD (О

and -j

«hen each state has a definite spin and parity. The

second rule is that the a - channel hellcity is con-

served at each vertex for ail ± {4}• Thus we would
expeot

and

when each state has a definite helicity. Unfortunately

the first of these rules is in strong doubt and the

second seems to be incorrect [_5] . This is perhaps
fortunate for theoreticians who were unable to derive

them; but 'too bad really since they were very attractive.

Beyond such possible selection rules there have

been a number of^attempts to characterize the transition

vertex based on the idea that the entering and leaving

hadrons are composite C6J » This is implemented by
imagining that tbe hadron A, say, decomposes into its

constituents and they do the interacting with the con»

stitueots of B, and then reconbine into D and С respe-

otively. The further assumption that these constituents

(partoDB) interact very simply puts some oontent into

an otherwise very general framework. With an ansatz or

a theory on how the partons interact we may write a kind

of general form for the transition T Ł » ^ C D "

Let fg(Pj) be the wave function for hadron H to decom-
pose inio a bunch of partons with momenta pA»

Then on this picture T * B - * C D
 l o c 3 r B l i k e
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where Tj, describee the parton - parton scattering.
Two approximations are used in the literature for 1^, .
(a) the good old Born approximation and (to) some kind
of eikonal multiple scattering formula* The former
faotorizea, as do the data, but possesses the most meagre
justification* The seoond does not factorize and posses-
see only slightly more theoretical foundation. In either
case it appears not possible to derive the two selection
rules above, whloh is perhaps just as well*

There appears " be one amusing statement that comes
in this kind of model if we are willing to announce, for
whatever reason, that 1^. faotorizes* Then at large ener-
gies, Тдв-P-CD is given essentially by the product of two
wave-function overlap integrals

and at zero momentum transfer Тдв^ед) vanishes unless
A » D , В s С ; that is, only the elastio amplitude
survives* There Is some interesting, but not compelling
evidence that for the diffractive production of N*(1520)
and N*(1688) In pp collisions; such an effect occurs LH •

This is all the time I will spend on these transi-
tion matrix element questions, not because I do not
find them interesting, but because I find them too
ambitious to have yet achieved a great deal* What Z
mean is that it is going to be essentially impossible
to make any real progress in understanding transition
matrix elements in diffractive processes until we
have a better grasp on the kind of operator whose
matrix elements we are considering; that is, until we can
better specify the structure of the exchange mechanism*
(• note of cynicism is in order here s we know a great
deal about photon exchange in e + hadron -*•»'* hadron
but we are still working away on the hadron -*• hadron'
matrix element of the electromagnetic current)»

Let me then turn to the large question mark covering



the exchange mechanism In dlftractive scattering* The
language I will use is that of the complex J * plane,
because I feel that la most appropriate. What we know
for sure i« that we want to concentrate on the region
of J • 1 for t in the neighborhood of zero* What
we have been learning over the last couple of years from
work on miltiple production and Inclusive reactions is
that Baking the singularity structure in this regime
to be only a simple moving pole witb intercept -оЦСО» 1
is just not enough. Francis Low told us already of the
extensive activity which has gone on to demonstrate
what the J - plane structure is not» I will try today
to decsribe some ideas on what it is or at least paths
on how to discover that. As most of you know, or stron-
gly suspect, no firm answer is yet Known. Thus I will
of necessity speak less precisely than Low, but I trust
as enthusiastically>

"luce the question is one of singularities in the
J - plane one can as well study it for spinless parti-
cle elastic scattering as for diffraction dissociation
since It is dearly the same J - plane. Having learned
about the J structure we can then carry it over to any
diftractive prooess and begin to.seriously answer the
vertex or transition matrix element question.

The beginning of the most discussions of this
problem assumes that in the spinless partial wave ampli-
tude F (J,t) there is a moving pole at J =o((t) whose
t » О Intercept is at, or near 1. In the t - channel,
unltarity expressed via multiple exohange of these
Beggeons at об (t) , leads to a branch point In F (J,t)
at

The mechanism generating these branch points is Juet
«the ваше ae the mechanism which gives branch points at
many partlole thresholds in s.
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As you can see immediately, if oC (0)= i, 0t
and the pola lies on top of all branch points at t » 0.
Just t - channel unitarity, then, is a good reason «by
a simple isolated pole with\(0)-i cannot be a consistent
idea at t = 0. It would seem that all the various proofs
of this described at this conference by Low are forceful
reminders of this fact.

What can one do ? There are a variety of routest
1) Move оЦО) away from 1 and attempt to deal with .

the separated póle plus cuts system. This is ugly
since one must put by hand d.i.0) so close to one that
one does not violate the known remarkable constancy
of ^ T ,, say , and yet never allow it to have
the magic value of 1» This is attractive since at
t = 0 one has a leading pole, albeit close to Its
cut followers, and thus factorization is automatic.
And it, is very clear from the various data presented
here in Zakopane that factorization is rather striking
in dif tractive processes at t = 0 l~8] •

2) Throw away the whole business of a starting pole and
look for some self—consistent singularity structu-
re via a mult i per i phe ral bootstrap or approximate
unitarity constraints or some field theory C9J«
These tracks seem very often to lead to a pair of
branch points at J = i + i l$'\f-i , an amusing re-
sult since it satisfies (7) precisely* These cuts
generaly violate t - channel unitarity in the sense
that the diecontinuity at the branch point does net
vanish; yea, it is often infinite. Furthermore, they
seem to yield diffraction peaks which shrink as

(loqs)^' which is not at all seen in the data up
to the 1SR energies*

3) One can really try to face up to the many colliding

branch cuts and t±n& au acceptable structure near

t = 0* This is the most ambitious program and in

some way the least ambiguous*
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I will desorlbe It hare sinoe I am sure it will be
much reported In at future conferences, and in
addition I think It Is most likely to be the proper
approach to воше real comprehension of the J -plane
near J в 1 at t • O*

The basic idea is to consider the moving pole and
associated branoh points as like a partiole and the
associated two and many partiole unltarity cuts «Then
one writes a quantum field theory for these interacting
quasi-particles and seeks a solution to that field

theory QlO] •
The Reggeon is then to be regarded as a free

particle; but in what space ? To discover that, оле
t&lce» a two Beggeon contribution to the partial wave
amplitude F(J,t). That yields

11 r i—j

dp4rr

— • — • '

,q.p)H(3,q,p)

(8)

as depicted in Fig, 4*
The functions G and H are Juet partial wave projections
of the two particle - two Beggeon amplitude* One can
see in Sq.(8) a suggestive structure* If we think of
the denominator as a propagator for the two Reggeons
we ought to write it as

pq)]"1[_E-H0(p,q)]
where H Q is the free Hamiltonian for the propagating
quasi - partloles and В > J - 1 is the overall energy*
The reason we enoounter a two dimensional integral is
that in going to the partial wave amplitude from the
full amplitude» we Integrated out two angular degrees
of freedom from the total of four* Thus we learn that
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a Reggeop ia a quaai-particle in a two dimensional
non-relativietic theory. It has a free Hamiltonian

H0(p)=o6(p)-1 (10)

when it carries two-momentum p .
Now we may abstract this and write a quantum field

ljJ(x) which destroys Reggeone and M^C*} which creates
them. The free Lagrangian is immediate

but the interaction is at one/e will* This is the real
ambiguity in the program; namely, can one locate any
rational way of choosing a sensible lagrangian to discuss?
Even having done that one is faced with the usual horrors
of solving an interacting quantum field theory»

However, some results do seem bo come relatively
easy. The first regards the size of the discontinuity
aoross the J — plane cuts пэаг the branch point. The
Ingredients are Just two dimensional phase space and
t - channel unitarity. For the two Reggeon cut one finds
a form for F(J,t) in a familiar N/D fashion

i/\t + (Phase space integral)] (12)

where the integral is essentially

H o) (13)
which behaves like loqt near t a 0 for a trajectory
analytic near t = 0. So the discontinuity in F(J(t)
across the two Reggeon cut behaves as

F(J,t)
1

Loq(D-O-)
(14)

For many Reggeon cuts, say n>2 , the dlscontiauity is
drastically out down by phase space to
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F(jtt)
3'\

(45)

What this Beans Is that in a phenomenological sense
one can quite likely ignore three or more Reggeon outs
since their discontinuity is strongly cut dawn toy two
dimensional phase space»

Another fairly general feature which can be studied,
beoause as the outs pile up on top of one another as
t —- о one is dealing with kind of infrared problem»
is the structure of the interacting Beggeon propagator
near t = O, J « i. The results are complicated, but
in a word it would appear to be a major miracle for a
simple pole to persist in any way*

The implication, of course, is that at t = 0 the
Pomeranchuk singularity has no reason to be factorizable,
since only a simple pole residue need do that. This
raises a delightful dilemma since as we learned over the
past several days, the evidence for factorisation of
the J e i singularity at t n о is very strong \\±} •

Personally 1 am in quite a quandary about diffrac-
tion scattering* I feel we have gone a long way in
learning that t - channel unitarity forbids the exchange
meohanii m from being a simple pole at J =oC(t), аб(о)= i
- the nearest and simplest solution* 1 think we have
only begun to search out what is allowed* To repeat my
earlier remarks I think that until we have a real grasp
of this question we can not hope to gain a significant
understanding of the transition matrix elements at each
snd of the diftractive exchange.

I would like to close by telling you about a radio
program in New York City which one can call up to ask

for the answer to any question jjtSFJ • One evening
after a long struggle with diffraction scattering a
desperate theorist called up and askad u i 8 it true
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that the Pomeron ia a simple pole wltttot(O)*1 1

factorlsable residue?" the announcer answered that

"As a matter of principle you are right, but there

are slight corrections* First of all it is not a simple

pole, seoond oL (0) may not be one, and finally who

told you it factor!zee ?"
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Fig

t-channel has vacuum quantum numbers
1. A typical diffraction process AB-^CD which

has vacuum quantum nusbers in the t - channel
/ВС channel/ and a dependence on в of Ą- S1 in
the amplitude. The question marks represent the
state of our ignoranoe about the exchange
mechanism от the A -»Dt В -•• С transition matrix
elements.

A SZ\ D.

Рд = И
No

Pig. 2. Suggested rules for the diftractive vertex.
Conservation of P (-1) may hold; evidence is
not firm and some is opposed. Conservation of
s «• channel helicity, % ̂  is not true»

Partons j

Pig". 3. Diffraction in a parton model. ffl i s the wave
function for hadron state H to turn into partons
The parton-parton scatter ing amplitude i s called
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p-Q/2 p'-Q/2 k+Q/2

4* A two fteggeon contribution to the t - channel

partial wave amplitude F (J,t) showing its two

dimensional structure» The upper picture is the

full eeplitude F^s.t/ ; the lower, FiwJ,t
N. Two

of freedom are integrated out.

DISCUSSION

A.BIALAS: I would lilce to correct what you said about

the parton models. They do not predict the dip in the

forward direction. In the Byers-Frautschi model the dip

iisappears because of relativistic corrections to the

wave fuuetions which should be taken into account. In

our model the number of constituents in a particle is

not fixed and, consequently, there is no reason for dip

bo show up.

HcABABBANEL: 'I was attempting to sbow rather the gene-

ral characterisation in which you put your version of

a parton model, yours or soaebody else, I am a little

bit surprised that if «e take T ^ parton-parton scatte-

ring amplitude you don't get zero for overlap function.



D.U.0.MORRISON; You managed to discuss the diffractive

dissociation ( D D ) , without discussing any of the old

works of Feinberg, Pomeranchuk, Good and Walker, I nean,

you seeio to be completely devoted to Roggeons and cuts.

Is there no other way of approaching the problem of 1Ю ?

H.ABARBANELs The spirit in which I attempted to discuss

that, I think, is the most rational way of getting a

hand on that exchange mechanism. Indeed, my anifuer to

you ist yes. I think, and a variety of people thinR also

that it is the correct approach to study that question.

Now, it may be wrong.

F.LOYZ: I repeat my answer of yesterday, of course there

are other ways, but there is another point which is use-

full in thinking about these things, and that is that

in a very real formal sense, 1 and s are complementary

variables, just as p and x are, and in a certain way Б

and t are, but of course, that is not quite right.

Since they are complementary variables, you can give

a description in ternis of one of them, s, or you can

get a description in terms of the other, 1. And presu-

mably you should be able to go back and forth from one

to another, using whichever one happens to be the most

convenient at a

L*L.WANG: It seems to me, the quasi-stable Pomeron in

the scheme of Gribov will have the same trouble, as Low

pointed out yesterday.

H.ABARBANEL: Low was full о trouble yesterday, which
was ,

A. BIAŁAS i (interrupting) Yesterday, we had an excursion
and it was beautiful.

H.ABARBANEL: The day before yesterday Low was really
in trouble.



L.L.WAUGj Yes. That scheme of Gribov will have the

aaino trouble as pointed out by Low. I do not see hem

you con use Gribov1s quasi-stable Pomeron to solve this

problem.

ll.AiiAttBANKL: What Ling U e Wang is trying to say and

1 was trying to indicate, but didn't say very precisely,

defending on which Lagrangian you choose, there is

a variety of uodel3 that you can make, and indeed, be-

cause the ifjBon equations for that field theory, or any;

field theory, are so complicated there are a variety иГ

solutions that you can argue very cogently are selfcon-

sistent and the subject is not at all pinned down. In

sorac of these uodels you may find the sane type of di-

seases that you find atoC(O) = I at the simple pole, in

other ones you may not. I didn't comment on that in

particular, because it is not, indeed, a kind uf gene-

ral result. The fact AS there will be the cuts or the

discontinuity equation tends to be moderately .eneral,

but I do agree with you completely.

It seems to me that you are recorrecting.

'.l/hat you are describing is essentially the s dependence

or dependence in 1 plane. However, I think that the main

issue in the diffractive dissociation is the t depen-

dence. I understand that the I)D comes from some sort of

absorption. If you look at the elastic scattering, the

most dramatic thing that you con see is just thp very

steep peak which can tell us something on the size of

proton. Now, In Ш you try to investigate it with some

other projectiles: the three pion system or N or some-

thing. Therefore to me it is the real question, and you

certainly can not solve It by looking into the j plane.

H.ABARBANEL: I make a cynical comment about that? Let

me elaborate slightly йоге one exchange mechanism that

everybody and his brother agrees upon, that is photon
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exchange. And let me ask you» no» that \ie know the ex-
change mechanism exactly, I will tell yous here you have
a proton and a vector particle.

Now we can approach the urobieni of the elastic proton-
proton form factor. And that is the t-depeiuieuco. To uy
knowledge as of this morning that problem is not solved.
It has been attacked heartily, but I would say, it has
been hardly attacked.

T.FERBEL: ( introducing hiiaseli): Kriscu (liichigan). I am
very puzzled by the haggling of those theorists Uo o.
I am sort of amused by what Henry (лЪагЬапо!) said at
the very end of his talk. Now, I «culd like to suima-
rize what happened today, Early in the day Вialas poin-
ted out that the Nova uodel is useless, as far as under-
standing data, /aid then ticneckc pointed out later that
uultiperipheral ijodol was also useless as far as the
data are concerned, /aid then Uanft got up and said that
therEioiiynaair moJol actually agrees with the other two
models and then by definition is also wrong. And no\s
Henry copies out and says that the result for exaiayie
which I showed that is impossible to understand in this
or any other model, yet, when I show it to Laurice
Jacob at NAL he said that it is exactly what every model
would predict. Now, coulO you, please, explain to me,
why you said that and why Una ice Jacob said that it is
exactly what every couel would predict.

H.ABARBANEL: To begin with, 1 presume, Maurice misunder-
stood the picture....

T.FEllBEL: Yes.
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H.ABAR&ANELs Pardon me, Maurice, wherever you are.

I wonder ...

T.FERBEL: (interrupting) What Jacob claimed is that's

very natural to have a multiplicity independence of the

incident channel, which is «hat you would deduce from

the *esult that I shotted.

U.ABAftlUNEL: If the Implication of that picture you

showed, a very nice picture, is that the Pomeron facto-

rizes at t = 0, we'i*e going to have a very difficult

tine understanding this in real theoretical framework,

i/hut I mean is building a model which has something

like t-cliannel unitarity or anything that we can all

agree on and finding that your result can be deduced

in an exact straightforward and not some approximate

iuanncr.

liut intuitively that is what you would expect.

I..VAN HOVE; I think, one should really put things at

a suuewhat more reasonable level, because everybody

understands why the cross-section of a proton on a pro-

ton is constant. It is simply because the range of the

nuclear force is constant, .ami just liLo .i chair hitting

u table is a pheaone non characterized by a constant

cross-section, the geometric size of these objects, in

the same way we have an intuitive understanding of con-

stant cross-sections which, if it is easily obscured by

analytic considerations, is nevertheless there. That is

tae answer to your (Perbel's) point.

Now, there are other forces in Nature which have

been difficult to understand and have been understood

by our predecessors, for exaople, the intermolecular

force between two neutral molecules, the Van der Waals
force* It is also extremely interesting to look into the

literature and try to see how the Van der Waals force
looks when you analyze It in the t-channel in terms of
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singularities. This has been done by the last class of sla-

ves, namely graduate students. And the result is very

interesting: it is a very complicated structure of sin-

gularities, and it is now possible to understand it be-

cause we have quantum electrodynamics. Out Van der Waals

settled the problem long before, and we understand it.

We are now in tbe stage of waiting for a Van der Waals

who will give us an intuitive picture of the cross-sec-

tions we talk about, and a field theory of them settling

all the questions of analytici ty may well be left wai-

ting for a later stage.

F(LOW: I agree with you that w* are certainly waiting

for some intuitive understanding. However, it nay be

that although we all understand why £ross-scctionb are

constant, they шау still not be constant. 1 think that

is something we have to keep in mind.

L.VAN HOVE: Well, that's a detail.

P.LOW: The example of Van der Waals was a very intere-

sting one because in fact**%kf the simple quantum Mecha-

nics, acd I will now refer to'the t-channel calculations

which one does by field theory. In fact, the siiaple

classical quantum mechanical calculation of the Van der

Waals force gives one power law but we have since then

learned by these rather fancy t-channel uethods that

indeed the true asymptotic behaviour has a different

power.

L.VAN HOVE: It was not done by that method. This was

done first by Casimir and Polder without using a single

Feymaan graph. The r tail you talked about, which is

the interesting power due to retardation effects, was

found by intuitive understanding of the limitation of

the static reasoning of Van der Waals. Th л came the

fancy calculation with graphs.



A.KRISСИ: I would like ....

W.KITTBL; (to KriecbT) Is it Perbel (Rochester) now?

A.KRISCUx Yes, yes. I would like to make a comment,
I must вау, I m sort of amazed because the ilegge theory
for years makes predictions and it is continously wrong
but still everybody stands up and says this is the only
theoretical way.

L.VAN HOVE: Who stands up?

A.KBISCH: Henry.

L.VAN HOVE: Everybody means two.

A.KUISCU: No, they have friends. And a lot of theee
things in physics is an experimental science and one
ITS to aake hypotheses and try to test them by experi-
ment. Now, do you disagree?

II.ABAUOANEL; Me? I certainly do not disagree.
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CONTRIBUTION PRESBNTBD BY H.I.MIETTINEN

MOMENTUM TRANSFER DEPENDENCE IN DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION

H.I.Miettlnen, P.Pirllft

In several reactions of the type A + В —* A + X ,

where vacuum quantum numbers are exchanged, a low mass

enhancement has been observed in the m» distribution.

A general feature of these enhancements is that they

appear 200-300 MeV above some two particle threshold Щ .

Best known examples are peaks that are called N (д.400),

A and Q and are related to NTT, рТГ , and К зГ thresholds

respectively. Another common feature in the production

of these peaks seems to be that they are produced very

peripherally and that the peripherally is strongest

near threshold and decreases rapidly with increasing

mass m„ Г2!*]* A f i t with the formula

= f ( m x ) exp b C m ^ t , , ({)

«here tj = t^, gives typically a slope of b = 10-20GeV~2

near threshold and a slope b Ъ& 5 GeV , when m x is raore

than 500 MeV above the two particle threshold.

Drell and Hi i da Цз] have presented a model (Fig.l.a)

which produces a peak in m^ distribution near threshold
(Deck effect). This model can be built to give a reaso-

nable agreement with the experimental mass spectrum ш„.

Several authors ВД have noticed that this model also

produces an increase in the slope parameter b at small

m^ as a kinematical reflection of the peripherally

in t 2. They have suggested that the experimentally ob-

served strong increase might be basically due to this

kinematical origin. In this paper we give evidence which

shows that this explanation cannot be correct.

A kinematic reflection that enhances the slope pa-

rameter b of formula (i) appears" in all simple double
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peripheral models, if the peripherally in t 2 is also

present near the s. threshold. This is due to the fact

that t. and t2 are related by

2 \ * m ~J~
/2 2

Ш3 И3

when >Гв"„ в т_+ш„. This means that the peripherality
A Jo

in t„ adds directly to the peripherality in t.. As the

value of s o grows, the equation (2^ ceases to be exact

and the value of t. can vary within the limits determi-

ned by t, and s». As seen from Pig.2.a these limits

already have little effect at those values of s where

the rise of the slope parameter has been experimentally

observed. If we fix the value of s, too, the kinemati-

cally allowed area in the t.-t.-plane is the inside of

an ellipse (Fig.2,b). It can be seen that the higher

values of s. lead to a weakening in the coupling between

tĵ  and tg, and just these values are the most important

ones in producing the Deck effect.

To get quantitative information about the strength

of the coupling we have performed model calculations by

a Monte Carlo method using the squared matrix element.

|M|2 = s, 2 e 5 ti e a t2

with a in the range 2-20 GeV" and determined the slope

parameter of formula (l). The results presented in Pig.3.

show that even the strongest to peripherally used is

able to produce the rise of b only at very low masses

m23 ~ ̂ 2 * ^ e n i n addition we note that there is no

experimental evidence for a strong t_ peripherally

near s 2 threshold, it seems very improbable that this

kinematic coupling is the reason for the effect seen

experimentally.

Whether the experimentally observed strong rise

of the t. slope is produced by this kinematic mechanism,
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or is a rea?i property of tbe matrix element itself, can
not be answered in a conclusive «ay by studying data
which has been integrated over t 2 * I t can be studied
only by analyzing data einultaneouely as a function of
s„, t« and t» i .e . in three dimensions (or even better
in four dimensions, which then allows one to eliminate
the possible reflections following from s^ dependence
too). We shall now discuss how this analysis can bo
performed even with the limited statistics experimen-
tally available.

The Deck model corresponds to the following facto-
risation of the matrix element!

| M | 2

with

The %л dependence of f oould in principle be studied by
plotting IM| as a function of t± at fixed values of st,
s„ and tg. In practice the experimental statistics do
not allow one to use small enough bins as the icineuiati-
cal range of t1 varies very rapidly. But one cau instead
use the asimutbai angle ф 3 defined in Pig.i.b. Шоп ф 3

is varied (with tbe length of the vectors and 0 J 3 fixad )

the values of the Invariants Sj, s 2

 a n d t2 s t a y constant,
whereas Ц is related to ф by

Ь1 ш A( ai» 82 ł t2^ * В(в1»82**2^ ' с о в Ф з

The explicit Гогш о/ the tuneli ъпш л ants Q can be found
in tbe literature (e.g. tteffaj. Fro» tbe definition it
follows thai the angle ф , wili have an зуек phaso space
distribution irrespective of ъЫШяг out» are made in
s J t 8^ and tg. One can пои study ?ho strength of the b±

Ьу ювив&щ ttiat
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f ft -a s И - еЪЬ±

where b can depend on s.,s and tg. Using (5) we get

and the t. dependence manifests itself in the forci of ф „
distributions. Because В depends strongly on s., s 2 and
t2, the value of b cannot be determined frou ф „ distri-
butions with resonable bin widths of these variables.
However, it can be determined by the maximum likelihood
method using original four dimensional data to calculate
В individually for each event JjQ . In this way one ob-
tains qualitatively the same statistics as one has when
analyzing the dnS*/ds„dt. distribution. As shown by the
broken line in Fig.3, this method of analysis, appl^-d
to the model calculation with the squared matrix element

, would give a constant value of the slope parameter

b independently of the peripherally in t». The same is
true with ivespect to the double «-peripheral models used
in literature (3,4].

•i

2
Using both d (T/dSgd^ distributions and the method

described above we have determined the slope parameter b
as a function of в~п = чз_ in the reaction pp — * unTT •
We have used the 19 GeV/c bubble chamber data of г lie
Scandinavian Collaboration M - As we are studying, the
strongly peripheral forward peak, we have restricted the
analysis to t,. intervals -0.2 GeV^ *= t± * -0.04 GeV

2,
nben ы о о ś 1,4 GeV. and -0.48 =" t. = -0.04 GeV

2 nhen
1шо.> i.4 GeV. The exclusion of the area t4 > -0.04

is due to experimental uncertainties at very small values
of I tJ . The other limits are chosen to be below (in ItJ)
the break seen in the d^/ds^dt. distributions of seve-
ral experiments including the present one.

We see that both methods give identical results
within statistical accuracy (Fig.4.) . Thus we conclude
that the strong mass dependence of the slope obtained
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with the conventional method is not due to kinematic re-
flections that appear in double-peripheral meson exchange
models. Although we have checked only a pure resonance
production model (conventional analysis M)and p u r e

double-peripheral models with meson exchange, we believe
that neither a mixture of these two models nor even en
appreciable baryon exchanga contribution could save the
picture of kinematic coupling as the reason for the en-
hancement of the slope. Therefore it seems to be necessa-
ry that the strengthening of the t dependence near ш 2 3

threshold must be an explicit property of the invariant,
matrix element in any model that claims to explain the
production of the low mass enhancement of the n"3f-eystei:i
in this process. To our knowledge none of the present
models is satisfactory in this respect.

Our method can be used also in the study of the Л.
and Q production processes as well as other similar pro-
cesses as long as it is possible to group the final state
particles unambiguously to a final state of three parti-
cles or quasiparticles. We think it is worthwhile to ana-
lyze as many diffraction dissociation data as possible
with our technique to see, if the results we have obtai-
ned in the nucleon dissociation process pp —»• puTT arc
only a specific property of this single process, or if
they exhibit a more general property of diffraction dis-
sociation.

To summarize our results: We have investigated the
origin of the strong rise of the production slope near
the two-particle threshold experimentally observed in
the diffractive production of a two-particle system. We
have presented theoretical evidence that the kinematic
coupling between momentum transfers present in double-
peripheral models is far too weak to explain this effect.
We have developed a method of data-analysis, which
allows one to eliminate the effects of this kinematic
coupling. Our analysis of the 19 GeV/c data of the pro-
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cess pp -* pn 1Г* using this method shows, that the
high production slope of the low mass n-T-system ob-
served in this process is not a consequence of double-
peripheral dynamics plus kinematics but must be of dif-
ferent (unknown) dynamical origin.
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u. The luaxinuu likelihood analysis 1в done In ixve w_.,

( Mii: <2o

V » t
i
maK

( ) ^liuin each bin (see t e x t ) . For each event t / mul
t^ oorrespoiid by foruula (5) to different values
of ф 3

r a a x and ф 3
u i l ł respectively. If t±

vUi ( and/or
l l / it» not in г lie physical range of t,, »o have
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у1113* = ТГ(and/orФз* 4 " - о ) . Now the l ikel ihood of
a value ф ̂  i s

Р(ф3) = С ' 1 е

«here

The likelihoods of all events are calculated «lth
several values of b. In the analysis corresponding
to Pig.4. the function L(b) - - V In P±(b)
(Pi(b) is the value of Р(ф3) for the l'th event with
parameter b) is in all mas в bins nearly parabolic
in the neighbourhood of the minimum; thus the error
bars determined from the curvature of L(b) at mini-
mum describe in all cases «ell the uncertainty in
the determination of the parameter b .

-m

Scandinavian Collaboration, unpublished data. Only
шаге reliable half of the data «lth the outgoing proton in
the backward hemisphere in the CMS is used. Due to
the symmetry of the initial state this Sloes not cause
any bias. The number of events in this sample Is 1868.

8. With pure resonance production model «e mean a model
where the decay of the resonance is independent of
the way it is produced (i.e. the only connection is
through the direction of the spin). In this case we
can integrate* over the decay angles and are left
«lth the double differential cross-section
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(a)

(b)

Pig. i. (a") The one-pi on-exchange-model for the production
of the Deck effect.

The bubble at the upper vertex represents the
amplitude ofir+p elastic scattering, which is
dominated by diffraction in the relevant area.
The dependence on t„ is usually deformed by a
form factor or by absorption corrections,

(b) Definition of tbe angle ф 3 in the Cli system.
The angle < 3̂ can be defined equfvalently in the
rest system of particles 2 and 3 as the azimuthal
angle in the uelicity frame.



Fig.2. (a) Physical regions in the t±-t2-plane for con-

stant values of the invariant mass ш о^ = \[s„

for reaction pp —* pnTT at infinite energy.

Any finite energy changes the picture only by

adding cuts of constant t. at values determined

by the boundary curve of the e„-t. C n e w ~ L o w plot--

These cuts are not important, when s „ « s.

Within the kinematic limits the phase space den-

sity is independent of t„ and gives an even dis-

tribution of tA , when integrated over t„.

(b) Physical regions in t -taplane for constant

2 3 = "• s

fixed at 19 GeV/c.

andvalue of the invariant mass m

now with m 1 2 = ^ ±

The phase space density favours the immediate

neighbourhood of the kinematic limits.
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Fig.3.

Variation of the elope
parameter b determined
from model calculations
with.matrix element |MI =
s» e s*4 e ^ . The cal-
culation is done for the
reaction pp -*• pntf+at
19 GeV/c. Two experimen-
tal points for the same
process are also shown.
The dotted line represents
the constant result
obtained by the maximum
likelihood method descri-
bed in text»
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Fig.4.

Variation of the slope
parameter b as a func-
tion of the invariant
mass m и determined from
the 19 GeV/c data of+
the process pp-^pn3r(7) •
Results of the both ana-
lyzing methods are shown;
circles: determination
from d (T/dm23 dt 1 (formula
(ip squares: determination
by the maximum likelihood
method described in text.
See text for t̂  intervals
used in analysis*
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dm^Jt,

•Л- Determination by the
* maximum likelihood

method
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CONTRIBUTION PRESENTED BY S.HUMBLE

DOUBLE POMERON EXCHANGE IN HIGH ENERGY PRODUCTION
PROCESSES

In recent years the investigation of few body
production prooeesea has centred on the study of multi-
peripheral (Regge) «xohanges. Although snoh multi Regge
models are applicable in only тегу limited regions of
phase-space they do raise important questions regarding
the nature of the produotion mechanism, especially in
connection with the Pomeranohuk J-plane singularity.
For instanoe, some time ago Finkelstein and KaJantieCl]
showed that repeated exchange of the Pomeron in the
multi Regge chain would lead to a violation of the
Froissart bound. In the multi Regge.bootstrap of Chew
and Frazer, where such repeated exchanges are conside-
red, this difficulty is Overoome by relating the Pomeron
coupling to its intercept. Essentially they found that
if the internal coupling g is non-zero the Pomeron
trajectory at t = 0 is of the form 1-0 (a ) * However,
3ince we believe from total cross-sections that the
Pomeron intercept is close to unity the bootstrap
hypothesis would suggest this coupling therefore is
small. More recently it has been shown from Inclusive
reactions that a similar relation exists between the
Pomeron trajeotory and the triple Pomeron coupling [33.
Of course, the extrapolated triple Regge coupling is
no doubt closely related to the Reggeon^Reggeon coupling
to on-mass shell particles found in exclusive reactions
so that these results are perhaps not unrelated.

In view of the above theoretical interest it is
natural to ask if there is any evidence for or against
the presenoe of multi Pomeron exchange in high energy
produotion prooesses. Unfortunately the reoent analyses
have been rather contradictory. Lipes at al [4] studied
the process ТГр-*Мллр and beoause of the apparent asym-
metry In the double momentum-transfer distribution



2
d бг/dtdu concluded there was little indication of
double Pomeron exchange. However, this approach would

require a complete dominance of the Pomeron contribu-

tion before a symmetric distribution is obtained. It

therefore does not rule out possibly sizeable double

Pomeron effects. Yamdagni and Carrilas E51» en the

other hand, have analysed the process pp-»pTrir p by

means of the Van Hove Longitudinal phase-space (LPS)

plot and have suggested that the small energy depen-

dence of these distributions at high energies is consi-

stent with a sizeable double Pomeron effect. These data,

however, obtained from three different experiments, have

rather large error bars and the energy Independence, if

it oxists at all, is only over a limited high energy

range, (it should be noted that since we have to obtain

a very specific configuration of the final state parti-

cles for double Uegge exchange, only by means of the

LPS pint, or by taking cuts in the subenergies and

momentum transfers which are equivant to the LPS analy-

sis can this double llegge exchange be identified).

In this note we would like to point out that the

energy dependence of the LPS distributions is only one

test of the multi Pomeron hypothesis and a careful

study of the correspondingТПГmass distributions can also

provide information on the Regge parameters. To see

this let us write the differential сгояз-section for

the process pp—*• pJufp as

where B L ,?i are the energy, momentum of each of the

final state particles andW,p are the total c m .

energy and momentum of the initial particles respecti

vely. For the amplitude T we shall assume the simple

double Regge form, shown in Fig.'i,

u ) * ) 60



where <*. . л „ are the Regge trajectories and we have
1 * щ,

taken some simple exponential form factors. The Lorentz

scalars a±, Sgt and u are given by

+ P 2 + P 3)

Э2 ш (p2 * P3 + p 4 ) 2

(P. - P^ 2 (3)

u (

The function f(bl, cos 9 )describes the possible ТТЗГ

interaction where U is the 1Г1Т invariant mass and 8

is the scattering angle of IT in the dipion c m .

system.

To write Eq. (l) in terms of the LPS variables,

the two pion phase space element is initially expressed

as

(4,

where q is the momentum of cither pion in their own

c m . system and p . = p„ + p„ . If this two pion sys-

tem is in a pure r-;rave the dcos 9 <Аф integration

just gives the numerical factor 4.3Г . In fact the

dipion mass distributions do not exhibit any peak

corresponding to the G? resonance so that this s-wave

approximation may not be too bad. Incidentally, the

absence of any P signal might well be taken as eviden

ce for both Reggeons having isospin zero. Of course

these could be either P or P* trajectories, though

if they were the latter one might naively expect

a comparable coupling of its exchange degenerate

partner the 1=1 С trajectory» However, the heliclty-

flip nature of the <э coupling could possibly depress

this contribution. Thus although we shall assume the

ЗГЗГ Interaction is pure s-wave and put f()I, созв J=



a f (ll)we still have to derive the values of the

Reegeon intercepts.

Writing the four momenta p- as CE£̂ i.i'TV w n e r e

fy., Tt are the longitudinal and transverse components

of p. it is a simple matter of algebra to express

:Iqs. (i) and {2) suitably weighted as in refs. (5) and

in the high energy approximation, for small Ы as

\?here the ~r± integrations have already been perforned
and we have assumed ^(V) = о^+А + . The weighting
factor WyMW) is a rather complicated function of W
(going something like w"* ł 0 at accelerator energies)
but ite U dependence is quite negligible. Eq. (б) is
applicable in the double llegge region in which

^«Цй«Ч1-^а a n d ^5 a r e а Р Р г о х 1 ш а 1 е 1 У z e r 0 a a d i s

obtained by keeping only first order terms in ^ since
the exponential residue functions represent a cut-off
in the transverse momenta. Notice, from Wq. (3) we
have

to 4i u o «si -m
2M/W

and hence except for exponential factors and log terms
in Eq.(5), Eq.(o) implies for large W

where 5* denotes the known W dependence of the weighting *
factor W . Therefore, in principle we can determine the
value of <SCĄ + a£& by examining the energy dependence of
this distribution. However, writing out Eq.(5) explicitly



не see that the M dependence can also provide information

on the Regge paraaetere. It should be stressed that in

spite of some arbitrariness connected with the function

f (M) this approach has the advantage that it can be

used at specific energies and does not require accurate

normalisation of data accumulated from several different

experiments.

As an example of this method we have considered
fron the data of Bef.[5j the central bin of the weighted
LPS distribution corresponding to the double llegge region
(Ч2 а д < 13~0^ f o r w n i c n Ч^О'-АО/г. In principle the arbi-
trariness of f (M) can be overcome by considering the

о

ratio of d26/dqdM at two energies so that the unknown

function cancels out. Unfortunately to do this satisfac-

torily we need data at two widely separated energies

and the present data are not accurate enough. Neverthe-

less we should not expect the function f QUO to have

a very rapid variation with M. For example, resent calcu-

lations Xfl suggest the s-wave ЗГЗГ interaction exhibits

a low mass (~ 450 MeV")^resonance but with a large width.

In elastic ЗГЗГ scattering it has also been suggested [j]

there exists a destructive background term which further

reduces the M dependence.

Therefore we have initially neglected foUi) in ourX^Iit**

of Eq.(7) to the data at 19, 22, and 25 GeV/c. The re-

sulting values for(oC4+с£г)/2 are given in Table 1, and

the corresponding fits shown in Fig^2.

Notice that although there is some discrepancy from

energy to energy, the results are all consistently less

than unity. This, we believe, is significant in view of

the fact that the above values can be interpreted as

upper bounds. Any M-dependence in fQ(M) would almost

certainly tend to reduce the size of (ьС{ + o£a) /2. This

effect is indicated in Table 2 where we present the

corresponding values assuming fQ(M) is the elastic ТПГ

s-wave scattering amplitude.• (it is interesting to note

that one of the effects of introducing а ЗГ1Г Interaction
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ie to reduce the slope of the form factor to a value

which la comparable to that found In elastic pp scat-

tering).

We would suggest therefore that there Is no evi-

dence for any large double Pomeron contribution even at

these higher energies. This Is in contrast to the con-

clusion of Ref.[sjfrom a etudy of the energy dependence

of these data. Of course, in both cases much better

statistics are needed before any definite statement can

be made. However, let us stress again that the approach

considered in this paper requires data at only one or

perhaps two energies and does not need an accurate know-

ledge of the overall normalisation.
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Table 1.

Regge parameters determined froui the ТПГ invariant

mass distributions, assuming no ЗГЗГ interaction

Plab

19.0

22.0

25.0

0

0

0

.69

.01

.54

17

15

14

.7

.0

.S

1

0

0

.19

.01

.83

Table 2.

ltegge parameters determined from the ЭГ7Г invariant

mass distributions, assuming * о(м) is the з-wave

IT ЗГ scattering amplitude

Plab

19.0

22.0

25.0

0.46

0.44

0.37

Ł<V
8.

6.

4.

fit)

8

1
7

1.

0.

0.

•B.T.

05

62

81
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DISCUSSION

V.SlliAKt I think that there «as some misunderstanding
with the use of the Veneziano amplitude. Could you com-
ment on that?

H.MIETTINENi I can not comment on It.

T.FERBEL: Here is Berger f Argonne . I think the thing
which Slmak Is reffering to, is the calculation desc
by Berger about a year ago, and some other people, TBrn
qu&st or somebody recently published it.

H.lOBTTINENt Riskonen.

T.FERBELs O.K., Rlskonen. They tried to understand the
A. on the basis of the five-point function «here they
put in all resonances such as the С and f, but not the
A. as a resonance. And having done this, they noticed
that they could get a peak in the three-pion spectrum
which vas the A^-type peak, klnematlcally.

H.SATZj I just want to make a remark that such expla-
nation is not really different from the usual Deck ef-
fect, it is a sort of Venezlanoized Deck. All objections
which Miettinen had/ «ill still apply to that description.

A. ERWIN s. It seems to me that the two-pi on mass spectrum
Is very familiar, namely in multlbody final states, in
six prongs or eight prongs it likes to peak at about
500 UeV without any selection in the U S . It seems rather
insensitive to the.model.

S.HUMBLE i One gets the general shape but the actual
vhape depends on the parameters of the exchange mecha-
nism that one puts in.

T.FERBEL: i am not accustomed to defending the Deck



model but I would really like to understand. Let me say
«hat I think, you said and let us see if it is right.
Did you say that if you take something like a .Deck model
and assuming two trajectories in your analysis you do
the fit to mass versus tt паев versus angles of all
sorts, and you get something that fits the data using
this sort of model, than that is net correct? Or, is it
that the interpretation is not good? What was your point?
I Just really missed it.

H.lUBTTINENt When you use a very careful Deck model it
fits all the integrated distributions but when you go
to the full-dimensional space and look for the density
of evente there, you see that it is completely different
structure from what Deck model gives.

T,FERBELt The point is that ail four variables have
to be studied simultaneously?

n.MIETTINKN: Yes.

J.RUSHBROOKE: Can I Just ask you*, did you assucte your
ТПГ to be essentially in-s-waye?

S.HUMBLEt Yes.

«J.UUSHBBOOKS: Perhaps, I will\comment on a moment ana-
lysis of the World DST. I don't think there is any doubt
at all that there is very considerable p-wave contribu-
tion down tbe lowest mass range. In fact Y° moment is
very large over all values of s, and also Y 2 moments.
I think, it is likely that the s-wave contribution is
no more than 50%.

L.VaN HOVE: Did you make the same cuts as be did?

J.ttUSHBHOOKEt With the' la*g<> variety of cuts, no, it is
still the same, Yj is' always large.
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PERSPECTIVES IN TEE SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF MULTIPART ICLB

REACTIONS

L. VAN HOVE

'4CERN and Max Planck Institute, Munich)

I will talk on certain perspective» in the

systematic study of sultipartiele reactions. Presenta-

tion of data is part of tbe problem but baa not to be

confused with the phjreice study of tbe field in

question. It baa been now perhaps five or six years

that rather systematic work Is going on multipsrtiole

reactions. The attempt I will make here is, on the basis

of some present trenda and results, to face the problem

of future perspectives covering a similar span of time.

What oan we expect and alao what should we aim at? But

to illustrate tbe present situation,, I might begin

with a -very short-range perspective, namely between

now and tonight. The program of to-day includes four

talka about four types of modelst tbe uncorrelated jet

model, the thermodynamics1 model, tbe diffraction

excitation model and the multiperipheral model. All

these models are conceptually quite оla. lu particular,

I want to stress how old the nova model is and to pay

due respect to the conceptual founders of that model

who are largely here in Craoow, namely professor

liięsowioz and his group with the introduction of the

two fireball nodel. Although old, these models are

still тегу much on the air and that definitely

indicates how slow progress baa been. It is quite

clear that algnlfloant progress will begin when most

of the modela will disappear and one model of the

above liat, or hopefully a more compehensive theoreti-

cal scheme, will "begin to give us a description of

а more stable and more convincing type, with a true

and verifiable predlotlvo power. Vbat is the aim whloh

we should set ourselves, or the. hope which we should

try to fulfill in the coning yearal Surely, it la first



to ebtain a coherent global description of multlpartic-

1« reactions and aecondly to oreate the theoretical

aohene сlvlag to this description not only an Intrinsic

underatandablllty but alao true predietive power. The

need for a coherent global description must be stressed

with particular weight on the word global. We are confron-

ted with a quite ооьрlicated elate of phenomena,aa I rema-

rked yesterday In the discussion. The complication la

in the few-body nature, not in the very—many-body

nature of the problem; there are too many particles of

course to have a two-body problem, but there are too

ferr to have realistic hopes that asynptotic considera-

tions "basec! on large multiplicities will have more than

inspiration value.

With those complicated hadronic collision phenome-

na it is somehow as if we were in front of a very corap-

licatrd nachiuc, where we acquire little by little local

pieces of information on certain parts of the machine.

Acquiring these local pieces of information corresponds

to the nature of the work now going on, and there are

small theories which take care of one face of the

maohine and some other theory for another side or cor-

ner. But what we need is the global description that

would lead to «erne form of real understanding of the

machine, including the role of each jmrt in the whole.

The coherent, global description is highly necessary and

it hopefully will lead to some form of theoretical

scheme, although surely not a very accurate one.

These phenomena are too complex to expect that one or

two per oent calculations on them will become possible.

Nevertheless the theoretioal sobeme which we hope to

find воя* day should have true predictive power.

Predictions of non-trivial type 3hculd be oonlirmed

by experiment, and the scheme should not have to be

changed because predictions would not be fulfilled.

This will be the signal of suocess, but it will

certainly take a considerable number of years to reach

it, beeause the machine la iadeed quite complicated.



Before closing these Introductory remarks, I enould
add a trivial point. The task of • phyaiciat ia to
give the description end the theory of the phenomena
experimentally accessible. It is not to construct
schemes that are claimed to beoome vel id only at
energies which are perpetually far above the capability
of available accelerators. This escapist attitude ie
simply not acceptable any more. With the ISR, NAL and
CEBN II energies we are In a domain that will remain
the same for very long, and the taak to be fulfilled
conoerna this high energy domain, not aome fancy
wonderland of iOOOOO GeV. I proceed now with the first
point of my discussion.

i. SINGLE PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS

In single particle distributions the traneition
from PS and AGS energies to ISR energies has brought
one important feature whion is beat illustrated toy
looking at the single particle distribution in terms
of the longitudinal rapidity у .

In the figure, the horizontal axis is the rapidity
axis. The quantity plotted is In ̂Ę- for piona (IT orTT )

produced in pp collisions. At the PS and ACS,
the curve had a rough parabolic shape with a lot of
fine structure about it. Now, at ISR, the parabola is
replaced by half a parabola, then a plateau and the
second half of the parabola at the other end.

In the rapidity scale the leftr let us say backward,
half of the parabola covera about 2 unita of rapidi-
ty. The right half of the parabola, by symmetry»Ьлш
also roughly two aa width in rapidity. The vertical



lnterral covered is on* order of magnitude in the

cross section. Da between the parabolas there la

a rather flat region where at ma ziarna ISB «merer tee

length of rapidity ia roughly 4. The development of

tlila plateau ia a new and highly significant qualita-

tive feature. It is tne first emergence of a separable

class of oentral partiolee produced in hadron col-

lisions, to be contrasted with tae forward group of

particles( or "fragments") and the backward group of

particles, Whether all of the particles in the plateau

are oentral in a truly objective fashion is still

another question. To illustrate that this question

is there, I will just ask another question in teras of

longitudinal rapidity, the very important question of

the electric charge per rapidity interval. The question

haa bean discussed yesterday by Beпеске and the

quantity we are Interested in is now dQ/dy, the

amount of electric charge Q per Interval of rapidity.

We expect that It will cliab at the beginning, will

tben fall and be close to zero in the middle, and

cliab again and fall at the end. Maybe the true

central region of high energy hadron dynaaics ia only

the region of rapidity where electric neutrality is

achieved, dQ/dy «= 0.

2. CORRELATIONS AMD QUANTUM NUMBERS EXCHANGES

The obvious lines of work on correlations have been

discussed at great length mvu I will not go into

them. We bad good reviews of the subject yesterday.

I want tr concentrate on very recent results which

begin to eaerga from various sides and were triggered

by • nice piece of work by liuirhead in Liverpool.

It falls In the category of correlations which are

studied for reasons based on ooncveto physical consi-

derations rather than on mathematical definitions.

The general point in question is that there is



emerging now a very interesting exception to the

property of 'universally small transverse momenta.

It has been known for а тегу Ions tine that in

practically all collisions the mean transverse momen-

ta of secondaries have a rather universal small value.

Well, tola is not true for a well defined class of

icultiparticle collisions, namely those whioh involve

baryon exchange. The first result of this type, due

to Muirhead,is annihilationt pp —*• pione. The mean

<^P \ of pious are considerably higher than in

comparable non-annihilation collie ions. We could

have realized years ago that the вайе phenomenon is

taking place in another class of baryon exohange

processes, non-annihilation collisions with reversal

of motion of a baryon. In these processes there is

one cluster of particles coming out forward, one

cluster coming out backward and there is exchange of

oaryon number Д В =i i between forward and backward.

For example a pion-nucleon collision is of this type

when the nuoleon comes out forward. In a pp collision

you would have to look at cases where the two nucleons

come out both forward or both backward. Also here,

the \j?Jy values of pions are larger than in the

(much more common) Д В = 0 collisions.

The effect just described is a correlation, because w

d-al with properties that concern more than one

particle and at the same time we do not worry about

all the particles in the collision. The baryon ex-

change condition Л В » 1 ia an element whioh is

expressed in terms of longitudinal motion of a baryon.

The other element ia the transverse momentum property

of pions. Such type of physical corelation seems to

me quite important and instructive, probably more so

then many more obvioue correlations studied so far.

I am led to stress at this point the importance

of the oonoept of quantum number exohange ( charge

exohange, baryon exchange) . It has proved to be

a very useful and effective one, «yen in collisions



of high multiplicity. In /act, slnoe the multiplicity
grows сlowly as the energy increases, we can be
confident that thia concept will gain in usefulness
ев the energy goea up. The reason la that the Bean
longitudinal momenta grow for an average secondary

as the energy Increases, aimply because the multiplici-
ty grows lees fast than the сил energy. Various proble-
ms of exchange have been diacuaaed in the conference.
Thus Benecke diacussed yesterday the problem of charge
exchange in general pp collisions, where A Q is again
simply defined in terma of all forward going and
backward going particles. It is now recognized to be
a general law that not only Д В 4 О processes but
also | A Q | ^ 2 prooesees are very supressed. Charge
exohange A Q *= 0 or - 1 have comparable magnitude.
This has certainly to do with the fact that it ia
questionable for a particle which la very slow in the
cms to classify it as forward or backward. It indica-
tes that the number of partiolea for which this
uncertainty matters is not very large. If it were
5 particles, say, which we have to worry about, there
would be much more | A Q | = 2 exchange collisions.
This is quite a nioe and encouraging feature. Even
around 20 GeV the most common collisions have ex-
changed quantum numbers restricted to very limited
values.

The question then cornea up, is it not true that
in some more subtle aenae it is A Q = 0 which domina-
tes ? This can be appreaohed in various ways and
has been discussed in this conference. One approach
was mentioned by Beneoke.

Another approach waa taken earlier by the super-
collaboration on high energy ITp reactions, In parti-
cular by TTróblewski and his co-workers, who made
a graph shown earlier at the meeting, (see Pig. l).

This is now the oase of an exolusive experiment with

4,6 and 6 bodies. One leaves out of consideration



the particles which яге slowest In the ста and one

looks at the other particles in terms of charge ex-

change. One has dominantly tbe four familiar configu-

rations between forward and backward, which are il-

lustrated on the figure in the usual fashion, and then

the very nice and most unexpected feature is found

that a common variable, the average kinetic energy

per particle, gives for all these collisions of various

multiplicities quite smooth curves for the percentage

of collisions in the four sectors. These curves in-

dicate that A and С ( where А Я. e О for the faster

particles) tend to grow, whereas В and D ( which

refer to charge ezobange t i as far as the fastest

particles are concerned i have a clear tendency to go

down. Although these are purely empirical indications,

they are non-trivialf Quite clear and definite, and

a considerable number of ooncepte about шапу particle

systems are involved. Proa data analysis and data

presentation we have undeniably gone over to true

physics. We are beginning to have good reason* to

believe that in general hadron collisions at high

energy, in some appropriately defined sense, there

is dominance of zero charge exchange. This may become

an important ingredient of the coherent global descrip-

tion we are aiming at.

Obviously, the insight we gain in this way has

a lot to do with the concepts which have become

familiar for lower multiplicities tbree and four

and which we gradually take over into the more complex

domain of general collisions. I believe this trend

is very important and make now a few remarks on low

multiplicities.

3. SSM4BKS OH FEW-BODY COLLISIONS

In the field of few-body collisions, multiplioities

3 and 4 in particular, a considerable amount of insight
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has been gained in the laat two or three years. The

comparison of tbe first conference of tbia aeries in

1970 with the present one illustrates thia point.

A large amount of systematical information Is being

gained in the case of three and four-body oollis ions,

and it begins to fall conceptually into a coherent

picture although ot course the theory is lacking. The

multi-dimenstonality of the problem is ite main charac-

teristics. It is quite clear that humanly we interact

well with low dimensional information whereas the

physical problem is of higher dimensionality. The

process of getting insight in the multidimensional

information is certainly making progress. I want to

stress that the various techniques in this douiain have

to be regarded as additive rather than exclusive of

each other. In particular, the LPS analysis is an

attempt to look at а 1от?-г*iconsional projection of the

data with two qualitative aims. One aim is to ma'ce

a comprehensive survey of the whole reaction, i.e.

a comprehensive jurvey of its whole space. The other

one is to be differential in all variables which range

over large interraIs, and these are, of course, the

longitudinal momenta. Once we have localized in longi-

tudinal phase space a particular structure, - it turns

out usually to be either a mountain or a plateau -,

there is no doubt that the LPS analysis in not suffi-

cient to go further and all the conventional tools of

mass distributions, momentum transfer distributions,

various form of angular variable analysis of the

clusters involved in the structure, all these tools

have to be put to work at full strength. Nevertheless,

the full dimensionality of the problem is relevant and

it is extremely Important to make further progress in

this respect. Yesterday, we heard a brief report by

Dr Miettinen on the problem of diffraotion dissociation

in 3-bodies, an example of real exploitation of the

full four dimension* of the problem. I would like to

stress tbe great pioneering value of the work carried
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out in this domain by the bubble ohamber group of HIT

under Pless. Techniques have been developed to look

into multi-dimensional distributions In an ambitious

fashxon and to compare mathematical "Ansatze" for such

distributions with the data in the full realm of multi-

dimensional phase space. There are still many questions

open in that field but I believe the new techniques

correspond to a very significant advance and will

develop much further in the future. One should hope

that this type of effort will also Ъе undertaken by

some of the other laboratories;although a large

computing capacity is needed the investment is mainly

in thinking and in programming.

4. DIFFRACT ION DISSOCIATION

After these general remarks I want to discuss
briefly one of the most puzzling features that the LP3
analysis has revealed in many three and four body
reactions, and that I will illustrate on recent work
of the CERN - Brussels group using the world data
summary tape for the reaction K+p-*K+7T+1T~p. The next

figure (.Fig. 2) gives you the most important LPS sec-

tors for this reaction. The following figure (Fig. c)

shows the weighted distribution (which gives the

absolute square of the matrix element integrated over

transverse momenta and divided by a ) as a function of

the reduced longitudinal momenta x of the pions for

a series of energies. There is the well known property

that the diffraction dissociation sectors (K +1T +JT~)P

and К (iTTfp) are more constant with energy than the

others. The very strong meson exchange sector ( K+3Tr)

(1Г p) , mainly K* 0^ f begins by being dominant at 5GeV/c;

it is only around 12.7 GeV/c that is gets smaller than

the К diffraction dissociation sector. The next figure

( Fig. 4) gives an enlarged view of the 7.3 GeV data.

I want to draw attention to the'sector (K^IT*) (IPp) .
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We have forward (he К +7Г + system which is not resonant,

aad backward wo have 7Г~р which has many reaonancee

but none very strong. This seotor is semelatently very

small in the LPS distribution»

The significant and quite unexpected feature

I «aut to discuss is the very sharp drop in the distri-

bution as you go from the diffraction dissociation

sector of the Kaon, ( K+OT+JT~) , into the (K̂ TT4") (ifp)

sector. The very spectacular drop between these aectera,

s?ith ac order of laagaitude difference in size, is a

rather псоишюп feature in physics. It is better seen

in the following figure (Pig. s), where we are interes-

ted in the upper part. ForX_)Ofe have diffraction

dissociation of the kaon. For x_<0 the K* and IT* go

forward (an eirotic system) and baefcward we have IT p

The variable x_ except for scale is simply the CM

momentum of the ТГ , a very common variable indeed.

Ii. is vie remarkable that in two bins the drop

affifflounta to an order of magr.ituće. This sharp edge

of the diffraction dissociation maximum is a feature

of several reactions. It has been diacuased in greatest

detail in reactions of type TT р-*ТГТГ°р.I take the

situation where x_ , the x of IT"*, Is positive, and Xp ,

the x of the proton is negative, i.e. IP forward and p

backward. The variable x o , the x of the TT° goes over

the full range -1 to +1. The LPS distribution has the

shape illustrated on the next figure (Pig. б). Рог

negative x 0 we have tfte well known bump corresponding to

Jiffraction dissociation. It drops very rapidly at x Q»0

aić then for X-,>0 one has the G-parity exchange region

?h_ ih is snail and rather flet. This Is the general

oehaviour both for cross sections and for the weighted

Ustributions, the latter being a little less sharp,

out both are dropping by at least an order of magnitude.

Now it is an important point to think about this very

sharp drop, and to face the physical problem of under-

standing it.
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This I will attempt by as!:inc myself the following

question: TOist are the natural variables of the problem

and how do they behave as functions of x ? The trans-

versc momenta are small and can be kept fixed. When

I vary x o, then x_ and xp vary as functions of x o,

because I hare one single longitudinal variable for

the three body problem. I shall consider the mass m _ 0

of 7Г" and1TO, the вша* mpoof proton and IT , and

a certain number of squared BonentuB transfers. Flrat

the meaentua transfer "b_ which goea froai the Incident

7Г to the outgoing 1T~ , then tp whiok gees free lael-

dent to outgoing proton, and in addition the Boaentua

tranefera "t_0 and b p o of inoident 1С and p to 7Г . These
are six variables which »тт тегу obvious In any discus-
sion of the problem, and certainly they are important
dynamical variables, so we want to see whether soiue of
them vary rapidly aa x o passes through aero. This la
shown in the figure, calculated for 16 GeV/c and all
transverse momenta 0.3 GeV/c» The first and very
important remark is that t_ and "bp are very smooth
near x o=O . It is quite surprising that for example
•t_ which is of interest for diffraction dissociation
of the proton, remains very, very flat a long way into
the region where the IT goes already forward. Look for
example at the mass of the pTT system. The *b_ is hardly
changed when the mass rrip0 had reached some 3 GeV where-
as the CM energy is less than 6 GeV. The same is essen-
tially true for "bp . Consequently the ordinary "b variab-
les that are used in diffraction dissociation theories
will ne^er help you to find a fast drop of the Matrix
element at X^O. The other i variables however are
interesting for the effect we look at. Especially ip O

Is very steep near x o>0 . It is positive at X o < 0
simply became IT is lighter then the proton. The t_0

is of course never positive because the two particles
have the same masa. However notice that it also gets
steep at * o=0 >
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If we want to look at the variations of tbe
masses and compare them with theVs it should Ъе
fair to take tbe masses squared. One then sees that
both m_ 0 and mp Ovary rapidly as one crosses x o=O
In fact at asymptotic energies the mathemethice is
very simple. You simply find at asymptotio energlas
that nr^po^-tpo^s for Xo>0 , and that m^==-t_ 0~s

for x o<0 . So all these variables vary rapidly. Why
do too *ш* ropo vary somewhat more rapidly than "b_0 and
m_0? This turns out to be due to the fact thatTT° is
light compared to tbe proton. So much for the search
for kinematic variables which have a tendency to vary
rapidly in the region of interest, i.e. when Xo passes
through zero.

There have been a number of considerations of
theoretical natura on the interpretation of the experi-
mental findings of a fast drop. I am not going to
review them. I am going to suggest a somewhat more
elementary, perhape somewhat trivial, but rather gene-
ral line of explanation for these phenomena. This is as
follows. Consider a process where JT excites diffracti-
vely a proton into a dissociated system which we call
D , not worrying now how D decays. The only natural
variables are then the +• ofTf'toTT", which was шу 4r_ ,
and the mass rn of D whioh was my m p o . We have seen
that m can climb to high values even when +•_ remains
small. For large m , if D deoays intoJI forward and
proton backward, one obtains а ТГ which is far in the
forward hemisphere. It is natural to assume that the
smoothness of the variable +_ allows D to have high

P
mass. I believe that I have to search for the explana-
tion of the very sharp drop observed experimentally,
not in the produotion processea of D , but in the decay
of D_ into ita various open decay channels. Now we have
teen that as the variable x o crossea zero, by going
from negative to positive values, the mass of*D ( m p 0

of tbe figure) climbs faet. When the mess of D climbs,
P
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new deoay channels open up and as consequence they can

shut- off the old decey channels which were prevalent

at lower ma«ses. Then I can argue that if I have

a process which I parametrize first in terms of r_

and of the mass m' of D , the amplitude of the process
P о

will be rather smooth, but the decay prooees into Ji p

the special channel I was ueasuring, could be a func-

tion of m'=mp O which drops very fast when I cross

the tresholds for inportant cornetin£ decay channels

like ^TV'and о the- NTHT channels. It would then be

the rapid variation of the partial deoay amplitude for

increasing mass of D , coupled with the kinenntical

fact that the mass of ЗГр climbs rapidly with x 0 whe*3

XQ goes through zero, which would explain the sharp

drop in the LPS distribution. This explanation works

for all cases where I have an excited system D, which

could also be nesonic, decaying 1п+с various particles,

let say C., C o, and one or яог*
5 pionsXi , ЗГ̂  . TThenever

I take the* of one pion across the XxO value the fact

that the pion is light compared to the remaining

system gives a rapid dialing of the mass of D.

Consequently the argument invoking the rapid closing

off of the first decay channel in favour of higher

decay channels will work.

This line o? explanation has an experimental

consequence which is, I think, typical for the pers-

pectives in the coming years. It immediately tells пег

"stop considering this process exclusively in terms of

"ЗГр-* ЗГ 1Г°р f investigate а1шо higher channels like

ЗГ""р-*2ТГЫ and perhaps 5TN f see whether the sharp

variations in one channel can Ъе correlated with

opening up of other channels. Of course, most of the

channels involve two or йоге neutrals.. But with har<?

work and with good knowledge of the fitted channelя

one oan go a long way. Thlsf I bel i eve e is a tr*nd

that nay well be important for the ^
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Б. A REMABK ОН DOUBLE DIFFRACTIHI DISSOCIATION ( DDD)

I will now say a word «beat the prooeat of doable

dlffraotlon dlssooiatlon. By LPS analysis it is very

likely to be there in o^p^oftOCJlVp) . In addition,

more refined form of analysis, concentrating on special

resonances which are privileged for diffraction dis-

sociation, may well have ehown that double diffraction

dissociation iB there in five bodyTFp collisions. On the

other b*mdt in inclusive experiments, the rough work

based гч the one and two fireball picture ( now called

uova nodel or, better,, diffraction excitation model)

indicates that one needs two fireballs to describe the

facts. These ind ioat lone suggest that the problem of DDD

xs coming to the forefront of possibilities and its

existence will hopefully be eoufirmed in future experi-

ments. One precoinseived vie1* on the subject of DDD

i *.ist lien I want analyze briefly and oontradict.

Srme people have remarked that DDD should be

buppressecl because "b , the square of the momentum

transfer, remains large even at rather high energies.

It is true that at a given energy -fc is definitely

larger for DDD than for single DD. But one should not

worry only about the sąuare t»=Q of the transfer as

four-vectorQ , but also «bout the four-vector itself.

If we have single DD it is slaply not true that the

four-veotor c^^ is zero- Even for single DD at infinite

energy, q, does not vanish ia the rett frame of the

dissociated system, or of the inoident particle which

«ill dissociate.

Consider then DDD ead look at it se a two step

process * Decompose С̂ д lato аСд and ą$.
In the o.m. system the partial transfers are as indica-
ted in the figure witi» both -fc»(<jf ) Ł and Ł * № ) * very
smsll. But obviously ł is larger,"Ь~а(о£.^ )
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The dynamics of DDD, a strong interaction process
which can well occur in steps, is certainly related to
the amount of momentum and energy transferred, but not
necessarily to the relativistic square. So to claics
a suppression just because "b is rather large is not
a convincing argument. Note that factorisation can
вtill be formulated quite naturally, but it is now
natural as a - channel factorisation.

6. FROM PEW - TO llAJfT-BODY PROCESSES

I end with a brief consideration, of speculative
nature* Firstly consider once more a four-body LPS
plot, say for pp*pp3T+1f with one p forward and on» p
backward. In the x +x_ plane (*+. refer to IT*-) there is
at xg*xj=-Q a saddle point in the weighted distribution.
It Is between the two diffraction dissociation maxima
(both x ±<0 and both X+>cT) . This is the region of
interest for double vacuum exchange. It contains confi-
gurations where ТГ +and ТГ~ are central particles, i.e.
particles which are slow in the c m . a . The unweighted
distribution, i.e. the cross eeotlon, would have
a maximum in that region, because the phaae apace
volume is much larger there than elsewhere in phase
space.

The existence of the saddle point of the weighted
distribution In centre of the LPS plot, and the cor-
responding maximum of the cross section, suggest that
high cross sections are found In phase space along a path
going from configurations (l) over (2) to (з), as seen
on the following drowing.
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The mass of the ТГТТГ system remains small along the

pa th.

Consider now at very high energy a higher multi-

plicity collision with difTractive excitation of two

clusters, A*and B*. It is natural to expect that the

* cross section will remain large

when any IT ЗГ system of low mass is

transported from A* to B*. This, v?e

can speculate, produces th* confi-

gurations which build up the flat plateau of

observed at I£H for pions. May be we have here a first

possible outline of a coherent global picture which

also makes clear why charge exchanges AQ»0,i4 strongly

dominate general collisions. This outline is frankly

and explicitly empirical, but by the ваше token ie not

bound to any preconceived model. I suggest that it

night be a useful guide for later detailed work.
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Fig.2.The longitudinal phase space sectors for a four
body reaction К*р-»К+р?Т*П"
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g.6.The dependence of different quantities describing the
reaotion TT'p -* ( ртг*)1Г"сп the x value of *"П*в .
Шре - mass of a proton and a neutral pion
m-o -mass of secondary pi one
t- - squared four momentum transfer from the incident pion
•ho the secondary negative pion •
t-c - squared four momentum transfer from the incident pion
to the secondary neutral pion
tp - squared four momentum transfer from the incident to
the secondary proton
t f O - squared four nomeqftia transfer from the inoident
proton to the 860onflary neutral



DISCUSSION

T.FSRBEL: I want to make a comment and then ask

a question. The comment is as regards the transverse

momenta. That is a nice result of liuirhead. It is inte-

resting that in other processes the transverse momenta

grow with energy. I was wondering if you have any

feeling as to what will happen in pp interactions.

Whether, for example, transverse momenta will start

falling with energy and approach those froa the normal

reactions.

L.VAN HOVE: No feeling.

T.FERBEL: The question which I have is with regard

to one of the last points you made. It is about the

t-variablee. I do not really understand. You are not

saying that t-mln effects would not reduce the oross

section, are you?

L.VAN HOVEs Yes, I mean to say that they need not

reduce the cross section to the degree usually believed

for double dissociation, because the process can take

place in two steps, each of which involves very small

t-ain.

H.MIETTINEN: I missed your last point. Do you believe

personally that the most natural explanation for the

plateau in d6/dy at ISR is that there are two tails,

which are overlapping and are coming from the fragmen-

tation regions, or that there is an important centra!

production mechanism.

L.VAN HOVEt The answer is that I do not believe any-

thing, because I do not know enough. I noticed two

facts, a fact concerning low multiplicity collisions

and the I SB fact concerning dtf/dy for multiplici-

ties which are fifteen on the average. I tried to say

that there may be a way to relate them In terma of lew



шавв pion pairs occupying all possible intermediate
configurations between forward and backward clusters.

F.LOWi Does that, the ISą picture for d6 /dу hold

also If the particle is a proton?

L.VAN HOVEj No, for the protons it will be different.

There will be a hole in the middle of the d 5 / d y

distribution.

D.MORRISONг If you look at the ISR data at 90° there

are two experiments with reasonably small errors and

they show that the proton cross section is about 1.8

times the antiproton cross section. In other words,

in first approximation the protons in this region come

half from some central production of pp and about half

as remnants of the incident particles, incident

protons. So there ie already some data and I think it

will be practically possible to determine the charge

distribution.

S.HUMBLEt I know you are taking a global view of the

subject. Could I ask you about one remark which you

have made concerning few body reactions. You said we

understand them fairly well now. I think you could

admit this only for a limited region of phase space.

Don't you think it worth-while trying to understand

few-body reactions better than we do?

L.VAN HOVE: You are totally right, I do. When I said

that we have some knowledge of few body reactions

I meant only in the sense of the first of our aims,

the aim of having a coherent empirical description,

not yet the aim to achieve a theoretical description.

A good theoretical description is lacking, I believe,

also for the three and four particle collisions. But

the ooherent, empirical description we begin to have

holds In terms of understandable physical conoepts



lite diffraction dissociation and charge exchange.

i?e can organize the data and even by analogy we can

snake some predictions on the basis of this description.

Here, I think,we have made progress. But of course much

!• still unclear. The central region of LPS Is a pro-

blem, the double dissociation Is a problem, and many

other things have to be clarified.

S.HUlffiLBs And the theoretical description, is it
likely to come first, you think, for few-body reactions?

L.VAN HOVE: In fact I tried to give a tentative answer

to this question in my lecture «hen discussing the

diffraction dissociation of the proton in

TTp •* ТМГ°р

Ity line of thinking at this moment is to try to under-

stand this not in terms of a single reaction but by

invoking also other channels. This could not be settled

without considering several multiplicities, at least

three and four, perhaps also higher ones.

R.LANDERt I believe you said that the transverse mo-

mentum distributions of Muirhead were associated with

baryon exchange?

L.VAN HOVE: Yes, annihilation is baryon exchange.

R.LANDER; You also said that the other reactions
which selected baryon exchange gave similar transverse
momenta?

L.VAN HOVE: Yes, in the baryon exchange half of the
phase space.

R.LANDER: Does that mean the transverse momentum

distribution is consistent with some baryon trajeotory.



If you take some Ъагуоп trajectory you would predict

that transverse momentum distribution.

L.VAN HOVEt I am quite sure there are enough Regge

models in the «orId to fit the data whatever they ere.

Some Regge professionals «111 do that some day but it

«111 fci of little Interest. You realize tb/tse are

inelastic processes; one produces several particles,

so the amount of freedom in Regge fitting is very large.

R.LANDER: I just «ondered whether some existing data

of baryon trajectories would give that.

L.VAN HOVEj I can answer this for one case. The back-

ward elastic scattering of pion on proton is also

baryon exchange. This has been fitted with Regge poles

•any times. Although the latest fits still fall for

the polarization, they have been tailored to fit d€T/du.

But one can see that the transverse momenta in the

backward TTp peak are larger than in forward elastic

scattering, so that here we have a Regge fit whi h

reproduces this,

R.LAKDEEt I was not trying to defend the Regge pheno-

menology, I wanted to know whether it would actually

fit it.

L.VAN HOVE: I am sure it will.

K.KAJANTIB: The Mulrhead results are very important

ones. It may have a great Impact on things like the

thermodynamlcal model.

L.VAN HOVBt Not at all. You see, It is quite clear

th*t In all the oaeae where baryon exchange it present

the oroa« seotion for it drops very rapidly rith energy.

So the mean transferee momentum in the «bole reaction
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at high energy if simply the mean in the bary on exchange

zero part o.tf the reaction. We have learned the new piece

of kaevledfte, namely that a very wide class of reactions

oharacterl'jed by A B»i, seen to have amother behaviour

in traŁTerse momentum. It is rather that way that I

would do it* But the mean transverse Momentum for the

total reaction at high energies is like before.

T.FERBEL: I would like again to point out that the

mean transverse momenta are not constant. They are par-

ticle dependent and reaction dependant. So you should

not make this sweeping generalization which is just

not true experimentally.

K.KAJANTIEi Also from the slides it was clearly

growing /interrupted/.

T.FERBEL: I remember very similar slides shown by
Deutechmann showing comparison of 8 and 16 GeV/c data
which showed the very similar rise of the average value.

May be Deutechmann would be able to comment on it?

It was the average value of transverse momentum versus

longitudinal momentum for 8 and 16 GeV/c, you showed it

in Oxford. I remember that the average value of the

transverse momentum rose by almost thirty per cent.

L.VAN HOVE: The plot of the seagull effect is the result

of < p Ъ. versus p and it was not on the slide.

T.FERBEL: No, but these are two different energies

I am talking about and the difference was substantial.

L.VAN HOVE: Were there fifty per cent?

lf.DEuTSGHkANK: There is an Increase of p in the wings

of the seagull, but not in the .center.



D.MORRISON: There are two points. Firstly, this is not

a nev discovery, the Pj_ is not always ssali. I шеал

there is quite a lot of evidence published by the people

over period of time showing that < p, > does vary under

certain circumstances, for example with the Bass of the

particle. Secondly, when one is talking about Muirbead

results I think one should distinguish Muirhead results

and separate them Into two different cases. One is the

"ase of the baryon exchange /simple baryon exchange/ and

other is the case of annihilation. The annihilation is

a special process in which the Q-value is very large as

suddenly you produce extra 2 GeV of energy which goes

somewhere. A year ago I looked at the reactions with anti-

protons and of course p was very much larger where you

1ave the tremendous Q-value of things going out. Therefore

the Uulrhead results on antiprotons ha^a to be taken

carefully with this fact taken into account* There is

.tie aackw (.oint with the baryon exchange. I mean, e.g.

K~p->A+ anything in the forward direction. This is

mainly baryon exchange and there you observe that the

pi is large. It is another effect, other aspect of

the same question, so I think one should study the

problem in some detail.

L.VAN HOVE: I quite agree with you, in particular the

Q-value effect is very simple to be taken into account.

You need not compare the annihilation at one energy

^ith no annihilation at the same energy. You fit the

?аше Q-values, the whole thing will be done by many

уэср1е, very systematically, I think. One thing that

•t-rikes me is that the effect is so very much larger

•лап all the other refined effects that «ere found be-

ore.

W.KITTEL* I think you see the same effect already In

channel cross section and energy dependence because, the

presence of the energy dependence for the production

channel is the sam» for all multiplicities «hen you dl-



vide by the value of the LPS volume. Now, when you look

at the annihilation it is not quite clear whether you

should not divide by the whole» phase space.

L.VAN HOVE: This is the consequence of the same pheno-

menon.

R.SALMERON: I think people should pay attention to tho

exact distribution of p . Because in the sane experi-

ment at the same energy there is non-negligeable diffe-

rence between pions and other particles. Let's take

for example the K~ at 14 GeV/c. We were studying the

p, of the pi one, K°*s and Л s. And the p, increases

with the mass of the particle. This was found, however,

about ten years ago, but it increases in a considerable

amount. The factor between the pion and A is of the

order ic6 - i.7 in the average value. Now, I think,it

is the time to go to these details. Another point is

that annihilation might be something completely diffe-

rent from the baryon exchange.

L.VAN HOVE: I just put empirical remark that both in
annihilation and in the baryon exchange half of the
phase space the transverse momenta which are perfectly
well defined quantities are big.

These <Pi> are much larger than in the other proces-
ses. This means they are larger then in the other half
of the phase space for the non-annihilation reaction.
I make the remark that also the annihilation is Д B=i.
This is an indisputable remark.

V.SlMAK; I have another question again about the sane
problem. Could it not be that this annihilation Into
pions in some way loses memory of the initial state
proton direction?

L.VAN HOVE: The pions from annihilation are not iso-

tropic, it was on the slide. There 1* the law that the



are small, much smaller than the isotropy would

predict.

R.HAGEDORNi Remark of Van Hove is that in diffraction

dissociation into two bodies the two-body decay is

highly suppressed if the mass of the decaying object

becomes large. The same of course, applies to the dif-

fractive models of quark production which in that as-

pect are all wrong because via OD they make very heavy

particles which are supposed to decay into two quarks,

instead of decaying into million other channels, which

are open. And therefore people using this method calcu-

late very large ~oductioa rate for quark-antiquark

pairs via DD and I think this is completely wrong and

if we went in the same direction as your observation

we would come to the same conclusion.

R.SALMERON: 1 just wanted to make a couple of xemarks.

First about the few-body processes. We have an experi-

ment K~p at 14 GeV/c. Wo analyzed three-body final

states and we had some kind of surprisef at least for

me. Whatever the final state was, each channel was com-

pletely dominated by resonances. First, we had an idea

of analyzing three body as three body final states and

what appeared we didn't know because the enhancements

disappeared. When you take three particles and put them

together you have a two-body resonance.

D.MORRISONi When we analyze different multiplicities,

not only three but also five and six body we find that

on the average there is one resonance рог event, some-

times two. So, if you take these resonances Into account

the effective multiplicity would be one less than tbe

observed one.



RESULTS IN UNCORRELATED JET MODELS

TH.W.BUIJGROK,
UNIVERSITY OF UTRECHT

I. INTRODUCTION AND MATHEMATICAL METHODS

The i m c o r r e l a t e d j e t model (UJM)give9 e p r e c i s e
definition of imcorrelated particle production in high
energy collisions. It is not a general framework Into
which any future theory should f i t , but rather a method
by which the effects due to the most obvious constraints
and symcetries can be recognized. Although the, UJM may
not give a complete description of these kinematics!
effects, i t may be good enough to let the dynas. i cal
correlations, which are hidden in the experimental
results, stand out more clearly [43] .

In the simplest form of the UJM the cross-section
for the production of n pionc in, say, p-p ooliision
is written as

g ^

where the scattering amplitude has tbe product form

The dependence of the plon wave function <o(k) on the
momenta of incoming aad outgoing nuoleone is not
indicated explicitly. The amplitude P N for the
skeleton of J~\oident and leading outgoing particles
is not assumed to factorize, but rather to be of the
diffractire type. In order for Eq. (l) to be naoful

in comparison with An experiment (nalały lcolusive)the
fora factors Q> N end p should be epooif iod. fli&e oen
bo done in a rariety of ways. Quite some yoars ago some
•abitijtt efforts Ы , Й , Ш vcre *»de 1& wiirg
a fmotioa ^ (k) dorlred from e. Bresestrahlungs theory*



Succes, ев always, was only partial in that for e-»co
a limiting tranaverse somentua distribution waa obtain-
ed, but (the a Ingle particle angular dlatrlbution wan
too eharply peaked in the forward and backward
directions* Conneoted with thla it wae found that the
average multiplicity became oonstant for infinite
energy. In present day language thie ueans that .he
logarithalo lnoreaae of the average multiplicity ia
caused by the presence of seconderiea in the pionlza-
tion region.

Anotiiar way of deters in ing q N and cą atema froe the
principle to be least ambitious |V} , but lnaiating
on

1) transverse meaentum cut—off and
2) amall and energy independent average inelasticity.

Already in 1963, Czytewski and Krzywlekl [sQ recognized
that theae two conditions were of paramour i importance
in щ>'; гяtending multi particle production.
In ore r, however, to draw firm conclusions from these
condltiona l) and 2) a method had to be found for
calculating many dimensional pheae space integrals.
Starting with Lurcat and liazur И the development
of such a method can he followed through the references
M , [7] - [13] and papers cited therein. With this
mathematical apparatus It is now possible to show that
with constraint l) the second restriction is
equivalent to scaling, i.e.

2k,.
where z is the Feynman parameter x «* -j==r . Also the

is
logarithmic Increase of the average multiplicity with
a^ergy follows ^uite naturally*. ^

By requiring that %he inforaati^n entropy is a
maxlamm Ста о Cii le table to show that the scattering
amplitude (2) Indeed faclorizee апй on this basie he
can evea calculate the кошенturn dlstrlbutloss of a
single proton and a single meson. ТЬ>э transverse
distributions are found to be

T ( k j ^ e 6 ^ f o r



and jr, k*

"FptKO-e tor ̂ ^ m (4)

in good agreement with experiments. The distribution
functions -fvjrOO and -fp(x) for the longitudinal momentum
scale and ehow the following behaviourj-fp(X) is slow-
ly increasing in |x| and-ft̂ Cx) decreases exponentially
with a rate whioh "is тегу oonslstent with the data
at energies from 12 OeV to 1500 GeV". At this point
we want to remark that one should not jump to the
conclusion that nature tries to maximize our informa-
tion entropy and keep us as Ignorant as possible. It
is more probable that the exaot form ofC(k)is
immaterial and that the single particle distributions
are mainly determined by energy-uomentum conservation
combined with the constraints l) and 2) .
A third and more pragmatio way to determine ̂  „ and
С(к)(гпл whioh is followed In Ref в. Ы and [ll])is to
ahook them scon that the dingle ̂ Mrtlole distributions
agree with the experimental ones/"In addition to the
constraints l) and 2) we start with a function p(k)
which explicitly showa scaling. This is not yet
equivalent with scaling of the singla particle
distribution, since due to phase space effects an
extra f3otor occurs, which is a function of ~

ПО
where P is the total energy carried away by theо
mesons. If, however» on the average this is a constant
fraction of the total energy, scaling obtains again.
A heuristic argument whioh explains this constant
inelasticity E is given by de Groot [il] and runs as
follows. Consider the total mesonlo energy aa a
fluctuation in the energy of the nucleons? ДЕ=РО=2КЕ.М.
Assume that the tine during which such a fluctuation
ean exist is of the order of the passage time of two

A M

Lorents-oontraoted nnoleonst ^r4'Y~=f-" • The uncertainty
relation At.At^łi then shows inmedlately that the
inelasticity К cannot depend on E «• Also the scaling
of С(Ю oan perhaps be understood on similar simple



grounds [il[j . The invariant fun tlon ę (>0 , which le

the Fourier trans for» ofi^ik) , i» the source function

for particle production. For high energies we expect

that, again due to the Lorentz contraction of the

source, this function will take the fora

qix)"^ A5(x 0 )o O l() qCxx). (5)
It is clear that this implies scaling Г or q(k) , provid-
ed A does not depend on the total incoming energy,
which again is not unreasonable with an energy-independ-
ent inel-ttieity.

We close this section Ъу remarking that de Groot
[l3] has succeeded in deriving simple and transparent
analytic express lone for the phase space integrals

n

sad

n

The function CACP,Q) takes a rather,simple form and
even includes terma of the order .̂"-4 - , where
Q. = (QoiQ)|

S) and Q is the total four momentum of al l
secondaries. The functions 5^n arr derived from СЛ(РД)
by differentiation with respect to X and are valid
whenever ^п^г^> i and &4n< ^ ' ^ . Tnis means
that for high energies the formulae for Sln can be
applied not only for high multiplicities, as in the
Uircat-llazur sethud, but also for small n. Similar
formulae have best given in references [12] and [14] .
They show clearly that э« .sondary particles in the
forward direction ars not correlated with those in
the backward direction.



II. biKGuE PARTICLE D1ST»1ВПТTONS AHD CORRELATIONS
IN INCLUSIVE REACT TONS

1. AVERAGE MULTIPLICITY

The Echo Lake experiment [lb] Indicates that for
very high energy the average charge multiplicity
depends logarithmically on the available energy, I.e.

< n c > ^ h c t n f - > Ce)
с с s o

with
hc =0.70 ±0.10. (9)

The logarithmic dependence can be explained on the
basis of a multiperlpheral model [1б] as well as
with a UJM with transverse momentum cut-off [в] . The
value of h i s less well understood and is calculatedс
to be
h («Pil) = 0.89 and h (UJU) = 1.33 (lo)
с с
In reference M this factor h was completely
determined by the meson form factor Q, (k) t which is
proportional to the pion-nucleon coupling constant, and
given by the expression

«о
2.1Г j" , „. v,2.
3

о
This constant plays also a very Important role in the
energy dependence of the total Inelastic cross-section.
Assuming the asymptotic energy dependence of the
nucleon form factor to be

( 1 2

one obtains a total Inelastic crosa-section
3/2 h c+ CL-2

(13)

h c = — I ICCKLM kLd.Ki' Си)

From the reasonable assumptions that a ^ O and tbat Q
varies at most logarithmically with the energy, It
venld fellow that

h (14)
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whloh contradicts the experimental value (9) . II tele
discrepancy la not due to the assumption of unoorrelat-
ed production it suggests that the number of charged
particles is less than two-thirds of the total
number. There are indeed other Indications [17] that
"the percentage of no fit events (multipleTT produotion)
is increasing and the disagreement with the predictions
of a simple statistical model grows larger". A more
extensive discussion of the restrictions on the meson

and nucleon form factors imposed by the constancy of
the total inelastic cross-section and by scaling is
given by Sohlo \i^\ . One might try to improve the
situation either by enforcing isospin conservation
[is] , [193 , {42j or by including strong final state
interactions[2cQ .

2. DISTRIBUTIONS OP MOMENTUM, SCATTERING ANGLE
AND INELASTICITY

By choosing С м andc(k) properly, most single
particle distributions can be fit to the experiments!
data. For that reason they are not likely to exhibit
dynamical effects and we will not discuss them here.
An exception will, however, be made for the rapidity
distribution, since this may show the existence of
correlations in the pionization region, ^or an
arbitrary function С (к) t which only depends on k^ «
de Groot \±3\ has used a UJM for the calculation of
the rapidity distribution. He finds

where jl la the transverse mass averaged over С (kj_)
and X is proportional to h of the previous section.
This function consits of a flat part In у of
logarithmically growing length £1 ^-~- and a shoulder

with a constant width of the order of unity. In order

to see the flat part and possible deviations near



y-0 one should therefore make <h> much larger than Л .

This is clearly not yet the case Dill at 18.5 GeV/c.

At ISR-energiee, however, this flat central plateau

has indeed been observed C22Q .

Very high energies are also needed to see dynamical

effects in angular distributions. This is shown by the

fact that calculations of the distribution of

both in a Hultiperipheral \2Ś\ and in the UJM

give good agreement with the Echo Lake experiment at

175 GeVe Between 200 and 300 GeV a dip at x=0 starts

to appear, which also occurs as a kinematical effect

in the UJM. At 10.000 GeV, however, the dip has become

so deep JJ24] , that a quite different dependence cf

(̂k̂ -,*) on Feynman's scaling variable would be required

to explain this effect. The data cf the ICEF collabora-

tion do not show this dip [25] , but also here the

flat plateau has disappeared. Although at these energies

scaling may be broken,it might still be impossible to

find deviations from an uncorrelated production by

only looking at this single particle angular distribu-

tion.

Caneschi, de Groot and Schwimmer (.2̂3 have made the

interesting proposal to measure, as a matter of

routine in all bubble chamber experiments, the momentum

N^L carried away by all neutral particles together.

This will again be a kind of single particle distribu-

tion, but it will contain much information about the

correlations between the charged and the neutral

particles. Assuming scaling and a UJM with transverse

momentum cut-off they calculated the distribution

of y= - iŁp , using the technique of reference [id]

They obtain a simple closed expression, containing

the paraaeter Л (see above) as only parameter. It

would be interesting to compare this Л with those

obtained from the rapidity distribution and from the

average multiplicity.



A related distribution gives information abeut
how much energy la oarrled away by ell secondaries
(not only the neutrals) . Because of enwr,gy conserva-
tion tnie inelaetloity dietrlbutlon ie strongly tied
to the nuoleona. № e choice C ^ c ' ц м with i'" +

end со determined by<p,i>«» 0.4i GeV/e, gave [s] ae
distribution for the inelasticity i-x-l_i£

Although the agreement with experiment ia rather good,
one eheuld realize that meaonlc correlations are
overshadowed by the effects of nucleon scattering. In
the neutral Inelasticity [z£\ these effects will be
srach lees pronounced.

True two-particle correlations can and have been
calculated with a UJM- Sohlo [ii] finds that for high
energy eueh correlatlone cannot ecour in the plonlza-
tien region. If nevertheless they continue to exlata

at ISR-energy they sraat have a dynamical origin.

3. THB OVERLAP FUNCTION

It wae observed by Miohejda [2t] that the slope
óf the diffraction peak for elastic nuoleon-nuoleon
scattering, aa ealculated via the overlap function in
toe ОЛС of Tan Have [2в] , ia much too email. Later
it was ah«wn D^C tbat the inoorporation of the pnaee
af the aaplitude» taken from a ftegge-p»le model,
changed the elope cenalderably, ao tbat agreement with
the experimental value eenld he obtained.

It Ълш, however, been pointed ont that there la
alao an important apln dependence of the overlap

funotlon, both In two-partlole [bo] and in яеву-partlele
&i] inelastic channel». Other calculations [£)* \±%}
of toe avorlap function uaing a TJJM show the following t



a) the elaatlc scattering contributed тегу l i t t le
to the slope of the overlap function, but ha a
a dominating influence for larger values of

2 )
b) the relative contributions of various effects

to the slope of the diffraction peak in t»0
were found to be
modulus of tike nucleon amplitude 9*%
phaae of the nucleon amplituda 23%
modulus of the meson amplitude 4.3%
phaae of the meson amplitude 63.7%

In a calculation of the overlap function using
Regge-phases, Sofalo [32] shows that the energy
dependence of the i i f f ract ion peak (shrinkIng or not)
depends vary c r i t i c a l l y on the n and Б dependence
of the cross-section 6"n(E) for the production of
n par t ic les .

This a l l goes to show that the diffraction peak is
a complicated object, from which Information about
many pert iole production la hard to obtain. In
particular the existence of correlations In many
particle production will not easily be detected In
this way.

4. DISTRIBUTION OF MULTIPLICITY

On the assumption that multlpartlcle inclusive
croaa-8actions obey the scaling lew, Kobe, Nielsen
and Olesen Сзз] show that the distr ibution of the
multiplicity Pn(s) f when written witi* the variables

<чП> (function of s) and 3«n/-n> , factorizes for
asymptotic energies and takes the simple form

? n ^ ~ < b ¥(*-). (1?)
When D=\J<rî > -<n>2' does not increase with energy

at fast • • <n> , it is clear tbat

f(z)= 5(2-1). (is)

Thia is the oaee for a Pols a or. distribution which lv

the limiting distribution for VJU. Equation (is) also



hold! for the distribution ototaiftsd [Зб] in the APS
HMiil {Ъ<1 • If D dee» net increase faster than<>>>
i t foliowa Гзз! that for any other fora of f(z)the ratio
D//<n> suet approach a conntant valme with a-*oo. The
«ark of Csyievvki and Byhlekl [Зб] and other
imvestifatie** [зт] , [Зв] seea to о entire thla
The res*rk aneald, however, he aade [/19] that the
pretonoe of aenvanlslilng channele with only a few
particles produced, but with a finite oross~secti»n,
Sivea the- anae behaviour of B/<n> , Ъееапв« then
TCx) in tho п и of two 5" - funotlona. A really cons teat
iralae of D/<n>ie found in аеаш non-eqvlllhrlim
aodeli \AQ\ , [*{} . These aodela give a long range
correlation,Ъу w»*eh we aiean thatR =D
increases with energy, faster than<h">. The ваше can
be shown to bold In a alapla unitary UJM, in which
isospin te conserved ezaotly [iż]. In this model i t la
found u* il)/£nch>approachea a constant value and that
ter higb energloa <л (ЗГ*̂> яв<п(зг)>=2<п0Г)>. Per correla-
tions to exist It is, however, not necessary that
T)An> be oonatant, am is shown in the AFS-modol, where
T P inoreaaea Г35] like In 3 , while B/<n> goes to
zero.

Although the UJM has no long range order, it is
incorrect to say that К } in this ease anxat therefore

approach zero. De Groot [i i] has shown that £ tends
to the constant value -2Xa¥U+l) , where У[ la the
Ugaama function пай л is again the parameter alao
>c9Urring in the average oultlplloltv. In order,
,fcbefore, to detect correlations, i . e . deviations

the UJM. i t is riot :аоеввагу to find possitlve
It is sufficient to tin*

"*e detect l«r» range correlation», however, truly high
•snergies ere ceeded.
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DISCUSSION.

D.MORRISON; I have two comments. I think at least the
second one is constructive. You are on the verge of
saying that the Uncorrelated Jet Model (UJM) explains
everything.

I did not say that.

D.MORRISONt Good. Because there are some things it
would not explain. You find that the ratio if/lC varies
f»ith the Feynoaa variable x. For x а* О, К* and K~
orose-aections are equal, at x « 0.4 there le ten times
aore K + than K~.
And eoooauly the oonstru'otive reaarSr, ?cu f>ay that a-
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*our formula you express that the proton ia d leading

particle only by an exponent of the t from the incident

proton to the outgoing proton, is that right?

T.RUUGKOKi Well, that's what we have done, but we did
more, we also took sofcie energy dependence.

D.M011RIS0N: What I want to say is that you need two
terms for the proton: one to deal with the longitudinal
momentum and the other one for the transverse mouentum.
Noii you -an see this in tb.u results from ISU, where you
imow experimentally that к о tons are still occuring at
x = 0. If we go back to x » i, or x = 0.9, then that t
alue expressed via the transverse momentum will give
i.liti P-, very large, much larger than one observes ex-
perimentally. So I think for the proton as an incident
particle you need two terms: one in t and one in p T .

T.RUUGIl''<Kt We did not do that.

H.SATZj I have a comment and a question. The comment
is to clear up some confusion about this logarithmic
growth of multiplicity. If you define the UJM as cut-
ting offp T, then you can get, of course, any multipli-
city. However, if you define this as a cut-oif in p T

plus some scaling-like assumptions, e.g. constant in-
oiaaticity, then you get a logarithmic increase.
<"he question is about the number six in the exponent
-f Chae. Should it be really six, it is very difficult
*,o believe.

•.HUIJGHOKi In principle it is not impossible

.THOMAS» The comment is about Chao's paper, and the
coefficient six in the exponent.

"Jl£ tells you that to obtain the average transverse

momentum equal 350 MeV/o you have to put the coefficient

equal to six.



T.RUIJGROK: I disagree.

G THOMAS: If you put the cut-off function in the form
-A- ra,.

suggested by some kind of the information idea, e 1,

where m™ is the transverse mass, than you can determine

the value of A from experimental data. It gives Л = 6.

T.RUIJGROK: I do not think that this is the way in

wbioh it was clone. I think it was really to write down

the expression for the entropy of the system, which

contains some Lagrange multipliers, fixed by other re-

quirement, namely р„ cut-off. The masses of the parti-

cles were also put in.

P.OLESEN: I would like to make two comments. In Chao's

model the dimensional quantity for the entropy is used,

anO there are some extra conditions. And for this extia

conditions there are some Lagrange multipliers, and they

are determined by the comparison with the experiment,

so this is certainly not an output of the model.

And the second comment is that results г -е very much

dependent on what you assume is your information. For

exanple he assumes that <Cp./> is the input information.

But you could assume that the p~ itself is put in and

then you get different result, so I think there are many

arbitrary features in the model,

F.LOW: What does entropy have to do with the production

amplitude?

K.ZALEWSKI: I would like to comment on slightly diffe-

rent problem. In the version of the model you have shown,

the one particle weight function depends only on the mo-

menta of the secondary particles plus the memory of the

direction of the incoming particle, because you distin-

guish between the transverse ала Ioii^ituuinal directions.

Now, for practical work it is very important to include



also the explicit dependence on the overall energy. It

melpB very much to have good fits for different energies.

Perhaps it would also remove your trouble with 1,33. '

r.HUIJGROKt I aa not quite sure, because we also put

the energy dependence in the ^ function of the nucleons.

K.ZALEWSKI: Now,there ie another point that this might

be partly the reason why de Groot is getting different

upper bound on R 2 or f„ than I- Because he takes the

very special form of this function с .

T.RUIJGHOK: I don't think so, because the formula which

I showed you contains only the variable Я f which is

very important, and the <mqi"> , which is the integral

over the meson wave function. It is an integral. It is

only one number.

K.ZALEVfoKI: I suppose I can put sufficiently complica-

ted dependence on the p,, and you will not be able to

perform integrals. You must assume something to get such

simple result.

B.PETERSSON» I CUB slightly confused now, and I am get-

ting more and more. I can see in the S matrix two dis-

crete parameters, the Л and the slope value. I can also

see the form of the function as a possible continuous

parameter. Now I can see that the leading particle b~ma-

trix element does not look the same as the produced

particle S-matrix element. What physical information you

put in in order to determine these parameters. The 6*^^

is not necessarily constant as far as I understood. And

if you put в"tot *° Ъ в constant you get another restric-

tion.

T.RUIJGROK: Yes.

B.PETERSSONt And if you take the actual value of the
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< p > you get anotner restriction. Are these things

put in, or is the value of multiplicity put in?

T.RUIJGROK: No, that is not put in.

B.PETERSSON: So, these are the physical informatione,

you put in: <3^t equal to a constant and < P T > = ЗООМ

T.RUIJGROK: Both for the nucleons and for the pione.

В„PETERSSON: Do you also put the x dependence for the

nucleon?

T.RUIJGROK: No.

B.PETERSSON: What do you put in for the nucleon?

The t - dependence?

T.RUIJGROK: Yes, we put the exponential t dependence

with the coefficient which is determined by the <p^,>

of the nucleon.

F.LOW: Hoi* do you put in the ieoapin?

T.RUIJGROK: Well, by writing down an S matrix for the

production of particles which factorizes in the momenta

of particles and which is not factorized in the isospin

dependence. Then I write down the unitarity relation and

it turns out that if you require the S matrix to be uni-

tary you cancel out the momentum dep ndence for all the

particles, at least for high energyг It turns out that

isospin dependence of the matrix elements becomes indeed

momentum independent.

P. LOW: But there is an enormous number of ways of
writing isospin invariance.



T.RUIJGROK: O.K. Then you ииы, take a choice. And I

made very sinple choice in order to do calculations.

We can prove that the transition matrix element has to

be necessarily of the forra:

and H can be considered as a Hamiltonian. With that ex-

preosioa I can make calculations. I should have mentio-

ned that Giovaanini- will also talk, I think, about another

way of taaking calculations. And I think that for this

you can make another choice and you must prove that you

•nj.ll still get thin kind of relation.

F.LOW: When you say unitarity you can't mean general

unitarity.

T.RUIJiiilOK: I have complete unitarity.

L.VAN HOVE: I wanted to coue back to the overlap func-

tion question. The important remark, made originally by

Michejda, is that if you work in the framework of the

UJM, then with simple assumptions you can calculate from

the data the overlap function. That was very important

step, where it was found that the slope is totally off,

it is muck too small, if you only took the real ampli-

tudes. And then the phases were discussed at great

length. He bas shown an example how important phases

can be. You quoted only briefly the work of some other

IVa-saw people, namely Stroynowski and Ajduk, where they

worried about the spin possibilities, There is also the

manuscript of the Ajduk'e thesis at the University of

Warsaw, where he goes into vary detailed analysis of

the possibilities offered by spin. He makes иве of the

very interesting possibility that for certain few-body

collisions we have full models now, which oontain spin.



It is also suggested by the thesis that if you produce

in a collision, say, two fireballs, which have some

spinning properties, and if there is a helioity flip

for example in the s-channel, it «ill affect the slope

of the overlap function. The fact that there is ao he-

licity conservation makes the very big contribution to

the narrowing down of the overlap function. So, may be,

one day one can make some profit of the unpleasant fin-

ding that the s-channel helicity is not conserved in

diffraction dissociation, namely this helicity flip is

the right way to bring down the width or rather to in-

crease the slope of the overlap function.

T.FERBEL: That <n _> that you have shown, that you

spoke about, is it the full charged multiplicity?

T.RUIJGHOK: Yes.

T.FEBBEL: Then your exponent 1.33 doee not seem to be

big at all; it seems to be about right and 1.5 is pro-

bably possible ....

T.RUIJGROK: Well, it is nice but still....

G.THOMAS: I would just remind you the Echo Lake data.

T.FERBEL: No, DO, no, without the Echo Lake data,

ignore the Echo Lake data. The figure that I have shown

had the asymptotic value of 1.5.

Z.KOBA: I want to ask about the factorization of the

isospin space and the momentum apace. And what is your

feeling how good or how bad this approximation is?

T.RUIJGEOKi I think it is тегу bad because it means

tfcat tue pi one do not remember in which direction the

nucleone go. It is really the factorization which is
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different from the factorization that I have shewn you

here. There tbe plon function «j(W) still* depends on

the direction of the incoming nucleons. In the model

that I have shown you later, about the isospin conser-

vation, that is wiped out, so that is bad.

Z.KORA: Thank you, but I am asking you how it will

change your conclusion?

T,RUIJGROE: I will try to find out and I will try to

пике ar other model in which these very severe assump-

tions are not made. I don't know whether this can be

done.

B.PETERSSON: As I have heard you try to separate the

kinematics ~nd the dynamics. So when you use this kind

of isodela you say: this is sort of taking care about

kineme . Б and the deviation from it is the dynamics.

•Vhat is cken the fundamental difference between this

ffiodel and^e.g. the C.Ł.A. model. They have a t cut-off

essentially instead of a p T cut-off. What concerns the

CL.A, model, there was a disoussion during the Lund

Conference that it should not be used as the background.

Is the C.Ł.A. model more dynamical than the uncorrela-

ted jet model?

I.RUIJGROK: Do not ask me. Ask the people who did that.

T.SATZ: I think this question that Petersson just men-

tioned is a very relevant one. Because if you do choose

Instead of the usual momentum space the space of varia-

bles s,t and«u and require the sane kind of the uncor-

related jet model in that space, then you call it the

multiperipheral model and you say by duality it contains

probably the dynamice suob as resonances. Here you just

choose tbe different space to do exactly tbe same thing.

ion can say again It Is a kinematics and the deviation



Ггов that le the dynamic». So,I think,there is not very
вшсв of justification tor UJM; it Is just the

tradition.

^.BIALASi I think one should not confuse too much.

After all you are talking here about correlations, as

s,u and t variables involve at least two particles.

D.MORRISON: You worried about the coefficient that goes

before the log s term in the average multiplicity.

I think that when you compare your theory with data you

should only take these at energy above 100 GeV. If you

do that and you take the average multiplicity essential-

ly from ISH, what you will find is something like 1.65

- 0.7. In other words the error is exceedingly large and

it will fit all of your values.

L.VAN HOVE: I would like to come back to the question

of Pefcerason. I believe thait the uncorrelated jet "an-

satz" should be regarded as much as possible in the

way tbat «ras put by Ruijgrok, nanely &r a kind of a mi-

nimus* of the amplitude structure taking into account

the energy-momentum conservation, small transverse mo-

menta and the leading particle effects for baryons.

It seems to me quite clear that the dynamics is much

weaker than in the C.Ł.A. model. Obviously the C,L.A.

model says a lot about charge exchange. It forbids the

charge exchange of five or ten and contains, therefore,

the totally different type of information which is

carefully excluded In the uncorrelated jet "ansatz".

In that sense, I think, it tends to he rather a reaso-

nable approach to the minimum frame of reference against

which deeper correlations oan be found.
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СОИТКШГГЮМ PRESENTED ВТ A.GIOVANNDJI

ON A MODEL LRADING TO POSITIVE SECOND ORDER
CORRELATIONS (Т?-(п>) AND CONSTANT D/<n> IN НГОН
PRODUCTION PROCESSES»

Let as « t a r t by considering the «ult i-Regge amdel
in i t» one-dimensional vers ion explo i ted Ъу С de Tar,
that has been obtained in the strong ordering l i i a i t
by n e g l e c t i n s the Рошегоп-Reggeon-particle vertex
and the transverse degree of freedoau The model
predicts in terns of tae t o t a l rap id i ty у for a
process l i k e

en- b ~ * 0 + 1 + "t-i.n-*-{)
the foilowing formula for the n particles production

cross-section:

n:

where ©тот i e constant and
2

M
u)

v штгчт

gy is the Reggeon-Reggeon-particle vertex . The
associated with Eq. ( l ) is given in the following
f igure:

1

г

m+d

Now, let as suppoee that by going to higher rapidity

the internal legs of the above figure produce en

infsAite aeries of graphs according to Fig. l.

Accordingly, let us assume that each of the m-graphs

of Fig. l contributes to the n-particle production
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croaa-aeotion in the following way:

(2)

where -fcm.G2) la a suitable distribution *

g2 by definition las

and

<nm>=m<n> (5)

It foliowa from Eqa.(2) , (з) and (б) that:

n=0
Eq. (б) haa some interesting feeturea that we are

going to prееbnti
1. For g2-»0 Eq. (6)-Eq.(i)
2. For g

2-»i Eq. (6) -•ff—T—fi-i.-Y (7)
3. The correlation function, В-<n> , atarte to be

poaitlva at about 50 GeV/c in agreement with the
ezperiaental data reported at thia Conference.

4. Aayaptotically:
D/<n> = conat

aooording to what Wróbleweki suggeated at thia Conference

5. Eq. (б) la In agreement with the Koba-Nielaen-
Olesen aoaling .

net oaly aayaptotieally hut, aa Olesen haa shown
(oiesen'a prirate oomaranioation), at the finite
energlaa

(which la In agreement with the wróbleweki'a fit) .
в. It abould b* notlead that g »0 leada aaaentlally

ta a Poleeon dlatrlbutlon in n and g *l to a Furry
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distribution In n; therefore Eq.(e) suggests s possible

•eohanlM which is sizing up two characteristic

feature* of high energy production processes.

7. Eq. (б) implies long-range correlations which

alternate in sign.

For better understanding of the formulae that have

been presented we refer to:

A.Giovennlni: On a statistical generalization of tb*

fflultiperiphera1 bootstrap.

II Nuovo Cimento, to be published.

DISCUSSION

J.BENECKE; You have mentioned that your Model has Ion;

range correlations?

A.GIOVANNINI: Yes, in the sense that i£ you calculate

the correlations you find *hat they go like a power i:.

rapidity, instead of going like an exponential, ami

they alternate in sign.

A.WRÓBLEWSKI: Just a comment, to prevent a confusion.

In the figure I was showing,DpC ^ П ^ — l ' , and this

does not give*y<Q^ constant.

A.GIOVANNINI: That's correct. The mechanism that is

shown in this approach leads to the Wroblewski's result

only asymptotically, not for the finite energies that

we have. The model has no ambition, it is a simplest

way of connecting two mechanisms.

L.VAN HOVEt Do I understand Mell that what you call

the Furry distribution is 6 ^ independent of *n to some

maximum value, and why is it Furry distribution? .
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A.GIOVANNINIt It is called Furry distribution because

Furry used this in order to represent the cascade pror

cess of an electron going through a layer of heavy

substances; he was the first one to apply it to physics

It is just a geometrical distribution.

In connection with what you said I want to mention ano-

ther tiling. These two kinds of mechanism are well known

to the cosmic ray people: just a Poisson distribution

on one side and a Furry distribution on the other.

¥Ъц can obtain two limiting casess the first one in

which you forget about correlations between particles

(which is exactly the prediction of tie Poisson distri-

bution), and the second one in which you forget about

pionization, and you have exactly the Furry distribution.

D.MORRISON: in the formula you have shown you relate

elasti »-oss-section to the total cross-section, di-
\2vided by î log s) . Many years ago Van Hove wrote the

ioimula saying that the ratio of 6" total to elastic

was less than i.187. Here,instead of that formula^you

have a term Clog s) ; if you divide by (log s) that term

is going to be zero. What is your elastic cross-section?

A.GIOVANNINI: This is just a Martin bound. You can show

that if you put П , the number of produced particles

*?qual zero in a model of this sort, you have 6^»• 6"̂

This is the typical behaviour of a diffractive mechanism,

he n-particle production cross-section does not grow

"asier than the» elastic scattering.
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ТНК FRBSKNT STATUS OF TH2 THE8M0DYHA1IICAL MODEL
HAfiEDORH, CESN

As every model, the thermodynamloal has developed
away from Its original fora. In oontraat to moat
^ther aodela the chances did not eonaiet in Introdu-
cing nev parameter» and new aaaumptlone but on the
contrary In roduolng both and at the same time lapro-
vlng the overall agreement with the experimental
data, though not In fine detaila.

Xa this talk I hope to ahow how thla worked.
I can give only qualitative descriptions and refer
to the original literature for the calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The model conaiets of two parts
- a atatlstioal bootatrap model of excited hadrone

(fireballa)[i] , [2] ,
- & kinematical auperpoaltion at deoaylng fireballs

M.
In both of them simplifications have been made with-
out ever changing the basic ideas. The more fundamen-
tal changes concern the statlatloal bootstrap; they
have consequences for the kinematloal superposition,
to whioh farther simplification due to better
understandIng and more experimental Information are
added.

1. THE STATISTICAL BOOTSTRAP OF EXCITED HADRONS

Let a fireball of maee II ( badronlo matter of
masa M > some GeV «ad enclosed in a volume V ^ ^

have a level density <P(M,V0} and let C(m) be the
hadronic mass apeotrum. If hadrone are composed of
hadrons, then for large mass both functions essentia-
lly deaoribe the aame physical quantity. If one looks
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in the language of canonical statistical thermodyna-
mics, i i is natural to require that [Y]

Ing ( t n ) ^ . . ^

This condition leads to a set of solutions;

which actually satisfy a stronger condition than (.1).
The solution with a - -5/2 was adopted in ref \\\ on
plausibility arguments.

Wording in the siicrocanonical { phase space )
language Frautsohl [£] showed that a e t i i l stronger
condition could be postulated:

— rnz~^> \ for -m —* <*= (з)
where $ out i*» *be equivalent of G"(a,Vo) but with
exact eneigy-eofflentum conservation. The solution is
cf %h. *ypa (2) but the end point a = -5/2 is now
exeludtsd. Shortly later Frautschi and Hamer [4]
showed by numerical iteration and Nałuu ̂ 5J anal it i-
cally that if in (з) the convergence to 1 is fast
enough, only a » -3 remains This fixed the asympto-
tic mass spectrum uniquely in its analytic form.
The constants C,TQ can be approximately calculated
and agree with what is known about the epectrum up
to 1.5 G©V.
Let us call

^N) strong solution

Contrary to wlie* siight езеи an insignificant change
by a factor ^fim in front of an exponential function
the oonsequaRocs are far reaching. The physical
behaviour of fireball! i s determined by Integrals of
tb« typ» 00

l«nZ (V, T ) « Con«t J f (<TY>) <m™ G ~ ^ d ' m (6)
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and thia diverge! logarltbaloelly for * ~ * * o *»
weak aolatloa bat l t oenrergoe 1а tao atreng ом*
All foaotloaa dcrlYod fro* lal, for lnatanee the
energy deaaity, change their type ef aiagnlarity at
T . Tne aoat laportaat la (б) ltaalf, «#«•«••

af d«e*y pra4»«ta la taa flrat
feneratlon. Thue <H>~bn M la tfee weak eolation M
vblle <ГМ> c^ 2.4 la the atroac ono jjs].
Aooordlaclj the deoay ebala lessee тэгу dlfter^at of
(Fig. l). la tao woak aaao l t la alawat
шшвасвъи,, In the atroag oaae oao eaa aaa It apt
eaeh dooay r idUtu off oao light partlolo И of
вааа в and a kinetic energyf^^T; taaa after a total
шкЪвг of n «tape we bare

= M/V.,eo=nnnp/V,c)]
a ia of tao order of 2a^. The heavy вааа aaffera
little reooil and all ealtted partlelea have to
a good approzlaatloa a Plank-like aoaentoa apootrtm,
leotropio in the reat fraae of the fireball,

- V o Z

p _
1

(Sxaot energy tsoaentoa oonaerratloa dlatorta tbla
apeotma of a l i t t l e ) . Suaailm orer the decay obala
aoana amltiplylng (?) Ъу (б) «т, better, by a factor

c.)m p
where M-m l B i i t l a i la the а та liable fireball mai
the (oenaorred) init ial part&ole being aabtraotod.
Asut&er Фвавоадеаев ef tbo linear dooay o&aln la
taat aaaoelated prodaetloa (e.g. КГ or pp) sow ao
longer reqalroa mltlpllcatlon of probabilities If
a p la eailttod the heavy rlreball oontinaea with В - 1,
9KUJ t-i i t bad already В - 1 (thx«agbgoing proton,



d production ets.) and It osotio ixadrona (Б>>2 ; do

not exist, power» of production probabilities will

appear.

Apart from; these Important changes less import-

ant ont>s occur, e.g. the energy-temperature relation

is numerically different and has another type of

singularity at T; but this is insignificant because*

only T enters the inclusive raoaentus spectra and T

is always near to T no setter hew £ (j) diverges at

V
2. SDJEMATICS ADDED

The basic formula for inclusive momentu» d i s t r i -

butions is

ZLSL ̂  const j FrX,ro)q CX.Yol LfA.K^ •) L ' l T U l ) ! ^ ( 9 )

Here

j \ . -sion(j3)^- do)

^ * Lorentc factor of fireball ]

# • * Lorentz factor of projectile \- 1л cm.

iT - « Lorentz factor of target j

Local energy conservation gives tor the local energy

density £

with t±за. -~*. ^ -f projectile, «- target/
L(X ,V.) is a Lorentz boost taking the isotroplc

Planok epectrue fB (E f?) fro* the Я - frame to the
fraae ol obeervetion (о.ш.,1аЪ, . . . ) . Tie veleoity
weight funotion ?(a^ 0 > le in this model «юр ir i cal,
bat defined suoh that one should expect i t to be
universal. The eiapleat assumption la [s] , [в] , [9]
[ ] , u»łnf + fer projectile, - for target»

о -рот- а > о
О foT Я< 0



ł

[тыл- i
Then F + describes the velooity distribution of those

fireballa which are fragments of the projectiles

(baokward contributions are neglected); elmilarly for

the target.

The assumption Is then that there exlats only one

function F+(>,V0) suoh that

- It is the name for all the types of particles

produced |_3j

- it has minimal dependence on colllaion energy

(scaling, except perhaps at\« 0 (V]

- it is the same for all initial states, attymmetrlea

are due to trivial kinenatica (ssse differences

ete.) . This la our way of expressing factoriza-

tion

- it Is the sane for throughgolng (leading) partlolee

and for newly produced one* [li] .
While the first three assumptions were rather

old [ił] or at least straightforward the last one is
new and was first soaewh&t surprising in view of the
belief [зЗ that throughgolng particles should have
an extra funotlon. Its possibility rests on the fact
that for production processes values of Л near to
+ i are kinematlcally excluded (хогЛ~*1 it gets cold)
so that there the function oannot be determined froa
spectra ef newly produced particles hut these regions
are just the ones describing the mostly peripheral
throughgalng particles, Letssier and Tounai [li]bave
obtained fits to all experimental data with one
single funotlon Ffr); these fits are at least as good
and partly better than the old ones with two funct-
ions r(X) and F„ (Л") [123.

о
3h what follows we sail F (Л) the combination

f+ <*> л > ° w
••*• (-x) Л 4 0
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3 . SCAL UW AMD CKMTRAL YbkT*J~

-\
It la oaefal to t,ran*fera to rapidity variablea;

Г = rapidity of fireball (A . free*)
, aeen froa o.a

[jr)* rapidity of partlole in
* ^ - fraae

i vir)~ rapidity of particle in с и .

t<> diaoaaa e^* (9) in с .a. fraaa.
tba iiłTarient ilatribatlon E d. N/d p beoaase

then [3]

E to be expsraaaed ic o.a. Tarlablea.
Furthar^ore, additlrlty of rapidities glrea

«O i>*t

' w Ч ч M cosh
E t U ) T ) =

exp j-r еОЗП
This ia the wanted expreaaion In teras of o.a. vaгlab-
lee . It reealna to expreaa Я by "̂  and rewrite eq. (9^
ae an integration отег the fireball rapiditynQ'i

4
p, eosh ( у -t -

At the second day of the conference there was
aneh diaouaaloc about why ^iL-=:p14fmŁ~. p?
ehQuia be • •'Ratorail* v«rlatole. It certainly is in
опт aadel, bvcatiae we a tart frea the particle'a
energy in the fireball raat fraae В -W pffff+то1 a n d

find, by traneforaing to rapidity, tb/it tbe Integral
b«ooaea a fxmotlon of o^ , LJ*" and̂ i-\fC+TmŁ and in
fact of rongaly exponential dependeaee on Д1 .



I would like to suggest that /i. should Ъе need In

plots of data, rather than p x or pf .(End of r e u

The transformation from tht Я - formulation to % has

been done by Btun Than and Raaft M with the

following result:

cos

J
ь sinh-nI ̂

c_._, .^-K-^-ll T, 2m„Slnh

where {±] refer to
A nlHilar CKn^V?) vaa propoaed by De Tar [i3] in
order to force the model to produce a oentral pla-
teau; here it ia the natural oonaequenoe of strong
bootstrap.

One sees isaedlately the central plateau":
For 1Гв~->суэ, ł^ grow like In \Гв.

The integrand vanishes rapidly when y* -*7^>2 (like
exp(exp(ŷ -̂ ))) .Consider then the whole region l
say.

For those y* only such î  can contribute where ^
but for these i£ in eq. (ie) the first factor becomes
constant. On the other hand the second factor tends
to 1 because for these v?

Thus for all only such q contribute, forI 2+ y q ,
which Grią)*const. Thus the integral (17) depends only

j-^l— У and we can integrate over ̂  from-00 to+00

because the integrand vanishes so rapidly1:
-t-GO

const-ft f r ]J J | ' V T 3' "I ̂



2йconst \or

Thie ie independent of y* (plateau) aud depends
exponentially onfi/т where T-»• J^ at high energy.
The rteulta shown by B^gglld at this conference,
that the exponential traneverae moaeatom diatribu-
tion in the central region depends at ISB
- neither on ancle ( i . e . on y x )
- nor on co l l ie ion energy ( i . e . on t-
i e • nlo» i l luatratIon of this reault. Note again,
how li-^p^+m2" appears as the natural variable.

Aa p. grow ~ In Va. ao does the width of the
oentral plateau which wae defined abore Ъу | ij-?+

MULTIPLICIlIKS

One aeea that the amlt lp l lo i t ies grow In two
way* i
- by lncreaain« T; this доев to a l l a i t when T •-*> T.

at hi(h energiea
- by a logarithmically increasing plateau width.

At low energies the f i rat la more important;
when T • TQ, only the second roaalnet

In fs1 and increasingT

The temperature effect la more important for heavy
maases than for l ight maaaeat the total produoti**^.
ratea in the oamtral region behave roughly l ike



therefore
AR
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ьо ihat for a fixed ^'/v the relat ive increment of
the production r*te i s proportional to m/T which is
about 7 times bigger for p than for IT , In other
words at x • Ot

x » 0 grows between 30 and 1500 GeV consider-
ably щоге for p than for Ti . ТЫв i s in agreement
with %Ъ® data

SCALING AND LIMITING FEAGMENTATION

This ie eas ier to disouaa in tha or ig inal form,
Bq. ( 9 ) . Coneider a baokward moving f i reba l l belong-
ing to glren-Л . I t s energy deae i ty oan be shown [б ,7
to depend only on Л.(not on fa1) so a l s o T i s a furw fi< '
of X only. F (Ус) Ьеоошеа, for Л : - О and {s 1 -^^^ f

independent of >Га\ Thua only the Lorentz trans form-
at ion i e ^-dependent. But the f i r e b a l l with speed-л.
has seen from the lab fraae, a rapid i ty

rapidity of ев* Been froa lab,
«P_+ l n | l | * rapidity ofl-frame in о.и.

The «2 drops out and
:

Thus the lab. rap id i ty of the i l r a b a l l a coming from
target fragmentation la Independent of N{T. AC the
decay propertied of these £ir*1§alle depend only o©

t h e i r energy dens i ty 8CX), every thing bsoomes inde -

ipendentl of ^s1. This I s e o a l i s g &ad l imi t ing

Ы.

4. COHPAEISOH TO K2PRHIUEHT

strong bootstrap
changes in nemerical rosvlts avo» at 1S1 Data
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»od<»l fitted nlaely between 12-70 GeV and extra-

polated to 1500 give* predictions whloh egree reason-

ably wall with ISH data (Fig. 2„Э,4,5,6 [7]).

In ret. Ц] there were atil.l aoae minor mistaken; the

agreement is actually batter titan shavn in the

figures.

5. NON SYMMETRIC Ш 1 Т Ш . STATES

Tbe generalisetIon to Кр91Гр eto. is obvious
and 00E .ate in using the ease F CX) aa for pp
collisions. The syraaetry found In the mome&tva
distribution is due to

- the dependence of tbe ©norgy-teBperature relation
froa the швее ol the initial particle {j3,Sf9,lo].

- the dependence of T +_ on the Base ш+

- tbe depenoenee of the available fireball mass

on z '_8J as displayed in Eq.^S1!.

The ast effect is only present in the strong

bootstrap with its linear decay chain; it was

discussed by Htun Than and Banft Lei and is aieslng

in Kef. 10 where the weak bootstrap solution is

still used (but still good results are obtained).

It is pleasant to see how well the data are repro4u4~

od; note that no new assumption nor any new parameters

are introduced, everything is fixed from fitting F(A")

to pp oolliaions and then using it in T p etc.
{. Fig. 7.1 The same good agreement is found in Kp (refs. 9ti0't

the asymmetry is less pronounced since nig is nearer to

mjr is.

3, LETESSffiH AND -fOUHSl's Z&ffEOVEMENTS

people did two things [ i l l ! > tfcvy showed
» thai one s i n g l e universe1 F(X) la anf f io leat for
a«i7ly produced as wall for throoghgelnx part lo lea;
- that la aasoolaved production (pp, ldEt КУ) the
ve loc i ty weight fcraotlona ahcnld not ЪФ eąttared In
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eeatradlotlon to the orlglaal aaaumptlon [з] that
they should. Their argument la baaed on atrlet
locality* both partner* have to ooaie from the а аде
fireball. Ihla ia really a statement which belong»
to the olaaa of correlation atatementa, beeauae It
aaaumea that for a siren X there ia only one fireball
(there are few In «ay oaaef we believe now) while
is Ret. 3 it waa aaaumred that there were many and
that bath partialaa ehould ooaie from fireballa with
equal X bat net neoeeearlly from the ааше o»e.
Their veloeity function P CX) ia ahown in Fig, a of

and their predlotlena in 9 and ic
The auoeeae la remarkable.

7. WORK 00MS OH

Carl its [lejhua pointed oat that in the atrong
bootatrap altnatlon the differeneea between the

•iorooanenloal (B flren, ̂  coneerred) and the cano-
nical deaoription (т giren, В and p conaerred on the
average only) becoaie algnlfloant when T->TO* Thia
oan also be expreaaed by ieying that the relative
energy denalty flnctoationa [is] ЪеЬате like

£ (25)

Unlesa one oonaliera Tolaaea proportional to S. , thla

tenda to oo . Ik partiole phyaloa V « V# ie fixed and

we eay gat into trouble. Uaing the Aleroeanonloal

ferma 11** and a earning two-bedy deoey aa doaii&atlng,

one finds that if

M —> M1 + m (2e)
with If having an exponential aaaa spectrum, the

•oaentim diatrlbutlon of s ia no longer a Planck

•peetrtm but aoaiethlng тегу alallar. Fitting it by
a Pianek apeetrua with an effeotlre temperatura, one
flnda the Te.^ fir at rii«i with U, reaehea a maxianai
alightly above T Q and then aaymptotloally approaohea
T e from above. Tnla la due to, energy moment!» eonaev-
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vatiea. W* de not yet know, bow 3 and 4 body deoay
beharea. Thie effect enfold be incorporated la aoaa
«ay la tha thermodynamioal model; it oeuld wall be •
that aeme apparent lneeua latent lea found toy comparing
tha model *-» low energy data [l4tir] viii than dla*
appaar; qualitatively tha effect eoea in tha rlfht
direction. Unfortunately phaae apaoa la much more
complicated than oanonieal tbercedyriamice.

в. CONCLUSION

In tha laat year, the sod el bita bean eoneider-
ably almplliied. It baa bcoome шаге oonalatent.

While вомв arbitrary ааатшр4iona end aararal free
paraaiatera bare been eliainated, it has become aore
general and haa auooeafully predicted data at the
ISR energise. Eaaentlally it deaorlbea one-pertlole
diatr ntlea», abaelute and relatiTe production
ratea * twe en 12 and 1500 OeV tnmTl to anti-He
(r&oginc отег 15 ordera of magnitude') by the oonae-
quenoee of the atatlatloal bootatrap and with one
uniTorsal empirical function FPO. Nowhere doea it
•lelently dlaagree with the experiment, though
detalla do not al-waye fit. Further lmproTemenat are
poaalble within the phlloaophy of the model.
Correlations «an be conaiderad In the framework of
the model &в] and will lead to a large variety of
correlation fanstlena depending on what part idea are
paired.

It ааея-j that the modal 'JWSS SO far rather ortho-
gonal to other modela for multiple production. The
seareat others axs ibo us i ;iedela yielding the aame
espaneatlal maaa шрясЬплш лпй alao longitudinally
moTlng flreb«llatf aa Sate haw ahown [19.] . It la
•ary important to lnorear* the overlap and во to fit
together mora and more plaeaa of the jlgaaw pusele

шгш working oafi atrosg interaction*.
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Fig. 1 The decay of a heavy fireball (schematically);
la: in the weak bootstrap somtion;
lb: in'the strong bootstrap solution
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• ino Cfrtv : is*> - n u n

ft \ь .

.t. -* spectra as function of n uith pl as parameter for
300 and 1500 GeV/c. For х г 0.2, scaling is well
approached, at low x it is not ypt.

p.p _ ц-.onythng

Th M 1500 G«4t
300 Gt-*

0.1 02 0Б 07 X

. v spectra as function of x with various p^. The data
. . grouped together belong to the san^ p^ as the nearest

curves.
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4
К» Ł«* '*«

т МО О * I

• 1ВДС С** |

i «'r

o

Г rt

* * & • " • Proton spectra as u i чгн t > r. cl x for various p*
Starting at

about x " .2, the number ot _iiroions increases for
falling x; Lhi ," s due to p:. pair creation, vhich
is probably overestimated here Vy a Sector two (this
cont'iauit.'; has not been included in the calculation
ci the ^00 GeV curve).
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PI MINUS SPŁJTRUM IN C M .

fc. P - P SCRTTERING Р 0 - 1 5 / 0 . Г ) REV/C

e PT sTflRTiMO от .го
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! .30

Fig.10.
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CONTIRBUTION PRESENTED BY R, UiSTIENNE

SOME FEATURES Of TRANSVBRSJ5 MOMENTUM

DISTRIBUTIONS IV INCLUSIVE REACTIONS

Bonn - Durham - Nijnegen - Paris (Ę.P.) - Torino

Collaboration and Rutkeford - Ecole Polytechnique

- Saclay Collaboration.

I report on two papers submitted to this conference,

the first one on one particle inclusive reactions, pre-

sented by the B.D.N.P.T. collaboration and R.E.S. colla-

boration fij (hereafter referred to as i) , the second

one on t»« pertip lee inclusive reactions, presented by

£ha R,E.S. collaboration [2^ (hereafter referred to

as II).

: эг I refers to the following reactions:

Number of tracks

a.

b.

с

d. K~

n

p —

>JI

f p

X

X

X

X

at

/B.

ь a t

/a.

5 GeV/c

D.N.P.T. Collaboration/

14.3 GeV/c

EeS. Collaboration/

80848

31090

31077

5912

3873

Paper II refers to the reactions:

at 14.3 GeV/c

- x /R.E.S. Collaboration/

i.

ix.

iii

К P — ^> .V IT

тг
X

X

I start wi&b a p^elimitary remark about paper II.

The magnitude of p T of the two particles produced in

the reactions i., ii., iii. are not correlated /at least

up to p ^ 0.6 GeV/c and within about 5%/. Therefore it

is not senseless to try to interpret the single a»

butions of К, Л »!П"~ separately.
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2
Distributions of p T

It has been suggested [з] that, at least for par-

tides produced in pp collisions, the p T distributions

would present an exponential behaviour, with an univer-

sal slope ~ 3(GeV/o)"2 above p? ~ 0.2 (GeV/c)2.

The dff/dp™ for the particles of reactions i., ii., iii.

are shown in Fig..I , where we can see that:

1. With the exception of Л , for the other four

particles a single slope cannot represent the

data. At this stage of this work, to fit two

slopes or a parabola is a matter of taste.

2. Considering two slopes, the estimated positions

of the kinks are given in Table 1, together
2

with the values of the fitted slopes for р„,

above the kink.

Table i

Reaction

K"p -WYlfx

Particle

тг~
Л

тг~

Estimated
position of
the kink
GeV/c

0.15

0.24

none

0.15

0.15

Slope 9

(GeV/cP

4.3+0.2

5.3+U.3

3,4+0.1

5.7+0.3

5.4+0.3

*yND

13/15

8/10

33/23

17/11

9/11

Fig.2 shows the distributions of the

particles produced in reactions a. - e.f where

is defined as:
df/dp'

df
2dp L dp T

dpT



The curves have the same features as in Fig.l.

The slopes, which are given in the figure, vary from

2.8 to 5.8(GeV/c)"2.

The conclusion is that no universality was found
2 2

for the slopes, neither for dfa'/dp̂  nor for df/dpT.

Statistical approach for the р ф distributions

Pig.3 shows the P T distribution of the five parti-

cles of paper I produced in reactions a. - e. These

spectra may be analysed from a thermodynaraical point of

view. They are considered as the result of a sampling

of particles of a given nature from a inacrocanonical

ensamble. The probability of finding a particle with

a transverse momentum between

given by Planck's formula:

F(pm) dpip o£ pip dp

I 2 ^ 2"1
where E= л] m + p? + р„

and

ф I cipT ( e + 1 )

is

(i)

-v sign refers to Bose-Ein—

3tein and Fermi—Diiac statistics respectively, './hen fit-

ting these distributions to formula (l), the fitted

"temperature" kT of the inclusive spectra a. - e. is

the following:

Table 2

eaction

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

kT, MeV

138+4

120+4
MB

32+4

136+2
112+3

Xa/ND

388/29

229/29

79/29

30/32

28/31

The following conclusions may be drawn from the

f i e and Pig.3:

— The Planck formula describes satisfactorily the R

and Л epectrb. produced In K~p interactions.



Strong deviations for pions produced in IT p inter-

actions are observed Ы . They consist of an excess of

events in the medium range of p T (~ 0.2 to ~ 0.5 GeV/c),

Similar deviations are observed forll associated to the

K° in reaction i. as seen in Fig.4. The full line curve

represents the fit to Planck's formula, with*X /ND=156/2i

There is less evidence for such a deviation for the "ЗГ

associated to the Л in reactions ii. and iii. Figs 5a

and 5b give the p T distributions for JT and IT res-

pectively; the full curves again represent the best fits

to Planck's formula, giving kT=146+3 MeV and 151+3 MeV

respectively (*X /ND=27/19 and 23/21) .

We have also tried a fit of a Maxwell typ^ formula:

(2)

which ie also a generalisation of the empirical formula

of Cocconi, Koester and Perkins [sj-

The corresponding fits are shown in Figs 4 and 5

by the dotted lines. With the exception of the K° for

which the fit is not good, formula (2) represent satis-

factorily the data for other particles of reactions i.,

ii- and iii.

In the frame of Hagedorn's model СбЗ, the excess

of pions in the medium range of p T might be explained

by contributions of temperatures higher than 120-138 Mev

which we found from the fit. However, computing In thi3

model the temperature which would result if in the

5 GeV/сТГ p collision all kinetic energy is adlabatic&l-

ly transformed lato heat, we Лгш about 120 MeV. Then,

this model cancot explain the observed departure in pure

thermodynamical basis without invoking other mechanisms.

Let us examine the temperatures obtained for the

particles produced in the discussed reaction*?. Table 2

shows In particular that the temperature of the Л is

smaller then the temperature of the H°. This effect is

rather unexpected in the frame of Hsgedorn'g nodel, if
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me think of the temperature as being related to the

impact parameter at the place «here the particle ia

created. Indeed, the reaction K~p — • K° X implies char-

ge exchange while the reaction К"р->ЛХ implies both

charge and strangeness exchange.

As unexpected (but lees significant) is the fact

that the temperature of the IT in reaction a, is greater

than the temperature of the Ji in reaction b. This fact

is unexpected because the leading particle effect of

the*JT in reaction a. should make it more peripheral,

lowering its temperature.

The temperatures of the 3T s, К and A of reactions

i.t ii., and iii. are plotted in Fig.6 as functions of

the masses. There is a clear trend for a decrease of

the temperature as the mass increases.

The average values of p T and p~ for these three

particles are also plotted In the same figure. In these

cases there is a cl-ear trend for an increase of these

quantities with the mass. This tendency goes in the di-

rection of what one should expect from the equipartition

of energy. Nevertheless the increase of <fpm \ is not

strong enough to give an equal temperature to each par-

ticle.
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Fig. i - Distribution, in an arbitrary logarithmic
2

scale, of the p* of the fi/e particles or

reactions i., ii. and ill.
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Lorentz invariant cross-section df/dp_ as
2a function of y.„ for the inclusive reactions

a. Tr^^lf : ; b . JT p -*TT X ; с . ТГ p —*•
__ at 6 GeV/c

d,, K~p-»K"x ? e. К~р->ЛХ ; at 14.3 GeV/c

The straight lines are the results of fits of
these distributions to an exponential exp(-bp^),

•0.3 (GeV/c)2.



й U25 U50 GL75 1.0 CGeV

Pig. 3 - de*/dpT distributions for ihe particles produ-
ced In reactions a. - e. Tbe curves are ttie
resulte of fits of these distributions to the
thermodynamloal formula (l) given in the text.



0.20

Fig. 4 - il6-/dpT, in arbitrary units,_for the OT~ produ-

ced in the reaction K~p —> KOTT~X. The solid

curve represents the fitted Planck-type for-

mula (i) and the c'otted one represents the

fitted Maxwell-type formula (2).



К~р_*Л т.+.

100

100

0.20 0.60 1.0
Pj(n"),GeV/c

Fig. 5. d6y'dpT tor the JT produced in the reac-

Fig. б - a in arbitrary unite, for the

b.
- 1' • + " -

tlons K p - » ЛТГ X and К p —* Л 3T"X"
Tbe ourvoe are the ваше as In Pig.4.
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Pig. 6 - Por three par t i d e s ЗГ, К and Л ,

a.

ce the parameter kT coming fror* the fitted
formula(i)are plotted as a function of the
masses of these particles.



DISCUSSION

K.HANSBNt I have two comments. In the first on* I
would like to repeat what I said the first day about
the pp oolHelena at 19 GeV/c. For eaoh exclusive
channel we divide particles into a system going
forwards and a system going backwards. In each case
we go to the rest frame of the "clusters"t i.e. of the
groups of particles going into the same hemisphere,
and plot the plon momentu* in thle frame. We find that
for clusters oonsie-ed of N X , N TTOT and ЮТЛ; in all
three cases the internal momentum spectrum is the
same and 11 is close to the Planck shape. The only
deviation, welch is not unexpected, is due to A (.1236).

R.LANDER; Do you know the characteristic temperature?

K.HANSENt Yes, it is 130 UeV. Unfortunately, we do
not have these internal momentum spectra for higher
multiplicities. The other comment is about single-
part iale spectra of TT~ , K° and Л . In all three cases
the PT- distributions show the characteristic change
of slope, if we plot them versus p T . But if we plot
them against longitudinal mass (which is the
longitudinal momentum divided by longitudinal velocity) ,
then in all three cases the distributions are beauti-
fully exponential over the whole range from О to 1 GeV.
The temperature calculated from p T distributions is
130 lfeV for plons and kaons, but for A° it is 100
ifeV. These observations go in the same direction as
these reported by Lestlenne.

f.LOW: Question to Prof. Hagedorns Is the constant
cross-section built-in into this model in some way?

R.HAGEDORN» It is an extra assumption whioh we have
to make. All the calculation is done per oolllslon,
fad In order to got from there to the croee-eeotlon
one *ae to normalise to the experiment.
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P.LOVt Cam one put tli» laotoplc spin conservation?

В.ШвЕШШНг In a m y the laotople «pin conservation la'
already contained la the fact that we have acme kind
of faoterlsatlen, that la, that tba earn* funotlon la
••lid for pp/JTp and Kp t booauae if you have аЭГр
collision, there la no roaaon to oenalder the lnoomlng
plon aa a oonaarrad partiolo. For pp collisions «blob
we a tar tod with, wo bad tho protons oonaorvodf and
tho toeperature calculated for a fireball with
oonaorvod Ъагуоп number. Now, there ia no reason to
do that for the plena, beoauae you can create and
аЪаогЪ plona aa you like. But If you say that there
might be iaoapln conservation, that is no exchange
of Isospin from the upper vertex to the lower one
then the oonoluaion would be that you had the ease
function for forward and backward direction and that
it doea not depend on what the vertex is, etc. and
all that Is taken into account by kinematics. As soon
лш you have e«e* a plon exohange from the upper to
the lower vertex you oould not really say that there
la an incoming conserved plon*

F.LOV: No, but there is the question of counting

states of a given lsospin.

B.HAGEDORNs The isospin states of the partioles are
oounted in the mass spectrum and also in emission. The
iaoapln i particle glvea multiplicity 3 tines more
than the iaoapln О particle. But that la all. There is
no conservation of isospin built-in explicitly. It
would bo very hard.

H.CHAN: I remember that in some older veraion of your
model you bad to introduce some extra assumptions in
order to distinguish between 1Г*and lT. Is that
asaumptl«A removed newt
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R.HAGEDORNt Ho, this aaaumptlon remains. The aaammptlon
la that the through-going part Idea might be excited
into reaonaneoa whioh then have a two-body decay. The
through-going particles have ta be taken separately
beoauae they have anyway already а тегу particular
kind of apeotrum, namely they do net deoreaae with
increaaing x, they stretch out until x»i. Secondly,
tbe two-body decay la, of oourse, vary much different
from a Planck formula* We have taken a few what we
oall "repreaentatlve" resonances. One should do the
same for tha plon reaonanoee lnTTN scattering and
this has been done by Htun Than and J.Ranft,

H.CHMT: Sa a difference between К and K~t3?* and7T~....

B.HAGEDORN: ..... remains and relies on the difference
between the particles produced in the oentre and
theao produced by resonance exoitatlon of the
threugh»going part idea.

R.SOSBOVSKIi Haw, you have only one velocity weight
function. According to my feeling, at very high energy
(for example at the ISB) , when you produce a pp
pair in pp collision, there are 3 proton» in the final
state, and very often you will have two leading
partialas in one hemisphere and the third one in tbe
aeeend hemisphere, because all they are treated with
the same function.

S.EAOKDOBHs It is pertly oorreot, but not quite. In
that —mm we have three contributions, that is tha
throagh-golng part isle, the throngh-golng proton
or a leebar whioh deoaya and pair production, they are
all described by the; .same velocity function, however
tha through-going anas are mostly «ascribed by the
mart where X is large and thoee produced in pairs
- by the part whereiX^o. Ъ the- rogiem af large Л



the energy density does not allow kinematioally the
pair production. ZB other words, In the region of
largo X It la cold, and In the region Л.^о It la hot.
The pair production oan only happon in the hot region
bat never In the cold one. So etlll with one single
function these two contributions will have completely
different shape and magnitude of spectra.

R.SALMERON: In your model there is a relationship
between transverse momentum, masa and temperature. Is
the relationship the same In your new version of the
modal?

R.HAGEDORNj The relation is <p T (m,T)
with asymptotic equality, and It does not ohange
In the new version. The energy-temperature relation
ohanges, hut once the temperature and mass are given,
the tranaverse momentum remains the same.

B.SAiHEROHt My second question concerns the limitation
of the rapidity of the fireballs.

R.HAGEDOaMł These are kinematio limits for two-body
prooeaa. In fact, at tbe limit the fireballs are no
longer fireballs, that are elestloally scattered
Initial par tides.

J.BAMFT: I would like to comment on one velocity
distribution Introduced by Letemier and Tounsl. The
spectra of protons In the central region look somewhat
funny. I tried, but I never suooeded to intreduoe one
funotion, and I think that to deolde whether this is
possible or not good data are needed In tho central
region*

J.BBNECKBs Tom showed tho dependence of the p/jr ratio
on z for moderate p_« 0.4 GoV/o* What happens whom
yon go to largo pr valuoa?



J.BAMFTt The dependence otrtelaly changes, bat Z
would not like to oomaeat.

D.MOBBISQMi If you «ant aa experimental answer, It
deea ohange beeauae the treneYerse Momentum
diatrlbutieaa ef plon and ? ara different.

M.DEUTSCBMAUN» Experimentally yon know that the
Loreatz-lavariant д,, diatributlon la nearly a almpl*

exponential In p T . Tour foraula ia amah more oompllca-
tedt it oontalna e.c* Bankel funotlona. Can yon oomaent
about thla?

fi.SAGEDORNs There la no elaple fun©tIon whloh la
•uppoaed la thla modal to fit all the data. Everything
la a ooaplloated Interplay of varloua thinga.

M.DSUTSCBI1ANN} Bxperlaental data look more simple than
theory.

S.EAQEDORNt They do. But they do also In the ease of
tar* maee depeadecoe of the tranaverae momentum. It la
a afcoare root tlmee the ratio of two Bfcnkel funotiona
and It turna out to look aa linear* So thinga oan look
experimentally тегу simple, but la faot a goad
explanation would lead to a ooaplloated formula.

L.CAHKSCHIt What kind of eorrelatloaa do you expoot
la your model, for lnatanoe, If <n>^ln ш, what le
than <n a>?

B«E4eBDOBVt It la possible to anaver your qaeatlon,
hewerer at that potat you hare to make additional
aasnaptlona. The model for one-pa?tlele laolealva
dlatrlbutl«aa daaa ШФ% aaeelfy whether la one raaotlaa
yen hare aaa fIraaall «г шагш ао that queatlea of
oerreletlona la atUl open. I hart eme oaameat om tae



paper by Leetienne. I have the feeling that some of
the discrepancies between the Planck distribution
of p,p and the experiment might be reeolved by that
new development which was started by Prautsohi and
Hamer, namely to go back again to the phase apace and
do exact energy-momentum conservation. Of course,
everything becomes horribly complicated, as we know,
but we can do it on the computer whereas this here
is so simple and therefore attractive method. Another

2 2

remark concerns (D -на ). The most natural variable is+ m a ) but a square root of it; than the bending
distributions become rather flat.

R.LANDER: We looked at the temperature from just the
very low energy particles in the cm.system. We found
a temperature of about 140 MeV for all kinds of
particles in pp collisions up to 28 GeV and in ТГГ p
at 7 GeV. We have also seen в preprint on pn collisions
at 3 GeV giving the same value of temperature.

T.FERBEL: I wonder whether Professor Hagedorn or
anybody else could comment on how thermodynamic
model which presumably Involves many more particles
than one works so beautifully for fin average
multiplicity of one.

R.HAGEDORN z This is rather simple beoauae the basic
ingredient is the black body radiation. If the
temperature is sufficiently low then the mean particle
number in a black box might be 0.5 but still the
whole formula Is correct. The fluctuations become
big bu* for mean values it might well work. Da fact,
for instance, if you caloulate the production rate
of anil-He which Is something like 5 in a few months
of Serpukhov running, than this very, vary low rata
is rather correctly given by too Planok formula» This
has mothlng to do with tbe particle number, but
with tbe number of degrees of freedom.



DEVELOPMENTS IN FBAfflfiBNTATZON MODELS

J.M.WAOT (STOHT йаоок)

Both the fragmentation models and the Independent
emission models require that at high energy, the average
multlplloltjln> inoroacea logarithmically with energy.
Or equivalently that the one particle Inclusive oross-
aeotion C/rt'-sf- behavea near x-0 like i/x. As а
oonaeqaenee of this, it 1з not easy to dleorlainate
the two aiodela experimentally by observing the one
particle inclusive cross-sections. By Independent
emission models, X mean those models «here the only
correlations present in Indus ive reactions are short
range, euch aa mnltlperipheral model and Mueller's
model.

One of the most interesting recent uevelopment in
the subject of inclusive reactions is the realization
that the predictions of the fragmentation models (FM)
and the independent emission models (iQf) concerning
the correlation function? are violently different at
•ery high energiea. We hope that the experiments in
the NAL and ISR in the near future will start to
diatinguish the two classes of models.

I shall present here the high energy predictions
of the fragmentation models about the two partiolo
correlation f«notions. At the end of the talk, I shall
propoae an ISR experiment which may kill , one of the
two oxassee of models.

My talk la based on the fire papers listed at the
•** W , DO , DQ , DO , DO .

In both FM and IBM, what happens at high energies
In the left hemisphere la not affected by what happens
in the right hesiephara. In order to enhance the
effeots of final partiolo correlations щ fragmentation
models, it Is convenient to discuss the two hemispheres
separately. This oan be done easily at high energies
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ino* the phase space faotor divide* out int» oontrl-
utleń» fre» the two hemispheres;

S(Z x) S (2 R-&)- ̂C2 xT4) SCEx^A)
Let ua first define aoae of the quantities we have

.о пае. Denote Ъу 5Yfe) the eross-seotlon of producing
• partlelea In the right hemisphere. 5"[Cs) is defined
In a alailar way. For simplicity of notation, we assume
feat there la only one kind of particle present. The
right hemisphere average multiplicity <n R>=n^ is
related to one partiole distribution function ę ^
ł > [

» "• °TDT J0 r

Ге aasume that <nR*> lnoreases at high energies like
a In s. Two particle correlation funotlon C(x,x') is
defined In terms of two particle inclusive oross-eection
?,(X,X')SB -. - <Г? ;—__ Ъу
>2« dx dx'

Гае following quantities which desoribe the multiplicity
Sistrlbutlons are also very useful for our discussions:

(3)

(4)

The right hemisphere associated multiplicity m*cx) is
the average additional пишЪег of particles, on the right
hemisphere knowing that one particle is located at x.

The fragmentation model is based on the assumption
that <5rCS")"ś^£ const. Or, if it vanishes as a—»°o t it
does not vanish too fast. Let's illustrate by two
examples. First oasei&rCs)—* const. Then the simplest
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way to obtain <n R^>~tns at high energies is to assume

e^(e)^^o> "^T. Second case: 0^""""* ln"s at high energies.

Then the assumption that 6 T ( 5 ) - * ^ - ^ gives <«1R)>«-Ins .

We prove that in both oases, the correlation function
COoO must be In average very large at very high

energies.

(I)
R

5

(5)<"R> - £

Сб)

< n RC nR -£) > ~ >Ii* • In s
We conclude that the two particle correlation functions

are in average very large at very high energies. Let

me now list some of the more detailed predictions of

this model and compare it with the corresponding

predictions of the independent emission models.

We assume for simplicity that (y* Cs) *—g- *

Let me explain the predictions of the fragmentation

modela In above table, (v) and (vi) are trivial. They

are simply the consequence of the assumption of Inde-

pendence of the two hemispheres. (lil)f (iv) , Cvii)

and (viii)are essentially the consequence of energy

conservation and the assumption that 6~T ( s ) ^ ~ * -cj- ,

If n R is large, It is unlikely that x p oan Ъе
largef since x f must satisfy the following two condi-
tion»: Ху> 0 and I ł y « 1. And therefore if a particle



Fragmentation models Independent emission
models

(i) с In s + d с in в + d

In s

(iii) finite, x>0
(iv) -t , х-УО4"

с in s W H(x)
>J (xi : finite every

where
, x<0

(vi) 0

(viii) finite else
where

xx'c(xx)C(yy)= finite

everywhere

с (y,y) = ^

ae iy-y'l
y:rapidity

forward
and back
ward mil
tiplici-
ty of
•ach
event

(lx) tend to be asy
nmetric

tend to be symmetric

fragments into many pieces, the fragmentation products
tend to cluster around x=O. The bigger the number of
the products is, the greater is the tendency

of clustering. We expoet a situation as illustrated

in Pig. 1.
Anotber «ay of saying is that In an r-particle

event, wnen ono of the particles bas x> O then the
phase spaoo available for the rest of the particles
is proportional to (i-x)r . Аай therefore -ĝ T
•ust bo of order of the samo faotor which, for x> О
decreases exponentially as r—»oo. Now it is clear
from Eq. 4 that mR(x) must be finite for finite x > 0 ,
slnoe for suoh z both the numerator and the denominator'
of 84. 4 converge.
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One «ay to avoid tbie oonolusion of finite ш (z)
for finite ^ > 0 is for the dynymics to allow infinite
number of other particle» to be produoed at x*O, even
if a particle has already taken away finite x value.
Sucb is the case with the Bultlperlpberel model.

ту

However for euch models 6 T ( a) is very energy
dependent, contradicting an assumption that 9 r C$)
is energy indeperdent at the high energies. We shall
explain this point again when we discuss later iJie
model.

Once we accept (iii) an (ii) , then Civ) follows
Immediately, eince <nR(nR-d)>*£ Г cU %(**')£cz+ №

~- aa x — • 0 andm4fx)~-i" asx—••OFrom (iii) ire also conclude immediately that
is everywhere finite or at least not very singular
except when хс^х'яаО or Хс«х'с«О . Por x in sueh
region СС*>хЛ must be extraordinary large at the
high energies, since from Eq. 5 C(x.x) must be very
large In some region of x and x'
!4y analysis will not Ьш m l id at the low energies.

However, it is tempting to look *t the low energy
data and seek some sort of encouragement.

I shall present only the Notre Dame data at 8 and
18 GeV/c for зт^>—ь-тпГХ (w.D.Shepard et al., Phys.Bev.
Lett. 28, (1972) 703). Fig. 2 «hows their results;
for the symbols and notation, please, confer the
original paper. It is noteworthy that when the
rapidities y c ^ y d « O , C ^ . y ^ is positive and is
increasing with energy. (See line e and f) .
Let me now present an explicitly soluble model { which

carries all the features we discussed earlier* Set

v xT)lT>2 y

then simple Integration gives

оп
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Ho te that far xy О, j ^ above vanishes
exponentially «hen r-><*?, aa conjectured In the
d.isousslons associated with Fig. 1.
W© further obtain*
$М«Ктг

Although anoh a simple model cannot describe the
experimental data exactly, we believe the singularity
structure given by thia Model reffleota common
characteristics of all the fragmentation modela,
since by multiplying the right hand aide of Eq.(?)
by a smooth function of x.,....« tx ( we do not change
ftbo singularity structures of f^ , a (x)and § Ł

obtained above. We can change the conclusions above
drastically by changing equation (7) into

4 b
dx4 d x T *i *г. **

Such an equation will give many qualitative features
of the eultiperipheral model.

Let ua discuss now the forward-backward asyanetry
of multiplicity oroas-aeotien. (Xl
We propose here a simple ISR experiment at one

energy whioh permlta ona to dlstlnsMish the alternative
of fragmentation and multiperipheral modela. The
experiment conaiata of detecting the tendency of eaoh
high multiplicity event to produce equal number of
part idea in forward and backward hemispheres. Ко
meaaurementa of the momenta of the secondaries are
needed. The multiplicity diatrlbutiona tend to be
aymmetrio event by event in the two hemispheres in
mnltlperlpherai models and tend to be asymmetric in
fragmentation modela.
Por «a n-prong event, the probability of finding n L

particles la the loft hemisphere la proportional to
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/

where Pcn.nO la normalized t e ? ( n , 5 ^ . For pp aoatter:

It la «torlema that P(n,nL) la sysMotrlo In ^ around
•l»% t •»* therefore a^/g» !• «a axtrearai paint.
If the pelat ^-"/2, 1* * MTinm (alnlaraOof Pcn>nt) *
tnan tba B-pranc amanta wil l t«ad ta ba ayamatrle
(asyHB«trla) la multiplicity dlatrlbntlen. Ргаш
definition (9) t i t la aaay ta «bow that for large
n tba «latrlbotlanP(n,nO la Bazlaal (Mlniwal)et nL«

n/2,
If O^CnO daaraaae faa tar (alawer) than an
a^panantlal far nL- п /

Prafaaaar Toller abowed na •штИшт in tbla Caafaranoi
that in •Bltlperlpbaral aodala ( ю н ) , <?L(nL) baa
ta ba baandad far larga a bjr с Palaaan dlatribatlan.
Ibarafera, far HFM wa know n^* n/^ Muet be а
point* Far FM( under the aaauaptlon ero(nL^ ^j- , *j?i
la a Blniaun point. L

Aa an ll lua trat len we present Figa, 3 and 4. They
are eurrea far P(n,nL̂  at nmZO for both Poiaaon
dlatrlbntlan and qr^cnO» n L ( „ _ĄK • *hen a lnareaaea,
the h i l l (wel l ) far ШМ (FU) Sbeeomea higher (deeper) -
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DISCUSSION

L. VAN HOVE: This ia an extremely striking test which

you propose for the fragmentation model. There i* one

olae* of testa of the fragmentation model which saye

that if you are in the laboratory system, certain

inclusive distributions tend to limity and all these

test* have been in fact quite successful including the

ISS energies. It is conceivable that you have pushed

the fragmentation model to a somewhat extreme or

austere form, in the senee that it ie possible that

you would still have these fragmentation properties

I was just describing even if you do not fulfill this

spectacular test. Or, may there be a logical contra-

diction between them.

J.WANGt I think that if you assume that the prong

cro8S~sectlon reaches a constant at high energy, I

think this is almost Low's comment.

L. VAN HOVE: Then my question is: can the easy-going

tests, the normal, traditional tests over limiting

fragmentation, namely that in the lab system there is

a limiting distribution and in the projectile system

too, could those test* still be valid if the cross-

-section for given prong number does not tend to

oonstant?

J. WANGj Yes, of oourse, that would be opposite to

this detailed version of the modal.

L. VAN ROVEs That means that the traditional tests

of the fragmentation model are not teats of fragmenta-

tion modal.

J. WANS: Tea, in this sense, yes.

L. CANESCHI: I can answer to Prof. Van Hove'e

queatlon. The property of limiting fragmentation i*.



for instance, a property of the multiperipheral model,
ав it is well known. So, it is certainly not a good
test of the spectacular things that this other model
suggests. As far as the spectacular things are concern-
ed, I would like to propose another test that is much
simpler. The probability of having, say 100 particles

Л awl ^^^

is about 10" , if you are right, and it is 10 ,
if the nultiplicity is Poisson, say at the ISR energy.
I think that it is very simple to discriminate. Just
one has to sit at the ISR and wait for, let's say 4
minutes, and than either you get an event or you
don't get it in a oouple of thousands of centuries.

J. WANG: I don't think that experiment like the
proposed now has this kind of character. May be there
are not too many 20-prong events, then you can start
from 15 and see whether there is a tendency xa the
center to go up or down. I think, this feature should

be easier than looking if the prongs go down like
2

I/a! or 1/n .

L. CANESCUI: I maintain that 146 orders of magnitude
should be detected one of these days.

F. LOW: When you stated your hypothesis, you said
that the partial prong cross-section was either
constant or almost constant. I think that It is much
tighter than that, and that's what accounts for the

spectacular deductions you made. It is not that they
approach almost constant but that they also factorizo.
That is to say that each partial cross-section
approaches the same almost constant. Otherwise you
consider these sums over n, and deduce from the
logarithmic multiplicity what happens. I think that
the strong part, in my opinion, has been made here.
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J. 1&Ш1 There la a tbeorea due to I* Bellae «bleb
•aye that unlesa the prong oross-section goea to zero
essentially like a power of at then the long range
oorrelatlona muat exlat.

L. CAHBSCHIt Since I an hopping Into my own time, I
can afford to aak a question to which I know the
answer. The logarithmic multiplicity, or If you want,
the exlatenoe of a finite limit for the Feynmen'e
scaling fonotion at x « 0 le a natural feature in
your framework, or la it an ad hoc assumption ? What
I mean la that in the framework of some models these
are necessary featnrea, namely either they are true
or they will give up* It doea not seem that you are
in this kind of situation.
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PRESENT T2ENDS OF lllJLttPKRIPHKRALISM
IHVITKD TALK ВТ LUCA CANES CHI - С Ш Ш

Am the laat speaker of a specialized conference
I find ayself la a peculiar situation! all tha aub-
jecta that I bad plannbd to preaent Ьата been diaoue-
•ad at length during tha previoua aaaaloaa. Thla
leaves ше abort of rtsulte and aost of what I eay
ara apeeulatlons that are atill at a very lapreolse
level.

To start wltb soaething concrete, let ше taka
iiaplratlon froa tba pbenoaenologioal situation шш
it baa developed during tbe laat year. At tba lavel
of one partlole diatrlbutiona tba Boat lntereatlng
raaulta are tba ISB data, tba main featurea of «blob
oan bw fairly auaaarlzed aa foliowet
a/ Halting dlaiributIon bolda f̂ or proton aad piona

atx>0.i in the range 60 GeV2^ a < 3000 GeV2.
b/ In tbe range 900 OeV2 < a < 3000 GeV2 tba plon

diatribation exlblts a oentral rapidity plateau,
tba height of «bioh is ooapatlbla with energy
independence.

o/ theTT yield at 60° in tbe CMS lnoreaaea by faotor
1.6 froa a - 60 GeV2 to • - 1000 GeV2. The
yield increases leaat it la vary auoh tba алае aa
the if at lSR,wberaaa it was aoaevbat higher at
aooelarator energy,

d/ the value of tba plataao height is a wtxiana far
tba rapidity dlatrlbutlon (or* in other worta,
f(x) la aazlaua «round x - o) .

a/ there ara lota of p at TSBt in particular the p/if
ratio la about S%, ona order of aagnltnda тот*

than at 60 GeV2.
Łat ш naw see haw theae qualitative feat urea fit
with tba ezpaotatlona Ъшшшй an • aultiperlpheral (lfflf)
plotura. Featurea m) and b) ara wall known prad lot lane
af tba HPlft In the ladder appraxlaatlon they are
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reflection of tbt short ranee correlation (.SBC)
property tbat la an immediate oonaeqtumae of the exist-
enoe of a leading factorable Begge pole In the over-
lap function, but, aa we will aeet are «ore generał
than that, (Remark that alao the correlation* between
the produced partiolee and tbe incoming onea are ahort
range). Alao the faot that small z ahould acale later
la trlrlalrt sealing, I.e. a Independence, la achieved
when the prodnoed partlele la no longer within the
Interaction range of the lnoeming particle of which
it la not a fragment. I.e. when

vi x & s * m & x - ' > correlation length
4 mi

The features o) and d) are of leas lamiedlate inter-
pretatlont actually they hare been presented aa
difficulties of the MFlf by naive addicts of the
Ifcieller framework- The argument goea aa follows:
let ua oonaider the one-partiole distribution
e + b-#> с • x when both аг -(pa - Po")

2 aad V^b" pc
are large, and assume a double Begge expansion. If
we keep only the Pomeron (p) and a typloal meaon (li)
singularltiea, who distribution will be of the form

Prom this let us compute the two limits

l)x-0 S-*oo -~| « C + C ( C E + C r ) 5

S-oo X U O

Benoe, If с and с are poaltive, the expectation is
that the 90° yield will deoreaae to Its asymptotic
limit in oontra diet ion to o) and the resulting
plateau will look as a valley in contradiction to d) .
Now in the m m с and « r are poaitlve (or o): In tact
they parametrize the non-aaymptotio terma of out-of-
-the-aaas-tfhell oroaa-aeotiona and the hypotheala la
usually made that the dependence on the t of the eac-
ehange oan be faotorized. Nevertheless a numerleal
calculation within а тегу simple model with exponen-
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tlal out off in the momentum transfera and total
cross-*eotions of the fom 1 + | щ~*-'2 ahowo that the
above mentioned featnrea exist out are extremely email
and are overoome even at the ISH energies by a more
important effeet that ateme from the exponential oat
off In momentum tranefere. For Instance, the value
of the aoallng function f (o) aa a funotlon of the
energy lnereasee momothonloally by atent the right
faotor 1.5 from s= 60 GelT to a * 2000 GeV^ and then
deoreasea with the expected S " law to the aeymptotlo
value that ie, however,©Ely about S% smaller than
the maximum. Also the dip in x la never quantitatively
important and does not ahow up yet at the XSR energies.
(All theae oaleulatlone are very preliminary and
should not be taken aerloaaly on a quantitative baa is.
I believe however that the general faaturea are as
stated here). The question is then, to dlaoover what
is going on. The answer is simple: in the lfaeller
analysis of the MPlf the assumed cut off in the
dependence on the momentum tranfer t^ and t r intro-
duce extra singularities In addition to the standard
dynamice! singularities of the two-body amplitude
that enter through the off-maes ahell optloal theorem

used on the right and left missing maases. The precise
nature of theae singularities I have not understood
yet, and certainly deserves further study: in a vary
extreme approximation Ball, Plgnottl and Steele found
some yeara ago that an exponentlel out off produoea
a faotor e~* , that analyzed In the Mueller language
corresponds to an Infinite aerlea of polea at the
even negative integers, bat this result la at the beat
a starting point to more aoourate investigations. The
ooupllnga of these extraalngolarltlea la very depend-
ent (probably exponentially) on tha mass of the
preduoed particle and this explains tha strong effect
that they have on the p production. In this frame-
-work the fact that all the ohannela (abo, bo, ab...)
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that ana oan reasonably eenatruet tor the pp-*p «• x
roaotlon ara exetlo baa obviously Very little to do
with early scaling.
Hence» the qualitative features shown by the ISB
data fit тегу niealy in the MPM :framawork..
The available Information on twa or йоге partloles
icoluaive distributions la w till at а тегу prelimina-
ry etage, and hare been discussed at length previously
Let ве only remark that the folly integrated correla-
tion functions A ^ - J f ^ - ^ d ^ - d ^ t h a t determine
the multiplicity dlatrlbatlona through

in abort range correlation Rtodela have tbe font
ДТ1(5)= a ^ ins-»-bn • I» order to «soldo whether tbe
experimental data are compatible with tMe form we
should have an upper l imit on the a^.

Ibat in, may be, amusing tbat In the MPII coefficients
ад are given by -jffi I , where ćtytm the intercept
of the leading pole in ш overlap fucotiom. In the
aulti-Regge model for instance of(g) la defined by

and with g - i, a 3 la positive, a 3 negative, a^
positive aa auggested by the experimental data (here
and In what foliowe we are chea ting's It Is a long way
from theae models of identioal partiolaa to tbe
actual distributions In numbers of if). All In all
the data on Д ^ seem more suggestive of the exiatenee
of long range correlations, that oan be introduced
in the model through the interference of a abort
ragne MPM and a d if tractive mechanism, or be directly
present In non ladder multlperipheral models of the
type to be dlaoussed later. As an example of the
Interference mechanism let us consider a toy genera-
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ting function ot the toni

*(%**)- i S^V -г-
The asymptotic behavioar of ̂ (n^s) is therefore the 2
suggeated by Wróblewaki. Semark that this kind of
exponential dependence on n la the only ona compatible
with the existenoe of bounded aoaling functions for
inclusive distributions of all orders.
With this generating function we easily obtain

and again the sign of the leading tern follows the
pattern suggested by experiment.

Let us now leave phenomenology and Indulge in
some more abstract considerations. For the moment
re have worked in the ladder approximation, but this
approximation is most lnpalatable for aeveral renaons.
First, in thic approximation the leading singularity
of the overlap funotlon la generally an isolated
pole (a feature that was once considered most actrac-
tive but baa become progressively more embarasslng') .
Choosing an appropriate value for the coupling cons-
tent g я i it ia possible to haveo£(0)=ii however it is
hard to believe that this happens by chanoe! Futher-
more due to the manifest lack of unitarity of A ^
in the ladder approximation if g = g +£ the Proiseart
bound is violated.

Add to thia the arguments presented by frof. Lew
against having the P as a pole at J « i and the fact
that the short range correlation property seems
indeed much too strong to be better than a first
approximation,, and it becomes tempting to try to
enlarge the notion of multlperipherallam beyond the
ladder approximation. Of course this will be hard to
do as long as we will answer to the question "What
is mnltlperlpherallsa? " by drawing a long chain I
What is needed la a characterization of oultlperlphe-
railcm as a property of A2||. Some reflection leads
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to the oonolualon that the fundamental oharaoteristlo
of the UPM is the fao\- that transverse momentom
limitation la lnjeoted through a out off in invariant
momentum tranafera t^.
This line of thinking has led Baeeetto, Sertorio
and Toller to define aa multiperlpheral any model
in whioh

where f (t^) are suitably decreasing functions of t^
(they should decrease like tT9 «here p can depend
on the details of the model) and the momentum trans-
fers are computed for the permutation of the final
partiolee that minimizes them(the one In whioit the
partlolea are arranged in order of increasing rapidity)
What la remarkable is the fact that the validity of
the upper hound is sufficient to establish highly
non trivial properties, that are usually though of
as characteristic of the ladder approximation.
Por instanoe, Bassetto et al. have established the
limitation <Tik><ck Ene* . Also the possibility of
writing a generalized Integral equation for In A e l

follows from the validity of the bound. However this
generalized type of integral equation does not nece-
ssarily lead to the exlatenee of a leading pole, as
it will become clear In a minute; hence long range
correlations are allowed to exist within the validity
of the BST upper hound.
It is anus ing to oonaider an explicit model that
does not have the characteristics of the ladder
approximations (in particular eatiafiea automatically
the Froiasart's bound, and a till Is aultlperlpheral
In the above atated sense). Aa example is provided
by the absorptlve~smltlperipheral model originally
proposed to solve the paradox of the oonfllotlng
signs of the absorptive and unitarity cuts, and later
developed by Flnkelateln and Zaoharlaaen who have
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shown that la satisfies the Froiaaart'a bound area
In toe dangerous oaae of multiple Pomeron exohftage*
Let шш recall briefly the Finkeleteln-Zeeharlneen
version!* the meohaniam for partiole productIon la
assumed to be Bultlperlpheral multiple Pomeron
exohange. This mechanism la then taken aa a Bom tern,
and «baorptlon la the Initial state la introduced
a la Gottilled and Jackson by Multiplying by a faeter
[SibibVH* i a *•• lapact parameter apace. The multiple
Poaeron exohange leada to an overUp function that
increases aa a power of a in an expanding range of b,
but the absorptive faotor [$(Ь,з)] « provides there
a eompenaating zero.

The whole machinery can be made aelf-eonaistent, in
the sense that the ? generated by the overlap function
of these production mechanise la the seae that la multiply
exchanged along the aultlperipneral chair, and the ваше
that la uaed for absorption. This aelf-eonalatent
solution haa a very alarple representation In impact
parameter apace: 0(bohs-b) • The correapondent J-plane
singularity is a pair of complex-conjugate cuts that
conspire to a triple pole at t « 0 , i.e.fCJ"'')2'-^)"3^
therefore, the Frolssart bound is saturated in thia
model by a meohaniam equivalent to the eikona1 fonca-
llsm. la the framework of thia model the inclusive one
and more particle die-irlbutiona have been recently
oomputed in collaboration with Adam Sohwlnmer: we
find that all inclusive distributions aoale with
bounded aeallag functions (aa it had to be from the
fact that this model satisfies the BST bound) , but
that the absorption introduces long range correlations
through the convolution Integral of b-apaee uncorrela-
ted production amplitudes*
The generating function of this model is
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The singular behaviour of the denominator ie a reflection
of the triple pole structure of the leading singularity.
From 5(^,s)we oan easily ooapute

hence long range correlations are present and they
chow up In

Again the coefficients of the leading terms exhibit
the alternating sign pattern suggested Ъу the experi-
mental data, А тегу interesting question to be examined
in the framework of this* model is the behaviour of the
one particle distribution in the "triple Regge" region.
We use the quotation marks because, of course, this
model will not exhibit a factorizable triple Regge
type behaviour. This analysis is very interesting
because the triple Regge region contains, via the
energy conservation sum rule, the root of the Finkel-
stein-KaJantle disease»

DISCUSSION

S.HUMBLEs In a paper published In Physics Letters
I have computed the single particle distributions
using model* like that you showed a minute ago and
In a fairly quantitative way yon get ТГ~ к" and Л
coming out about right.

L.CANESCHI: Did you really try to deal with this
model at a phenomenologlcal level, i.e., introducing
different kinds of particles and all that?
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S.HUMBLEt Of course, I introduced aeveral parameters.

L.CANESCHIt I think that theae modela ehould not be
applied phenomenologlcally, at least am long aa
characteristic features of inoreaaIng oroao-aeotione
and consequent strong (log s)shrinkage are not hinted
at Ъу experiment.

H.CHAN: I think Humble's model has a decreasing
cross-section at 90°.

L. CANES CHI: Too bad I

H.ABARBANELt Wang was kind enough to provide ua with
a way of killing hie modal. Would you do the aame?

L.CANESCHIt It is not my modal, ao I am not particularly
lntereated In killing it. Furthermore, I have already
killed it. Phenomenologlcally it la not relevant
because there is no evidence yet for increasing

total cross-aectlons. Also theoretically it la wrong
because the cut structure la too singular to be
compatible with Bronzan et al.

G.THOMAS: A oomment about notation. You are ualng
the words "short range" and In a behaviour of the
Integrated correlations, f , interchangeably. However
a correlation function might behave as 1 / ( У 1 - У 2 ) ,
corresponding to an Infinite correlation length, but
•till the integrated quantity behaves like In a.

L.CANESCHI: Let's not be too choosy about words. As
long as relevant Integral in relative rapidities are
convergent the theory is equivalent to a short-range
correlation theory avan If a ranga cannot, etrietly
speaking, be defined In an exponential form.
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B.PETKRSSOIfi A abort statement and a question. The
oraltiperlpheral model Is in prlnolple a model for each
exclusive reaotlon, which it usually fits rather badly.
Now, if the Mueller Hypothesis can be derived within
this model, is then the best use of MTU to find
singularities in the Mueller amplitude, and tben work
with this amplitude instead, whioh is an inclusive
model?

L.CANESCHIi Mueller has nothing to do with this result.
The faot that you oould obtain tbe inclusive
distribution by using tbe optical theorem for twice
off-the-oaas-shell total oroae-seetlon was known
within tbe mul tiperlpheral model before Mueller was
even born*

B.PETERSSON: But now, once Mueller is born are not
the same singularities present in the six-point
amplitude and can be treated more generally, if you
look for them carefully enough.

L.CANESCHI: That's what I stressed during my talk.
The multlperlpheral moi'el tells you that, in accordance
with general principles all the singularities which
appear In two-body amplitudes appear also In 6-po^nt
function.

B.PETEESSON: Then you oauld work within the Mueller
language, and forget about tbe multiperipheral model?

L.CANESCHI: I think that the natural conclusion at
this point is that you should forget about the
Mueller model Instead. But let's say that it a matter
of taste.

B.LANpEHt Okay, now we can forget about both of them,
as this s tbe last session of this Conference.
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CLOSING ADDRESS

L. Van Hove

CERN, Geneva and Max-P3Lunck-Insitut, Munich

At the end of this remarkably interesting and suc-
cesBful meeting, I am glad to add a few words to «hat
Professor Francis Low said yesterday at the lively Con-
ference party, and to express to all organizers oar pro-
found gratitude for their excellent work and for their
warm hospitality.

To you, Professor Mięsowicz, I would like to ex-
press not only our thanks but also our sincere compli-
ments for what you have achieved in building up the
Cracow High Energy Physics Group. After your successful
years of activity in the field of nuclear emulsion phy-
sics, during which you and your collaborators proposed
the still so important concept of fire-ball formation,
you led your group into bubble chamber physics and you
sponsored the start of a phenomenology theory group
which now occupies on world scale a leading place in
this field.

Our gratitude goes next to the group of extremely
brilliant younger scientists who are now leading the
research activity in high energy physics both in Cracow
and Warsaw. To our friends Białas, Hofmokl, Sosnowski,
Wróblewski and Zalewski we express our deep gratitude
and our profound admiration for their masterful leader-
ship and untiring work in organizing and running this
very lively meeting.

But our heartful thanks go as much to the junior
collaborators of the Cracow and Warsaw groups for their
restless devotion to take care of all aspects of the
organization, ranging from an instant production of
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typescripts for the Proceedings to a complete coverage
of the many transport problems of participants. I really
wondered at times whether it is in any «ay possible to
bring these young Polish physicists to exhaustion, and
I believe this simply cannot be done. Their energy and
willingness to solve problems almost before they occur
is simply boundless.

To all of you, our Polish hosts, I convey on behalf
of all participants our deeply felt thanks and our best
wishes for the future of your so successful research
activity.
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